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Coins and Currency
United States
1

U.S., Start Your Own Business Pow erful Coin Stock. A fabulous stock with too many highlights to
mention, however for the sake of those of you who cannot view we’ll present a few highlights, includes Indian Head
1866, 1869 (2), 1877 (2), 1908s, Lincoln 1914d, Shield nickels 1866 with/rays, 1868, Liberty nickels 1885, 1912s,
Buffalo nickels 1913d type II (2), 1919d, 1919s, Mercury 10¢ 1921 (3), Barber 25¢ 1914s, Standing Liberty 1929s,
Washington 25¢ 1932d (3), 1932s (2), Walking Liberty 50¢ 1938d (2), and a type coin volume with half cents, large
cents, 2¢, 3¢ silver & nickel, half dimes, tokens, bust halves, condition runs the gamut, with many items unpriced and
uncounted owner’s retail is over $29,000.00, cheap at half this price, a real find don’t miss out on this beauty.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2

U.S., Silver & Type Coins Stock. Many hundreds housed in four red or black coin boxes, a few better
includes half cent 1803 (2), large cent 1812 small date, 1813, 1814 plain 4, 3¢ silver 1861, 1862, Barber dime 1903s,
Seated Liberty quarter 1853o with rays, Standing Liberty quarters 1971s type I, Washington quarters 1932d (3), 1932s
(3), Walking Liberty halves 1916d, 1916s, 1921, 1921d, 1921s (3), Morgan dollars 1884s (2), 1894o, 1899 (2), 1903s
(2), Peace dollars 1924s (2), 1928 (6), 1934s, with many other better items, condition ranges from good to proof,
inspection would aid the perspective buyer greatly.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3

U.S., Group of Six Slabbed Gold Coins. Includes 1853 $1 Unc detail improperly cleaned NGC, 1887 $5
uncommonly details improperly cleaned NGC, 1905 $2½ MS63 ICG, 1852 $2½ MS63 ICG, 1908 Indian $5 MS63 ICG,
and a 1901 $5 MS63 ICG, nice little lot of gold for you gold enthusiasts.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

4

U.S., Lincoln Cent & Jefferson Nickle Accumulation, 1909-2013. Approximately 700 full and partial rolls
of Lincoln cents, with most of the rolls uncirculated 1955-2000, 1909 to 1955 patrial rolls, also includes an estimated 300
rolls of Jefferson nickles, plus $200.00 face in quarters to Sacagawea dollars, with rolls of errors such as 1960-d small
dates, 1982-p large dates and 1955 doubled last “5", a great lot to restock with, please review.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

5

U.S., Currency Collection. An exemplary collection of U.S. and Confederate bills, CSA includes five $1, a
$2, ten $5, two $10, three $20, four $50 and two $100bills, plus some fractional bills, U.S. includes two 1923 Washington
$1 silver certificate, 1917 $1 US Note, 1917 $2 US Note, and thirteen fractional notes, and other miscellaneous bills, a
great beginning at this ever popular area.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

6

U.S., Coin Collections in Albums. Five albums include Washington 25¢ collection 1942-1998 less three “S”
mints, Franklin 50¢ collection less 1959, 1961d, 1962, another Franklin 50¢ complete, JFK 50¢ collection, and a
complete Peace $1 collection in AU or less condition, a great pick up for any collector or dealer, mostly grade AU to
proof.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

7

U.S., Premium Dealer Stock of Coins. Presented in six red coin boxes, includes Flying Eagle cents, Indian
Head copper nickel cents, and up to 1909, Lincolns include 1909s, 1910s (3), 1911s (3), Liberty nickels 1883
with/cents, 1884, Buffalo nickels 1914s (3), 1915s, 1916s (2), 1924s, Mercury dimes 1921 (2), Washington quarters
1932d (4), and much more, grades range from good to proof, examination is encouraged.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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8

U.S., Lincoln Penny Collections, 1909-2013. Includes in a Whitman album 1909s VDB with full wheat ears,
1910s, 1911s, 1912s, 1914d, 1924d, then six Dansco albums in various stages of completion, one collection has 1909s
VDB uncirculated, 1909s, all others missing 1909s VDB, 1909s, 1914d, 1922, 1931s and 1955 DD, most with proofs
from 1970, grades range from good to proof, a unique opportunity to inexpensively restock this popular issue.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

9

U.S., Slabbed Silver Coins. A good lot all graded by NGC unless noted, featuring 1872 AU Seated $1, 1874
AU Trade $1, 1934 XF Peace $1, 1935 AU Peace $1, 1847 MS66 25¢, 1951 Proof Franklin 50¢, 1858o XF 50¢ PNG,
1952 Proof Washington 25¢, 1909 Unc Indian Head 1¢, 1928 AU Peace $1, also a partial roll of 1962 Proof Franklins,
and a roll plus partial roll of Proof 1978s $1, nice selection of type coins.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide
10

Worldwide, Coin Accumulation. Coins from the four corners of the globe, includes Austria, Belgium,
Canada and Newfoundland, China, Fiji, France, Germany, Great Britain, Iceland, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Philippines, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, a box of mint Great Britain pennys 1960-1964, a box of miscellaneous albums
with no silver, and a box of U.S. and foreign type sets, a proof set, with some silver, mostly copper or cupronickel, should
be plenty of sleepers to be awoken by a specialist, grades range from good to uncirculated.
Estimate $500 - 750

11

Worldwide, Slabbed Coins. An amazing array of foreign items, includes 1909A Unc details Prussia 3m
NGC, 1910A AU Prussia 3m NGC, 1903P AU Denmark 2k NGC, Roman Empire Hostillian VF double denarius NGC,
1817 AU Great Britain ½ crown NGC, 1816 MS65 Great Britain 6p NGC, 1819 MS65 Great Britain 1s NGC, 1902 MS
China 10c NGC, and a 1912 MS 62 Japan yen NGC, nice material for the foreign specialist, don’t let it slip away.
Estimate $500 - 750

12

Worldwide, Foreign and Ancient Coin Collection. Over 300 coins, both foreign and ancient presented in
two binders, better includes 1900 Great Britain florin, 1935, 1940 and 1942 New Zealand florins, 1931D Swiss 5f, 1906
French Indo China piaster, ancients include Roman Hadrian 117-38 AD, Greek silver, Roman Aurelian bronze silvered,
a choice lot that has enormous potential, please examine, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

United States
General Collections
13

2

U.S., Phenomenal Collection, 1847-1974. An impressive and rather clean collection that appears to have
been put away for a while. We are offering the collection completely intact as received and it includes classics, regular
issues, commemoratives, air mails, special deliveries, very pleasing officials, postage dues and parcel posts in Scott
National hingeless album. Collector took time to carefully examine every stamp and although not perfect, the vast
majority of the stamps are correctly identified and several of the key stamps have accompanying certificates. Highlights
include - Mint: 7, 20, 40 PF cert, 69, 71, 72, 73, 76, 76a, 90, 92-94, 112-17 (3 high values no gum or regummed), 133 no
gum, 134-6, 137 (o.g. split grill, PF certs), 138 no gum, 145-53, 155 (slight dist. o.g. PF cert), 156-63, 165, 182-91 (90c
o.g. PF cert) (200 unused PF cert), 205-8, 212-18, 219-29, 230-45, 246-50, 253-63, 264-76, 276P5 o.g. imperf pair,
277-78, 279-84, 285-93, 300-13, 323-7 (2), 328-30, 331-42, various coils, 367-73, 374-82, 388 (o.g. pair, PF certs),
397-404, 414-21, 422-23, 424-40, 460, 462-80 (missing 5c error), rotary singles, pairs and line pairs (missing 491),
498-518 (missing 5c error), 519, 523 (2), 524 (2), nearly complete offsets (missing 534B), 547 (2), 545-46, 551-73 (2
sets), 581-91, 599A (single, pair and line pair), 630, 634A, 658-79, Farley, Presidential, Liberty issues, C1-6 (2 sets),
J13 (no gum, small thins, PF cert), Philippines 223A o.g. PF cert, E1-13, J1-7, J15-21, J22-28, J31-36, J38-44, J45-50,
J52-57, J61-67, Q1-12, JQ1-5, O1-9, O10-14 (2c is used), O15-24, O25-34, O106-7, O35-45, O47-56, O57-67,
O72-82, O109-13, O83-93, O114-20, O121-26, RW1-40 and Used: 1 (2 singles and 2 pairs), 2, 29, 30A, 72 (3), 71, 92,
96, 112-22, 523 and RB10a (a few tiny flaws, PF cert). The overall quality is quite good, with the 20th century being
almost fault-free, 19th century is a bit mixed, with some small faults, reperfed, no gum, regummed or a bit off center,
however there are also many very nice sound stamps that still retain their original gum and the overall centering is far
superior to what is typically encountered. A fresh and delightful collection that is a joy to view, mostly F.-V.F. and better.
Estimate $75,000 - 100,000
H/m
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H

U.S., Powerhouse Collection Loaded With Value. Stupendous collection assembled on Scott Hingeless
album pages, an astonishing array of valuable stamps meticulously assembled by a collector with a keen eye for quality,
page after page of beautifully centered stamps in mint or used condition; highlights of this treasure trove include the
1847 issue Scott #1 with blue cancel, a choice 1875 reproduction #3, the 1851 imperforates 9-17; the 1857 perforated
issues nearly complete including a gorgeous unused #39; there’s even some 1875 reprints including choice examples
of 40 and 42; a select group of 1861’s including choice unused examples of 72, 75, and 77; a premium group of the 1867
grills including 85B, 86-91 complete, and 92-99 along with a rare unused, o.g. 90 cent value #101; the 1869 Pictorials
are nearly complete including choice unused examples of 115-117 and 119-121; their 1875 Pictorial re-issue
counterparts are nearly complete and include choice unused examples of 123-128 and 130-132; there’s a sensational
group of 1870’s Banknote issues including the grills 134-144 (couple dubious), a complete set of the ungrilled National
issues - all unused and choice 145-155; some choice Continental issues including unused 156-163 and 165, an
extremely rare genuine example of the 1875 24 cent Special Printing #175 - of which less than 100 examples are known
to exist (catalog value $4,000.00); the 1879 American Bank note issue is complete in unused or o.g. condition 192-191,
plus there’s an extremely rare 1880 7 cent Stanton Special Printing #196 in the distinctive scarlet vermilion shade (Scott
catalog value $8,000.00); the 1880’s Banknote issues are complete from 205-218 most with o.g.; the 1890-93 Banknote
issues are choice and complete with o.g. 219-229; the stunning set of the 1893 Columbians 230-245 are all in choice
o.g. condition; there’s an outstanding set of the 1894 unwatermarked Bureau issues including both $1 values 261 and
261A along with select top values 262-263; the 1895 watermarked Bureau issues are complete 264-278 along with the
1898 “new colors’ 279-284; the 1898 Trans-Mississippi’s are complete except for the $1 Trans - the $2.00 Trans is a top
quality lightly hinged stamp; the 1901 Pan-Americans are complete 294-299, and the 1902-03 regular issues are
complete to the 50 cent value and also include choice examples of 312 and a genuine 315 single; Washington Franklins
are well represented including complete sets of 331-342, 422-423, 424-440 complete, 462-480 complete except for
476A, including a lovely 5 cent error single #467; 498-518 are complete including the perf 11 5 cent error of color #505;
there’s lovely examples of 523 and 524 plus a choice 547; the 1922-1925 flat plates are complete 551-573; along with
the perf 10’s 581-591, and a genuine #595; there’s a lovely set of 1929 Kansas Nebraskas and even a select White
Plains sheet #630; Back of book include better Airmails including a lovely set of lightly hinged Graf Zeppelins C13-C15;
Special Delivery issues are complete except for E10; there are numerous Postage Dues in select quality including J20
and J28, J37, and J57; finally a beautiful set of the 1912 Parcel Post issues Q1-Q12 cap of this tremendous collection;
11 certificates of authenticity accompany this impressive holding; we cannot recall the last time we offered such a
choice offering of select U.S. stamps all together in one unpicked collection; a wonderful opportunity for any serious
dealer or collector to obtain a fabulous holding all in one fell swoop; leave yourself plenty of extra time to carefully review
this lot - you’ll be glad you did.
Estimate $60,000 - 80,000
U.S., Comprehensive Collection, 1847-1954. One of the most comprehensive U.S. collections we have
ever offered, virtually all stamps unused, with an enormous Scott catalog value in excess of $260,000; assembled by a
dedicated collector with a keen eye for centering, color, and eye appeal; the highlights of this outstanding collection are
numerous, including 59 certificates of authenticity; the collection begins with the 1847 issue, including a particularly
choice unused, no gum #2 with P.F. certificate; there’s an excellent selection of the 1851 imperforates, including
unused examples of #7, 9, and 12, plus three examples of #15 with o.g., with certs.; the 1857 perforated issue is
highlighted by choice examples of #18, 20, 22, 25 o.g. with P.F. cert., 30 o.g. with Weiss cert., 30A regummed with
Weiss cert., an incredibly rare 31 regummed with P.F. cert. (catalogs for $10,000), 33 o.g. with P.F. cert., and 36-39,
plus an additional o.g. 37; the 1861 regular issue is well represented with choice examples of 63, 65, 68-73, three
unused 75’s, two unused 76’s, and a scarce unused 77 with P.S.E. cert., the scarce 1867 grills include 86-90, and 93-4,
and 96-98; the popular 1867 Pictorials are complete 112-122, including certified examples of the 12c, 15c type I, sound
and choice (catalog value $3,500), 15c type II, 121 choice sound unused example (catalogs for $2,250), and 122
(catalogs for $4,500.00); the 1875 Pictorial re-issues are nearly complete, and include #’s 123-129, and 131, two with
certs.; there are extremely scarce unused 1870 grilled Banknote issues, including 134-138, the 2, 6, and 7c values with
certs., along with a valuable o.g. 15c grilled issue with P.F. cert. (catalog value $7,500), plus an impressive unused 90c
grilled Banknote issue, #144 with P.F. cert. (catalog value $10,000); the 1870-71 National Bank Note issue is complete
from 145-155; the 1873 Continental Bank Note issue is complete from 156-166, the 90c with A.P.S. cert; the 1879
American Bank Note Co. issue is complete from 182-191, including a choice unused 90c with P.F. cert.; the 1890-1893
small Bank Note issue is complete 219-229; complete 1893 Columbians 230-245 unused, including an extra $1.00
Columbian (used); the 1895 Bureau issue is complete 246-263, including a choice never hinged #251 with Weiss cert.,
and a rare o.g. $5.00 Marshall, #263 with P.S.E. cert (catalog value $4,500.00).; the 1895 Bureaus are complete
264-278, including a choice sound example of #276A with P.S.E. cert.; there are complete 1898 Trans-Mississippi
issues 285-293, with the $1.00 no gum, and the $2.00 o.g., never hinged (small gum crease); 1901 Pan Americans
complete 294-299; the 1902-1903 Regular issue is complete including an exceptional o.g. $2.00 Madison sound o.g.
with P.F. cert., plus an attractive unused 315 pair; the selection of Washington-Franklins is truly outstanding including
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many of the more difficult coil pairs with certificates; better Washington Franklins include 331-342, 348-355 coil pairs
most with certs, a 15c Bluish paper (fake cancel) with P.S.E. cert, 374-382, 385-387, 390-391, and 395-396 coil pairs,
some with certs, 397-404 complete, 414-423 complete, 424-440 complete, 50c with P.S.E. cert., 443-448, and 450-458
coil pairs, the 454 pair being never hinged, and the o.g. 456 pair being exceptional, there’s a o.g., N.H. #459 imperforate
coil single, 460, 462-480 (no 476A), but there is a nice 467 5c carmine color error in combination strip.3 (the error stamp
is never hinged), 486-497 coil pairs (no 491), 498-518 (no 505), a nice never hinged 519 (with cert.), 523-534, and
545-547; the 1922 Flats are complete, there’s a nice pair of 599A, plus an additional joint line pair, there’s a select
quality 630 White Plains sheet, 1929 Kansas-Nebraska complete, 1938 Presidentials, and 1954 Liberty series; back of
the book include Airmails complete including a gorgeous set of Zeppelins, C13-C15; Special Delivery issues include
E1-E7; Postage Dues are well represented with J1, 3, 6, 18, J26, etc; Shanghai overprints are virtually complete K1-K16
(no K17-18); 1912 Parcel Post are extremely fresh and complete Q1-Q12, along with Parcel Post Due issues JQ1-5,
and Special Handling QE1-4; the collection is topped off by a lovely selection of Confederate States issues including
1-8, and 11-14; a remarkably attractive collection which includes many rarities; there’s faults here and there, but this
collection is much nicer than what one normally see’s offered in public auction; a great lot with tons of value for any high
end show dealer or eBay seller that can take the time to carefully break down this valuable holding into it’s smaller parts
to offer the rarer stamps individually. Scott $260,000.
Estimate $50,000 - 75,000
16

4

U.S., An Amazing Specialized Collection, 1847-1937. Containing hundreds of mint and used stamps,
plate blocks and covers in three Scott specialty albums. The collection contains many important and high value stamps
with many of the key items with certificates. Most of the stamps were purchased as singles from auction houses with a
careful eye for quality. Highlights include: Used: 9X1e, 10X1 (unused, PF cert), 1 (four margin on cover, blue cancel), 1
(2 singles, each with 4 margins on cover), 2 (almost 4 margins, folded letter, Cincinnati, O., PF cert), 8A & 7 combination
pair (position. 55-56L1E, light crease between stamps and small corner crease at left, PF cert), 1 (3, various shades), 2
(2), 7 strip of 3 on cover, 12 (2, 1 on piece), 13-16 (14 & 16 each have PF certs), 14/15/14 (vertical strip of 3, Jakubek
cert), 14 (four margins on cover), 17, 18, 20, 21 PF cert, 22, 23 (used on piece, PF cert), 24 (strip of 7, Types V & Va,
Alcuri cert), 27 Brettl cert, 28, 29, 30, 30A, 31-35 (34 with PF cert), 36, 37, 38, 37a (tied to cover with red cancel, Corson
cert, rare, previous owner states on 100-120 surviving covers), 29 (strip of 3 on forwarded cover to France, previous
owner estimates only 150 to 200 surviving covers, PF cert), 64b (on multicolor Loyal to the Union patriotic cover, PF
cert), 36 pair tied to cover to Liverpool, a couple 1861 (3c & 12c) and (10c & 5c) combination covers, 67 (4), 70-72 (plus
90c duplicate), 76a, 78 (shades including possible 70b steel blue), several patriotics (mostly franked with #65), 77
folded letter from New Orleans to Paris, 65 group of fancy cancels, 76 (on cover to Nova Scotia, PF cert), 83, 85, 85b (on
piece, blue cancel, PF cert), 85c, 85e, 86 PF cert, 95-97, 99-101, 92 on cover, 90 (clear E grill on cover), 89 pair on cover
to Germany, 95 (2), 100, 112-22 (some duplicates including 30c & 90c), 116 (2 on cover), 119 (on cover from New
Orleans to Paris), 115 & 145 cover to Germany, 137 PF cert, 138 split grill, 141, 144 PF cert, 156/158/160 on registered
cover to New Hampshire, 148 on cover to England, some fancy cancels, several Columbian covers, 238 (2 registered
covers), 239 registered cover to Germany, 278, 291 on registered cover to Germany, 313, 325 St. Louis Fair slogan
cancel on cover, 365 (used, PF cert), 400A on registered cover to Switzerland, 500 (on cover with PSE cert), 523,
Hindenburg Zeppelin cover, C1 pair on cover, C18 (4) on cover, C18 cover, several Lindbergh flight covers, J59 PF cert
and two Confederate covers, Mint: 7, 9, 17, 36B, 37, 39, 68, 69, 76, 77, 98, 112-17, 119-21, 114 (o.g. block of four, PSE
cert), 145-48, 151-53 (24c is no gum, PF cert), 157 (ribbed paper, no gum, PF cert), 158-59, 162, 189, 165-66 (90c o.g.
with PF cert), 3-4, 40, 102 (2, 1 part o.g. and the other no gum, both with PF cert), 123-24, 127 (no gum and PF cert), 186
no gum, cert, 189 (NH, APS cert), 190, 205-18, 219-29, 212 (block of 4, 1 LH, other 3 NH), 230-45 (2 sets, a couple
values with certs), 246-63 (261 is used, other 261A is o.g. with PF cert), 260, several 1895 issue 1c//10c plate no. strips
of 3, 264-78 (duplicate of $2, 276a and 278 are used), 282C-84, 266 Plate block with PF cert, 285-93 (no gum and used
duplicates of $2), 294-99 (duplicates), 294 & 296 plate blocks, 300-13 ($2 is o.g. and has PF cert, $5 is used), 308 plate
no. imprint strip of 3, 323-7, 328-30, 330 top arrow block, 328 & 329 plate blocks, 325 plate block of 4, 331-42, 333 & 336
plate blocks, 325 side arrow block, 343-7 plate block set, some perf 12 coils (which need certs), 359, 361 PF cert, 362,
364 PF cert, 366, 367-73, 374-82, 1910 coil pairs, 394 (o.g. line pair, PF cert), 379 plate block, 397-404, 414-21 (plus
421 bright violet duplicate), 397-98 plate blocks, 414 & 416 plate blocks, 422-23, 424-40, 424-25 (1c-2c “Coil Stamps”
imprint plate blocks), 432, 437 plate block, 431 plate block, 459 (NH coil pair, PF cert), 460, various 1914 Flat and Rotary
coil singles and pairs, 462-80 (5c rose error in surrounded by 2c in strip of 3), 473 plate block, 481-84 plate block set,
498-518, 505 in block of 6 (5c error surround by normal 2c), 526-28B plate blocks (528A with NH PF cert), 501-4, 506-7,
509, 511-12, 514, 516 Plate blocks, 523-24, 525-35 (534B used with PF cert), 536 well centered plate block, 547, 547a,
538a, 540a, 545-6, 540-41 plate blocks, 548-50 plate blocks, 551-73 (duplicates, including rare 30c double transfer),
571 & 572 arrow blocks, 581-91, 595, 599A (single and line pair), 614-19 plate blocks, 630, 634A, 634b no gum PSE
cert, 658-79, C1-6, C13-15 (mint and used sets, C13 on post card and C13-15 cover set), E1-13, E11-13 plate blocks,
Q1-12, JQ1-5, Q1-2 (plate blocks, Q2 has PF cert), J1-7 (50c with o.g. PF cert), J15-21 (3c with o.g. PF cert, 50c is
used), J22-28, J31-37 (30c duplicate), J38-44, J45-50 (50c o.g. with PF cert), J52-58 (mint and used, some duplicates,
H/m/)
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a couple used, 50c is used with small thin and wrinkle, PSE cert, J56a is o.g. with PF cert), J64 & J65 plate blocks, PR15
no gum PSE cert, PR17, PR33 unused, horizontal ribbed paper, PF cert, PR63 o.g. PF cert and nearly complete officials
(missing 90c Justice, dollar value State Dept values, O94, O103). The condition is mostly sound, although not perfect
and occasionally (mostly among 19th century), you will find a few faults. In 19th century, you will find the stamps ranging
from no gum to original gum (a few regums, and a few possible cancels removed), but generally sound and correctly
identified, as you progress into the 20th century, stamps become more sound and fresh. The vast majority of the stamps
are sound and highly desired. Centering ranges from VG to XF, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $50,000 - 75,000
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U.S., Extensive & Valuable Mostly Unused Collections, 1847-1930s. Missing only the rarities in most
cases, extensive and intact as received collection sold on the order of the estate; a two generation collection that was
formed over the heyday of stamp collecting and is in a volume 1 Scott Hingeless Platinum Album, since almost every
item is unused we will list the Scott numbers for your convenience - note that only the rare grills are used; the proper
unused no gum values have been calculated for no gum or regummed and include: 1-2 (counted as used); 40P(in place
of a #5); various 1851 better types; 11; 15; 17; 22(PF cert); 24-26; 29; 30-30A; 32; 35-39; 41; 46; 63; 65; 67(PF cert);
68-9; 71-73; 73 (block); 75-76 (each with PSE cert); 77-78; used 79; 84-5; back to unused: 87-91; 92 (PSE cert); 93-95;
97-99; 101; 112-3; 115-7; 119-21; 126-7; 131; 136-8; 143(PF cert); 145-50; 152-63; 165-6; 178-9; 182-5; 187-91;
205-9; 209b; 210-16; 219; 2220-3; 225-9; 230-40; 242; 244; 246; 248-63; 264-75; 279-80; 282-4; 285-90; 294-99;
300-10; 313; a high degree of completion from here on. Viewing is essential so as to determine the true market value as
this one has a huge re-sell potential either retail or on the internet, Fine overall with faults as one might expect from such
an extensive collection. Scott $250,000 ++.
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000
U.S., Powerful Collection, 1845-1917. An extraordinary collection of mint and used stamps, housed in two
deluxe Scott Platinum Albums with slip cases. Ideal for continuation, with many better stamps, many accompanied by
certificates. The collection starts with a few used including 9X1, 8A, 12, 18, 20-24, 27-28, 29 (PF cert), 30A, 31, 67, 72,
76 (PF cert, ironed out creasing), 78 (PF cert), 79, 85, 101 (PF cert), 358 block, etc. Mint including 10X1 (PF cert, o.g.), 1
appears unused, 3, 4, 25 (PF cert, o.g., crease at bottom left) 36, 37, 40, 42, 43, 46, 68, 69, 71, 75, 89, 90, 94, 102,
112-14, 113b (PF cert, slight stained perfs), 116, 117 (PF cert, o.g., tiny corner crease), 121 appears NH, 122 (full o.g.),
124, 132, 141, 145-49 (149 with PF cert, o.g.), 152, 153-55, 156 (PSE cert, dist. o.g.), 159, 161, 165, 166, 178 (PF cert,
unused), 182, 183 (PF cert, o.g.), 206-11, 211B (PF cert, o.g.), 212-17, 220-28, 230-45, 261, 262, 272-76, 277, 284,
285-93, 294-99, 300-13 (no 311), 315 pair, 323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 374-82, 359, 364, 366, 397-404, 414-23, 424-36,
459 pair, 462-80 (no 472, 476A), 467 & 505 in blocks of six, many useful coils, etc., C1-18, E1-13, mostly complete
ducks to RW54 (missing RW9, RW19 and RW53), mostly complete dues (only missing special printings and a few stray
values), Q1-9, Q11, JQ1-5, K1-18 (only missing K13), strong Continental officials: complete. Agriculture, Executive,
Justice is only missing O33, Navy to 30c, Post Office only missing 24c, State Dept. complete to $10 ($2 is used),
complete Treasury and more. The quality varies from Superb to small faults, regummed, etc., but vast majority are
attractive sound stamps with centering ranging from F-VF to XF, o.g., much lightly hinged and never hinged, generally,
attractive Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000
U.S., Pow erful Collection. A powerful and quite valuable mint and used collection of many hundreds on
Lighthouse pages. The care taken in putting together this collection is evident, as the collector very seldom put faulty
stamps in his albums, however, tiny flaws were either acceptable or not noticed, but sound, eye appealing stamps
pre-dominate. Among the used stamps we note: #1, 2, 6 (PF cert, small creases), 8A (PSE cert, tiny corner crease), 16
PF cert, 20-24, 27, 29, 31, 67, 95, 96, 98, 100, 138, 140 (PF cert, tiny corner creases), 141, 142 (questionable), 143 (PF
cert), 154-55, 165-66, 187-91 and 278. The real power is in the attractive mint stamps which including #7, 11, 24 (PF
cert, o.g.), 25 PSE cert, 28A, 30 PF cert, 30A, 35, 37, 39, 70-72, 75-77, 97, 112-22 (questionable 116), 145, 151,
156-58, 160, 163, 205-18, 219-29, 230-45, 246-63 (except 261A), 264-76, 279-84, 285-93 294-99, 300-13 (312 PF cert
o.g.), 323-27, 328-30, 331-41, 367-73, 374-82, 397-404, 414-21, 422-23, 424-40 (440 PF cert, o.g.), 459, 461, 462-80
(no 5c error), 499-518, two 505’s in blocks of 9 & 12, 523, 524, 547, 551-73, 630, Kans. Nebr., C1-15, E1-11., J4, J29,
J33-34 and Q1-12. A careful inspection of this highly desirable collection is strongly advised. A great collection! The
mint becomes progressively better as it becomes more recent, unused, part o.g. or regummed. The later issues do incl.
a few regummed and occasional unused, however, they are largely o.g. or NH and there are many VF and XF, o.g. and
NH stamps to be found, while earlies are generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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U.S., Uniquely Appealing Collection (1/C18). Fabulous and comprehensive collection neatly housed in a
single old time album, meticulously assembled on homemade pages; this tremendous collection is highlighted by a
wonderful selection of the 5 and 10 cent 1847 issues, including 4 Scott #1 used singles, two pairs, and even a choice
example of cover, there are 3 choice Scott #2’s including one with sheet margin along the right side; then you’ll find two
choice examples of the 1865 reproductions Scott #3; the 1851 imperforate issues include numerous 1 cent values plus
a pair, two used #12’s. and #’s 14-15 and 17 x (3); the eye catching group of 1857 perforated issues include 28-30A. and
32-33 and a group of 35’s; there’s five Scott # 37’s including one mint example with full original gum, there’s two #38’s,
one used with red cancel the other unused o.g., and there’s a select well centered unused example of #39; the 1875
reprints include three examples of #40 (only 3,846 sold); the 1861 issue include select examples of #’s 67, 70, 71 x (3)
and 72 x (4), a nice selection of 73’s, 75’s, 77’s and 78’s all choice well centered stamps with neat cancels; the 1869
Pictorials include numerous examples of 112-117, along with a 118, two 120’s, two 121’s, and a exceptional 90c Lincoln
#122; there’s a handsome group of better 1870’s Banknote issues including numerous 90 cent Perry’s 155 x (2), 166 x
(2), 191 x (2), and 218 x (2); there’s a gorgeous unused set of the 1893 Columbian Exposition issues 230-245, the $1,
$3, and $4 Columbians are expertly regummed, but the $2 and $5 values are o.g., plus there’s nice used examples of
242-242; the group of 1894-1895 Bureau issues include examples of 261 o.g., 276-277 x (2), and three choice used
examples of #278; the set of used 1898 Trans-Mississippi’s 285-293 - is beautifully centered; 1902-1903 regular issues
are highlighted by a nice o.g. group to the 50c value and a lovely used #312, along with two choice used #313’s; the
sparser selection of Washington Franklins include a block of 357, plus there are blocks of 397-399; there’s a big chunk
of #537 (block of 35); some nice C1-C6 including a better than nice fake of the inverted “Jenny” - a wonderful
conversation piece, plus there’s two C18’s along with an example of flight cover; this impressive collection ends with a
couple of attractive card proofs of Scott #3P4 and 40P4; this is one of the most interesting and saleable group of better
stamps you will ever see offered in a collection lot; there’s much to discover in this wonderful offering.
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
U.S., Magnificent Mint Collection. On Scott National album pages, one of the most impressive collection
balances we’ve had the pleasure to offer, all neatly mounted in showguard mounts on Scott National album pages; this
impressive collection was formed by a serious collector with a keen eye for quality well centered stamps that he carefully
choose over a period of several decades and contains an enormous selection of better value stamps for any dealer or
collector looking for a substantial selection of quality stamps; highlights are too numerous to mention but we’ll mention a
few, including a lovely right sheet margin example of #9, some desirable 1757’s including 18, 30, 35 and 37; some 1861
issues including 69 and 76, 1869’s include 113, 116 and 121; better Banknotes include 149, 153, 160, 187, and 189;
1890-1893 issues include 228-229; 1893 Columbians to the 50 cent value; 1894 Bureaus 253-258 and 260; 1895
Bureaus 267-275, 276A and 277; Trans-Mississippi’s up to the 50 cent, complete 1901 Pan-Ams 294-299; 1902-03
regular issues 303-309 and 312; complete 323-330 and 367-373; outstanding group of Washington Franklins including
341-342, 382, some choice coils, 414-420, 433-38, 472-76, 479-80, 498-518 (no 500 or 505), 523, 524 and 547,
complete 551-73, and 581-91, a choice 630 White Plains sheet and complete Kansas-Nebraskas 658-679; one of the
most impressive collection balances in terms of completeness and overall quality one could ever imagine; there are
some regummed or reperfed stamps, possibly a few cancels cleaned, allow extra time to view this fabulous lot - you’ll be
glad you did.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1930. Hundreds of stamps on Scott National pages, mint and used (19th century is
most used and mostly mint from American banknotes on), most appear correctly identified and containing better items
including 9X1, 10X2 no gum, APS cert, some locals, 1-2, 10, 12, 13-15, 17 (single and pair), 22, 25 o.g., 29, 30, 30A mint
regummed, 32, 36, 36B (appears mint), 37-9 (duplicate of 30c, all appear unused), 40 unused, 62B red cancel, PF cert,
64 (2), 67, 69 mint regummed, 70c blue cancel, PF cert, 69-72 mint, 72 used, 68P2, 76, 85, 1861 Card Proof set with
envelope, 86-91 (12c appears unused), 92-98 (94 is o.g.), 100 (clipped perfs on two sides), 102 mint, nearly complete
mint and used pictorial set (lower values are mint, high values used and used duplicates of lower values, plus proofs and
essays), 132 no gum, PF cert, nearly complete mint or used National, Continental and American banknote sets, most
appear to be correctly identified, a few banknote proofs, 212-6 mint, 217-8 used, 219-29 mint set, 230-45, 246-61,
277-78 (mostly mint, 50c and $5 values are used), 264-76A, 278 ($1 and $5 are used), 283 mint, 266/67 (2 combination
type II / III pairs), 285-93, 294-99, 300-11 (50c is used), 323-7, 328-30, 367-73, 397-404 (duplicates of 400-400A, 404 is
used), 551-73 (a few values are rotary, 572 has PF cert), 578-79, 581-91, 599A NH pair, 630 NH, 658-79, E3, E7,
E11-13 NH, 832b NH, C1-6 (single and block sets, several values NH), C13-15, C18 (4, several NH), K1-18,
Confederate States 1, 2 no gum, PF cert, 5 used. Condition is mixed on some, with faults or repairs, regumming, no
gum, including some of the highlights (mostly in 19th century), with much scarce material, great for collector or dealer,
used, o.g., mostly hinged (some never hinged), mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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U.S., Valuable Collection. On Lighthouse hingeless pages, with better items including Used: 1 (removed
cancel), 2, 14, 22, 30A, 39 (appears used, but needs cert), 67, 75, 70, 78, 71-72, 95, 89, 112-22, National, Continental
and American banknotes (most appear correctly identified), Mint: 37, Bluish papers: 357-8, 362, 366, 369, some perf 12
Washington / Franklin coils including 353 paste up strip of 4 with PSE cert, 379 VF, 381, 397-400, 401-404, 405-7,
414-18, 435 VF, 437, 439, 467 (block of 12, 2 5c errors surrounded by normal 2c), 467 XF, 469, 470 XF, 476, 479-80,
505 LH XF, 523-24, 547, 581-91, 564-73, 658-79, C1-6, C13-15, E1, E3, E7, E8-9, J20, C1-6, 230-45 (30c is used),
285-91, 293, 294-99, 551-73, 581-91, 658-79, 212-7, 226-28, 230-45, 270-73, 278, 282C-84, 285-93, 300-11, 323-30,
367-73, 331-42, 358-59, 397-404, 480, K1-18, 523-24, 547, 630, C1-6, Confederate States including 2 and 4. A few
condition issues, including a few no gum or regum among the early issues, but mostly original gum. Overall a lot that can
easily be broken up for retail sales. A treasure trove that will be sure to generate a few gems, so be sure to take a little
time and enjoy a good look at this collection, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Collection, 1851-1974. 19th century is mostly used up to the re-engraved banknote issue of 1881 and
mostly mint after, hinged to clean Scott National album, starting with mostly complete Confederate States and some
Provisionals, some locals including a few Pony Express, Fresno Bicycle Mail, Boyds, etc., WWII Operation Cornflake
Hitler Skull forgeries, U.S. issues: 9X1 horizontal pair, 7, 9, 12, 14-15, 15 pair, 17, 20, 22, 27, 29, 32-33, 36, 37, 38, 70,
71, 72, 75 (corner fault), 76, 78, 86-90, 92, 95-98, 100, 101, 112-7, 119-22, 135, 137, 138, virtually complete National
and Continental banknote sets, 190-91, 215-18, 219-29, 230-44 ($2-$3 are used), 1894 issue complete to $2 ($1 and
up are used), 1895 issue is complete to $2 (276A is used), 1898 UPU color change set, Trans-Mississippi complete set
(4c & 10c used), Pan American set, 1902 issue complete. to $5, Louisiana Purchase, Jamestown, complete 1908 &
1910 Washington sets including imperfs and some dubious perf 12 coils, complete. perf 8.5 coil set, 397-400, 405-7,
414-21, 422-23, 424-40, 1914 Flat plate and rotary coil sets, 471-73, 476, 498-99, 501-4, 506-18, 524, 547, 545-6,
551-73, 581-91, 1920’s-30’s popular commemorative. sets, 630, 658-79, 692-701, Farleys, Presidentials, Liberty,
complete Airmails including Zeppelins, complete Special Delivery (E3, E6, E12-13 are mint), J1-7, J18-20, J22-27,
some early used BEP dues, complete Offices in China K1-18, mostly complete officials (missing dollar value State
Dept. and some rare soft paper issues), a scattering of Newspapers, PR9-16, PR18, PR71, 1895 Newspapers
including several unwmk, Q1-12, JQ1-5, mostly o.g. ducks: RW1-24, RW29-38, RY3 and apparently complete. 1940
Postal and War Savings. Overall a useful collection of typical mixed condition among the early 19th century issues and
many sound and attractive sets and singles in the 20th century which was carefully assembled and cared for over many
years and is now looking for a new home., o.g., mostly lightly hinged (some later issues never hinged) and used, F.-V.F.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Specialized 1869 Pictorial Collection. 178 stamps, proofs and essays (blocks and singles) and 39
covers, starting with proofs and essays in blocks and singles, including set of card proof and original envelope, stamp
singles (mint and used) with various color (red, blue, green, purple) and fancy cancels (geometrics, Paid, shields,
letters, numbers), grill varieties (double grill, split grills), 121 block of 6, 122 (2), and covers, including letter to Acapulco,
Mexico, 12c & 2c franking to Sweden, 119 to Switzerland, 119 domestic usage to Pulo, Nebraska, 119 on Grant and
Colfax political cover to Sweden, 98 and 114 combination, 148 and 117 combination, 3c banknote and 119 combination
cover, finally, there are several pages marked “1869 Re-issue” but upon examination, most appear to be perforated
proofs. An amazing specialized collection of this popular issue, typical mixed condition with pieces clearly chosen for
their attractive appearance and not necessarily condition. Sure to be high Scott value plus additional premium items
throughout, mostly F.-V.F..
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Used Collection. Several hundred stamps, messily arranged in two large stockbooks by European
collector, containing the following notable items: 1-2, 12, 17, 18, 27 (2), 28, 39 (used?), 36 (2), 37, 38, 67 (2), 75, 76 (3),
70/78 (6 in various shades), 71 (3), 72 (3), 86, 95, 89 (2), 96 (2), 97, 100, 99, 101 (2), 98 double grill, 91, 98, 112-22
(some duplicates of lower values), over 100 banknotes to 90c sorted by denomination, 217 (2), 218 (2), Columbians in
quantity to 50c (4-6 of each), 1894/95 Bureaus $2 (2), $5 (1), 292-93, 311 (3), 312, 313, some Washington / Franklins,
Kans. Nebr., C1-6 (2-3 of each), C15, special delivery, postage dues (quantities of banknotes and early BEP issues)
and parcel post. A few condition issues, but overall a valuable accrual, well worth consideration, condition ranges from
VG to VF, mostly Fine or better.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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U.S., Collection, 1847-1932. Mounted on loose European album pages and formed by a European
collector, so there is the occasional misidentified stamp, but still a tremendous amount of value, with highlights
consisting of: 9X1, 1-2, 1 tied to piece by red cancels, 12, 15, 17, 25 (2, one appears to be part o.g.), 28 (2), 29, 30A
unused, 33, 36, 37, 38, 39 (2 unused, one appears to have a cancel), 67, 76 (2), 69 (2), 77 (3), 70 (2), 78, 71 (3), 72,
92-97, 91, 99 clipped perfs, 100, 112-22, 135-39, 141, 144 unused BPA cert, banknotes sorted by denomination
including 24c (1), 30c (3), 90c (2), 217-8, 230-42, 244-45, 1894/95 issues $2 (3), $5 (2), 285-93 ($2 is unused), 300-13,
523, 658-79 mint, C13-15 mint, Q1-12, PR114-25 o.g., a scattering of better officials and some Confederates including
#4. Several faults, with the occasional sound and useful stamp. Mint and used, but hesitate to mention several 19th
stamps as unused because I suspect several removed cancels, so make sure you view as there is sure to be an upside
for the person who reviews this lot., mostly Fine or better.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Old Time Collection. In Scott National Album, using the old Scott numbers (from 1933) and containing
mint and used stamps hinged to album, that has been stored away in old humid New England home, so some mint
stamps are lightly stuck to page, but most seem fresh and useful. Highlights include: 1, 14, 17, 18, 20, 29, 32-33, 67,
70-72, 75-78, 83, 85, 85B, 85E, 86-89, 91, 92-98, 112-21 (some lower values unused), 138, 146-55, 160-63, 165-66,
182-91, 205-18 unused, 219-29, 230-45, 246-60, 264-76, 277, 279-84, 285-93, 294-99, 300-9, 312, 323-30, 331-40,
342, 357-58, 367-73, 390-96, 397-400, 401-404, 405-7, 414-20, 422, 424-39, 460, 468-76, 479-80, 498-518 (missing
#500, 505 is in strip of 3 surrounded by normal 2c), 523-24, 547, 551-73, 581-79, 658-79, C1-6, Q1-12 (missing 5c),
K1-18 (missing K3, K17), E1-9, J19-20, J28, J29, J31-37, J38-43, J50, J57, JQ1-5, U93, U98, U101, R98c, R195-205
unused, Canal Zone 70-80 (3c & 10c are Type B), 84-93, Philippines 213-19 (50c is used), 226-36 (50c is used),
340-352 (6c low value is used) and small stock book that contains a few better items including 237 (2). Condition is
mixed, ranging from sound to faulty. With a little time and care, the value of this collection will quickly manifest. We
recommend viewing to properly evaluate, mostly Fine or better. Scott $105,000 ++.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Desirable Collection Balance of Top Quality Stamps. Impressive U.S. collection balance housed in
two Scott National albums; loaded with tons of value for collector or dealer alike; highlights include Scott #’s 1 and 2
used both with attractive red cancellations; The rest of the collection is mint either lightly hinged or never hinged, there’s
a nice group of American bank note company issues, 206-7, 210-15, and 219-226; 1893 Columbians complete to 50
cent value 230-240, the 3 cent with a graded PSE cert. VF-80; 1894 Bureau issues 246-248, 256-259 and 261 (with
small thin); 264-275, 279-282C and 284; 1898 Trans-Mississippis up to the 0 cent 285-90; 1901 Pan-Ams complete
294-99; 1902-03 regular issues 300-308 and 312; 323-327 and 328-330 complete, Washington Franklins are very well
represented with 331-339 and 341-342, 343-47, 357-58 Bluish papers, 367-73 complete, a 396 pair, some better
booklet panes, 414-417, 420, 424-26, 428-437, and 439; 486-497 in singles and pairs (no 491), 498-518 including 505
error single; 1922 flats are complete to the $2 value 551-572; with 581-91 complete, there’s some decent back of the
book including C1, C4-5, and C18, some Special delivery issues, and a nice group mostly fine ducks including
RW28-RW79; all in all the quality is quite nice as the collector who assembled this collection picked some very nice
stamps for his collection; well worth the extra time it would take to carefully evaluate.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Mostly Used Collection with Premiums, 1847-1923. In depth collection mounted on quadrille pages
with hundreds of extras, includes a New York Postmaster Provisional, Providence Provisional reprints, two #1’s, 2, 8A,
10 (6), 11 (41) with double transfers, recuts, 26 with varieties and cancels, 31-33 with varieties, 38 (2), 67 (4), 68 (11),
24¢ 70 & 78 (14), 71 (10), 75 (2), 76 (3), 1869 pictorials, Bank Notes, trial color proofs, small Bureaus, 1903 Issues,
Washington Franklins with private perforations, bluish papers, blocks of imperfs, plate blocks, plate number singles,
offsets, 1922 issues, Kansas Nebraska, then up to 723, some varieties have Scott values of $300.00, if you love
collecting US philately, you’ll love this lot, inspection will be a joy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1934. In hingeless Lindner album, stamps appear mostly unused and contain the
following highlights: 1, 68, 76-77, 78, 97 clipped perfs at top, 133, 156-61, 182-90, 205-17, 219-29, 230-38, 240-42,
246-63, 268-77, 279-84, 285-91, 294-99, 300-13, 328-30, 331-42, 374-82, 390-96, 397-404, 414-23, 424-37, 439, 459,
460, 467-80, 498-18 (missing 505), 523 (2), 524 (2), 547, 551-73, 599A and 692-701. Occasional fault, a few of the early
19th century stamps with no gum or cancels removed, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., 20th Century Collection. On black stock-pages, containing some of the following better items: 294-99
(mint and used sets), 308 mint, 309 mint plate no. strip of 3, 310 mint, 313 (mint with PF cert and used), 315 pair, 323-7
(mint and used), 328-30, 331-40, 342 o.g., 346 plate block, several possible bluish papers, 397-400A, 404 PSE cert,
419-23, 440, 460, 477-78, 505 (surrounded by 2c in block of 9), 509 plate block, 518 block of four, 523, 573 NH, 301c,
319 group of booklet panes in various shades, 29 better private vending coils. Condition appears mostly sound (a few
small faults), mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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U.S., Mint Collection, 1890-1930. Carefully arranged in large stockbook containing lots of very attractive
stamps, however, a majority of the stamps are regummed, $5 Columbian appears o.g., but reperforated. A brief
inventory consists of: 219D, 225-29, 230-45, 250, 253, 259, 275, 285-93, 300-13, 294-99, 328-30, 323-7, 367-73,
397-400A, 403, 547, C1-6, C13-15 and Q12. Many good looking and useful stamps which need to be inspected, o.g.,
hinged (some regummed), mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Remarkable and Valuable Collection (1/38). Impressive early issues meticulously presented on
homemade pages showing type identification comprising of 1847 to 1857 issues in used, but mostly unused condition
including numerous better multiples; highlights include Scott #1 the 1847 5 cent unused, better 1 cent 1851 issues,
choice used #12 x (2) 14, 15 pair, and 17, unused examples of 13 and 14, rare blocks of 3 cent 1857 Washington Scott
#’s 25 (catalog value $15,000.00), 26 and 26A - the scarcer type IV; the vertical pair of the Jefferson brick red shade in
vertical pair is a real showpiece, there’s an unused pair of the 5 cent Jefferson Scott #30 along with a choice unused
single, nice unused examples of 35-38; an impressive lot with an enormous catalog value; faults are present as would
be expected on an old time album containing so many high powered stamps, but there are still plenty of nice quality
stamps to choose from; A great lot for the philatelist looking for a nice base to further expand upon or any dealer looking
for some fresh and valuable stamps to offer their clientele.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Mint Plate Number Collection (285//370). Mostly different, very little duplication if any of plate no.
singles: 285 (10), 286 (11), 323 (4), 324 (14), pairs: 285 (30), 286 (103), 323 (66), 324 (132), 370 (11), and strips of 3:
367 (15) and 370 (26). Attractive, fresh, o.g., never hinged, mostly Fine. Scott $59,745.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Used and Unused Collection, 1847-1931. Approximately 550 stamps neatly mounted on Mystic
American Heirloom pages in plastic mounts; primarily used to 1900 but there are the occasional unused stamp and
mixed used and unused thereafter; used includes 9X1 (repaired), 7 (3), 9 (x10, incl. positions 1, 5, 7-10R1L), 10A, 12,
14-15, 17, 20, 25, 28, 29, 32, 37-38, 67, 70 (PSE cert), 70b, 71-72, 75-78, 86, 89-91, 92, 96-98 (98 with PF cert), 100,
112-120, 122, 134-6, 151, 208, 218, 229, 261, 312, 323-7, 500, 523 (2), 579 with pl. no.; unused includes #4 (PSE cert),
30, 123, 146, 158, 219D, 232-240, 241, 243, 274, 285-91, 294-99, 300-310, 343-7, 357-8, 374-9, 395-6, 397-400, 446,
459, 479-80, 506-18, 551-73, 581-91 (3c is used), 630, and 658-79; condition and centering vary somewhat, but still
many collectable stamps here, centering varies from average to extremely fine; the collection merits careful inspection
as there is over $45,000 catalog value here.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Spiffy Mostly Mint Collection, 1847-1960. A first class lot mounted in two White Ace and a Minkus
album, better mint includes 230-242, 285-293, 294-299, 323-327, 348-330, 351-369, 397-404, 551-573, White Plains
sheet, excellent Farleys, Kansas Nebraska issues, C1-C6, C13-C15, C18, used includes 1, 7, 10, 14, 17, 27, 35, 30, 64,
68a, 69, 71, 78, 112-121, 156-166, 145-155, 182-218, 331-343, needs to be checked for NH, one of the nicer US
collections we have had the pleasure of offering, F.-V.F. Scott $48,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1979. In two European albums, stamps are used to 1960 where is becomes mostly
mint, with better nos. consisting of: 1, 12, 15, 17, 30A, 36, 37, 38, 39 used with Italian cert, 2 on folded letter, 37 on
patriotic cover with Buhler cert, 70-72, 112-17, 119-22 (24c & 90c with European certs), complete. banknote type set,
230-45, 246-61, 262-63, 264-76, 277-78, 1861 3c, 12c & 30c mixed franking cover, 285-93, 300-13, 523 and 630 mint.
Condition is mixed, with the occasional fault, and mostly correctly identified, mostly Fine or better.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Old Time 20th Century Collection. Mint and used singles, blocks, plate blocks and covers carefully
mounted or hinged to quadrille home-made pages, containing some notable items including (mint unless noted
otherwise): 310, 308 block of 4, 312 used, 523 (5, used), 524 (1 mint and used block), 547 (mint, used block of 6 with
arrow and plate#), private vending coils including Schermack 345-46 blocks of 4, 367-73 group including Imperf blocks
of 4, 371 centerline block, 373 centerline block, 369 on cover, 397-400A, 403 (2), 341-42, 343-46 blocks of 4, 358 block
of four, 417-20, 422-23 (2), 432 (block of 4, 3 stamps are NH), 475 (LH well centered), 477 (straight edge), 505 (5c error,
surrounded by normal 2c in block of 9), 515-19 (blocks of 8 30c-50c with plate. nos.), 570 (NH block of 4 with plate. no.),
704-15 plate block set, Kans. Nebr. group (mint set with duplicates, some used, 658 cover), 630 (3), 571 (2), 572 (2) and
573 (2). Overall condition appears mostly sound, with many choice XF stamps scattered throughout, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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U.S., Collection of Better Multiples and Proofs. On black dealer approval cards, consisting of: 270 & 273
plate no. strips of 3, 230P4-45P4 (only missing 238P4 15c Columbian), 230P1-45P1 (reduced and slightly faded large
die proofs), 302-9 mint blocks of 4, Washington Franklin blocks of four: perf 12 - 1c-$1 (11 values, missing 5c), perf 10 1c-12c, 467 (2 5c Errors in block of 12, surrounded by normal 2c), 479-80 right arrow blocks of 4, 547 block of 4, 524
centerline block, 498-518 block of 4 (set including 2c Type I, only missing 505 5c Rose Error) and 658-79 block of four
set. Condition is mostly sound, with several popular and useful items, centering ranges from V.G. to V.F., o.g., mostly
lightly hinged (some never hinged), mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Mint Block Collection. Neatly mounted on Scott pages, blocks of four with the occasional plate no.
Overall attractive group with plenty of well centered stamps scattered throughout. Most stamps appear sound. Better
mint blocks (most o.g. with the occasional NH stamps, usually bottom stamps) incl: 189, 210, 213, 209, 264, 267, 221,
224, 230-32, 235, 246-50, 252-53, 256-7, 285-7, 294-5, 297, 300-3, 305-6, 308, 314, 320, 323-4, 328-30, 331-37, 339,
331-2 (3mm spacing), 340, 343-7, 367, 370-73, 374-79, 397-98, 401, 405-6, 414-7, 424-35, 465, 473, 481-4, 498-99,
501, 503-4, 506-18, 537, 528B, 531, 526, 534, 535, 536, 542, 538, 540, 548-50, 551-71, 573 with plate no., 581-91, 612
plate block, 614-24, 628, 632-42 most plate blocks (missing 634A), 647-8, 650 plate block, 658-79 (676 is used),
692-701, 704-15, 740-9, 803-33, C1, C4-6 and C18. As a bonus, some used blocks incl. 270, 368, 371, 382, 399, 400A,
403, 407, 418, 437, 572 and 740-9., mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Plate Block Collection. 23 different plate blocks, attractive and fresh, consisting of: 233 some perf
separations NH, 325 top, 326 top, 327 NH wide top, 369 top, 379, 398 NH, 399, 402 NH, 471, 517, 534 NH, 536 NH, 545
top, 566 NH, 550 NH, 595, 668, 664 NH, JQ2-3, JQ4 NH and Q1 NH., o.g., blocks not noted as NH are lightly hinged,
Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $39,580.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Collection, 1847 to 1976. An overall appealing and useful collection, housed in two Scott National
albums, containing used: 1, 7, 9, 10, 14-15, 17, 20, 29, 30A, 32, 67-72, 75-78, 85, 85B, 86-91, 96-98, 100 red cancel,
112-20, 134-5, 145-55, 156-3, 165-66, 182-91, 212-9, 221-29, 230-42, 246-61, 264-76A, 291, 312, 341-2, 390-96, 394
strip of 3, 396 pair, 447, 500, J1-7, J26-28, J36, J38-44, J53-57, mixed papers Interior, Treasury and part War. Dept
sets, partial imperf 1st issue Revenues including R71a, R64a, R82a, R91a, R45b, R57b, R58b, perforated issues are
nearly complete to $10 except for a few better items, second issue is strong up to $1 and about half complete after, third
issue is about half complete, R160 and a few red documentary’s, mint (mostly o.g.) consists of: 25 and 36B appear
unused, 40 no gum, 208, 283, 290, 292, 294-99, 300-7, 309, 328-30, 331-39, 343-7, 357-8, 367-73, 392-95 pairs, 407,
414, 410-13 line pairs, 437-8, 486//497 singles and pairs, 545-6, 547, 551-73 (50c is used), 581-91, 630, 658-79,
692-701, Farleys, 803-34, E8, J18, J24, K1-16, Q1-12 and RW1-71A mostly mint and nearly complete. Condition
appears mostly sound, but centering and condition vary, plenty of useful stamps throughout, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Attractive Collection. Carefully mounted to White Ace pages and mostly used, the first general
impression is stamps were carefully selected for quality and centering, made manifest when you look at the first issues
#1-2, both of which have four margins and the #2 was used on cover with St. Louis postmark and clean PF cert, 12,
14-15, 17, 20, 30A, 32-33, 36, 37-38, 64 small faults, PF cert, 67, 68-72, 75-78, 83, 85, 89-91, 96-98, 100, 112-21, 137
APS cert, 144, banknotes mostly appear to be correctly identified 145-55, 156-66, 182-91, 205-11, 212-18, 219-29,
Bureaus mostly complete 246//61, 264//78 ($2 277a is well centered and has PSE cert noting small thins), 300-11, 313,
Washington / Franklins including a some coils, 523, mostly complete banknote and BEP perf 12 postage dues,
Confederate States 62X3, a bunch of stock pages of duplicates and modern issues received from incoming mail and
approximately. $125 worth of postage. Condition appears mostly sound and generally Fine among classic, Civil War
and grilled issues, otherwise mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Tremendous 19th Century Classic Collection of Used Stamps. In just five quadrille pages, with
better items including: 1 (4, several shades), 2, 3, 4, 9 pair tied to piece with red cancel, 12 (2), 13 (3), 14 (3), 15 (4), 17,
31 (2), 32 (2), 36B, 75 (3), 97, 71 (2), 67 (2), 70/78 (5), 62B, 121, 116, 119, 77, Confederate States #2 and 9. Condition is
mixed, with the occasional fault, but overall visually attractive with high catalog value, V.G.-Fine and rare.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Commemorative Collection, 1893-1948. On quadrille pages, with better items incl. 230-45, 285-93,
294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 323-4 blocks of four, 367-73, 371 & 373 blocks of four, 397-399, 400A, 630 and more. Mostly
sound, with only a couple tiny faults, mostly o.g. (a minority regummed), mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
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U.S., Collection, 1851-21st century. Hundreds of stamps housed in a Scott Specialty Album, most pre 1900
stamps are used with later stamps mostly unused o.g. with some never hinged, many plate number singles are present,
some spurious items, mostly flat plate coils, are present but not counted, back of book is spotty with the exception of a
valuable selection of officials. Regular issues run to the 1950s with some back of book into the 21st century, many useful
items can be mined from this collection; condition is mixed with most early issues faulty condition improves in later
issues with many sound stamps present. Scott $17,500+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Meticulously Assembled Collection. Neatly housed in Scott’s National album with many saleable
stamps; includes a nice group of 1851 imperforate issues including 7, 9-11, 14 and 17; 1857 perforated issues 30A,
32-33; some decent 1861’s 68-73 and 75-76; better 1867 grills 93-95 and 98; 1869 Pictorials 116-119; Banknote issues
154-55, 166, and 182-190; 1893 Columbians up to 238, 1898 Trans Miss up to #291, 1901 Pan Americans 294-297 and
299; a decent selection of Washington Franklins, 1922 Flats up to #572, 1929 Kansas-Nebraska overprints complete, a
diverse selection of Farley’s including position blocks, etc., Back of the book include Airmails C1-C6, and a nice C18; a
nice mix of mint and used, some faults to be expected.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Vending & Affixing Machine Perforation Collection, 1906-23. Over 200 items presented in two
volumes, with singles, pairs, strips and blocks, includes 314 with Schermack Type I block of four, 314 pair with
Schermack Type II, 314 pair with Brinkerhoff Type II, 320 with Schermack Type I pair and Type II pair, 320 with
Brinkerhoff Type I, 320 with U.S. Automatic Vending Type III, 343 pair with Brinkerhoff Type IIa, 343 pair with
Mailometer Type I, 345 pair with Mailometer Type I, 368 pair with Brinkerhoff Type II, and this is but a tiny portion of this
great collection, having been formed many years ago and not having seen the light of day in decades, it could benefit
from expertizing, some of what was thought genuine when the collection was put together which may now only be
reference material, enormous potential is present, please set aside enough time to sufficiently appraise this holding. A
few small faults, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Mint Plate Block Collection, 1922-60. Mounted in Scott album, plate blocks that include 551-552,
554-556, 558559, 561, 563-567, 569-571, 575-577, 582-583, 585-590, 622-623, 632-634, 635-642, 658-665, 667-668,
669-672, 674, 676-677, 679, 692-701, Prexies complete, Liberty Issue complete, Prominent Americans complete,
Americana Definitives complete, the last three series with dry printing and tagging varieties, many are NH, be sure to
check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Premium Mint Sheet Collection, 1939-54. 17 sheet files and two large sheet files, with many premium
sheets including 651, 657, 680, 681, 702, 703, 716, 733, 734, 736 (2), 785-794, Overrun Countries complete, 1193 (9),
C17, C19, C20-C22, C24, C46 (2), CE1-CE2, E17, E18, multiple of some, this collection goes to the Liberty Issue which
is represented up to 50¢ value, a once in a lifetime opportunity, face value $3,500.00+, if you are looking to reload or
enter a new area, it’s here waiting for you, everything we checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Massive Mint & Used Collection, 1880-2000. Presented in nineteen Scott albums and a binder,
includes album of used U.S. blocks of four from the 1920s to 1940s, album of used definitive blocks of four including
Prexies complete, Liberty issue to the $1, airmails and postage dues, three albums of mint postal stationery, and
albums full of mint plate blocks and sheets, with plate block sets of Prominent Americans, Great Americans issue, high
value plates, the binder holds U.S. sheets and souvenir sheets including Bugs Bunny imperf sheets (2), an album of
mint complete booklets, in fact there is over $4,700.00 face value all present and accounted for, lots of postage, lots of
stamps and plate blocks and plenty of clean Scott albums, just don’t stand there, bid! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Plate Number Strips of Three Collection, 1894 (265, 267). Impressive holding with 255 different
strips, mounted in a three-ring binder and organized by plate number, including plates 79, 96, 97, 111, 113, 117, 124,
125, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 148, 149, 150, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 160, 171, 172, 176, 181, 182, 183,
185, 186, 187, 188, 191, 198, 199, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219,
221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 232, 235, 236, 238, 239, 242, 243, 244, 274, 279, 281, 282, 283, 290,
291, 292, 293, 311, 316, 317, 318, 319, 322, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 331 & 332. An attractive lot with considerable
catalog value, F.-V.F. Scott $17,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Fabulous Fresh Collection, 1893-2000. Mostly mint collection in two Liberty albums and two stock
books, better includes 209, 222, 231, 233, 235-236, 238, 294-299, 300-306, 323-327, 328-330, 393-404, some
beautiful Washington Franklins including 498-504, 506-518, 547, 548-550, 1922 issue complete, Kansas Nebraska
overprints complete, Prexies complete, Liberty issue complete, Prominent Americans issue complete, C2, C4, C6,
collection of coil pairs, and a small worldwide bird topical collection, a fresh and clean lot that needs inspection as many
of the mint stamps appear to be NH and many are very well centered, if there is one lot that should be on your to view list
it is this one, good luck and happy bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Massive Mint Collection, 1893-2010. A few thousand stamps, souvenir sheets, booklets, coils and
blocks presented in 23 albums, with United Nations and Trust Territories included, appears complete from 1940-2010,
many high value singles and plate blocks, the face value alone is significant, this will take some time to go through, so
set aside sufficient time to enjoy it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Vast & Valuable Collection, 1893-2010. Mounted in 20 albums plus boxes, stock pages and stock
books, thousands of mostly mint stamps from Columbians to forever stamps, enormous face value present with high
value stamps in quantity i.e. $5 Moore #1295 in single, block and plate block formats, also includes recalled Legends of
the West sheets and Bugs Bunny imperforate sheet, simply a great collection with most of the values 29¢ and above,
scope it out!!! Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Card Proof Collection. 183 plate proofs hinged to home-made pages, consisting card plate proofs of
the following issues: 1847 reproduction set, 1857 reprint set, Continental banknote set, American banknote
re-engraved set, 1890 issue set, 1861 issue set, 1869 pictorial set, 1891 Bright claret postage due set, Post Office, War,
Navy Dept., Justice, Treasury, Dept. of State, Executive and Interior Official sets, 1865 and 1879 Newspaper sets. An
attractive proof collection, mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Mint Plate Number Collection. Regular issues, air mails and special delivery, including better plate
no. blocks: 481 (5), 482 (2), 575 (3), 576 (6), 577 (15), 631 (6), C11 (7), C10 (3), E12 (2), singles: 484 (38), 295 (5), 575
(16), 576 (82), 577 (174), C11 (54), C12 (14), C10 (11), E12 (2), 329 (2), 611 (36), Sheets: 651 (11) and as a bonus,
some o.g. and some faulty items without plate nos. are included: E1, 327, 326 (5) and 292, o.g., mostly never hinged,
mostly Fine or better. Scott $12,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Mint Collection, 1857-1900. Presented on Scott pages, mint includes #26, 63, 65, 73, 113, 145, 205,
206, 210-211, 212-213, 219, 220-223, 226-227, 230-237, 268, 269-273, 279-282, 285-286, 294-299, 300-308,
323-324, 328-330, useful Washington Franklins, 397-400, 548-550, 567-571, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, White
Plains sheet, Kansas Nebraska set complete, 692-701, and a 1929 Graf Zeppelin cover to Germany, some of the 19th
century is no gum, otherwise F.-V.F., a treat to inspect.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Multi Faceted Collection, 1847-1950. Several hundred stamps and covers in eight volumes, first
album includes stampless covers, Civil War patriotic, a three margin #1 with red cancel, 69, 76, 77, 149, first day covers
throughout, revenue album with a few imperfs, several documents and cdv’s with revenues, R105, R110, R113, R124,
R141, RN-B10, tobacco strips, CSA with a used #4 and several other mint stamps, state revenues, and four different
postage currencies including PC5, PC6, PC7 and PC8, album of telegraph stamps, album of possessions, two volumes
of Christmas seals with scattered coverage, binder with England documents with revenue stamps, unusual and scarce
material that can easily be lotted individually, be sure to grab this one before it’s gone, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Gnarly Collection, 1922-2010. Residing in 21 binders, there is mint complete sets of Prexies, Liberty
Issue and Prominent Americans, Farleys, a small precancel 1922 issue lot, complete booklets, stray US singles up to
19¢ in value, Christmas Seals, and hundreds of uncacheted unaddressed first day covers, a true find, from an old time
collector who was putting these away for his son, a clean lot that will make you some money, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Mint Collection, 1940-2007. Mounted in three pristine Scott National albums, starts with complete
Famous Americans, Prominent Americans complete, Americana issue complete, Great Americans complete,
Transportation issue complete, recalled Legends of the West sheet, with several gutter multiples, Bugs Bunny imperf
sheet, then appears complete to 2007, with many gutter and cross gutter multiples, enormous face value present, a
great collection to restock with, don’t let it slip away, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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U.S., Mint Collection, 1918-2003. Thousands of stamps, coils, booklet panes and souvenir sheets mounted
in four Scott Specialty albums, looks to be complete for period, mint includes recalled Legends of the West Sheet, Porky
Pig imperf sheet, C1-C6, C18, and all the high values, also has a used C13, if you are one of those collectors whose
collecting lapsed in the 80s, this lot is definitely for you, what we examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Everything But the Kitchen Sink Collection, 1960-2010. Unusual holding with all sorts of tough to
find material, in 19 binders you will find hundreds of souvenir pages, also first day covers, full sheets with first day
cancels, stamp ceremony FDCs, modern officials, non profit, bulk and presorted PNCs, Superman comic book, a
golden opportunity to acquire these items in bulk at an inexpensive price, don’t miss out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1970. Bulky yet attractive selection with many better items in seven
albums, includes used classics, 115, 117, 312-313, mint includes White Plains sheet, Kansas overprint issue, Prexies,
Liberty Issue, Prominent Americans Issue, C1-C6, C18, various BOB, revenues, and two albums of plate blocks with
548, 563, 565, 575-577, 610, 614-615, 617-618, 628, 647-648, 649-650, 696-700, National Parks, Prexies to the $2,
Famous Americans, Liberty Issue complete, C7-C9, C10, C11, C12, C16-C17, J88-J101, QE1-QE3, worth many times
our low estimate, bid, bid, bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Collection of Blocks of Four, Plate Blocks and Booklets, 1910-2000. Mounted in four Scott
Specialty albums, plate blocks include Prominent Americans complete, C25-C31, blocks of four include E6, E7, J45,
individual stamp values up to $14, tremendous catalog and face values, be sure to check it out, a definite grand slam,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Excellent Precancel Collection, 1910-2000. A few thousand bureau precancels collection mounted
in two albums on K & P pages, with Washington Franklins, 1922 issues, Prexies, Liberty issue, Prominent Americans,
commemoratives, with groups of Prexies, playing card revenues, coils, some blocks of four and some varieties, neatly
arranged alphabetically by state and city, a great lot to expand upon or break up, definitely take a long look at this one,
you will not regret it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint Banknote Postage Dues. Carefully hinged to quadrille pages, J1-3, J5-7, J15, J18-20, J22-25
and J28. Mint, most o.g. (only a few no gum), attractive and generally sound, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $4,450 (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Mint Collection, 1940-96. Mounted in eleven albums, three of them Scott Specialty albums, includes
Famous Americans, Overrun Countries, Liberty Issue complete, Moore plate block, plus singles and plate blocks to
1996, two volumes of Zip Blocks, and plenty of face, makes for an excellent starter collection, F.-V.F. Scott $2,750+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Desirable Plate Block Collection (367/771). Nice selection of commemorative issue plate blocks on
Scott National album pages, highlights include choice wide top margin examples of 367-68, 370, 373, 537, 548-549,
610-612, 614-620, 647-468, and 704-715 complete; there’s also a choice 630 White Plains sheet; many well centered
plate blocks present, a few with perf separations, mostly hinged on the early issues with some Never Hinged on later
issues, faults if any are few and far between. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Modern Balance Collection, 1918-59. Starting with 692-701, 1930’s and Farley commems,
Presidential and Liberty issues, nearly complete airmails, mint and used special deliveries, a few early banknote and
BEP postage dues incl. J26, Q1-7, a few Confederates, a partial mixed group of mint and used ducks 1934//1970 and
$100’s of Scott value in Wine stamps. A great starter collection to build upon or to break down for retail / internet sales.,
o.g., mostly lightly hinged (some never hinged), F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., 1870-79 6¢ Issue, Various Shades (148, 159, 186). A fabulous accumulation of 6¢ Lincoln Banknote
issues including 148 (168 examples), 159 (85 examples), and 186 (80 examples), excellent group for the Lincoln or
Banknote specialist with a wide variety of shades to study; various faults, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $10,000+.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Errors, Freaks & Oddities Collection. A binder holding 100+ items of interest to any EFO collector or
dealer, includes UX46a used, postal stationery with albino indices, misprinted indices, first day cover for National
Education Association with misspelled “Philadepia” cancel, misperfs, captured partial imprints, printing smears,
imperfs, Korpa error in block of six, recalled Legends of the West sheet, a lot with massive potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mint Collection, 1940-2007. Large lot of first day covers, a postal stationery collection, a box of used
singles, and plenty of postage, probably some hidden gems scattered about, check this one out, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Used Sheets and First Day Cancelled Sheets. 2 volumes packed with used or first day cancelled
sheets and souvenir sheets, includes some first day cover such as #2196, quite a few Celebrate the Century sheets,
plus sheets and part sheets of postage dues J68, J61, J62, J65, J72, J76, J77 (x6) and J78 (x2), great lot for the internet
retail, take a look see, F.-V.F. Brookman $2,000+.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., 1940 Famous Americans Issues in Full Sheets. An amazing collection of full sheets for the entire
issue, all appear fresh with little if any separations, also included is sheets 852-858, not scarce in singles or blocks but
uncommon in sheets, be sure to inspect, F.-V.F. Brookman $2,800.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Beautiful Collection, 1861-1960. Mostly mint in one volume, includes mint C1-C6
C18, E3, E5-E6, E11-E14, F1, J3 pair with plate number, boating stamps with stubs, ducks with RW36-RW38, RW52,
RW54-RW56, RW58-RW70, junior ducks JDS11-JDS12, PS2 card filled, PS7-PS10, PS12b, PS15, S5, various
savings booklets, a couple of essays, many are NH and need verification, a interesting and valuable lot that had great
potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ Red & Blue (CE2). Over 140 plate blocks with various top lines,
rare and a one of a kind collection, F.-V.F. Durland $4,986.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Special Delivery Specialized Collection. Mounted to Scott National pages, containing several
examples mounted neatly around an interesting write up of each issue. Mostly mint, consisting of: E1 (7 mint, 1 used),
E2 (4 mint, 1 used), E3 (6 mint, 1 mint block and small die plate proof), E4 (5 mint, 1 used), E5 (4 mint, 1 with plate no.),
E6 (3 mint, 1 used, 2 mint blocks of 4, 2 specimens), E7 (1 mint, 1 used, 4 mint blocks of 4), E8 (3 mint, 1 used), E9 (4
mint, 2 used, 1 mint block of 4), E10 (5 mint), E11 (1 mint), E12 (mint single and plate block). Condition appears mostly
sound, mostly o.g. (a few NH and a few regummed), generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Postage Due Collection. Properly identified on stock pages, consisting of: J1-7, J18-20, J23-28, J30,
J31, J33-34, J36a, J37a, J38-44, J45-49, J46, J55-57, J54 NH and J66-67. Some no gum and small faults, but visually
attractive, Very Good-Very Fine. 2015 Scott $17,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Postage Due Collection. 53 mint stamps mounted on Scott hingeless album pages, consisting of: J3,
J6, J15-17, J20, J22, J24-26, J28, J32-35, J37, J38-41, J43, J49, J55-57, J60, J66-67 (J66 with NH PSE cert), J77-78,
condition appears mostly sound, with the occasional small fault. A number with V.F. centering plus several plate no.
singles, mostly F.-V.F. 2015 Scott $9,400 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Mint BEP Postage Dues. Carefully hinged to quadrille pages, consisting of: J30, J31-32, J34-35, J36a,
J38-44, J45-46, J48-49, J52-53, J55-57, J60, J61-68, J69-78, J79-87 and J88-101. Mint, most o.g. (only a few with gum
issues), overall attractive and generally sound, mostly F.-V.F. 2015 Scott $5,450 (Owner’s). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Banknote Postage Due Collection. 144 stamps, with various cancels, shades and even a pre-print
paper fold, along with some foreign dues of similar type (Australia, France, New South Wales, Mexico), plus a small
collection of banknote and BEP dues, some condition issues, but visually very attractive as most stamps were chosen
for cancels, V.G.-Fine appearance. Scott $3,325 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Private Vending Coil Collection. 140 pieces with some duplication, consisting of: Brinkerhoff Co.
Type I - 320 (2 pairs and 1 line pair), 343 (paste up pair and strip of 4), Type II - 373 pair, Mailometer Type IV - 346 strip of
3, 483 pair and paste up pair, Schermack Type III - 320Ad pair and used 534B scarce on piece. Condition is mixed, with
the occasional fault, several difficult pieces, generally F.-V.F. 2014 Scott $5,715 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Private Vending Coil Mint Collection. 32 pieces with very little duplication, mostly mint (only a couple
used), consisting of: Brinkerhoff Co. Type I - 320 pair and line pair, 320A pair, Schermack Type I (6 holes) - 320 (2 pairs
and strip of 4), Type II - 320a (2 pairs) and Type III - 320d pair. Condition appears mostly sound with several useful
pieces, mostly Fine or better. Scott $3,632 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Private Vending Coil Balance. Consisting of 59 values, including Brinkerhoff, U.S. Automatic Vending
and Schermack, mint and used, some moderate duplication, a few small faults. A popular and attractive group., mostly
Fine or better. Scott $2,090 (Owner’s).
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Private Vending Coil Used Collection. 27 pieces (mostly singles) from exhibit collection, consisting
of: Schermack Type I - 320 7 hole & 320a 8 hole, Type II - 320a 6 hole & 320 6 hole pair. Condition is mixed, with the
occasional fault, several quite scarce pieces, mostly Fine or better. Scott $1,100+ (Owner’s). Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Officials Collection. 120 mint stamps (some duplication) mounted on European pages, collected by
type, not by Continental or American papers, so the two different papers are mixed. Contains complete sets of
Agriculture, Executive, Interior, Justice, Navy, Official, State Dept., Treasury, War and Postal Savings sets, plus
duplicates of State Dept. set to $2 and Justice set. Condition varies, but mainly VG to VF, $5 State Dept has straight
edge, $10 appears VF, but has small closed tear and PF cert., otherwise mostly sound, o.g., hinged to no gum, mostly
Fine.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Official Mint Collection. 112 stamps, carefully hinged to quadrille pages, mostly complete, consisting
of hard papers (only missing State Dept. dollar values and O86-87) and most soft papers (only missing O94, O102-3,
O107 and O111-12), some unused, most are original gum, a few small faults, but generally sound and bright
appearance, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $27,380 (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Official Mint Collection. 46 stamps, mounted to Scott pages, mostly complete, consisting of: O4, O20,
O25-26, O30, O36, O40-42, O47, O49, O52, O54-55, O57, O59, O61, O63, O65, O74, O76, O78-79, O82 PF cert, O87
PSE cert, O89-92 (12c with PF cert), O97-99, O108, O113 used, O114-20, O121-22 and O124-26, a few tiny faults,
generally attractive appearance and better centering than most other officials, o.g., some never hinged, mostly F.-V.F.
Scott $8,515 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Official Specimens Collection. Consisting of O1S-O2S, O5S, O7S-O8S, O10S, O13S, O15S (2),
O16S, O25S (2), O26S (2), O31S, O35S (2), O36S, O39S, O48S, O57S (2), O58S, O59S, O67S, O72S, O83S and
O84S. A few small faults, but attractive and scarce, without gum as issued, mostly Fine or better. Scott $5,195
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Newspaper Stamps Collection. Consisting of o.g. and unused singles, carefully laid out on stock
pages, consisting of: PR1, PR3, PR4, PR6, PR7 (2), PR8, PR9-22, PR22, PR24-25, PR29-32, PR33-39, PR57-75,
PR78, PR81-3, PR85-89, PR90-94, PR112 and PR114-25. Most purchased from better auction houses and seem to be
correctly identified along with a few duplicates. Some mixed condition, with the occasional fault, but overall valuable and
high catalog value. A careful view by a knowledgeable buyer is recommended, generally Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
U.S., Newspaper Stamps, Mint & Used Collection, 1865-97. Nice collection of these beautiful stamps
mounted on Scott hingeless pages, includes mint PR2-PR3, PR5, PR7, PR9-PR12, PR15-PR16, PR57-PR58,
PR60-PR63, PR81-PR84, PR90, PR114-PR125 used PR4, PR18, a few condition or identification issues, don’t let it
pass you by, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Complete Booklets, 1914 97¢ (BK42). Exceptional holding of 37 of this booklet, includes 18 position
“A”, 8 position “C”, 3 position “D”, 4 position “H”, and 4 position “J”, a lot of this size won’t be coming around any time
soon, jump on it before it escapes, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,995.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mint Booklet Pane Collection, 1914-98. Complete from the Presidentials plus a few earlier on Scott
National pages in a 3-ring binder; virtually all never hinged. Face about $750, o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Complete Booklet & Panes, EFOs, vertically imperf and miscuts, Sixteen complete booklets of 1893b
each with one imperf pane (Scott catalog value $960.00), also included are twenty three complete booklets with miscut
panes with items such as BK122 with partial plate numbers, three BKC22 with dramatic miscut panes, an exquisite lot
for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Revenue Collection, 1862-1951 (R1a//RD350). Over 650 revenue stamps housed in a Scott Specialty
Album, the first three issues are well represented with later issues being sparse, also included are decent selections of
proprietary, future delivery and stock transfer stamps, some spurious items are present and not counted, very useful for
the revenue specialist or to get started, various cancels, unused stamps mostly have o.g. as appropriate; condition is
mixed as usual with many sound well centered stamps present, generally F.-V.F. Scott $8,500+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Mint Wine Stamps in Sets and Large Blocks, comprehensive selection of mint wines, with RE154,
RE188, RE201, RE152 block of 50, RE154 block of 50, RE185 block of 100, RE188 block of 100, RE195 block of 50,
RE201 block of 50, blocks alone catalog over $13,000, come inspect and see for yourself, without gum as issued, Very
Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Revenues, Massive Grouping, 1898-1953. Tens of thousands of revenues, some identified in
glassines, other loose, includes stock transfers, thousands of reds and greens, batteships, proprietaries,
documentaries, also states revenues, philatelic exhibition seals, unchecked and unpicked, a sure fire winner, you’ll
need some time to acquaint yourself with this spectacular lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Revenue Collection, 1940-1955. In a Mystic album, incl. 1940 Playing Card examples; 1950s
Cigarette stamps (series 123, 124, 125); 1950s Snuff sets (Series 124 & 125) & Tobacco examples (series 123, 124 &
125). Viewing recommended for full appreciation of the opportunity afforded, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Revenue Collection. Mostly used, consisting of loose Scott pages, an accompanying book of
duplicates and some loose better items on stock pages. Collection starts with a sparse selection of imperf and perf
issues, picks up with mostly complete perforated first issue to $10, missing playing cards and some key values, Second
issue is mostly complete to 50c plus a few of the dollar values, some third issue, documentary, early red documentary
and green stock transfer are sparse, but quickly pick up and several red sets have values up to $20, mint and used
ducks are mostly complete from RW9-60, stock pages contain R135b (x2) inverted center, a small group of Columbian
Expo tickets, a couple early mint Newspapers, some better imperf pairs: R66a, R89a, R47a, R58a, R54a and
perforated pairs: R86c and R85c. Condition and centering vary. Viewing is recommended to fully appreciate this useful
group, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Revenue Proprietary Stamps Assortment, 1898-1900. In a Safe album and showing a good range of
private overprints representing different companies, including R.W.G. (Robert W. Gardner); R.C. CO./ 1898 (Alpine
Chemical Co.); Dr. D.J. & S./ 7.1.98 (Dr. D. Jayne & Son); G.H.M. & Co./ FRANCE (G.H. Mumm & Co.); K. & M. Co./
Ambler; The Antikamnia Chemical Co.; P.P. Co./ 2.15.1900; H.H.M. Co./1898; G.G.G/ 1900; Paris Medicine/ Company/
11-1-99; E.F. & CO./ JULY/ 1898; J.W. & BRO./ 1898; P.D. & C.O./ Dec. 1900, plus several others. Recommended for
the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Revenues on Documents. Nice array of a few hundred revenues on checks and documents, includes
RN-X7 on illustrated checks, RN-G1 on illustrated checks, also 2¢ Battleships, R135s, RN-D1, RN-C5, and 50¢
Battleships on bonds, nice lot for the specialist to research, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Duck Stamps, Graded Collection (RW38//75b). 34 stamps, 31 different, plus a few exceptional
ungraded singles and two RW74b souvenir sheets. An excellent range of modern duck stamps, with massive retail
potential, o.g., never hinged, Superb to Gem quality, one graded 95, all others grading 98 or 100. SMQ $5,385.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Federal Duck Stamps, Used Accumulation, 1934-86. Useful lot of 125+ stamps, includes RW1,
RW2, RW3 (x2), RW4 (x5), RW5 (x2), RW6 (x3), RW8 (x4), F.-V.F. Scott $3,000+.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S., Old Time Saftey Deposit Box Holding. Which has been sitting safely on original dealer cards, mostly
Robert A. Siegel retail cards for many decades. A wealth of better, some brief highlights including: Used: 29, 72, Covers:
13, 32, C18, C3, C4, 621 block of 4 registered cover and Mint: 239 (2), 223 VF, 834 centerline block, 393 NH line pair,
284, 227, 240, 382 plate no strip of 3, 453 strip of 4, C3, 500, C23c (signed Bruechig), 834, 211, C2 (2), 547, 461 well
centered, 518b, 571, J27-28, J20 (block and 5 singles), J7, J26, J41-42, J60, 97 no gum, 30 o.g., group of fresh Officials,
Confederate States #1 (3) & 4, some Shanghai’s up to 18c, Mint Blocks: (538a, 540a, 548-50, 555, 558, 560, 566,
567-69, 571, 573), 572 block, 14 different perf 11 Washington Franklins (to 50c), 701 block, C4 NH well centered block,
J36, E7, E8, J77-78 NH, 358, 379, J22-23 (2), J1 (block of 4 and block of 8), J3, J24, partial Kans. set (missing 6c), K18,
Mint Plate Blocks: RW14, RW27 (2), RW36-37, 537, 527, 380 plate block of 6 with star and C18. There is much value
here, so a careful inspection is essential. Condition appears mostly sound, fresh and attractive, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Quality Group of 19th and early 20th Century. Hand selected group of premium stamps, many of
which also have accompanying certificates and could have been offered as individual lots. Upon brief examination, a
few items caught my eye: some nice well centered mostly NH Columbians (1-3 of each from 1c-10c with no 8c values),
F1 plate block, 270, 273 mint plate no. strips of 3, 209 well centered NH single with cert, 310 appears NH, 326 plate no.
pair (1 stamp NH), 326 plate no. single NH, 440 XLH PF cert, Philippines 235 o.g., 209 (x7 all appear o.g.), 595 LH XF,
75 used, 242 used well centered, 100 clean grid cancel, 95 used with cert, 311 well centered and jumbo used, 75 red
cancel, 115 used, well centered, clean cert, 276A used and well centered, cert, 119 used, 343 Schermack 45689 perfin,
64 used tiny faults, cert, 62b used cert, 95 used, 75 used, 312 o.g. and 343 PSE grade 100 NH cert. This lot will be a
bonanza for the quality conscious buyer., Very Fine overall.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Incredibly Attractive Group of Quality Singles. Very well centered, including better ducks, E11-13,
E4 (appears NH), 294-97, Q6 Jumbo showpiece, 581-91, 571, some attractive Parcel Post, E8 NH, some Shanghai’s
including K1 (9, each well centered), 447 group (8 pairs and 2 line pairs), a mostly complete run of mostly well centered
and NH ducks from RW11-41, nice airmails (C1-2, C4-6, C18), group of 33 mostly NH well centered better stamps, each
with PF certificates, consisting of: RW6, RW7, RW9, RW31, 304, 339, 287, 299, 233, 454 (4 singles, 3 pairs, line pair
and line strip of 4), 329, 398, 400, Q8, Q9, C13, 234, 232, 439, 433, 434 and 430 (3). Overall a great quality group
assembled just prior to grading, so better finds will be plentiful, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Fine or better.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Assortment of Better Singles & Blocks, 1850s-1920s. More than individual items on three two-sided
stock sheets; mint highlights include #217, 315 line pair, 479, 572, C2, C10a, E9, O21, O74, O76, O90, O91 and plate
blocks of #314 (matched set of 4), 343, 483-485 & 631; used include #14 (single & pair), 17 (2 pairs), 116, 121 (PFC),
153, 218, 275 & Q12; also include a few later stamps, mainly $5 - $7.50 Ducks; condition is generally F-VF or better, with
faults virtually always unobtrusive (including some regumming). All-in-all, quite an intriguing lot for a small dealer or an
eBay seller, with numerous little gems scattered throughout.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Small Portfolio of Better Postage Dues. Consisting of 18 values: J2 (3, 1 with PF cert), J2 used, J3,
J19, J21 (2), J27 PSE grade 90 cert, J28 used, J30, J36-7, J44, J54a, J57 PF grade 90J cert, J93a and J94 dull gum,
mostly o.g., hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Good News - Bad News Lot. In a stock book, sorted by issue, with a few better items incl. #1, 4 (piece
out of top), 12, 20, 28 (2), 37 (2), 38, 75, group of #73 (x12, several unused), 76 (3), 77, plus a few high value but faulty
(some pieces missing). The good news is there is a lot of catalog value here. The bad news is, there is a lot of faults here.
The wise viewer will balance these extremes and find a great profit, V.G.-Fine appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Plate Blocks Assortment, 1920s-50s. In a stock book, including 1920 (548), 1924 (614), 1925 (617),
1929 (651 x5), 1935 (C20-22), 1934 (736 x8), 1934 National Parks 10¢ imperforate and perforated blocks of six, 1938
(832 x3), 1925-28 (QE1-2), plus 1934 Air Post Special Delivery (771 x2) and Famous American issues. Good lot for
resale, and well worth a look, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., Mostly Used Collection Balance. Arranged on stock pages or black dealer cards. Stock pages
contain duplication of slight premium classics including 36, 68 (x3), 71 (x3), 76 (x2), 32, 238 (x2), a group of better
banknotes sorted by denomination, Bureaus, Washington / Franklins, etc. Stock cards consist of 119, 166, 117 (x2),
291, 239 (x3), 240 (x2), 112 well centered, 115 on cover, plus 63 items sent to PSE, many of which are visually
attractive, but ‘just didn’t make the grade’ including 78b, 152, 119, 403 dist. o.g., 404 appears no gum and 153. What this
lot may not have in quality, it makes up for in catalog value. You’re sure to find some items that are worthy of bidding,
mostly used with the occasional mint stamp, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Plate Blocks Assortment, 1925-40. In stock book with duplication, incl. 644 x4; 649 x4, 657 x3; 716 x2;
718, 719 x2; 736 x3; National Parks perforated and imperforate examples & Famous American issues. We also noted a
good number of special delivery examples and some airmails such as C20 x2. A useful lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Never Hinged Airmail Assortment, 1926-47. In presentation pages with duplication, incl. C7-9, C10,
C11, C12, C20, C21-22, C24, C27-31 & C33. We noted a good number of blocks of four. A good lot at our estimate,
F.-V.F. Scott $3,350.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Officials Assortment, 1870s. Colorful holding of 88 mostly unused stamps, mounted in stock sheets
and album pages, incl. the following mint examples: O1, O4, O6 & O8 (Agriculture); O10-13 (Executive); O96 (Interior);
O25-26 & O28-30 (Justice); O38 (Navy); O72, O79 & O82 (Treasury); O88 & O91-92 (War Department). We also noted
the following used examples: O2-4 & O7 (Agriculture); O15-24 (Dept. Interior); O27-28 (Justice); O36-38 & O40-41
(Navy); O72-82 (Treasury), mixed condition but much solid value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Collection Balance. In three volumes. Scott National album containing lots of better little sets and
singles of moderate value from Washington / Franklins to 1930s. The remaining two volumes are American Heirloom
albums are the meat of this lot and contain nearly all mint (mostly o.g. and a few NH) stamps, highlights including partial
sets 425//38, 486//97, 498//18, nearly complete perf and imperf offsets, some coil waste, 551-69, 581-91, 614-21,
658-79, 692-701, C1-12, C16-31, E11-13, J3, J22-23, J78 NH and Q1-7 no gum. Condition and centering are mixed.
Still plenty of useful stamps for further breakdown, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mystery Box, 1845-1950. Succulent little lot that includes 9 illustrated ad covers, mint UO6, UO20 &
UO36, mint postal card lot with UX3, UX5, UX8, 634A multiple on large piece, nice group of stamps with mint 233, Q3,
216 (x2), early Xmas seals, M & M, locals and a few saving stamps, eclectic and desirable, some mixed condition, make
sure to take a long look at this one!!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Small Lot of Plate Proofs, 1873-95. 26 nearly all different; mainly card proofs between 162P4/229P4
plus pairs of 254P5 & 264P5 and perforated/gummed proofs of PR109 & PR111; condition is mixed, many Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Accumulations
120

18

U.S., Massive Valuable Stock. On large black dealer stock pages, with better items which include: Used: 1
(14 singles of various shades and 1 pair), 2 (2), 13/15 combination pair, 118, 120, 121, 29, C14, 242 (3), 244 (2), 245 (2),
C13-15 (11), C15, C1 (19), C2 (10), C3 (12), C4 (6), C5 (6), C6 (6), C18 (13), 10 (4), 15 (2), 29, 73 (13), 76 (11), 77 (7), 36
(4), 69 (7), 70/78 (6), 68 (10), 71 (7), 72 (2), 112 (11), 113 (14), 115 (10), 116 (17), 117 (7), 118 (7), 119 (15), 120 (6), 121
(6), hundreds of banknotes including 12c (11), 24c (5), 90c (16), 218 (6), 229 (8), 238 (7), 240 (7), 294-99 (14), 323-7
(10) and Mint: 133 no gum, 191 (appears mint), 275 (2), 219DP5 block of 4, 183 (4 o.g.), 230-36 (in quantities of 5-12 of
ea.), 237 (5), 238 (10), 239 (9), 240 (6), 241 (3), 242, 243, 244 (2), 245 (2), 292 (2), 293, 1875 & 1861 card proof sets,
399-400, 323-7 (5 sets, plus duplicates), 620-21 (21 sets blocks of 4), C4 (block of 9 and plate block of 6), C1 (11), C2
(9), C3, C4 (40), C5 (15), C6 (16), 302 (2), C3 (centerline block and block of four with plate no. and red top), C1 (block of
four and top arrow block), 614-16 (12), 548-50 (8), 328-30 (7), C13-15, C13 (3), C15, C18 (54), 233 & 235 blocks of four,
298-99 blocks of four, 287 (2), 288 (3), 289 (5), 294-99 (duplicates), 1899 group of Spanish American War U.S.
possession overprints, 611 (48), 658-79 set of blocks, 581-91 set of blocks, a set of official card proofs, 4 postage
currency pieces, Hawaii 63, 69, 72 (2) and 49 (mint and used). Condition is mixed and ranges from faulty to sound (and
everything in between). This lot is truly an amazing value for the shrewd buyer as not everything could possibly be
described leaving much unchecked: grills, better banknotes and well centered stamps. Overall Very Good-Very Fine
with much value in Key and High Catalog value sets and singles. Truly a bonanza! Make sure you allot plenty of time for
viewing.
Estimate $40,000 - 50,000
H/m
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U.S., Valuable 1869 Pictorial Accumulation. Mint and used stamps on old time hand-made quadrille
pages, mostly seem to be correctly identified and many have accompanying certificates. Mint consists of: 112 (2), 113
(4), 114, 115, 116 (4), 117 (3), 118 (2), 119 (3, 1 with o.g. PF cert), 120 (2, 1 with PF certs), possible 120a (or 130?), 121
part o.g. PF cert, 122 o.g. PSE cert, 133 (4 singles and block of 4), 124 o.g. PF cert, 125 small part o.g. PF cert, 126, 127
(2), 128, 129, 130 (2), 131, 132 and used (some color and fancy cancels) consisting of: 112 (2), 113 (4), 114, 115 (2),
116 (4, 1 with steamship cancel), 117 (3), 118 (2), 119 (2), 120, 121 (2), 122 and 133. Make sure to set aside some time
for adequate viewing. Attractive old time collection with stamps chosen for their appearance rather than condition, so
some faults may be present and gum on some stamps ranges from no gum to full o.g., overall, overall Fine appearance
with several better Very Fine stamps scattered throughout.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
U.S., A Tremendous Classic Hoard. Mint and used, randomly stuffed into a stock book and stock cards in
no particular order, so the following inventory will only touch on issues that could be easily identified: 1 (2), 22, 29, 30A,
72, 76 (2), 78 (appears unused), 71 (3), 77 (2), 91, 100 (2), 116 (2), 117 (4), 119 (2), 120, 121 (2), 122 (2), lots of
banknotes 229 (2), 1894/1895 issue $1 (3), $2 (2), 312 (2), 313, 294-99 (4 mint sets, 8 used sets, and several mint
dups), 75 (4), 323-7 (3 mint sets, 8 used sets and mint dups), 285-93 (1 mint set, 3 used sets, and lots of mint dups), 292
used (2), 571 mint (16), 230-42 (plus dups), 230-45 (3 used sets, plus dups), 300-11 mint set, 310-11 mint set, 523 used
(9), 302-8 mint pairs, 275? mint, Q11 used (40), 478 used (150), nearly complete 219-29 mint set, Guam 1899 set 1-13,
E11, 241 on piece, 323-7 mint set (3), 312 o.g., 313, 292-93 mint, 243 mint and an old time approval book filled with
classics to banknotes incl. 37 (4), 36 (4), 7c & 15c banknotes (7c x15 and 15c x13, a couple with possible grills), 263,
312 (4), 313, 38 on piece (2), 12c banknote (13), 67 (2), 67b, 72 (4), 262, 278, 38 (5), 189 with partial plate no., 32/33 (3),
15, 70/78 (10), 70b, 90c banknotes (12), 5c 1861 (22, incl. possible grill and red brown shades), 12c 1861 issue (13,
possible grills), 9X1, 92, etc. Due to the messiness of this lot, there are many potential great stamps to be found. Mint
ranges from o.g. to no gum, condition is mixed: from faulty to sound. Make sure to set aside plenty of time when viewing.
The careful and knowledgeable viewer will surely be rewarded, generally Fine.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
U.S., Valuable Key Set Potpourri. On loose album pages - better sets and singles from several collections,
thrown together into one marvelous mess. Some highlights include: Mint: 630, 294-99, 277-78, 323-30, 467 (5c error in
strip of 3, surrounded by 2c normal stamps), 658-79, 285-93 (5c & 8c are used), 245 no gum, Q1-12, 3, 39, 69, 112-17, a
possible 103 (clear type III), 191, 208, 217, 219D, 228, 230-45, 275, 276, 277, 278 (2), 285-93, 294-99, 302-6, 308-10,
312, 328-30, 341, 704-15 plate block set, 803-34 plate block set, 658-79 (set of blocks and pairs, some water damage),
548-50 blocks, 397-400, 401-4, 323-30, 369, 294-99, 614-21 set of blocks, J3-7, J22-28, J41-44, J57, C1-11, C13-15,
E1-13, Q1-12, JQ1-5, 291-93, 323-30, 367-73, 658-79 (missing 7c Kans.), 323-30, 367-73, 230-45, 630, C18 block of
four and Used: 112-15, 120, 121, 241-43, 120 and 8A. Condition is mixed, so you will find faulty stamps mixed in with
sound stamps, centering too ranges from V.G. to V.F. Make sure you view this lot. This is one lot in the sale you don’t
want to miss! mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $25,000 - 30,000
U.S., Impressive Holding of Newspapers and Periodicals Issues. Large ELBE stock album containing
hundreds of mostly unused (no gum, a few stamps o.g.), better including nos. PR1 (2), PR5 (2), PR6 (2, 1 used), PR16,
PR17 (3, 1 used), PR18 (2), PR19, PR20, PR21 (2), PR23 (2, 1 used), PR24 (manuscript. cancel), PR26 (3), PR33 (2),
PR37, PR38 (2), PR41, PR43, PR63 (4, 1 punch cancel), PR64, PR65 (2), PR68, PR69 (2), PR70 (2), PR72, PR74 (2),
PR75 (2), PR76 (3), PR77 (7), PR78 (2), PR79 (3), PR80, PR82 (2), PR83 (4), PR84 (3), PR85 (3), PR86, PR87 (2),
PR88, PR92 (2), PR94, PR96, PR103 (4), PR104, PR105 (2), PR106 (2), PR107, PR108 (used), PR109 (2), PR110,
PR111 (2), PR112, PR113 (2), sorted by Scott No. Condition appears mostly sound. A nice group for the dealer or
specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Incredible Better Selection. Small but meaty selection of 69 late 19th and early 20th century better
singles and multiples neatly arranged in a stockbook. Mostly mint with the exception of 7 used items. Most of the value of
this group consists of high value Columbians and Trans-Mississippi’s. The lot is comprised in its entirety of the following:
used: 241 (2), 243, 244, 291, 315 pair and K15; and mint: 43, 56, 133a, 216 (2), 241 (3), 242 (3), 243 (2), 244 (4), 245 (2),
291 block, 292 (4), 293 (6, one with PF cert), 297 single and block, 298 (7), 299 (8, one PF cert), 311 PF cert, 312 PF
cert, 313, 327 (4), 358 (2, one PF cert), 369 (2), J57 (4) and Q12. A few with small faults and some perfs close or
touching perfs, but for the most part is unusually clean and nicely centered group. A nice lot with many better items for
easy breakdown and view. Previous retail price from over two decades ago is $51,825, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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Phenomenal U.S. Well Centered Dealer Stock, carefully hand-picked for extraordinary centering and
quality stock of Certified Philatelics, a company that existed over 20 years ago to sell only premium stamps. A partial
inventory list includes: 294 plate no. strip, 295 plate no. strips (11), 295 - various train shifts, 296 (16, plus plate no. strip
of 3), 296 (10), 298 (8), 299 (16), 308, 320A (3), 323 (1, 3 blocks of 4), 325 (8), 326 (5), 327 (4 and plate no. pair), 328 (4),
329 top arrow block of 4, 330 (5), 331 (5 plate no strips of 3), 332 (6 and 5 plate no strips of 3), 333 plate no strip of 3, 337
(3), 339 (6 and 1 block of four), 343 matched arrow blocks (2), 343 centerline blocks (2), 343-47 pairs (1 set LH, 1 set
NH), 345 Schermack strips of 6 (1 line strip and 4 strips), 345 matched arrow blocks, 346 (2 blocks of 4), 347 (5 blocks of
4), 347E vertical strip of 4 (2), 348 (16 NH pairs), 358 (3), 368 Schermack pair, 368 plate no. strip of 3, 371 plate no. strip
of 3, 371 (3 centerline blocks), 373 (single, pair, 3 blocks and 2 centerline blocks), 385 (4 pairs), 390 (12 line pairs), 394
line pair, 399, 400 (10), 401 (2), 402 (2), 403 (2), 407 (8), 411 line pair, 415 (4), 427 (2), 428 (4), 429 (2), 454 (1 single, 3
pairs and 1 line pair), 458 line pair, 459 single, 464 (2), 465, 466, 470 (4), 471 (4), 472 (2), 480 (6), 484 centerline block,
494 line strip of 4, 495 (3 pairs), 496 (7 pairs and 5 line pairs), 497 (2 pairs and 2 line pairs), 498 (12 superb), 500 (14),
503 (3), 506 (5), 509 (8), 511 (4), 512 (4), 513 (6 and 1 block), 514, 515 (4), 516 (7), 518 (5), 526 (5), 527, 528B (6 and
block of 4), 532 (3 blocks and 2 pairs), 532 (2 blocks, 3 pairs and 2 singles), 534 superb pair, 534 Schermack line strip of
4, 832b (used single and used strip of 3), C1 (6), C4 (2 singles and 4 blocks of 4), C5 (7), C6 (8), C13 (8), C18 (4 and
block of 4), E5, E6 (2), E7 (3), E8 (3), E9 (3), E13 (5 and 2 blocks of 4), E12 (6), F1 (5), J22 (5), J23 (3 singles and 2
blocks of 4), J24, J25, J52, J53, J66a, K5 (6), K8 (5), K9 (2), K11, O35, PR120 (2), Q6 (4), Q7 (2), Q8 (5) and Q9 (2). A
wonderful lot for quality conscious buyer as most items have clean PF certificates issued in 1992. These stamps have
been off the market to the present day and are a great lot for grading enthusiasts. Generally, o.g., mostly never hinged,
Very Fine or better appearance Previous owners retail price from over 20 years ago is $63,013.50.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Premium Accumulation. Mint and used in large stockbook containing some better items including 1, 2
(2, one with red and one with blue cancels), 3 no gum, 12 (2), 28 (2), 30A, 67, 71-72, 99, pictorial set (appears mint):
112-17, 119-22, 112-22 (3 sets, plus additional 122), banknote type set (from different printing companies), 212-18,
230-45 mint set, 243-45 mint, 244 (damaged - piece out of left side), 285-93 mint (293 with o.g. PSE graded 85
certificate), 294-99 (2), 296 block of 4, 400A, C1-6, some newspapers and some Spanish American War possession
overprint. issues. Condition varies, with some faults, offset by the value large value of the various popular singles and
sets throughout, centering ranges from VG to VF, mostly Fine or better.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Extensive Stock. In European album, containing shades, grills, high value Columbians and
Trans-Mississippi issues, scarce destinations, back of book, etc. Highlights including #1, 14-15, 17, 27, 29, 30-30A,
32-33, 37, 37 mint, 38 (2), 86 (2), 92 (3), 67, 75, 95 (2), 62B, 89 (2), 90 (2), 91, 99 (2), 70/78 (7 - shades), 98 (4), 71 (7),
101, 72, 1869 Pictorials (up to ten of each, used), 118 (2), 119 (5), 120 (3), 121 (3), 122, banknotes sorted by
denomination 7c (10), 12 (8), 15c (5), 24c (4), 30c (7), 90c (2), 241-44, 291-93, group of 7 Columbians (some registered
and 10c overseas to Sweden, E12 mint block, several early o.g. special delivery, 30 o.g., 76-77 mint, several mint
banknotes (including a couple 10c & 15c values), 230-45 mint set (plus duplicates. of values up to 30c), 285-91 (mint,
duplicates of most values), 328-30 pairs, 400 (3), 298 (2), 299, 323-7 (2 sets of each plus duplicates), 300-11 (mint,
duplicates of values up to 15c), 223 (9), 229, approximately. 90 mint unidentified Washington / Franklins, group of 26
mixed mint banknote postage dues and 14 mint BEP postage dues, group of 30 Confederate States issues including
some early values, group of 1894-95 issues including 5c (6), 8c (3), 10c, 15c (2), 50c (3), $1 (2), $2 (mint and used), 284,
227, 228 (2), 551//73 (mostly complete 1922 Bureau set), group of 67 Newspapers, group of 86 mint and used Officials
including some higher values and Specimens. Condition is mixed, with occasional faults (mostly in 19th century) and
increasingly attractive sound stamps as you progress into 20th century, gum varies from never hinged to no gum,
mostly Fine or better.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Better Accumulation. Hundreds of stamps on loose album pages, filled with better items including
Mint: 291 o.g. PF cert, 404 o.g. PF cert, 219-29 (plus duplicates), 479-80, 300-8, 341, 187, 217, 69 random Washington
/ Franklins (but several appear better perf 12 and perf 10 values), 551-73, Q1-12, 189 unused, 39, 228-29 no gum,
239-45, 285-93, E1, E3, E5, several newspapers, 71 (appears unused), 38 (appears mint) and Used: C13-15 cover set,
190-91, 165-66, 112-22 (mixed mint and used set, including 121-122 no gum singles), 72 (3 used), various used grills
including 1c (x2), 10c (x7, plus pair), 12c (1), 15c (5), 95 (4), 101, 75 (2), 70/78 (x10, in various shades), 67, 68-69,
71-72, 166, 38 (2), 32 (2), 30A, 20, 28, 29, 12, 14-15 (2) and 17 vertical pair. Condition is mixed with some condition
issues, including a few possible removed cancels, some no gum or regummed stamps, but mostly nice visually
attractive items, mostly Fine or better.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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U.S., Better Key Set Accumulation. Mint sets and singles mounted to loose album pages, consisting of:
658-79 (2), 803-34 (2), 1030-53, 630 (2), 230-45 (2), 285-91, 294-99 (3), 397-404 (2), 285-93, C13-15, K1-18 (K2 has
corner fault), mostly complete officials set (approximately. 3/4 complete with many better values), J3, J20, J44, J57,
Q1-12, JQ1-5, RW1-49, K7, K9-11, K13 and K17. Condition is mixed, a few regummed or no gum among the early sets,
but otherwise mostly sound, o.g., mostly lightly hinged (some never hinged), mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., High Catalog Value Lot. Arranged on 22 stock cards, including mint or unused #9, 20, 22, 25, 37, 38,
40, 84, 85E, 89, 91, 95, 96a, 132, 141, 151, 159, 161, 179, 205-12, Columbians complete, 261, 276, 276A, 294-99,
323-30, 374-82, 397-403, numerous other Washington - Franklins, 460, 505 and 834 block of four, mostly with faults,
but overall appearance is decent and the high catalog value makes this lot worth viewing., Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Philatelic Tsunami, 1857-1990. Thousands of stamps and covers housed in eleven binders, there is a
volume of used early with a page of fancy cancels, 24 (16), 69 (6), 71 (12), 76 (11), 77 (15), pictorial with 115 (9), 116
(14), 117 (6), 119 (6), Bank Notes, Columbians with 240 (3), 287 (9), 330 (41), and BOB & Possessions, volume with
plate blocks C20, nice range of C23, C24, E14, RW43, RW61- RW65, RW67, RW69, RW71, WX6 (32), volume of BOB
with RS161 (4), R682 with receipt tab, RJA59c (4), RJA64b, SC2, various cigar and tobacco tax paids, foil tobacco
wrappers, 1883 Boston, Hartford and Erie Railroad Company bond, plenty of illustrated checks, volume of covers with
C18 first day cover and flight cover (4), U9 entire cancelled “Steam”, Spanish American War patriotics (2), strip of three
64b on faulty cover, volume of airmails with mint C1 (20), C4 (22), C5 (4), and a recalled Legends of the West sheet,
basically a business in a box, a terrific offering that needs close inspection, some condition issues as to be expected
with a lot this large, generally F.-V.F., awesome potential.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Group of Key and Better Sets. Neatly arranged in small stock book, containing the following better
sets: 230-45 (used, $2 duplicate), 287 NH block of 4, 285-93 (o.g., $2 is well centered), 285-93 (used, $2 is o.g.), 285-93
used, 294-99 (2 mint sets and 2 used sets), C13-15 NH set and C1-6 NH set. Nice group of useful key sets, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Useful Classic Accumulation. Hundreds of stamps in large stockbook containing some better stamps
including the following mint (or appear unused, some may need certs) : C3 top arrow block, 190, 160, 112, 151, 162,
190, 297, 29, 119, 40, 26 o.g. block, 38, 37 (2), 113, 119, 237, 239-40, 242-45, 294-99 (2), 296 block, 297-98, 67, 326
NH, 263, 298, 400, 92, 71, 153, 78, used: 120 (2), 38, 278, 122, 118, 30A, 36B, 313, 72, 291, 101 (clipped perfs), 71 VF
appearing, 277 well centered, 242, 116 XF appearance, 30A (3), 312 (2), 118 (2), 27, 20, 28, 229, 37, 29 and 37.
Condition are mixed, with occasional faults, used, some no gum and some o.g., mixed condition.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., 1893 Columbian Accumulation. Arranged on several stock pages, consisting of: 230 (126), 231 (23),
232 (52), 233 (20), 234 (30), 235 (42), 236 (65), 237 (15), 238 (14), 239 (7), 240 (8), 241, 242 (2), 243 (2), 244, 285, 286
(3), 288 (2) and 289. Condition varies from sound to faulty, and everything in between, mostly with o.g. (a few no gum or
regummed), Fine appearance.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Parcel Post Accumulation. Plus a few parcel postage dues and special handling in small stock book,
containing: Q1 (6), Q2 (7), Q3 (4), Q4 (5), Q5 (6), Q6 (4), Q7 (5), Q8 (7), Q9 (9), Q10 (9), Q11 (5), Q12 (9) and JQ4 (2),
o.g., mostly lightly hinged (a few never hinged), mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Accumulation of High Values. In small stock book (mostly used unless noted otherwise), including:
311 (10), 341-42 o.g., 342 (5), 479 (4 singles, 1 block), 480 (4 singles, 3 blocks of 4, 1 block of 20, 1 strip of 3), 524 (16
singles, 7 blocks), 547 (6), 572 (7 singles, 3 blocks of 4, NH block of four), 573 (7 singles, 5 blocks of four, 2 blocks of 10,
1 mint hinged), 833 (18), 834 (6 blocks of four), 833 mint block, 834 (mint block and plate block), 1053 (155), 1053 mint
(3 blocks and 5 plate blocks) and 1295 (124). Condition is mixed, with a few small faults, but generally attractive and
useful, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Pan-Pacific Accumulation. Mounted on quadrille pages, consisting of: 397 (7 singles and 1 plate
block), 398 (5 singles, 1 plate block), 399 (3), 400 (5 singles and 1 block of 4), 400A (4), 401 VF NH, 402 (4, 2 blocks of
4), 403 (4), 404 (2), o.g., mostly lightly hinged (some never hinged), generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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U.S., Official Stamps Accumulation. In small approval booklet, containing 56 stamps, card plate proofs, a
few specimens, better items including Agriculture O6-8, O95, Interior O24, Justice O25-30, O32-33, O35S-36S, O26S
dotted ‘I’ var., Post Office O52-3, O55-6, Dept of State $10-$20 values (likely perforated and gummed proofs), Treasury
O76, O80 used and War O92-93., mainly o.g. (some no gum), mostly Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Diverse and Valuable Grouping, 1851-1970. In twelve volumes, includes stock book of Canal Zone,
Scott hingeless with mint C13, decent revenues, another Scott album with used Bank Notes, 397-404, mint 323-327,
collection in album with used 112-115, 117, stock book with used classics, couple of hundred 2¢ Nebraska, Hawaii,
stock book back-of-the-book, and a book of a few covers with material such as Fort Fetterman W.T. cover, CSA cover,
essay 184 E-B used on cover, RF stamp tied on cover, C18 on flight cover, plenty more to plunder, mixed condition,
inspection strongly urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Press Sheet Accumulation, 1998-2004. 63 press sheets in their original shipping tube or mailer,
includes 3142 American Aircraft, 3152 Bogart, 3168-3172 Monsters, 3182 Celebrate the 1900s (4), 3183 Celebrate the
1910s (5), 3184 Celebrate the 1920s, 3185 Celebrate the 1930s (6), 3205 Sylvester (4), 3226 Alfred Hitchcock (6), 3236
American Art (5), 3237 Ballet (5), 3203 Cinco de Mayo (6), 3238-3243 Space Discovery (2), 3307 Daffy Duck (6), 3329
James Cagney, 3351 Insects, 3378 Rain Forest, 3392 Road Runner (2), 3408 Baseball, 3439-3443 Sea Creatures,
3506 Great Plains, 4143 Star Wars, 4197 James Stewart, nice lot with useful duplication, total face $1628.00, F.-V.F.
Brookman $4,064 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint Group. 100s of mostly mint (hinged and never hinged) premium stamps in several stock books
and loose pages, starting with minor duplication of a few 1890 issue low values up to 8c, some Columbians, continuing
to ‘triangle’ issues, 1902 issue to 13c, some Washington / Franklins, fourth Bureaus to 25c, a few fourth Bureau plate
blocks, a few large multiples of 1920s commemoratives, a few airmails, E3, quantities of Parcel Post up to 75c (high
values consist of 25c (x3), 50c (x3) and 75c (x4), Kans. Nebr. set, a group of ten American banknotes which appear
mint, 310 o.g., 297-99, 236 NH, 400 o.g. Condition is quite varied, some duplication, thoughtful review should reveal
value, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

plate blocks, covers include first days with 735, 906, Famous Americans, C25a, C31, cacheted event covers, first
flights, etc., plate blocks include Famous Americans complete, C20-C22, C26-C31, also one drawer of United Nations
imprint blocks and over a thousand first day covers, the face of the plate blocks alone should make this a killer, please
take some time and inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Nice Little Balance Lot. 28 black dealer cards, with some highlights including 70/78 (4 shades - two
are chemically altered), 33 pair, 630 left and right selvage missing, 96, 71, 165, 153, 69 & 77 (appear unused, these are
suspect and need certs), K8 (2 o.g. blocks of 6), 190 VF appearance, 151, 97, Confederate States #5 Springfield
counterfeit, 12 hor. strip of 5, 13 (2 hor. strips of 5 plus vert. strip of 3). Condition is mixed, with the occasional fault, but
high potential Scott value, mostly Fine or better.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mint & Used Collections with U.N., 1851-2000. Ten albums of collections, includes U.S. mostly mint
collection in a Scott National album with Prexies to the $2, Famous Americans, used C1-C5, Scott Specialty album with
Prominent Americans set, collection in a Scott American album with used Bank Notes, Bureaus, 294-299, 328-330,
397-403, with U.S. and Canada postage, a quick review will have you bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Coils, Pairs and Line Pairs, 1922-54. Several hundred coils in two binders, first volume is four pages
of leaders, then pairs and line pairs from the 1922 Issues, Prexies, Liberty Issues and airmails, test coils, second volume
is mostly self adhesives, much is NH, a neat grouping that’s the cats pajamas, grab this one while you can, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Old Time Block and Plate Block Accumulation. On quadrille pages, neatly arranged and in order by
Scott nos. starting with 1922/1931 Bureau issue blocks, multiples and large blocks of 1920s commemoratives, 704-15,
Farleys, 3c commemoratives to 4c commemoratives, followed by airmails to the transport issue. An accompanying
stock book contains plate blocks including a nearly complete Washington Bicentennial set, Famous Americans, early
airmails in quantities of C17, C19 and Transports., mostly mint o.g., hinged, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation, 1860-1960. Carton stuffed with mint and used stamps, includes some
mint 3-8¢ sheets, and some better used material, patience will be needed to process this lot but it should be well worth
the effort, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., 4 White Plains Souvenir Sheets (630). All with faults, one reduced in size, the others not obvious from
the front and appear F-VF. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., EFO Accumulation. Consisting of 31 pieces (including a few multiples): dry print, misperfs, gutter
snipes, imperfs and printing shifts, including C89 (25c airmail) sheet with 10-20% perf shift., o.g., mostly never hinged
and a small used minority, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S., Mint Stock, 1847-1912. A large mint stock of a couple thousand stamps arranged in Scott order in an
old thick ELBE stockbook. Highlights including #2 (5), 14, 15 (2), 17 (2), 18, 30, 37 (2), 38 (6), 68 (9), 69 (3), 71, 72, 73
(11), 75 (5), 76 (3), 77 (3), 78 (2), 85B, 87 (4), 88 (2), 91, 92, 93 (2), 96 (5), 97 (4), 98, 112 (3), 113 (12), 114 (5), 115 (2).
116 (3), 117 (2), 118-21, 134 (3), 136 (4), 148 (3), 151-54 (2 ea.), 160 (2), 161 (5), 163 (3), 165, 178 (5), 189 (4), 190, 191
(2), 205 (10), 211 (9), 215 (9), 216 (10), 217 (2), 218 (2), 228 (5), 229 (4), 238 (33), 239 (20), 240 (10), 241 (8), 242 (6),
243 (5), 244 (6), 245 (3), 260 (4), 261 (2), 262 (2), 263, 275 (4), 276 (2), 276A (3), 282C (6), 283 (6), 284 (7), 292 (3), 293
(7), 298 (19), 299 (35), 310 (2), 311 (3), 312, 340 (7), 341 (5), 342 (2), 369 (4), 382 (3), 399 (44), 400 (31), 400A (2), 403
(15) and 404 (2), also containing larger quantities of less expensive stamps to #411. Mixed condition and centering, but
many o.g., some NH and minority of early 19th century with removed cancels, mostly Fine or better. 1995 Scott
$380,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000
U.S., Exceptionally Choice Top Quality Dealer Stock. One of the nicest and most comprehensive U.S.
dealer’s stocks one could ever imagine, select stamps neatly presented on 264 stockcards including a 216 imprint &
plate # strip/6, 217 (2), 218 (2), 219D (2), 229, nice 1893 Columbians including 240 (2), 251, 253-255Pa blocks of four,
261A, 262-3, 277-278 (2), particularly handsome group of 1898 Trans-Mississippi issues including plate # pairs, and
singles 289 (14), 290 (2), 291 (5), along with a block/4, and a 292, choice Pan-Americans and 1902-1903 Regular
issues, including 311 (5), 314 & 320 centerline blocks/4, 325 (10), 327 (2), and a truly outstanding selection of
Washington Franklin Issues, including a GEM 340 block/4, 341, 351 line pair, scarce Bluish Papers 362 (2), 395-6 Line
Pairs, 399 block/4, 400A (2), along with a block/4, 404, 412 Line Pairs (2), a GEM 420, 423 (2), 428 block/4, 439 (2), 446
pair, and (2) singles, 447 Line Pairs (2), 460, 477-479, 480 (3), 500 (3), 505 error of color, 519 (2), 523 (2), 524 (6), and
547 (7), absolutely remarkable selection with an enormous retail value, a lot worth close examination as there are many
high quality stamps that would realize big prices, 78 certificates of authenticity accompany.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
U.S., Dealer Stock, 1845-79, in ten dealer stock books (approximately 500 dealer pages) of mostly stamps
with higher Scott value, mostly used (noted if otherwise - Mint: o.g., no gum, regummed or NH). The previous owner
possessed a high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not flawless, most are correctly identified and many of the
better items have accompanying certificates, so we suggest viewing this lot to properly ascertain its true value. Stock
contains better items incl. 9X1 (x3), 9X1e pair without signature, 10X1, 10X2, 10X1-2, 10X1-2 reprints (x2), 1 (x7), 1a, 2
(x4), 7 (x2), 9 (x5), 10 pair, 10A (x6), 12 (x5), 13, 14 (x2 singles and pair), 15 (x3), 17 (x4), 18, 20 (x5), 22, 23 (x4, one
unused), 24 (x2 o.g.), 25 mint (fault at top), 25 (x8), 26 o.g. block (x2), 26 (mint x13), 26A (x5), 27, 29 (x3), 30A
regummed, 30A (x8), 31 (x2), 32 (x4), 33 (x2), 35 (mint x4), 36B o.g., 36B unused, 37 (x2 unused), 37a unused, 38 o.g.,
38 (x2), 39 unused, 40 (x3 unused), 56 (x2 o.g.), 62B, 63b (x2), 64 (x4), 64b (x2), 68 unused, 68a mint, 69 (x4), 70, 70b
(x6), 71 (x11), 72 unused, 72 (x8), 73 (unused x9), 75 (x7), 76 (x3), 77 (x7), 78 (x3), 78a (x5), 78b (5), 79 faulty on piece,
79 (x2), 85 (x3), 85B (x3), 85E, 86, 87 mint, 88 (mint x4), 89 (x4), 90 (x10), 91 (x2), 92 o.g., 92 (x4), 94 (mint x3), 95 (x7),
96 mint, 96 (x6), 97 (x6), 98 unused, 98 (x10), 99, 100 (x3), 112-20, 112 (x4 and x2 mint), 113 (x3 mint), 114 (x2 mint),
115 (x2), 116 (x7), 117 (x2), 118 (x4), 119 (x2), 120 (x6), 121 (x6), 122 (x4), 123 (x1 unused, x3), 133 (x4 used, x2
unused), 137, 139, 141, 134A, 135A (x2), 136 mint, 137, 138 (x3), 138A, 146 (mint x3), 147 (mint x 4), 149 (x6), 151
unused, 151 (x3), 152, 153 mint, 153 (x9), 155 (x2), 156 (mint x5), 157 (mint x4), 158 (mint x4), 160 (x3), 161 (mint x2),
162 (x3), 165 (x2), 166 unused, 166 (x3), 179 mint, 182 (x3 mint), 183 (x6 mint), 184 (x4 mint), 185 (x4 mint), 188 (x4
mint), 189 (x4 mint), 190 (x3 mint) and 191 (x3). Condition and centering vary, mostly nice quality and saleable group,
with many items perfect for the bourse or internet dealer., mostly F.-V.F. Scott $223,126.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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U.S., Dealer Stock. Ten dealer counter books, consisting of mostly stamps with higher Scott value. The
previous owner possessed a high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not flawless, most are correctly identified and
some better have accompanying certificates, so viewing is recommended to properly evaluate. Some notable items
including 205 (mint x4), 206 NH, 208a o.g., 208 used, 209 (x3 o.g.), 210 (NH x2 and block of 4), 211 (x2 o.g.), 212 (NH x4
and block of 6), 213 (x2 NH), 214 (x2 NH, x1 o.g.), 215 (x2 o.g.), 216 (x3 o.g.), 217 (x2 NH, x2 o.g.), 218 (x3 mint, x5
used), 219D (x1 NH, x3 o.g.), 220 NH plate no. strip of 6, 221 (x3 o.g., x2 NH), 222 (x1 o.g., x2 NH), 224 (x1 o.g., x2 NH),
225 (x4 NH), 226 (x4 mint, x1 NH), 227 (x3 o.g.), 228 (x2 o.g.), 229 (x2 o.g.), 231 NH broken hat, 232 (x2 mint x1 NH),
233 (x2 NH), 234 (NH single and block of 4), 235 NH, 236 (x2 NH and NH block of 4), 237 (x2 NH, x5 o.g.), 238 (x3 NH,
x3 o.g.), 239 (x6 mint, x1 used), 240 (x1 NH, x6 mint, x2 used), 241 (x6 mint, x11 used), 242 (x3 mint, x9 used), 243 (x2
used, x1 mint), 244 used, 247 (x1 NH single, x2 mint plate no. strips of 3), 248 (mint block of 4, x5 NH singles, one of
which has a plate crack through Washington’s head), 249 o.g., 250 (mint block, NH plate no strip of 3, NH single), 250a
NH, 251 Dark carmine, 252 NH imprint pair, 254 o.g., 255 (x2 o.g., x1 NH), 256 (x2 o.g.), 257 (x2 o.g.), 258 (x2 o.g.), 259
(x3 o.g.), 260 (x4 o.g.), 261 (o.g. and used), 262 (x1 mint, x2 used), 266 (x6 mint plate no. strips of 3), 266-67 o.g./NH
combination block of 4, 268 NH, 270 (x3 NH, o.g. block of 4), 271 NH, 272 (x3 NH), 272a (x2 used, both with certs), 273
(x1 o.g. single and x1 plate no. strip of 3), 274 o.g., 275 x2 o.g., 275a NH, 276 (x4 o.g.), 276A (x3 used), 277 (x5 o.g., x3
used) 278 (x9 used), 279Bc (x2 o.g.), 279Bj dist o.g. pane, 280b (x3 NH), 281 NH, 282 NH, 282a NH, 282C (x2 o.g., x1
NH), 283 o.g., 283a (x3 o.g.), 284 (x1 NH, x2 o.g., plus single and block - o.g. dry prints), 286 (NH x2 singles and block),
287 (x1 NH, x2 o.g.), 288 (x3 o.g.), 289 (x2 o.g., x2 NH), 291 (x5 mint, x5 used), 292 (x2 used), 294-9 (x2 NH, x1 o.g.),
296 NH plate no strip of 4, 296 NH, 297 (x2 NH), 298 (x2 NH, x3 o.g.), 299 (x7 o.g., x3 NH), 300-8 o.g., 301 NH XF, 302
NH, 304 NH, 305 (x2 NH), 306 (x1 NH, x1 o.g. strip of 3 with/ plate no.), 307 NH, 308 (x2 NH, o.g. block of 4 and mint
plate no strip of 3), 309 (x2 o.g.), 310 o.g., 311 (x2 o.g., x1 used and well centered), 312 (x4 used), 313 (x3 used), 319Fj
NH block of 4, 320 NH block of 4, 323-7 o.g., 323 (NH single and PL# pair), 324 (x1 NH), 325 (x5 NH), 326 NH, 327 (x2
NH, x6 o.g.), 328-30 (x3 NH, x2 o.g.), 328 (x2 NH well centered), 329 (x2 NH) and 330 (x2 o.g. and LH/NH block of 4).
Condition and centering vary. Most stamps were selected for quality and salability, so useful stamps abound, mint
(never hinged, original gum and unused) and used, mostly F.-V.F. owners Scott $157,851, plus $560 retail.
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
U.S., Massive Mint Wholesale Collection. With the primary focus from 1890’s to 1930’s. Upon quick
examination, I noted some higher cat. items such as: 35, 36, 38, 63, 73 (4), 112 (2), 113 (2), 145 (2), 146, 147 (2), 153,
157, 187, 214 (6), 219D, 221-25 (duplication of 6c & 8c x3), 230-38 (duplicates), 239 (6), 240 (5), 241-45 (extra 242-43),
partial 1894 issue, nearly complete 1895 issue to 50c (a few duplicates), 285-90, 294-99 (3-9 of each), 300-8 (2-6 of
each), 310, 323-27 (2-5 of each), 328-30 (6-9 of each), 331-42 (1-6 of each, 2 of each of high 50c-$1 values), 343-7 (2-5
of each), 358, 366 possible bluish paper, 369 (3), 374-80 (1-4 of each), 397-400 (3-7 of each), 401-2 (4 of each), 403,
414-8 (1-3 of each), 523, 524 (2), 547 (2), 551//73 (partial set of 1-5 of each including 572 (4) and 573 (2)), 579
(duplicates), 581-91, 630 (3), 634A, 658-79, 669-79, C1 (8), C2 (4), C3 (4), C5, C6 (6), C13-15 (2), E1 (2), E2 (3), E3 (2),
E5, E7 (5), E10, E11-13 (duplicates), wonderful banknote dues including J18 (2), J19 (2), J27-28 (2), J29 (2), J31-37
(duplicates), extra J37 and other perf 12 dues, J55 (2), K1-16 (4 sets, plus extra duplicates), lots of officials including
specimens, Q1-12 (2 sets, plus duplicates), various Newspapers, Postal Stationary Cut Squares, Confederate States
including 1 (2), 3, ducks, Canal Zone J3 and more that time just doesn’t allow us to list. There is some mixed condition,
especially in the early issues, but the majority are sound and valued accordingly. This lot is well deserving of a thorough
inspection by a serious U.S. buyer, o.g., mostly lightly hinged (some hinged and never hinged), much F.-V.F.
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
U.S., World Class Dealer’s Stock. Impressive dealer stock neatly presented in 12 dealer counter sales
books with over 165 items described and priced for retail; a magnificent holding with an owner’s Scott catalog value in
excess of $150,000 with many salable stamps present, including numerous certified stamps; highlights include Scott
#’s 2, 15, 20, 27, 36, 37, 38, 40, 62B x (3), 67, 68, 69, 70b, 75, 78b, 83, 85 x (2), 91, 95, 101, 122, 141, 143-144, 160, 165,
166, 291, 293, 312, 342, 440, 449, 478, 480, 491, numerous C13’s, some C14’s, and a large group of scarcer Official
stamps that really add up in value; there are two stock books loaded with better plate blocks including 372 plates, 545,
834 x (2), and E13; a nice mix of better mint and select used examples throughout with an owner’s marked retail price of
over $98,000; early material is faulty from one degree to another as would be expected on an impressive holding of this
size, but the overall quality is quite nice for any show dealer or Ebay seller looking for a well rounded stock featuring a
large number of attractive appearing, certified stamps. Scott $150,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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U.S., Back-of-the-Book Dealers Stock, of approximately 750-800 dealer pages, consisting of mostly
stamps with higher Scott value. The previous owner possessed a high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not
flawless, most are correctly identified and some better items have accompanying certificates, so viewing is
recommended to properly evaluate. Contains better items incl. E1 mint (x4), E2 mint (x4), E3 mint (x4), E4 mint (x3), E5
mint (x5), E6 mint (x5), E6a mint, E7 (x1 NH, x3 mint), E8 (x1 NH, x1 mint), E9 (x1 NH, x1 mint), E10 (x6 NH, x4 mint),
E10a NH, E11c (x3 NH pink bank), E12 NH XF, J3 (x1 NH, x7 mint, x1 mint block), J4 part o.g., J5 o.g. (x2), J6 mint (x6),
J20 mint (x3), J21 mint, J24 (NH single and block), J25 NH (x2), J26 mint, J27 mint (x4), J28 mint, J31 NH, J32 mint (x4),
J33 NH, J34 NH, J38 blocks of 4 (x2, 2 H, 2 NH), J40 NH, J40 NH block of 4, J40 (x10 mint, x3 NH), J41 (x7 NH), J42 NH,
J42 mint, J43 mint (x2), J44 mint, J45 (x8 NH), J46a (x10 NH), J49 block of 4 (top LH, bottom NH), J52a NH block of 4,
J53b NH, J57 (x1 NH, x1 LH), J58 used, J59 used, J60 (LH x3 and used x4 block of 4), J66 NH block of 4, J66a NH, J67
NH, J76 NH (x2), J78 NH, J78a (NH x3), J94-95 & J97 dull gum varieties, JQ4 mint, K3 NH, K5 NH, K6 (NH x3), K7 NH,
K8 (x1 NH, x2 mint), K9 (x1 NH, x2 mint), K10 (x2 mint), K13-14 mint, K18 NH, K11a (1 NH single and NH block), K12 (1
NH, 2 mint), K14 (x1 NH, x1 mint), K15 (x2 mint), K16 mint, K17-18 NH, LO6 mint, O9 used, O26 used, O33 used, O45
used, O95 used, O7 no gum, O2 mint, O2 no gum (x2), O3 mint (x2), O6 mint, O16 NH pair, O22 mint (x2), O23 mint,
O25 NH, O27 mint, O33 no gum, O36 mint (x3), O38 mint, O40 mint, O41 mint, O52 NH, O57 mint (x2), O58 mint, O59
mint, O60 mint (x2), O61 (x3 mint), O62 (x2 mint), O64 no gum, O72 mint (x3), O73 mint (x2), O80 mint, O82 mint, O87
mint, O90 NH (x2), O92 mint (x2), O93 mint (x2), O102 mint (x2), O120 mint, O10S-14S no gum, Newspapers (mostly
no gum): PR1, PR5, PR9, PR12, PR14, PR15, PR17 used, PR18, PR20 used (x2), PR23 used, PR26 used, PR40,
PR57 o.g. (x2), PR58 o.g., PR64, PR69 o.g., PR82 o.g., PR91 o.g., PR108 used, PR120 used (x3), PR121 NH, WS4 (x4
- 3 NH, 1 is regummed), WX6 imperf between (3 pairs and 2 blocks), Q7 (x3), Q8 NH, Q9 NH, Q10 no gum, Q11 NH (x2),
JQ1-5 NH, JQ2 NH, JQ4 VLH, JQ4 NH (x2), U42 full corner, U208 full corner, U224 full corner, U347 full corner, U462
unused (x2), UO18 unused, UX3a used, UZ1 used, RW1-2 no gum, RW2, RW3 NH (x2), RW5 (x1 NH, x1 o.g.), RW30
(x2 NH), RW24 o.g., RW25 NH, RW14-16 NH plate blocks, RW36 & RW38 NH plate blocks, plus four books of
pre-cancels incl. 65 and 3c banknote w/ Weston, Mass “W”, blocks with Cincinnati, Ohio with inverted OIHO varieties,
581 Grand Rapids, Mich. plate block, 1283Bd untagged plate block, C72 Washington DC plate block, and 1 book of
perfins. Condition and centering vary. Most of these stamps were selected for their quality and salability, and priced
accordingly, so useful stamps will abound., mint, mostly o.g. with occasional NH (or unused stationary) and used,
mostly F.-V.F. owners Scott $123,952, plus owners retail $11,536.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Washington / Franklin Dealer Stock (331//547). Thirteen dealer counter books, consisting of mostly
Washington / Franklins, and a few commemoratives from the same era, with higher Scott value. The previous owner
possessed a high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not flawless, most are correctly identified and some better have
accompanying certificates, so viewing is recommended to properly evaluate. Some notable items including 337 (x6
NH), 338 (x2 NH), 339 (x5 NH), 340 NH, 341 (x5 o.g.), 342 (x3 o.g., x1 NH, x3 used), 343-7 NH, 346 NH block of 4, Perf
12 coils, several of which have certs: 348 (pair NH, NH strip of 4, x2 o.g. line pairs), 349 (x2 NH singles, x3 NH pairs and
an o.g. pair, x2 o.g. line pairs), 351 (o.g. pair, o.g. single, used single), 353 (o.g. single, 3 o.g. pairs, x2 used singles), 355
(o.g. pair and o.g. single), 357 (x4 o.g.), 358 (x1 NH, x1 o.g.), 368 (NH block and o.g. block), 369 (x4 o.g., x2 NH blocks of
4, x2 NH singles, x2 used), 373 o.g. block of 4 with plate no., 376 (x2 NH), 379 NH, 380 NH, 381 (x1 o.g., x1 NH), 385 (x2
NH pairs), 386 (x2 NH singles, x1 NH pair), 391 (x2 NH pairs), 393 NH pair, 394 used line pair, 394 NH single, 395 NH
single, 396 (o.g. pair, x2 used pairs, x1 used strip of 3, x1 used line pair), 399 (x7 NH), 400 (x1 NH and x4 o.g.), 401 NH
block of 4, 402 (x2 NH), 403 (x3 NH, x3 o.g.), 400a o.g., 404 (x2 mint), 407 (x3 NH), 411 (x2 NH line pairs, x2 NH singles,
x1 NH pair), 414 NH, 416 (x2 NH), 417 (x2 NH), 418 NH, 419 (x3 o.g.), 420 (x2 NH, x6 o.g.), 421 o.g., 422 (x3 o.g.), 423
(x4 o.g. and an o.g. block of 4), 430 (x1 NH, x2 o.g.), 431 (x2 NH), 438 (x1 o.g. and x2 NH), 442 (x4 NH), 443 (x2 NH line
pair, x3 NH pairs and used strip of 4), 444 used pair, 445 (NH single and o.g. pair), 446 (x2 used singles and x1 used
pair), 447 (x1 NH line pair, 1 o.g. pair, 1 used line pair), 448 NH line pair, 449 (x2 used singles, both with certs), 450 NH
line pair, 452 (x2 NH line pairs, x1 used line pair), 453 (x1 NH, x1 LH, x1 used line pair), 454 (x2 NH pairs, x4 NH singles,
x1 used single, x2 used pairs and used strip of 5), 455 NH line pair, 456 (x1 o.g. pair, x2 o.g. singles, x1 used single), 457
(x2 NH pair), 458 (x6 NH pairs, o.g. line pair), 459 LH, 461 o.g. block of 4 with cert, 464 NH, 467 NH, 469 (x3 o.g.), 472
(x2 o.g., x4 NH), 473 NH, 475 used block of 4, 478 NH, 492 NH line pair, 494 (x2 NH line pairs), 500 (x3 NH, x2 o.g., x5
used), 505 o.g., 537b NH, 540a o.g., 541 (x4 NH), 546 (x2 NH), 547 (x4 o.g.), 547a NH, 518b used, 523 (x2 o.g., 1 used),
524 (1 o.g., x2 NH and an o.g. centerline block of 4) and 528B NH block of 4. Condition and centering vary. Most stamps
were selected for quality and salability, so useful stamps abound, mint (mostly never hinged or hinged) and used,
mostly F.-V.F. owners Scott $105,248, plus $1,035 additional retail.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Monstrous Mint Sheet Stock, 1974 to Present (1570//4072). In 11 bulging binders, meticulously
organized, each with number and price, from one to about 20 or so of the items that are present, a very strong run
starting with 8¢ values, many premium sheets. Huge face value! the vast majority are Very Fine. Brookman $80,000 ++
(Owner’s).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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U.S., Massive Mint Sheet Stock, 1917-75 (498//1559). In 25 bulging binders, meticulously organized, each
with number and price, from one to about 20 or so of the items that are present, a very strong run starting with 3¢ values,
many premium sheets, a few quality issues mostly from being transported to shows, the vast majority are F.-V.F. a
holding that one does not see today and would be difficult to assemble. Brookman $80,000 ++ (Owner’s).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Vast Mint Mini-Sheet Stock, 1926 to Present (630//4905, B1-B4, C126//C150, O163). In 23
sprawling volumes, includes quantities of some better numbers, from 1 to about 20 of an item or so, includes many of the
premium sought after promotional items, incredible depth and value, Very Fine incredible lot, owners face value
exceeds $33,000, a great lot for retail on the internet.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Extensive Mint Columbian Stock. Over $140,000 1998 Scott catalog value in mint / unused
Columbians ranging from 1c to $5 value in old time Elbe stock book. Condition, centering and quantities vary
considerably, but there are some quite nice stamps as well as multiples included, and some of the more notorious
looking stamps have not been including in catalog figure. The lot consists of: 230 (69), 231 (56), 232 (44), 233 (126), 234
(75), 235 (42), 236 (78), 237 (99), 238 (98), 239 (72), 240 (43), 241 (5), 242 (5), 243, 244 (2) and 245. Inspection is
strongly suggested, o.g., unused and never hinged, mostly Fine.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Better Early Mint Stock. Containing over a couple hundred better mint classics, reg. and commem.
singles, some pairs and some blocks, all arranged in Scott order in large stock book. Mild duplication, up to a maximum
of 8 of each, with much of the value comprised of these highlights: 14, 35, 36b (2), 37, 39, 63 single and block, 65 (2), 68
(4), 87 pair, 95 (likely removed cancel), 133, 113 (2), 114 (8 and 2 blocks), 115 (3), 116 (2), 117 (3), 120, 134-36, 152,
160, 179, 186 (2), 211 block of 4, 231 block of 4, 232 (7), 233 (4 singles and block), 234 (10 and block), 235 (2 singles
and 2 blocks), 236 (7), 237 (3 singles and block), 238 (5), 239 (5), 240 (4), 241 (4), 243, 244 (2), 245, 276, 278, 287, 288
(2 singles and centerline block), 289 (4), 290, 291, 293 (3), Pan-American set of singles and blocks: 296 (7 singles and 4
blocks), 297 (3 singles and a block), 298 (5 singles and a block), 299 (3 singles and 3 blocks), 315 pair, 325, 326 block
(damaged corner), 327 arrow pair, 397 block, 398 (single and block), 399 (4), 400, 404, 460, 479, 524 (single and
block), 547 (2 singles and 1 block), 572 (2 singles and 2 blocks (1 arrow)), 573 (centerline and arrow blocks), 658-79.
Some mixed condition, incl. highlights, a certain amount with small faults, some regummed or reperforated (and in the
classic era, a few possible removed cancels) and quite a few early VG, however, there are also many nice fine to very
fine, o.g. to NH stamps present. Please allow sufficient time for careful evaluation, especially due the substantial
catalog value of this lot, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Modern Dealer Stock. Nine dealer counter books, with higher Scott value. The previous owner
possessed a high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not flawless, most are correctly identified and some better have
accompanying certificates, so viewing is recommended to properly evaluate. Some notable items including 551-73 LH,
560 (x2 NH), 562 NH block of 6, 566 LH block of 6, 573 (x2 o.g., x4 NH), 573a (x2 o.g.), 578-9 NH, 578 o.g. block of 4,
579 (x3 NH blocks of 4), 581-91 NH, 591 (NH x21, LH x1), 595 (x3 NH, cert), 599A (NH x16, o.g. x1, NH pairs x4, o.g. line
pair and used line pair), 599/599A used combination line strip of 3, 617-9 NH set of blocks, 621 PF graded 95 NH, 631
gutter block without gum breakers, 634 (NH x2 long ear var.), 634A (o.g. x2, NH x2 and NH block of 4), 657a (mint x4
singles and block of 4), 658-79 (x4 o.g., x4 NH), 658-68 (x4 NH, x1 o.g., x2 used), 666 NH, 679 NH, 692-701 NH, 830b
(NH x5), 832b (x3 NH), 832g (x4 NH, x3 o.g.), 834 (x16 NH, x5 o.g.), 1033a (x4 NH) and 1053 (x11 NH). Condition and
centering vary. Most stamps were selected for quality and salability, so useful stamps abound, mint (lightly hinged and
never hinged) and a small group of used, mostly F.-V.F. owners Scott $60,855, plus $2,966 additional retail.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Dealer Stock. In six dealer counter books, previously owned by a dealer who hand selected each
stamp. Contains some better, exceptionally well centered and quality items including (o.g. unless noted otherwise):
124, 217, 224 NH, 234, 236 NH (3), 239P3, 258, 281 NH, 288 NH, 296 NH, 325 NH, 327 NH, 330 NH, 335 NH, 337, 337
NH, 340 NH (2), 399 NH (2), 407, 411 NH line pair (2), 414 NH (3), 417 NH (2), 430 NH, 431 NH, 432 NH, 452 NH line
pair, 454 LH pair, 455 NH strip of 4, 455 NH line pair, 487 NH pair, 494 NH line pair, 497 NH line pair, 516 NH, 517 NH,
518 NH (2), 550 NH, 572 NH (3), 803-34 (2), 1053 NH block, C2 NH (3), C6 NH (3), C18 NH (2), E7 NH (2), J57 NH, J52
NH, J67 NH (2), K5 NH, K8 NH (2), K11 NH, K17 NH (2), K18 NH, O2, O7, O9, O24, O25, O36 (2), O37, O38, O52, O54,
O76, O77, O89, O92 NH, O93 NH and Q6 NH (2). Condition appears generally sound and choice, much is Very Fine
owners retail price $31,572.50.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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U.S., Enormous Valuable Face Lot, 1950-2000. An awesome lot of mint sheets, souvenir sheets and
singles, includes over 100 sets of Ameripex86 souvenir sheets (approximate face $792.00), over 50 Bicentennial
Souvenir Sheet sets, scores of year sets and presentation books, and well over $12,000.00 total face in complete
sheets alone, with many premium Scott numbers, most of the lot is 29¢-34¢ values, this should take care of your postal
requirements for a while, be sure to stop on by and peruse this baby, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Better Dealer Stock. In dealer counter book, with higher Scott value, containing all of the better “under
the table” items. The previous owner possessed a high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not flawless, but most
stamps are correctly identified, so viewing is recommended to properly evaluate. Some notable items including 2 used,
12 unused, cert, 75 o.g., cert, 144 disturbed o.g., cert, 119 mint, 121 no gum, cert, 130 no gum, cert, 152 Providence,
Utah c.d.s., 152 o.g., 241 o.g., 262 o.g., small thin, 293 LH, 315 NH. Condition and centering vary. Most stamps were
hand selected for visual attractiveness to be part of the table display, mostly F.-V.F. owners retail $30,047.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Mint Business In A Box, 1925-2005, originally housed in 23 bankers’ boxes, a fresh clean stock of tens
of thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets, starts with #627 and continues to 4085-4088, includes singles, blocks and
plate blocks, all in numerical order, with many premium items such as 2¢ reds, 3¢ purples, Famous Americans, Overrun
Countries, also includes #1311 (over 4500), enormous face value, the work is done, publish a list and start selling,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Used Dealer Stock, of three dealer counter books. Each item was hand picked and choice, difficult to
find in one group. Some better items incl. 30A, 72, 78 VF, 93 VF, 112, 114 brown red cancel, 115 Ripon Wis. Pinwheel
cancel, 115, 117, 165, 182 VF jumbo, 190, 208, some banknotes with fancy cancels (stars, postal monogram), 213 VF
jumbo, 214 extremely light cancel, 217 (2), 228, 229, 238, 240, 135 (2), 160 PSE cert, 149 TR-C7 geometric cancel,
152, 276, 291, 311 (3), 371 block, 412 strip of 4, 449 PF cert, 460 VF+, K1 (2) on piece, K10, O26, O31, O32, O47-56,
O66, O95, O112, O120, RD62, R282, RE161, Confederate States 62X1 unused, 13a no gum yellow green block. A few
small faults, generally well centered and choice, mostly F.-V.F., Mark Lane Retail $19,298. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Marvelous Mint & Used Stock, 1865-1950. Includes unused material #77, 90, 97 with 2001 APEX
certificate, 116 with 2008 PF certificate, 133, 231 broken hat variety (4), 232 (10), 233 block of four, 236 (15), 237 (9),
238 (4), 239, 480, 621 plate block, C13, C18 (4), K4, K7, K8 plate block, K12 (2), Q8, Q10, Q12, RW5, some scarce and
valuable stamps here, few if any condition issues, be sure to check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Powerful Dealers Work Up Stock, 1857-2000. Stocks like this one come around rarely if at all, mint
includes 450 (x10 pairs), sheet of 627, 630 (x2), 656 pairs (x3), strips of 3 (x12), strip of four (x3), plus ten with leaders,
730 (x35), 750 (x48), 751 (x48), 833 centerline block, 1053 (x2), C18 (x2), beer stamps REA194-REA195, REA197,
UX7, Hawaii 53b (x7), WX6 (x47), used with C18, Q1-Q12, 2122 (x140), small lot CSA, plus hundreds of used high
value stamps, the lot that will keep on giving, some condition issues, please come down and scope this one out!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Revenue Dealer Stock, of 158 dealer pages, consisting mostly of stamps with higher Scott value. The
previous owner possessed a high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not flawless, most are correctly identified and
viewing is recommended to properly evaluate. Contains better items incl. R1b imperf between strip of 4, R2c, R19a,
R21c, R25b pair (x2), R40a pair, R51a, R75a (x2), R73c, R74c, R80c, R85a (x2), R90c, R97c (x2), R98c, R100c (x2),
R98c (x2), R135b PF cert, R135b (uncancelled), R149, RD328, R159 (x2), R160, R172p NH, R299a imperf pair, R654a
VLH imperf between, RB29 block of 4 (x2), RE108//203 (x2 sets of singles and 1 set of blocks), RE32-45 unused blocks
of 4, REA22a, REA76 unused, RG18 unused, RG80 (x3, staple holes), RG123-5 NH, RG127, RG129 cut cancel,
RG132, R1-13 NH, RK28 on piece, RJA20 NH pair, RJA42b NH (x2 blocks of 4), RJA43b block of 4, RJA46b (2 pairs
and 2 singles), RO118a, RS4b silk paper and RVB1-2 o.g. Condition and centering vary. Plenty of desirable stamps as
most of these stamps were selected for quality and salability, first issue is mostly used, later issues are mint and used.,
mostly F.-V.F. owners Scott $19,268, plus owners retail $689.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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U.S., Plate Block Dealer Stock. On approximately 250 dealer pages, consisting of mostly stamps with
higher Scott value. The previous owner possessed a high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not flawless, most are
correctly identified so viewing is recommended to properly evaluate. Contains better items including 279Bh, 285, 377,
379, 537 (x2), 581, 611 (x2), 619, 620 (x2), 648, 663, 664, 668, 674, 701, 704-15 (x2), 715 (x3), 740-9 (x3), 756-65 (x2),
830a (x2), 834 (x2), 1053 (x2), C7-9 (x3), C10-12, C21, C22 (x2), J64 and J87. Condition and centering vary. Most of
these stamps were selected for quality and salability, so useful stamps abound, o.g., many lightly hinged (some never
hinged), mostly F.-V.F. owners Scott $17,849, plus owners retail $1,195.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Airmail Dealers Stock. Two small dealer counter books, with higher Scott value. The previous owner
possessed a high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not flawless, most are correctly identified, so viewing is
recommended to properly evaluate. Some notable items including C1-6 (10 sets - 2 NH, 5 o.g., 3 used, along with some
straw values), C1 (NH x7), C2 NH block of 4, C3 (x3 o.g.), C4 (x3 NH blocks), C5 (NH x5 singles and x2 blocks /4), C6 (x9
NH, x2 o.g., x2 NH blocks of 4), C18 (NH x6, plus 10 mint and used values, CLEU57-60 (blocks of 4 and 6). Condition
and centering vary. Most stamps were selected for quality and salability, so useful stamps abound, mostly mint (never
hinged and original gum) with the occasional odd used stamp, mostly F.-V.F. owners Scott $15,821, plus $329
additional retail.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., EFO Dealers Stock, of 124 dealer pages, consisting of mostly stamps with higher Scott value. The
previous owner possessed a high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not flawless, most are correctly identified and
occasional accompanying certificates, so viewing is recommended to properly evaluate. Contains better items incl. 73
unused with pre-printing paper fold, 119 used pre-printing paper fold, 250 with large 250 pair (one normal and one with
large pre-print paper fold, various Pan-American vignette shifts, 639a imperf between, 740a, 832g, 907 block of 6,
double paper and misperfed, 1555a (NH x2), 1618Ce (x2 imperf between), BK142 misperfed, 2479b NH, 2760-64b
separated (x4), 2889a (x2), 2920 shifted roulette, J95 wide spacing and WX6 imperf between. Condition and centering
vary. Most of these stamps were selected for their quality and salability, and priced accordingly, so useful stamps
abound., mint, mostly o.g. (or unused stationary) and used, mostly F.-V.F. owners Scott $1,294, plus owners retail
$13,039.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Private Vending Coil Dealer Stock. In one counter book, previously owned by Mark Lane and careful
selected for quality, several of the better items with accompanying certificates. Some better items incl. Farwell: 383 o.g.
type 4B4 wide spacing pair, 384 o.g. pair type 4B4, 409 o.g. type 4B4 guide line strip of 4, Mail-O-Meter: 320b NH type I
singles (2), U.S. Automatic Vending: 371 o.g. type III pair, 368 hinged guideline strip of 4, 347 o.g. type I pair, 368 LH
type III pair, 371 LH type I pair, 371 hinged type II vending pocket guideline pair, 371 o.g. type II guideline pair, 371 LH
type II pair, 371 LH type I pair, 371 hinged pair, 371 hinged type I pair, 373 type II NH pair, 371 NH type I pair, 373 LH type
II pair, 373 hinged type II pair, 373 type III NH pair, 373 NH type III paste up at right pair, 383-4 NH type III pair,
Schermack: 320a NH type III strip of 4, 368 o.g. type III guideline strip of 4, 368 o.g. type III strip of 4, 368 NH type III
guideline pair, 368 NH type III strip of 4, 368 o.g. type III strip of 4, 532 LH type III strip of 4, 532 o.g. type III strip of 4, 534a
NH type III guideline strip of 4, 532 o.g. type III guideline strip of 4, 534a o.g. type III paste-up strip of 4, 534a LH type III
strip of 3, 535 LH type III guideline strip of 4, 611 o.g. type III pair and 611 NH type III pair., much F.-V.F. previous owners
retail $8,500+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Duck Dealer Stock (RW3//RW74b). In two dealer counter books, previously owned a quality
conscience stamp dealer who carefully hand selected each stamp. Contains some better mint items including (NH
unless noted otherwise): RW3, RW4, RW5, RW7 (2), RW8, RW15 (8), RW19, RW23 (3), RW26, RW29 (2), RW30-5 (2
of each), RW36 (6), RW37 (3), RW38 (5), RW51 special printing and RW74b (7). Condition appears mostly sound and
well centered, mostly Very Fine Previous owners retail $9,662.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Tremendous 20th Century Mint Stock, 1909-54. Some very nice mint stamps for your perusal,
includes 343-347, 369, 380-382, 398 (7) NH, 399, 403, 404, 421, 423, 434-435, 438, 440, 477, 480 (2), 500, 505, 523
(3), 524 (5), 573 (3), 832b, 833 center line blocks (2), 834 (3), towering catalog value, a great hit if you can bid enough,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Backup Mint Sheet Stock, 1917-75. In 5 volumes, includes quantities of some better numbers, we
espied #J88 sheet and many se-tenants, viewing a must to unlock the true value of this lot as our estimate is
conservative, a worthwhile lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., EFO Dealer Stock. In two dealer counter books, previously owned by a dealer who hand selected each
stamp. Contains some better items including 526 corner margin folder over block, 1151a imperf between, 1229 paste
up line pair, 1436 dramatic color shift, 1484a imperf pair, 1610a brown omitted (2), 1729 extra cyan over inking, 1926a
black omitted, 1938a black shift, 2281c black omitted, 2350 short printing, 2487 red color shift, 2550a imperf pair, 2607c
imperf strip of 4, 3265a imperf strip /3, C35 rare pre-print paper fold and C87 dramatic pre-print paper fold. Condition
appears generally sound and choice, o.g., mostly never hinged, mostly F.-V.F. Previous owners retail $6,775.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Air Mail Mint Stock (C1//C24). A nice stock of air mail singles and blocks in quantities from 6 to 20
apiece arranged in stockbook. Incl. C1 (11), C2 (5), C3 (6), C4 (12), C5 (10), C6 (10), C7-12 (14), C18 (19), C20-22 (15)
and C24 (14). Some small faults or natural flaws. A good opportunity, o.g., mostly lightly hinged (some never hinged),
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Bountiful Back-of-the-Book Holding, 1873-1930. Presented in a binder, includes C1 (4), C2 (2), C3
(3), C4 (2), C5 (7), C6, C15, C18 (4), plate number singles Q1-Q11, Q7-Q12, K1 (2), K2 (2), K3 (2), K4, K5 (2), K6 (2), K7
(2), K8 (2), K9 (2), K10 (2), K11a, K12, K15 (2), E8, E9 (2), E10, J24, J26, J49, J53, J56, J57 (2), R31c, O7, R51a, RW1
& RW2 used, powerful holding that is sure to command top flight bidding, a few insignificant condition issues are
present, good hunting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book Sheet Inventory. An unusual stock that includes CE2 (x3), E14, E15, E17 (x2),
E18, E23 (x2), FA1 (x2), J79 (x2), J88 (x2), J89, J89v, J90 (x2), J90v, J91v, J92, J96, J99, J103, J104 (x3), O127 (x5),
O128 (x2), O129 (x2), O129A, O130 (x2), O138, O143 (x7), O147 (x2), O148 (x2), O154 (x2), QE2, R733, Canal Zone
71, 73 (x5), 118, some tough to find sheets present, check this baby out!!! F.-V.F. Brookman $9,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Marvelous Mint Airmail Sheet Holding, 1931-91. 2 volumes of mint airmail sheets, includes C17 (x2),
C20, C26 (x4), C27 (x5), C28, C29, and on through C131, many with multiples up to 24 of each issue, enormous face
value present, please plan on making this lot a “must see”, F.-V.F. Brookman $7,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Mint Plate Block & PNC Stock, 1900-2010. Hundreds of plate blocks in four red bankers boxes, better
includes 314, 368, 528, 643, 650, 693, Prexies to the $2 value, 1295 (x8), 1612 (x5), 2196 (x5), 2540 (x2), 2541 (x3),
2542 (x4), 2544 (x3), 2544A (x4), 2842 (x2), 3261, airmails, E18 (x4), J88, S3, plus ¾ of a box of PNCs, a heady brew
with useful duplication and humongous catalog and face values, what was examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Plate Block Dealer Stock. In three dealer counter books. Contains some better items including 332,
344, 549, 623 (2), 834, 859-93, C25-31, and plenty of Express, Priority and high values. Condition appears generally
sound and choice, o.g., mostly never hinged, mostly F.-V.F. previous owners retail $5,913.80.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Valuable Premium Lot, 1945-2000. Loads of better material present, especially airmails, includes
C13-C15 with the 2.60 value NH, C1-C2, C3 (x2), C4-C6, C18, airmail plate blocks includes C7-C9, C10, C12, C16,
C24, C25-C31, C46, CE1-CE2, block of four C18 with plate number, full sheet C46, then plate blocks of 740-749,
785-794, 909-921, 1278-1295, Ohio State tax stamps, and even a 1971 first day cover of 1432 with Colorado cachet, a
golden opportunity to acquire some better stock inexpensively, inspection is encouraged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Full Sheet Holding, 1954-94, huge lot of full sheets, starts with Liberty Issue and includes #1030 (x10),
1031, 1031A (x15), precancel (x6), 1032 (x11), 1033 (x4), 1034 (x9), 1035 (x28) precancel (x1), 1035e, 1036, precancel
(x1), 1037 (x3), 1039, 1040 (x2), 1041 (x11), 1042A, 1043, 1044, 1044A (x3), 1045 (x3), 1046a (x2), then 1208a (x2),
1209a (x3), then Prominent American Issue 1279 (x8), 1285 (x2), 1286, 1286A, then 1287, 1338m, 1341, 1393, 1393D
(x5), 1591v, 1592v (x3), 1596 precancel, 1603, 1604, 1605 (x2), 1622c, 1855, 1863b (x2), 1865, 1849, 1851, 1854,
2175 (x3), 2175c, 2177b, 2178, 2183, 2983 (x2), 3467, great lot to squirrel away, F.-V.F. Brookman $6,500+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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U.S., Mint Face Lot With Premiums, 1938-2005. Intriguing lot of mint material, includes 70 complete rolls
TD119 and TD120, 3535 Porky Pig imperf sheet, higher values 2544 (x5), 2842 (x4), 3178 (x3), stock book of Prexie
½¢-2¢ plate blocks, mint booklets and souvenir sheets, two pads of booklets of 4074 and Canada 2156, face value
$2,000.00+, should be inspected, 194, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Mostly Used Stock, 1857-1980. Laid out in thirteen stock books, eleven of them Elbe expandable with
four of them aluminum, includes 1869 pictorials, Bank Notes, Columbians, Trans Miss, Pan Americans, Louisiana
Expos, Pan Pacifics, 1922 issue, Prexies, back-of-the-book, some finds to be made in the Washington Franklins, huge
amount of inventory, set yourself down and peruse at your leisure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Small Stock of Mint C1-C6. Comprises C1 (5), C2 (7), C3 (11), C4 (14), C5 (27) and C6 (8); some
faults but mostly Fine or F-VF with a few being NH, including a block of C5. Scott $4,540 as hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Booklet and Booklet Pane Dealer Stock, in two dealer books of mostly stamps with higher Scott
value. The previous owner possessed a high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not flawless, most are correctly
identified and many of the better items have accompanying certificates, so we suggest viewing this lot to properly
ascertain its true value. Better items incl. 279BK, 301a slight soiling, 319n, 319g (x3, 2 with plate nos.), 375a, 583a NH
(x2, one without selvage), 583a, 634e (x4 carmine lake without certs), C10a (o.g. x6, NH x3), 2474a (x3, Durland #4),
Furman SSD6, 1949 (line at left #26) and BK270. Stamps were priced by condition and appear mostly sound., o.g.,
mostly lightly hinged (some never hinged), mostly F.-V.F. Owners Scott $9,465.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Complete Booklet and Pane Stock, 1901-2010. A few thousand panes and booklets in four red
boxes, includes BK56 (6), BK57, BK68, BK82 (2), BK89, BK92 (5), BK93 (3), BK106, BKC1, airmail and Canal Zone
booklets, neatly arranged by Scott number, a prodigious amount of catalog and face, specialists should check this out,
there is sure to be some gems strewn about, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint Dealer Stock, 1851-1960. A holding that were it not for improper storage would be worth 10 times
our estimate, includes mint stamps 7, 26, 63, 93, 97, 112 (2), 115, 296 (2), 297 (2), 328(4 plus lock of four), 329 (4), 368
(block of four), 369, 400 (2), plenty of Washington Franklins, 621 (17), then lots of stamps that are in desperate need of
TLC, most are stuck to the pages although some seem ready to pop off, stamps like 186, 133, 236-238 287 (2), 298 (5),
326 (4), 327, Kansas Nebraska issues, in fact the bottom third of each page is affected, some patience and a dextrous
hand may salvage much more, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Dealers Stock, 1860-1950. Thousands of stamps and covers, includes mint Ryukyu collection, plate
block collection in two albums including National Parks, Farleys, Famous Americans, huge mint sheet file filled with
8-13¢ plate strips of 20, and twelve counter books with items such as R83 (x2), R108 (x2), R113, R114 (x8), R125, good
possessions and lots of lower value postage, great stock for the internet entrepreneur, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Mint Issue Stock. Eight stock books, six of them Elbe expandable with four of these being aluminum
stock books, with line pairs, Prexies, Washington Bicentennials, and flat plate issues, Famous Americans, 3¢ purples,
Overrun Countries, Washington Franklins, BOB, between the stock books and the stamps you can’t loose at our low
estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Airmail & Back-of-the-Book Plate Block Stock, 1930-90. Valuable lot of several hundred plate
blocks, moderate duplication, includes airmails to C131, with Airmail Special Delivery and Special Delivery plate blocks,
face value should be substantial, inspection would aid the potential bidder, happy hunting!! what we examined was
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., 1¢ & 2¢ Used Graded Stamp Stock. 32 used one or two cent Washington Franklins with 2012 PSE
certificates, includes 405 used graded 90J, 332 used graded 95J, 375 used graded 95J, 406 graded 95J, some with
useful duplication with up to 12 of 406, will make for some excellent single internet lots, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Airmail & Commemoratives Stock, 1920-2000. Healthy holding of airs with mint C7-C9, C10a (x3),
C10, C11, C24, C25-C31 (x19), other mint sets include 548-550 (x7), 704-715 (x15+), singles with 832 (x15), 832c
(x12), 833 (x11), 834 (x5), a lot custom made for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Revenue & Back-of-the-Book Stock, 1861-1950. A few thousand revenues in a red bankers box, a
few better include R4c, R36d, R160, also Battleships, Wines, small group of Match & Medicines, cut squares, etc,
needs a good home, a lot that will elicit many bids, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mostly Used Stock, 1893-2000. Thousands of mostly used stamps housed in seven boxes, used
starts with 2¢ Columbians and continues through the 2000s, includes Small Bank Notes and Bureaus, $1 & $2 1922
Issues, $1-$5 Prexies, #834 with approximately 300 examples, then hundreds of high values 2196, 2419, 2540, 2543,
2544, 3261, 3472, and box with multiples of mint NH stamps 498, 537, 543, 610, 611, 614, 615, coils 597, 599, 602, 604,
a great amount of useful material, we invite inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Premium Booklet Holding, 1913-2000. A sweet lot of a few hundred booklets, includes BK68 (x6),
BK102 (x5), BK110 (x16), BK112 Slogan 2 (x2), BK132 (x7), BKC3 (x5), BKC6, BKC7, BKC10 (x2), inexpensive
opportunity to fill in your stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Mint Booklet Dealer Stock. Three counter books containing much face value and several premium
and useful booklets including two C10a, mostly F.-V.F. Retail $1,470.50.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Mint Official Stock, 1873-1910. Clean, fresh lot, includes O90 (x4), O91 (x4), O98 block of four, O109,
O110, and a very fine NH O125, every stamp could be lotted individually, a superior group, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Ohio Paid State Sales Tax Stamps, 1948-53. Thousands of 1944-1953 Ohio prepaid sales tax
stamps attached to sales receipts, all from the Howland Co of Plain City OH, appears to be from 1¢ to 15¢ values, an
enormous lot that will tickle the fancy of any state revenue maven, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Face Value Lots
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U.S., Massive Face Lot, 1948-2001. An enormous lot originally packed in 15 bankers boxes, runs from
#960-3527, with each issue represented by singles, a block of four and a plate block, values run from 3¢ to 34¢, with
occasional higher or lower values present, over $12,00.00 owner’s face value, a chance to stock up on postage and at
the same time save on costs and eliminate trips to the post office, fresh and clean lot, please review, what we examined
was never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Desirable Mint Sheet Face Lot, 1980-2010. Several hundred souvenir sheets and sheets housed in
three binders, better includes #2419 (x4), 2482 (x3), 2540, 2544b, 2841 (x37), 3000 (x33), 3096 (x30), 3143-3146
(x10), 3152 (x40), 3205 (x11), 3408 (x40), values from 29¢ to 41¢, total face over $6,000.00, nice lot for postage or to put
away, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Booklet Face Value Lot, 1950-90. A few hundred booklets, most values 25¢ to 32¢, total face over
$4,400.00, inexpensive stock to used as postage, save on postal costs and trips to the post office, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1960-2000. Excellent lot of mostly plate blocks, strips and souvenir sheets, mostly 13¢
ad up values, total face almost $2,900.00, excellent opportunity to cut down on those trips to the post office, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Full Sheets, Premium Face Value Lot, 1960-2000. Excellent lot of full sheets and souvenir sheets,
mostly 13¢ and up values, total face $1,641.00, with many better air mail and space related sheets, ease those postal
costs and pick up some stock, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Better Values Face Lot, 1991-2010. Excellent face lot with mostly values from 29¢ to 14.00, consisting
of singles, coils, booklets, souvenir sheets and minisheets, intact as received in our office, over $2,000.00 face value,
don’t miss out on this chance to abate those high postal costs and save on a couple of time wasting trips to the post
office, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Face Value Lot, 1980-2005. Packed in nine volumes and a bag, includes singles, plate blocks and
strips, souvenir and full sheets, majority of values are 20¢ to $5.00, a nice little pick up to abate your postage costs, plan
on spending a few moments with this holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Premium Mint Face Value Lot, 1963-90. Nice clean lot of mostly face value material, with over
$850.00 face in singles and blocks, over $300.00 face in souvenir sheets and sheetlets, and over $200.00 face in duck
stamps, for a total face of $1350 +, also includes two albums and a few boxes and envelopes of miscellaneous mostly
used US and foreign, a nice pick up for your postage costs, evaluation will be quick & easy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Face Lot and Collection, 1860-1990. Several hundred stamps, souvenir sheets and singles, the
majority is face, with many 29¢ and higher values, but there are also plenty of better mint & used sets and singles, some
moisture issues, a profitable way to spend a few weekends, come on down, grab a chair and peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Face Lot, 1980-2010. Useful face lot with most values 29¢ and higher, with yearbooks, coils, booklets
and souvenir sheets, a stock book with sheets and a sheet file with miscellaneous material, a great way to alleviate your
postal burden, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Postal Stationery
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U.S., Wonderful Cut Square Collection, 1853-1974. Very meaty collection of over 520 cut squares
(approximately 50 used and the balance unused) hinged to Scott pages; some early Nesbitt issues are used as often,
practically all later items are unused; used includes U6-8, U11-12, U14-15, U17a, U18, U23, and U33; Unused includes
U13, U16, U28-29, U38, U42-45, W47, W53, W55, U67-69, U71-73, W112, U122, U133, U146, U154, W158, U176,
U183, U186, U188, U195-U200, U201-202, U204, U206-212, U214-217, U224-225, U245,-46, U266, U270, U297,
U307, U318, U320, U322, U336-41, U342-47, U361, U375, W427, U454, U456, U474, U476, U477, U478, U489,
U592, U493, U500-01, U502, U506, U508, U520, U481b, U525a, UO30, and UO41; Over all the condition is excellent
though there is an occasional item with scotch tape stains (none of those mentioned in the description) from tape used
on the backside of the pages. Well worth inspection as the catalog value is in excess of $22,000.00, F.-V.F., exFleischmann. Scott $22,000 ++.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Postal Stationery, Enticing 20th Century Mint Stock. 850+ entires, better includes U446 (x34), U450
(x8), U451 (x8), U471 (x57), U472 (x7), U496 (x29), U499 (x13), U525a, and a whole lot more, very few condition
issues, the vast majority are fresh & clean, useful duplication, a sure fire money maker at our low estimate, Very Fine.
Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Postal Stationery, Columbian Issue, 1893 (U348-U351). Heavenly selection of the four Expo
envelopes, with fifteen 1¢, nine 2¢, forty five 5¢, and seventeen 10¢, unchecked for dies or varieties, great array of
shades, also includes Specimens of two 1¢, eight 2¢, four 5¢ and a 10¢, not counted in catalog total, a tremendous lot
for the specialist, please review and then bid, bid, bid!!! F.-V.F. Scott $1,720.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Postal Stationery Lot, 1876-1940. Useful quantities of these entires, includes U293 (x22), U532 (x73),
UC16d (x85), also in quantities U421, U444, a lot that can be resold on the internet quite easily, clean and fresh, Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Postal Stationary and Postal Card Accumulation. Nesbitts, small Nesbitts, some 2c Jacksons, U65,
some town cancels, supplementary cancels, a few neat advertising corner cards or postal cards, EFO including U436g
red Carmine color error, some better postal cards including UX6, UX9, UX11 and a couple Columbian Expo cards. This
was a last minute addition, so I didn’t really have time for a complete description. Typical condition for items travelling
through the mail. Make sure you view to catch the remaining treasures that might be lurking., mostly Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Postal Card Collection. Mounted in a Scott album, mint includes UX1, UX3, UX5, UX8, UX7, UX8,
UX10, UX15, UX20, UX21, UX41a, UY1, UY2, a tremendous lot to break up for retail, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S., Paid Reply Postal Cards Collection, 1890s-1960s. In Lighthouse album with thirty six unsevered and
unfolded items in unused condition, incl. UY1, UY2, UY2a, UY3, UY4, UY5, UY6, UY7, UY7a, UY8, UY9, UY9b, UY10,
UY11, UY12, UY13 x2 (electro plate & steel plate); UY14, UY14a, UY14b, UY14d, UY14e, UY16a & UY16b. Excellent
state of preservation, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
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U.S., Massachusetts Stampless Cover Collection. A magnificent cover selection with many better towns
and strikes, includes Andover with different “Paid’s, Boston ”Steam" (2), Groton with fancy “Paid 3"s, green North
Reading with matching ”Paid" in lozenge, West Brookfield with manuscript “6 way”, 1755 manuscript “Bos” with “1.8"
rate, red Abington double oval with matching ”Free" sl, Cochesett red-brown rimless cds, red Enfield baker’s cap,
Newton Upper Falls, red Ipswich MS Oct 25 sl, red Monson fancy oval, Nantucket oval with Quaker date, and a red
Salem sl, loads of scarce and valuable cancels present, over $6,500.00 retail, as easy as shooting fish in a barrel,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Ship and Rail Road Stampless Collection, 1840-1860. A terrific collection of these scarce cancels,
better include red oval “Steamer Oregon/5", red ”Rail-Road Car", red Providence RI “Steamboat”, and railroad cancel
including Boston & Maine RR, Boston & Albany RR, Northern R.R., Norwich & Worcester R.R. Albany & Buffalo R.R.,
Eastern R.R., Northern R.R., Hudson River Mail, Philadelphia Railroad, Baltimore Railroad, Montreal & Rouses Pt.
Railway, Charlotte & N.C. R.R., Boston & Fitchburg R.R., N.Haven & Greenfield R.R., and N.Y. and New Haven R.R.,
estimated retail $5,500.00, generally full strikes, an exciting opportunity for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Vermont Stampless Collection, 1840-60. A marvelous holding that will please any collector, with blue
New Castle c.d.s. forwarded to Bangor, two different Saco cancels, fancy box and plain box, red Waterville ME double
oval, Winthrop straight line, a lot that has enormous potential with as many Maine collectors as there are, estimated
retail $4,150.00, please inspect as it can only help you develop the true value for the lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., New Hampshire Stampless Collection, 1840-60. Approximately 40 stampless covers, includes
Amherst H straight line, Chester rimless c.d.s., red Exeter straight line, blue Durham NH straight line with matching
“5/Paid”, red dotted oval Hanover, and red Hollis straight line, a great opportunity for expansion or to break up for
individual lots, estimated $2,350.00 retail, a lovely selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Vermont Stampless Collection, 1840-60. Over sixty stampless covers, better include red Woodstock
dotted oval, blue Springfield with matching “Paid/3" in double circle, red Brookfield with no outer rim with matching ”5"
rate, estimated retail $2,400.00, a wonderful holding that will please any collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Stampless Cover Collection. Group of 45 (most if not all) folded letters, including a group of 4 early
1800’s Blandford, Mass, 1 early folded letter from 1784 to Boston Govenrment in Granville (Mass), an 1847 Winooski
Falls, Vt. letter to Boston and an 1837 Cambridge, Ms. forwarded letter from Charleston to Pocotaligo, S.C. A lot sure to
be of interest to a good postal historian., mostly Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Locals, Blood & Co., Collection Balance, 1847-61. About 85 covers, including two stampless, 13
Blood’s entires and the following numbers: 15L12 (1), 15L13 (20), 15L14 (26), 15L15 (6), 15L16 (1), 15L117 (4) and
15L18 (13); also includes a cover with an Aug 1861 Blood’s c.d.s. franked with a demonetized 3¢ #26 (damaged) from
Philadelphia to Harrisburg, Pa., plus a few off-cover stamps and a little reference material including copies of some;
condition is a little mixed but generally Fine, viewing recommended.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Advertising Stamp Collar Covers. Over 100 covers with a myriad of advertising subjects, includes
Patented Reply Mailing Card, Baldwin’s Perfumes, Rogers Carriage Paints, Keystone Watchs, A.E. Wells & Co
Upholsterers, Royal Grape Juice, Dennison Manufacturing, and a great deal more, some scarce collars are in this lot, a
few condition issues as with any lot of this size, be sure to check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Collection of 1¢ Franklins on Cover, 1851-57. Fresh clean collection of 32 covers franked with either
#7 or 9, with better items such as 7 tied by Waterbury CT town cancel, 7 bottom sheet margin single tied to Boston price
list, three singles 7 from San Rancho CA to Grafton CA, 9 with sheet margin and guide line at right, tied by Mobile AL
c.d.s., excellent cover lot for the specialist, plenty of material to research, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Rousing Postal History Selection, 1898-1920. A great lot of over 120 covers and cards mounted on
pages, many have Exposition cancellations or commemorative stamps, some better includes official souvenir card from
the Pan American Expo with #295 tied by Exposition cancel to Sweden, ad cover with pair #294 to CT, #297 on Swiss
Consulate cover to Switzerland, registered cover with #272 and 299 to Napoli Italy, racist picture postcard with #324 tied
by Exposition cancel, two #330 on registered color ad cover to MA, #305 on mourning cover to Yokohama Japan, also
some covers with RPO cancels and first flights, not your usual run of items, F.-V.F., a lot to research and cherish.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Postal History Selection, 1857-1945. Several hundred covers with Advertising, Usages, Issues,
mourning covers, 1899 illustrated postcard for dentistry apparatus, illustrated ad cover for Phrenogical Journal with
New York domestic fancy, group of fancy cancels on #65 on covers, illustrated ad covers, officials on cover, The Smith
Premier Typewriter Co illustrated cover, 1905 illustrated ad cover Indian Basketry, 1896 Geo W Prouty illustrated ad
cover, all over ad for J.I. Case & Co Thrashing Machine Works, a great chance to grab some inexpensive stock, please
investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Postal History Stock, of 15 covers, plus a cover with stamp removed. The previous owner possessed a
high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not flawless, most are correctly identified, so viewing is suggested to
properly evaluate. Better items incl. 2 (four margins, crease), 15L5, 29L1, 25A, 64, 64B, 68, 76 strip of 3, 76 pair, 77,
112, 179 with GB# 33 combo usage, 1053 on partial registered label, C14 post card and C18. Condition varies,
generally an attractive, useful group., mostly F.-V.F. Owners retail $846, plus owners Scott $8,170.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Selection of Better 19th Century Covers. 31 covers and two pieces; included are two 5¢ 1847s and
14 1¢ 1851s, as well as two covers to India, one franked with #30A (4) + #24, the other with two #35 + #24; also two
covers with two 12¢ #36, one two England, the other with two 3¢ #26 to France; and a 24¢ #37a to Scotland; condition is
generally Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Civil War Patriotic Covers. Selection of 21 covers includes some more common designs in really nice
condition, some not so common in reasonable condition, and some somewhere in between; a very nice lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., 1¢ Cover Collection, 1861-67. Group of eighteen #63 on cover, includes strip of three tied by
Springfield MA blue crossroads, strip of three tied by Wareham MA stylized face (S-E PH-M 45), strip of three tied by
Columbus OH prison bars (S-E SD-G 102), single and 65 tied by New York elaborate geometric (S-E GE-E 34), single
tied by Ripon WI radial (S-E GE-R 5a), strip of three tied by New Bedford MA pinwheel (S-E GE-P 26), nice array of fancy
cancels, excellent for retail sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Official Covers, War Dept., 1875, 3¢ Red on Blue (UO54). UPSS WD die 12, size 7, approximately
2,000 entires, F.-V.F. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Airmail Covers of Every Variety, 1918-90. Two albums of air postal history, the first includes 67
covers from the 1920s to 1930s including first flights, dedications, first days, the second includes catapults, rocket mail,
9 different helicopter covers, Concorde, zeppelin postcards from WWI & WWII, Iceland zeppelin set, Graf Zeppelin
cover franked with #778, some desirable material present, be sure to come down early and examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Exhibition Collection of 2¢ Liberty Issue, Louisiana Bisect Covers. Group of 145 covers, each
franked with regular 4¢ postage (mostly stamped envelopes) plus a bisect of various then-current 2¢ stamps; several
covers signed by the local Postmaster; these bisects became necessary after the January, 1963 first class rate
increase from 4¢ to 5¢. 1978 PF & 1982 APS certificates describe one of the covers from Duplessis, LA as genuine but
“unofficial” or “unauthorized”. The local authority, however, Duplessis Postmaster, Seline Gautreau, writes on Post
Office Dept letterhead [included] that the usage “was necessary” after she sold out of 1¢ stamps and that “many small
Post Offices in this area used this procedure to relieve a serious shortage of 1¢ stamps.” 56 covers are from Duplessis
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and another 24 are from Gray, La., but the rest are from more than 25 other small towns.While the covers are philatelic
(they are all addressed to the same collector), they were, in fact, authorized. The collection includes the collector’s
correspondence attempting to get these listed (successfully in the case of Michel). Very fine., Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., 3¢ Washington Civil War Era Covers. Nice selection of 35 covers franked with 64/64b/65, better
includes blind embossed as cover for boiler builders, #26 on turned cover with 65, Fort Schuyler NY thimble cancel, strip
of three 88 tied by New York domestic fancy cancel with 2008 APF certificate, three Civil War patriotics, South Plymouth
OH manuscript cancel (S/R 6), cover to Rev Spalding, Chaplain 48th Mass Vol, in Baton Rouge LA, a few letters with
some war content, huge catalog/retail value, a few condition issues, a nice lot to spend some quiet evenings with this
charmer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Premium Postal History & Fancy Cancels Lot, 1845-1950. Collection of better covers and cancels,
with “US Mail” on 210, Kicking Mule on 210, covers include 26 on blind embossed ad cover for hides and leather 32 on
cover from San Francisco to Nantucket MA, 35 on cover to Cuba, fancy cancels on #65 stamps and on cover, #1 on
folded letter sheet, CSA #1 on cover, and two Civil War patriotics, with many other choice items, please examine,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Experimental Rocket Flight Parachute Newark-New York Labels Hoard, 1935. In a three-ring
binder with hundreds of essay labels (Ellington-Zwisler 7D1a), printed on different colored papers, incl. sheets of four
and singles. We also noted several with SAMPLE C handstamps., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Terrific Postal History 1864-1990. A couple of thousand covers in a carton, includes first day and first
flight covers, censored, ads, official, but the best is the number of Hawaii related material that is present, with many
ephemera items, also includes over 70 Philippines covers with three VJ cancel, some better includes 1948 rocket mail
cover, Spanish American War patriotic, 1864 presidential election ballot cover, and three hand drawn fighter plane
cachets, all in all a very desirable lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mint Patriotic Envelope Stock, 1861-65. Over 140 envelopes, a few with multicolored designs,
besides two Ellsworth memorials, a 1st Round Lincoln very scarce Davis prize fight, and a gorgeous multicolored eagle
biting the head off a snake published by Harbach & Bro Phila., there are many Jeff Davis caricatures such as “A warm
reception for Jeff Davis”, “When shall We Three Meet Again”, “A pretty good choke on J.D”, some light duplication, a
great lot for the Civil War specialist, some uncommon designs present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Early Air Mail Cover Accumulation. Approximately 200 covers, with lots of earlies including Scott #C1
(2), C2, C3, C4 (8) (mostly appear to be commercial usages, a few registered), C4 with plate no. on Washington D.C.
first day cover (Scott $400), C2 1918 Roessler’s, a couple 1931 U.S. / G.B. joint issue Wilkins-Ellsworth Trans-Arctic
Submarine Expedition, some Space covers, a 1929 Lindbergh first flight from San Juan to Paramaribo, Dutch Guiana,
lots of early 1920s-30s first flights / first days, some Lindbergh flight covers including partial White Plains sheet on two
1928 CAM 2, Lindbergh Flies Again covers a C11 on Lindbergh Day - Army Air Maneuvers over Norton Field, a C23
Crosby First Flight, a #616 pair on Worden CAM cover, etc. A great little cover lot, perfect for the air mail enthusiast,
mostly F.-V.F..
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Rural Free Delivery Covers, 1899-1980s. Collection of about 60 covers or cards, 50 of which are no
later than 1914 including an 1897 New York “Collection & Distribution Wagon No. 1”, a 1899 “Detroit & Algonac Rural
Free Delivery Steamboat” cover (reduced), two cutouts from the Shriver experimental period in Carroll County, Md. and
a 1901 Marshall, Wis. “R.F.D.” cancel on a wrapper to England; these are followed by a wide variety of “R.F.D.” cancels;
the later covers feature auxiliary markings, mainly “Not for Route…”, etc.; also included are a few collateral pieces, such
as two different R.F.D. Carrier’s Christmas greeting cards and two illustrated advertising covers, one picturing an
R.F.D. Horse, Wagon and Postman, the other and ad for a “Rural Delivery Mails Box”. A truly fascinating lot that could
easily form the basis of an award-winning exhibit and is certainly worth more than the sum of its parts; accompanied by
several relevant clippings and articles.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., 1947 Pre First Day Cover Centenary International Philatelic Exhibition, a scarce pre-first day cover
dated May 17 (two days early) for #948, also a very nice grouping of items from the 1947 meeting of the Aero Philatelist
club, includes membership card, invitation to stump the experts, certificate for winning, ribbon, ticket and guest pass,
and interesting and historic lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Please note: the frame and board will not be shipped with this lot.
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U.S., Phonecard Collection, over 90 collectable phonecards, from 30 minute cards up to 400 minutes,
includes topicals such as dinosaurs, sports, space discovery, birds, coin collecting, cards are from Hawaii, Italy, Tuvalu,
Iceland, Pitcairn Islands, and French Polynesia, in a binder, owner paid over 2,200.00, inventory list available online,
F.-V.F., ex- Balboni.
Estimate $250 - 350
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U.S., Autographed Cover Collection. Lot of eight autographs, includes cover by Commanding Officer
Dean L. Axene of the USS Thresher, autographed cover by R.E. Byrd, 1969 Inaugural Cover by Richard M. Nixon,
autograph football cover by Jack Kemp, cover autograph cover by Harry Truman, cover signed by Jesse Owens, cover
autopenned by Spiro Agnew, useful selection.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Naval Cover Collection. A box of several hundred U.S. Naval covers, better include USS Indianapolis,
USS Missouri, USS Enterprise, USS Lexington, damaged or sunk at Pearl Harbor USS Pennsylvania, USS Oklahoma,
USS West Virginia, USS California, USS Maryland, submarines USS Seadragon, USS Argonaut, USS Grampus, USS
Pompano, also includes some first flights, a VJ cover and a lot of 36 naval covers from China, an enticing lot for the naval
cover specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Group of 12 U.S. Locals. Including. 3 different Boyds (two franked with stamps, 1 stampless 1848
folded letter with Boyds handstamp), Bloods: 7 franked with small stamps, each acid tied to cover (some franked with
#11/#26) and 15L18 Clay Portrait on early cover, an unlisted stampless Hale & Co 1845 folded letter and 1LB8 tied to
cover with #26. Condition is mixed from some rough opening, but overall, mostly Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., First Flight Cover Selection, 1935-46. Over 80 first flight covers, includes 7 covers on the Bikini
atomic bomb test, airship Volunteer Ship to Shore cover, first flights 1940 New Zealand to USA, 1940 New Caledonia to
New Zealand, 1940 New Caledonia to Hawaii, 1937 Guam to Macao, 1937 Manila to Macao 1937 Hong Kong to
Honolulu, 1937 Macao to Hong Kong, 1937 Manila to Hong Kong, 1935 Guam to Manila, and many more, maybe a few
better, take a look and bid for yourself, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Picture Postcard Collection. Approximately 200 picture post cards, from classic to chromes, better
includes three Santas, one with a cat dressed as Old Nick, Race Course Fairgrounds Kendallville IN, Parade Junction
City KS, Northern Pacific R.R. station North Yakima WA, six different chromes of Green Bay Packers and Lambeau
Field, three postcards of the San Francisco earthquake, and much more, mixed condition, if you are into postcards,
check this beauty out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Postal History Selection. Six cards or covers, includes Wells Fargo cover to Petaluma CA, 1917 Main
Street Lamar CO, 1893 Hawaii used reply card, 1909 E7 on cover, 1850 Boyd’s City and stampless express mail to
Toronto, great lot for the postal historian, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Military Related Postal History & Ephemera, 1863-1945. An eclectic lot that includes Adams
Express Company soldier’s package, AEF soldiers letter, three cloth embossed post cards, censored cover from Japan
to Germany, group of WWII soldiers covers, letters, used and mint V-mail, German Feldpost covers, death camp cover
from Dachau, ration cards and stubs, also includes a copy of “The Story of Little Black Sambo” by Helen Bannerman, in
well loved condition, come on down and see for yourself, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., WWII Patriotic Covers, 1941-45. A keen group of WWII patriotics, includes four of the American War
Leaders series, a crying Mussolini cachet, MacArthur “I Will Be Back”, Remember Pearl Harbor" cachet, Uncle Sam
clobbering Tojo, plus two VJ covers and one VE cover, you can’t go wrong at our price, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

First Day Cover Collections
258
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U.S., First Day & Cacheted Event Cover Hoard, 1935-2010. Thousands of covers presented in 49 album,
at first glance it appears to be another first day cover lot with silk cachets, but there is more than meets the eye, with
several volumes of space and related covers, inaugural covers, and best of all a binder of naval vessels present at Pearl
Harbor, includes US Arizona, USS Raleigh, USS Pennsylvania, USS Tennessee, plus a 1936 cover from Canton China
and a 1936 cover from Shanghai China, at our low price this is a bargain as well as a treat, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
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U.S., First Day Cover Stock, 1929-90. Thousands and thousands of first day covers from the late 1920s to
the 1990s, with such premium material as 756-765, 859-893, includes many better cachet makers, enormous retail
value, will provide hours of fun just sorting through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., First Day Cover Collection, 1929-2000. Many hundreds filling two cartons with first day covers,
includes material from 1929 to 2000, with Prexies, space covers, Famous Americans, Overrun Countries, Washington
Bicentennials, airmails, Farley National Parks blocks of four, first flights, a nice group to break down for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. and Foreign
261
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U.S. and Foreign, Accumulation, 1865-2000. Huge holding in four cartons, includes mint US collection in a
Harris Liberty album, mint U.N. collection, US BOB collection with revenues, ducks including RW1 unused, RW10,
RW12-RW13, RW15, RW17 mint, C1-C6 & C18, and possessions, British Commonwealth collection with Coronation
Issue, album of US postage 25¢ to 32¢, several hundred 1920s-1930s first flight covers, Vatican collection, two Canada
collections, and lots of US face, should make up a decent amount to spend a few weekends with, a few condition issues
as with any lot this size, be sure to check her out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S. and Foreign, Accumulation, 1840-1960. Some oddball items in this little beauty, with U.S. used left
hand sheet margin #1, 71, 76, 113, 116, 117, Great Britain used #1, over 400.00 in mint NH France semi-postals, Hawaii
33 on cover to CA with letter, U.S. first day covers and mint postal stationery, and finally 240.00 in US face, a real treat for
the philatelic explorer in all of us, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S. and Foreign, Outstanding Post Card Collection. Over 2,000 picture postcards in six tubs or boxes,
includes classics, linens, chromes and real photos, the best is a lot of 120+ Indian postcards, with many full portraits and
a few Canada cards, there are also small collections throughout such as Atlantic City, Terre Haute IN, Belair MD, Havre
de Grace MD, lighthouses, seashell frames, Expositions, hotel and restaurants, etc., views are from all parts of the U.S.,
with some Canada and general foreign, some mixed condition as to be expected, the Indians alone will be worth our low
opening bid, save plenty of time to properly ascertain this holdings true value, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Canada, Collections of Mint & Used, 1857-1990. Mounted in three albums, mint & used U.S.
collection in a Scott National album with used 24, 35, 76-78, 112-117, 190, 240, 291, 323-327, 328-330, extensive
Washington Franklins, E1-E11, mint 239, a volume with mint & used Canada and Provinces with used 14, 15, 17, 18a,
19, Large and Small Queens, Queen Victorias complete, 89-95, 96-103, 149-159, mint 51, 53, 55-56, 58-59, C4, J1-J2,
J4-J5, Newfoundland with mint 24a, 41, 47, 56, 58, 59, J1-J6, and a mint and used U.S. collection in a All American
album with mint, used & precancelled Kansas Nebraska set, mint C3-C5, used C1-C2, C6, postage dues, Q1-Q12,
there is a lot of sale able and desirable stamps here to entice collectors and dealers alike, a few condition issues, but
overwhelmingly F.-V.F., a nice lot for restocking or expanding a collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Foreign, Accumulation, 1900-2000. A whole lot of interesting stuff…and some stamps, includes
Hawaiian coins including a dime, 1962 photo of President Kennedy throwing out the first pitch of the season, small
group of sports stadium picture postcards, collection of Kelloggs’ Pep real photo cards with the rare album, and for
stamps we have mint Russia from the 1940s, and various and sundry worldwide stamps, this lot will be intriguing for
some, a mess for others, but there is no denying it’s collectible, happy hunting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Foreign, Leftovers, 1860-1990. Several hundred stamps and covers presented in albums, boxes
and envelopes, with some interesting items such as a album of Masonic material, postal stationery volumes, a framed
sheet of 1939 World’s Fair stamps, album of first day covers, a wonderful lot to mine for hidden gems, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S. and Foreign, Stock, 1920-2000. Eclectic collection consists of used Great Britain #1, over 200 US first
day covers over 190 foreign first days, more than 130 special cacheted covers, and a album of commemorative stamps
by the Postal Commemorative Society, early US souvenir sheets, 25.00 Canada face, a nice lot to break up for retail,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S. and Foreign, Accumulation, 1862-1990. Several thousand stamps in envelopes, glassines, in albums
and envelopes, lot of material for packet makers, the best of the lot is $350.00 in US face, an intriguing lot for the
treasure hunter, be sure to check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S. and Possessions, Delightful Collection, 1847-1960. Housed in four Scott albums, better mint
includes 26, 212, 214, 230-240, 285-289, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, 397-400, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621,
Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies with coils complete, Liberty issue, Prominent Americans issue, C1-C6, C18,
E1-E3, F1, Q1-Q9, better used has 70, 77, 112-115, 117, 119, 165, 229, useful mint & used Washington Franklins,
Shanghai Offices used K1, K2, K10, mint K7, K18, CSA 1 used, third volume has revenues including R113, R124, R146,
reds and greens, and the fourth volume has possessions with Canal Zone mint 120-135, C15-C20, Cuba E2, Hawaii
mint 31, 32, 35, Philippines 383-396, an intriguing array of desirable material, ready to break down into individual lots,
great potential, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Confederacy
270

Confederacy, Reference Collection. 198 forgeries or reprints, singles, plus 11 blocks, for a total of 242
forgeries and reprints, condition appears mostly sound. A nice for lot for the specialist., mostly Fine or better.
Estimate $300 - 400
H/m

U.S. Possessions and U.N.
U.S. Possessions
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U.S. Possessions, Dealer Stock, of slightly over 250 dealer pages, of mostly stamps with higher Scott value.
The previous owner possessed a high degree of philatelic expertise, but was not flawless, most are correctly identified
and some better items have accompanying certificates, so viewing is suggested to properly evaluate. Better items incl.
Confederate States: 62X4, 61X2, 16X1, 62X3, 62X4 (x2 used), 4 (x2 mint, 1 used), 4b unused, 8 o.g., 9 disturbed o.g.,
9a part o.g. and 12f o.g. Hawaii: 6 unused, 5 mint, 9 (x2 no gum), 15 (used, faults), 24 (x2 unused), 25 unused, 26
unused, 30-36 mint, 33 NH, 53b (x2, 1 LH, 1 NH), 70 o.g. block of 4, 73 no gum, O1-6 o.g., Danish West Indies: 37-9,
Ryukyus: 3XR1-7, 3XR1-3, 3XR1-5, 7a, 8-13, 18 (x2, LH & NH) and C1 NH, some imperf early U.N. issues, Cuba 62,
117 o.g. block, 239a and E1 (x5), Guam 11a and E1a, Philippines 27 used, 236 o.g., 219 o.g., 237 used, 241-54 (mint,
250 is used, 251-2 have faults), 253 o.g., 255-60A o.g., 261-72 o.g., 275-84 o.g., 285-89D (minus 289A) o.g., 445 o.g.,
E1 o.g., J5 o.g., J7 o.g., Canal Zone: 2 used, 8 tropicalized o.g., 6 no gum, 7 o.g., 8 o.g., 13 slight tropical o.g. block of 4,
19 o.g., 39e mint, 46 NH block of 4, 49-51 o.g., 73a o.g., 94 (x3 mint), 95 (x2 o.g.), 117b booklet, 131-5 NH, C1, C3-5
LH/NH blocks of 4, C15-20 LH, C36-41 NH plate blocks, C42-47 (2 sets of plate blocks), J7-9 o.g., J13-14 tropicalized
o.g. and J14 o.g. Condition and centering vary. Mostly useful saleable group, perfect for the specialist or dealer., used
and mint: some o.g., tropicalized o.g., no gum or never hinged, mostly F.-V.F. owners Scott $36,281.15, plus additional
owners retail $2,896.50.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S. Possessions, Powerful Mainly Mint Collection, 1861-1933. A virtually intact collection (we removed
a Philippines $5 overprint (225) only because there were two of them) on old Scott International pages; highlights
include (mint unless noted) Hawaii #9 (used), 48, 49, 69, 72, 73, Canal Zone 3, 4-8, 18-20, 27-30, 60-66, 70-81, J7-9,
J12-14, Cuba E1, J1-4, Guam 1-12, E1, Philippines 212-223, 224-238 (1901 $5 with a straight edge), 253, 340-353,
C1-6, C9-12, E1, E4 & J1-6; the Cuba and Philippines also include many Republic issues to 1927 & 1934 respectively);
other than some centering issues on the First Bureau overprints and, perhaps a few hinging problems, just about
everything is clean and F-VF. A truly extraordinary collection — the kind that is rarely seen offered intact. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S. Possessions, Premium Dealer Stock, of two counter books. Each item was lovingly hand selected and
choice, difficult to find to find so many premium stamps in one lot anywhere else. Some of the better items incl. Cuba J4
NH (x2), E1 o.g., Guam 1-2,5 on piece, Scarce first printing, Hawaii 30 block, cds., 42-49 most with target cancels, 52c
hinged, 73 used, O1-6 hinged, O1 (1) NH, O2 (2) NH, R1 NH strip of 3, R16 NH pair, Philippines 235 LH and 354-60 NH.
Small faults are rare if any, generally choice, mostly F.-V.F., Mark Lane Retail $6,019.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S. Possessions, Luscious Collection, 1864-1945. Nice little possession lot with Canal Zone 121-135,
DWI with 31-36, 37-39, 40-42, 7c (x3), used UX11 (x2), 43-50, stockcard of mostly mint Hawaii including 46, 71, 79,
Ryukyu C4-C8, C9-C13, a great lot to break up for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
H/)

Canal Zone
275

Canal Zone, Plate Block Collection, 1939-76. Over 30 years in the making, incredible holding of Canal
Zone plate blocks that were collected by number and position, includes 96, 100, 105-114, 115-116, 117, 118-119,
136-140, 141, 142-145, 147-151, C6-C13, C21-C31, C32, C33, C34, C35, C36-C41, C45-C47, C48-C53, J19, J23,
with moderate and useful duplication, you be waiting a while before you see a group like this again, inspection is urged,
bidding is mandatory, good luck, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H

Hawaii
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Hawaii, Picture Postcard Collection. A selection of 90+ postcards with some desirable scenes, includes
private mailing card of Hawaiian stamps, real photo of a girl in a grass skirt, real photo of surfers, real photo of hula girls,
1909 view of surf boating with 1909 Xmas seal tied, a view of the Waialae golf links, a nice lot of these in demand cards,
inspection is encouraged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Hawaii, Stamp Collection, 1864-99. A few hundred stamps on display cards and stock sheets, starts with
identified town cancels, a nice array of used items, mint and used sets of O1-O6, mint 72 and 73, New Zealand AR15
with Honolulu cancel, some used revenues, and a couple of pages of the 1894-1899 issues, some scarce material here,
be sure to inspect this little treasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Hawaii, Ephemera and Postal Stationery Holding, 1890-1950. Two binders of 90+ items of Hawaiian
ephemera and stationery, includes photos, 1906 Honolulu Water Works agreement, post cards of various aircraft that
fly to the islands, a few menus, and a binder of mint & used postal stationery, a unusual and potentially valuable lot that
will enchant any viewer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Marshall Islands
279

Marshall Islands, Collection, 1984-2013. Residing in two perfect Scott Specialty albums is a nearly
complete collection, includes singles, souvenir sheets, booklets, missing only a few years in the early 2000’s, totally NH
and post office fresh, an opportunity not presented twice, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH

Micronesia
280

Micronesia, Collection, 1984-2000. Housed in two Scott Specialty albums is a nearly complete collection
for period, includes singles, souvenir sheets, booklets, neatly mounted in Scott mounts, this makes for a beautiful
exhibition, sure to please the winning bidder, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
HH

Palau
281

Palau, Mint Collection, 1983-2005. Nearly complete collection in two Scott albums, includes singles,
souvenir sheets, booklets, semi-postals and airmails, neatly mounted in black Scott mounts, well worth our estimate,
please examine, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH
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Ryukyus
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Ryukyus, Mint Collection, 1948-72. Collection in two volumes mounted on White Ace pages, includes #1-7,
1a-7a, 8-13, C1-C3, C9-C13, E1, with a nice selection of postal stationery and complete sheets, missing only 17 for
completion, a great lot at a great price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Ryukyus, Mint Collection, 1948-72. Mounted on White Ace album, including 1948-49 (1-7), 1950 (8-13),
1951 (14), 1950 (C1-3), 1951-54 (C4-8), 1952 (19-26), 1957 (C9-13) & 1959 (C14-180, plus 1950 (E1), followed by
many sets and a few miniature sheets. Easy to review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

United Nations
284

H/m
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United Nations, Collection Extraordinaire,1984-2010. Outstanding selection in nine binders, three each
for New York, Geneva and Vienna, with parallel mint and used issues with many of the used on first day covers, includes
tough to find material such as New York full pane 469-472, full sheet 682, full sheet 753, Geneva full pane 403, full pane
425, Vienna 58-61 full pane, 349 full pane, many collectors and dealers skipped these issues so now is the time to pick
them up, owner spent almost $15,000.00 on this collection, a great lot at a great price, make this a number one stop on
your list, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost approximately, Ex-Balboni. Scott
$15,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
United Nations, Mint Stock, 1951-2000. Several thousand stamps and souvenir sheets in nine volumes,
seven Scott albums, includes singles, inscription blocks, matched sets of inscription blocks, mint postal stationery,
offices in Geneva and Vienna, the enormous face value alone will surprise you, a great pick up for your stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
United Nations, Nice Collection. Nice collection of hundreds of singles, postal stationery, souvenir folders,
inscription blocks, souvenir sheets, and everything else related to the U.N., a great lot to burrow through for those
hidden gems, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

British Commonwealth Country Collections
Aden
287

Aden, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1937-63. Mounted on Scott album pages, including 1937 (1-10),
1939 KGVI (16-27, NH), 1949 Silver Wedding (30-31), 1951 (36-46), 1953-59 (49-61A); Kathiri State of Seiyun 1-11 &
20-27; Quaiti State of Shihr & Mukalla 1-11, 14-15 & 41-52. There are few empty spaces needed to fill here to make this
collection absolutely complete, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
HH/H

Aitutaki
288

40

Aitutaki, Comprehensive Collection, 1972-2008. Virtually complete from Independence through 2008, in
three large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, each set in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets and/or booklets
(all of which appear VF NH), AND another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been
counted; This popular and hard-to-find island is loaded with beauty and key topicals, including: Royal Jubilees, Visits,
Coronations, Weddings and omnibus issues, Churchill, Olympics, Captain Cook, Turtles, Christmas, Easter, Space,
Flowers, Diana, Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; Great collection to continue and have the country
complete to date! Very Fine, combined catalog or owners acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $4,400+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m/)
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Antigua
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Antigua, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1860s-1980s. In a Scott album, incl. 1867 (3, used),
1913 (41, mint), 1921-29 (61-62, used), 1932 (74-75, mint), 1935 (77-80, mint), 1938-48 (84-95), 1949 (98-99),
1953-56 (107-21), 1963-65 (136-45), 1966 (167-82), followed by a highly complete section with sets and souvenir
sheets issued in the 1960s-80s period. Great for further development, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m

Ascension
290

Ascension, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1922-82. Virtually complete for the period and mounted on
album pages, including 1922 (1-9), 1924-27 (10-21), 1934 (23-32), 1935 (33-36), 1938-44 (40-49), 1956 (62-74), 1963
(75-88), followed by sets and souvenir sheets issued in the 1965-82 period. A solid collection of this country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H

Australia
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Australian States, Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1912. Nice oldtime collection on old Scott International
pages; strength mainly in New South Wales, Queensland & Tasmania; highlights include N.S.W. (used unless noted)
#9, 15, 17d, 20 (repaired but quite attractive), 2933b, 88 & 88a (both mint), F1-2, Queensland #3 (cut close), 24, 43 & 54
(both unused without gum), Tasmania (mint unless noted) #2a (used on piece), 11, 23, 32, 64, 83, 84, and Victoria 205
(2), plus lots of good stamps in the $25-$90 range; condition is a little mixed, especially early but otherwise generally
F-VF. A useful lot. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Australian States, Postal History Hoard. This incredible lot includes 51 covers from Queensland, 22 from
New South Wales, 14 from Victoria, 5 from Tasmania, and 4 from South Australia, better includes 1916 registered New
South Wales from Lord Howe Island to New Zealand, picture postcard from Sydney to Hanoi, 1904 illustrated ad cover
Queensland to Tasmania, 1895 registered Queensland to San Francisco, 1900 from Victoria to Sydney with Japanese
Consular seal on reverse, and 1909 Tasmania to Hobart, plenty of gem waiting to be found, a lot not to be duplicated
anytime soon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Australian States, Mostly Used Collection. In Scott album, better noted incl. New South Wales 1854-55
(24-25, used), 1856 (32-34, used), 1860-63 (38 & 40-42, used), 1884 (56, used), plus some postage dues and officials;
Victoria 1901 (188-90, mint), 1901 (193-202, mint). We also noted Queensland; South Australia (121-24 & 125-27,
mint); Tasmania; Western Australia (47-48, used), 1888 (59-61, used) & 1890-93 (62-68, used). Well worth a close
look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Australia, Astounding Mint Collection, 1918-2010. Presented in three perfect Scott Specialty albums and
a small box, expertly mounted with Scott mounts, better mint includes 1-5, 8-9, 20-27, 29-30, 32-37, 66-76, 95a,
130-132, 141, 166-179, 218-221, then complete from 1949-2010 including souvenir sheets and booklets, mostly
complete with issues present but needing to be mounted fro 2010-2014, airmails are complete including CO1, a chance
to pick up a collection that is pristine and all encompassing, plan on spending some time with this beauty, it will be well
worth the effort, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Australia, Roo Collection, 1913. Includes 12, 13, 14, 15, all appear sound, fresh bright colors and light
cancels, scarce stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $7,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Australia, Small Mint Collection, 1913-31. Clean little collection with most of the value (and the only ‘Roos)
being in the first issue which comprises the ½d-5s, other better numbers include 31, 33, 36, 67a, 74a, O1 & O10;
condition, other than a few short perfs on the first issue, is clean and F-VF. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
Australia, Mint Lollapalooza, 1920-60. Small lot of approximately 80 display cards, NH item include 24, 26,
33, 67 & 67a, 72, 139, 141, 142-144, 142a-144a, 147-149, 150-151, 166-179, 180-183A, 292-303, 508a-508g,
1132-1135, a lot that is identified, mostly priced and ready to retail, inspection strongly urged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,391.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Australia, Mint & Used Collection, 1913-2000. Several hundred stamps in a binder, better used includes
95a, 128, O1-O2, mint includes 7, 39, 98, 147-149, 150-151, 152-154, 179, 218-221, C3 imprint block of 6, C4 (x2), O5,
CO1, J64-J70, J71-J83, J86-J95, plus a few stock pages of duplicates and a few pages of face, a busy but profitable
group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Australia, Mint & Used Collection, 1913-70. Over 250 stamps on stock pages, includes mint 104-105 NH
block of four, 106-107, C1 (x6), C4 (x9), used includes 19-37 with varieties, 41, 42, Papua New Guinea J1-J5 mint and
used sets, a useful group well worth your bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Australia & Dependencies, 1913-2003. Better used includes 43, 54, better mint 5, 6, 9, 18, 95a, 124,
147-149, 166-179, 218-221, 314-331, 365-379, 394-417, with many varieties, gutter pairs and blocks and booklet
panes, then complete mint to 1988, with complete airmails, J71-J80, J81-J83, J86-J95, Australian Antarctic Territory
complete mint L1-L127 with additional first day covers, Norfolk is complete mint 1-848, with booklets and first day
covers, tremendous bang for your buck, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Australia & Dependencies, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection. In two Scott albums, incl. Australia
1913 (1-7, used), 1915 (41 & 43, used), 1915-24 (45-53, used), 1926-30 (66-76, used), 1931-36 (113-27, incl. ½d, 1½d,
4d & 2s mint), 1934 (142-44), 1935 (150-51, incl. 1s used), 1935 (152-54), 1938 (177-79, used), followed by many sets
issued in the 1940s-80s period, incl. several modern booklets and some postage dues that are unchecked in detail.
Australia Dependencies incl. Australian Antarctic Territory section with sets issued in the 1957-91 period; Christmas
Island virtually complete in the 1958-92 period; Cocos Islands 1963-92 sets; New Guinea 1-9 & 18-26; Norfolk Island
highly complete section; Papua New Guinea section with some earlies and many colorful sets, incl. regulars, airmails
and some postage dues, plus some North West Pacific Islands examples. A nice lot at our estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Australia & Dependencies, Mint & Used Stock, 1913-2000. Two large stock books filled with a thousand or
so stamps, first volume is used Australia 30 (x10), 31 (x25), 32 (x6), 33 (x12), 34 (x12), 35 (x6), 42 (x42 (x2), 147 (x11),
267-269 blocks of four, C4 (x5), second volume includes mint & used, with mint New Zealand, Aitutaki, Samoa, New
Hebrides 10-16, 33-37, 41-49, 50-61, 82-92, J6-J10, Solomon Islands 38-40, 89-105, J1-J8, Pitcairn Islands 1-10,
11-12, 13-16, Tokelau Islands, an inexpensive opportunity to restock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Australia & States, Twentieth Century Collection, 1868-2000. In three green Scott Specialty Albums;
about 100 mint and used early Australian states; But strength is in twentieth century Australia, including: 1-10
(mint/used), 18, many ‘Kangaroos and GV heads mint/used, 95a mint, 127-9 mint “SPECIMEN”! Sydney Bridges used,
but virtually complete after 1928 and almost all mint and including the difficult items! from mid- to late-1980s, more
expensive items and then all become NH; also includes souvenir sheets as well as booklets and extensive postal
stationary; second volume continues NH stamps and postal stationary through 2000, while third volume is entirely
postal stationary, unused, as well as some maxi-card and other FDC items of the 1990s; This is a great “mover-upper”
collection to spruce up and catch up on missing items and/or to sell items retail online; Great Bargain because postal
stationary/history not really counted! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Australian Dependencies, Mint Collection with Special Strength in Papua New Guinea, 1901-98. In
one bulging green Scott Specialty Album, major Australian postal dependencies, some virtually complete, with souvenir
sheets, booklets, postal specialty items in 1980s and 1990s, mainly mint until mid-1990s when stamps become NH,
including: Australian Antarctic Territory (# L1-L110 complete); Christmas Island (# 4-412 complete); Cocos Island (#
1-326 complete); Norfolk Island (# 1-669 complete except for one stamp); That’s to just to warm-up: Four popular and
exotic postal territories complete through 1998 except for less than a half-dozen stamps! The hidden gem is the last
third of the album which contains Papua New Guinea, chock-full with stamps like mint # 28-40, 41-59, 60-93 (some
used); 94-106, 110-7, 122-36 used, and from then on, the country is complete mint for the next forty years up to # 951,
with some items NH; And then, Papua’s Air Mails and Officials complete! Take two or three countries complete through
1998 for yourself and sell the others at retail for big profits! Be careful your eye-balls don’t pop out looking at this
magnificent modern collection! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Australian & New Zealand Dependencies, Mint Collection, 1948-2000. A virtually compete mint
collection in three volumes, includes Cocos Islands 1-6, 135-150, Papua New Guinea include 139-146, 153-163,
Christmas Island includes 22-33, 196-211, New Zealand dependencies includes Ross Dependency and Tokelau
complete to 2000, a inexpensive easy way to pick up these popular countries, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Australian Dependencies, Lord Howe Island Cancels on Covers, 1929-30. 3 covers postmarked Howe
Island that includes 1929 cover with King George V issues, cancelled and addressed to New Zealand, 1930 cover with
1½¢ George V issue addressed to new Zealand, and 1930 cover with 1¢ George V issue addressed to New South
Wales, scarce and unusual holding, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
)

Lord Howe Island is a tiny volcanic remnant that has never had more than 300 residents, a rare cancel.

307

Australian Antarctic Territory, Mint Collection, 1957-2014. Delightful complete mint collection, includes
L1-L7, L8-L18, L97a, L97b, L97c, L117, with all souvenir sheets for the period, includes some useful duplication mint
NH, how can you go wrong at our low estimate?? Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
HH

Bermuda
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Bermuda, Intact Collection, 1865-1997. Hundreds of stamps presented in an immaculate KaBe album,
there are too many high lights to list but we will give it a shot, mint includes 2, 6, 7, 14 with 2002 APS certificate, 15 (x2),
19c, 51, 52, 53, 54, 94, 95, 95b, 109, 127, 128, 255-271, 482-498, 732, used includes 4, 6, 7, many watermark varieties
and better centered stamps present, be sure to peruse this lot if your a British Commonwealth aficionado, F.-V.F. Scott
$6,900.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Bermuda, Beautiful Collection, 1865-2010. Presented in a perfect Scott Specialty Album mounted with
Scott mounts, better mint includes 1, 2, 18-25, 31-39, 55-69, 71-79, 81-96, 105-114, 133-134, 118-128, 143-162,
255-271, then basically complete to 2010, mostly mint, many of the stamps were selected for their centering and
freshness, a great collection of this popular country, inspection is suggested, a lot with huge potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Bermuda, Mint and Used Collection, 1865-1969. About 400 stamps mounted on pages in a binder, better
mint includes 5, 8, 24, 25, 60, 109, 126, 175-191, better used includes 3, 6, 49, 53, 97, 127, a nice group with plenty of
item that can be sold individually, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
Bermuda, Cover Collection, 1937-52. Approximately 140 covers in a three-ring binder and mainly
addressed to the United States, mostly franked with KGVI and pictorial stamps. We also noted several registered items,
and some franked with 1937 Coronation 1d & 2½d stamps. A lot that can easily be integrated into a bigger collection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

British Antarctic Territory
312
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British Antarctic Territory, Falkland Islands & South Georgia, Mint Collection. This valuable collection
comprises two sections: British Antarctic Territory 1963 (1-15, NH), 1969 (24, NH), 1971 (25-38) & 1973 (45a-59a, NH);
Falkland Islands 1912-14 (35-36), 1933 (65-72), 1938 (84-96), 1948 (99-100, NH), 1952 (107-20) & 1960 (128-42),
followed by a highly complete section of sets issued in the 1962-91 period. We also noted Falkland Islands
Dependencies section with fresh sets, including 1954 QEII (1L19-33) and semipostal sets, plus South Georgia sets
such as 1963-69 (1-16, NH) & 1971-72 (17-30). Good opportunity that collectors of this popular area will not want to
miss! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British Antarctic Territory and Indian Ocean Territory, Mint Collections, 1963-2005. In one volume,
British Antarctic Territory includes 1-15, 16-19, 24, 25-33, 39-42, then complete to 2003, British Indian Ocean Territory
includes 1-15, 16-33, then complete to 2005, includes a few first day covers, a beautiful lot of these two in demand
areas, snooze and you’ll loose on this one, Very Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
British Antarctic Territory, Collection, 1948-2000. Valuable mostly mint collection includes British
Antarctic Territory 1-15 (x2), 25-38 (x2), Falkland Islands 128-142, 1L19-1L33, South Georgia 1-16, Ascension 40//49,
Saint Helena 118-127, and Tristan da Cunha 1-12, most are NH, great start on this increasingly popular area, be
prepared to examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900+.
Estimate $400 - 600
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British Post Offices Abroad
315

British Post Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted on Scott album pages, incl. Offices in
Africa 1947 MEF (14-15), 1942 Eritrea (J1-5), 1951 Eritrea (27-33), 1942 East Africa for use in Somalia (1-9), 1948
(10-18), 1950 (21-31), 1950 Tripolitania (14-26) & 1951 (27-34), followed by Offices in Morocco section, incl. 410, 419,
550-58 & 592-611. A useful lot that deserves your attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m

Brunei
316

Brunei, Labuan, North Borneo and Sarawak, Outstanding Mint and Used Collection, 1882-1933.
Mainly mint collection on old Scott International pages; loaded with better stamps, the best being (mint unless noted)
Labuan 27 & 66-71 and North Borneo 50 (used), 58, 74-78, 91-102, 124-135, 147, 185-192, B1-12 & B19a (with
certificate); a tremendous lot, virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $6,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m

Burma
317

Burma, Postal History Accumulation, 1870s-1940s. Twenty nine covers sent in the 1877-1946 period and
mostly sent to India, including twenty postal envelopes with Rangoon (Yangon) postmarks and six covers with Burma
stamps tied on reverse by 1941-46 postmarks. We also noted fourteen bank checks with India stamps issued in the
early 1900s that deserve your attention, F.-V.F..
Estimate $200 - 300
)

Canada and Provinces
318
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Canadian Provinces, Dealer Stock, 1851-1937. Bourse-style binder with stamps on display sale pages
catalogued, valued and in order, including, British Columbia: 7 unused, 9 used (2), 11 mint; New Brunswick: 2 used with
pin-point thin, 1-3 official government reprints, 1-3 official reprints with note from K. Bileski, 1 used, 8Pi (2)
“SPECIMEN”; Newfoundland: 1 unused (2), 11A mint (2), 18 used, 19 mint (2), 19 used, 20 mint, 20 mint imperf margin
pair, 20 used, 23 mint, 23 used, 24a unused thin paper variety, 25 mint, 25 unused, 25 used, 26 used corner crease, 27a
used thin yellowish paper variety with thin in upper left, 29 mint, 30 mint, 30 unused, 30 used fancy cancel, 31 mint (2),
32 mint, 32 unused, 37 unused, 38 mint, 40 used (2), 43 used, 53 mint, 59 mint (2), 59 unused, 60d mint, 61-74 mint (3),
78-85 mint, 81 NH corner margin block of ten, 83 mint, 86 mint 172-82 mint, 115-26 mint (3), 145-59 mint, 226-9 NH,
233-43 NH (2), C2a mint, C12 mint, C6 NH (12), NFR 1 & 6 unused; Nova Scotia: 2 mint, 5 used thin, Official Reprints
unused; Prince Edward Island: 4 mint, 8d used, 10 unused, 11 NH margin imprint block of four; Some interesting items,
mainly for online resale, generally Fine, later material Fine-Very Fine. Scott $16,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Dealer Stock. Three dealer counter books. previously owned by
Mark Lane, a dealer focused primarily on quality. Each item was hand selected, containing some better items including
used: 22, 23, 43, 104-14, 212-25 (224 is o.g.), NFR21b, NFR36-44, Mint (NH unless noted otherwise): 18, 36 strip of 3,
36, 56a, 87ix PF graded 90, 87xii LH PF graded 85, 93, 128 o.g. APS cert, 144, 145-59, 181 (6), 193, 193v, 210a pair LH,
211i / 211ii combination pair, 222i, 245a imperf pair, C8, C10 (2), C12, C13-17 and Nova Scotia 12 imprint block.
Condition appears generally sound and choice, o.g., mostly never hinged and used, mostly F.-V.F. Owners retail
$15,383.50.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Canadian Provinces: Prince Edward Island, The Incomparable Extraordinary “Majestic” Collection. A
select exhibition quality selection of 25 remarkable items from one of the finest PEI collections ever assembled.
Included within this group are (Scott #1 var), the unique mint die II example, unpriced as such in Gibbons, a magnificent
bottom sheet margin mint block of 15 representing the largest recorded multiple of the first issue 2d rose, a stunning and
choice Superb og example of the 3p (Scott #2) considered to be the finest known example with accompanying Greene
Foundation certificate, plus a pair of the same purported to be the largest known mint multiple with gum, also with a
Greene certificate. Other 1861 Issues include a magnificent 3p with striking double impression (Scott #2b) with two
certificates, and a lovely mint 6p value as well. Other noteworthy items include a 2p rose from the 1862-68 issue in a
complete pane of 60, with double row of perforations variety, the 3p blue (Scott #6b), in a complete pane of 30, plus
tete-beche & gutter pair varieties of the same, 3p blue imperf, with impression of 4d in black on reverse(Scott #6b var),
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from the unique pane of 30, the 4p black from the 1868 issue complete panes of 30 of the yellowish paper & imperforate
types, a choice imperforate horizontal pair of the double impression variety (Scott #9d var), one of only two recorded
examples, the 4p black imperforate with “FOUP” variety, one of five known, etc. We also note a couple of nice items of
postal history along with numerous other gems from later issues. Many certificates accompany, and as a rule, the
condition is top extraordinary, an unparalleled opportunity to acquire some of the most notable pieces in PEI Philately
with provenances that include every major collection ever formed of this country most notably: Burrus,
Dale-Lichtenstein, Hubbard, Cusworth Covington and includes items being displayed at the Court of Honor at CAPEX
1996.
Estimate $75,000 - 100,000
321
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Canada, Dealer Stock, 1851-1959. Five jam-packed bourse-style stock books with stamps on sale pages
catalogued, valued and in order, including a book of major items such as (mint unless otherwise denoted): 1 used with
Cert, 2 used, 4 very lightly used with Cert, 5 used with Cert, 7 used, 7 used with Cert, 7 used with PF Cert, 8 used with
Cert, 9 used light green variety with Cert, 29a used with PF Cert, 50-60, 61, 96-103 (#100 with small thin), 131-4 pairs
NH, F3 unused, CLP2d on rough off-white paper with tiny thin/small tear at top center, CL45, OX3; also including:
US/Canada Trans-Border stampless cover “Mar (choice) 12 (18)56" CDS, 4 used, 14 unused part o.g., 14 used, 14
unused, 15 unused, 15 unused pulled perf, 17 unused, 17a unused, 17b used, 18 used, 20, 21 used, 21a used, 22
unused, 22 part o.g., 22 used (2), 22a used CDS watermarked, 23 used, 25 unused, 26 used, 27 unused small thin, 28
used, 28 used pair, 29 used, 29 (2), 34 strip of four tied to cover, 40 used, 41 unused, 42, 44, 44a disturbed gum, 45
unused, 46, 46 small thin, 47 used, 50-60 small faults, 50, 54, 55, 55-6, 59 used, 60 used, 62 used with faults, 62 used,
66-73 (2), 66-73 used, 68, 70 (4), 71 (3), 72 (3), 73(5) 73 used, 74-83 (2), 79, 80 disturbed gum, 80 used, 81 (3), 82
unused, 82, 83 unused (2), 83, 84, 84 unused small thin, 84 unused thin, 84 used (2), 85 NH, 88 block of four, 89 NH, 93
thinned, 93 (2), 94, 94 stain, 95 used, 96-103, 99, 99 used (3), 100 used short perf, 101 used, 101 used (2), 102 used (2),
99, 101, 103 (3), 103 used (4), 96-103 small faults, 96-103, 99, 103 slight hinge thin, 103 (3), 104-22 used, 110, 111 (2),
113, 119 (2), 120, 122 NH, 126 used coil pair, 131-4, 133 coil pair NH, 134 coil pair NH, 139b used double overprint,
141-5 (2), 146-8, 158 used (8), 158, 159, 158, 159 used (4), 176, 176 used (19), 177, 177 used (4), 202 plate block NH,
203 NH, 204 NH (5), 209 NH (6), 211-6 NH (2), 217-27, 227 used (18), 226-7, 226-7 NH, 227 NH, 228-30 NH, 241-5,
245 NH, 249-62, 249-62 NH, 268-73 (2), 268-73 NH, 302, dozens of recent Hawaii-values used and not counted, C1 NH
(2), C2 NH (2), C2 (7), C3 NH (5), C4 (5), C4 NH, E2 NH, E2 (2), E4 NH, F3 very lightly used, F3 with couple trivial faults,
F3 perf fault and small thin, MRF5 used (5), MR2A-C unused (2), CLP6 Roessler Forgery, J6-10, OX1, MR5 block of
four NH, dozens of revenue and officials not counted; ”O, Canada!" There is a lot of better and interesting material,
should be able to keep many and sell the rest online retail, generally F.-V.F. Scott $80,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Canada, Premium Dealer Stock, of six dealer counter books. Previously owned by Mark Lane, a dealer who
was focused on quality above all else. Each item was lovingly hand selected and choice. It will be difficult to find to find
so many premium stamps in one lot anywhere else. A partial inventory of some of the better items incl. used consists of:
19, 23, 26iv, 30b, 40a-b, 42 47, 57, 101 and 102. Mint (NH unless noted otherwise) consists of: 34 XLH, 46-7 LH, 47
hinged, 54, 59 hinged, 67 (2), 71, 76, 77, 77a (3), 85-6 (3), 89, 90a, 90v, 92, 96-7, 97, 98, 99, 102, 105, 108 o.g., 108 PF
graded 90, 109 LH PF graded 95, 110 (2), 111, 111b, 112 (2), 112a LH PF graded 95, 114, 114ii, 115 (2), 117 (3), 117a,
117iii, 118 (3), 119 (2), 120 (2), 120 black brown, 122 (3), 126a, 128a, 134, 137, 140, 159, 183i, 217-27 (2), 241-5 XLH,
249-62 LH, 249-62 (2), 258 PF graded 95, 261 PF graded 95, 262, 268-73, 273 PF graded 95, 294 PF graded 95, 302
PF graded 95, 321 (2, both PF graded 95), 411 matched plate block set, 951a, C2, CO1 PF graded 95, CO2 PF graded
95, E3 (2, both PF graded 85), E9 PF graded 95, MR1 (2), MR2 LH PF graded 95, MR2a, MR3a, O1-10, O24 PF graded
90, O25 PF graded 85, O27 (2, both PF graded 90), O16-26, O245, O241-4, O249-62 LH, O249-62 (3), O268-73 (2),
O273 (2), OCE1 block, OE10 block and OE11 block. Small faults are rare if any, generally choice, Very Fine overall,
Mark Lane Retail $34,656.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Canada, Dealer’s Stock of the 1911-25 “Admiral” Issue. Three counter book containing about 175 mint
items, including coils, surcharges, imperfs and War Tax; a few highlights include (NH unless noted) 2¢ green booklet
pane of 6 (2 LH), 3¢ brown lathework block of 8, 4¢ olive bister (7), 5¢ indigo VF, 7¢ red brown 40% lathework block of
six, 8¢ blue plate block of 6 (Fine), 10¢ plum (5) and the following blocks of 4: 5¢ violet, 7¢ yellow ocher, 7¢ red brown
(4), 10¢ blue and $1 (2). The coils include many strips & paste-ups as well as 1¢ green Toronto Experimental coil pair &
strip of 4; also included are a 2¢ on 3¢ die II (139c, LH), MR3a (5, 2 LH), MR4b (without gum as issued), MR6 and MR7a
(2 LH pairs). Condition is virtually all Very Fine or better including numerous Gems scattered throughout. Marked retail
prices total well over $43,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Canada, Dealer’s Stock of Large Queens, 1868-76. Two counter books containing 63 items including (mint
unless noted) 1¢ yellow #23i (1st printing) unused, 3¢ red #25 (2 with Greene Foundation certificates), 5¢ olive green
#26iv on cover to Scotland, 6¢ dark brown #27 unused, 12½¢ blue plate proof #28P, 15¢ deep blue #30e (2) and 3¢ laid
paper #33 used; condition is somewhat mixed on this one. Marked retail prices total $26,850.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Canada, Dealer’s Stock of the 1898 Xmas through 1908 Quebec Tercentenary Issues. One counter
book containing 44 items including (mint unless noted) 1898 Xmas (4 NH); 1899 2¢ on 3¢ Numeral narrow spacing
strip of 3 (88i) NH; 1903-08 Edward VII 1¢ (5 NH), 2¢ booklet pane with reinforced separation, 5¢ (1), 7¢ (2 NH), 10¢ (1
NH); and Quebec Tercentenary ½¢, 1¢ & 2¢ (2 each NH), 5¢ used block of 4, 7¢ (1 NH), 15¢ (1) and 20¢ (2, one NH).
Marked retail prices total about $12,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Canada, Dealer’s Stock of 1870-97 Small Queens. Two counter books containing about 55 items including
(mint NH unless noted) ½¢ black (4), a 1¢ yellow (9 plus used on an illustrated advertising card), 2¢ green (2), 3¢ copper
red #37b, unused, without gum, Greene Foundation certificate), 3¢ red perf 11½x12 #37e with Greene Foundation
certificate, and much more including many “jumbos”, both mint and used, and a few nice covers. Marked retail prices
total about $15,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Canada, Dealer’s Stock of 1927-91 Issues. Two counter books containing about 90 items including mint
NH 1928-29 12¢ Quebec Bridge (156) plate block of 6, 1930-31 & 1933 Coils (178-183, 205-207) strips of 4, 1933 Grain
Conference broken “X” in block of 4 and strip of 3, 1938 High Values (241-245), 1942-43 War Effort (6), 1946 Peace (5
plus a set of blocks of 4). Also numerous coils, booklet panes, plate varieties and XF Gems scattered throughout.
Marked retail prices total well over $14,000. A terrific lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada, Choice Virtually Complete Collection For Period, 1995-2008. Thousands of stamps, souvenir
sheets and first day covers residing in 8 binders, identified and arranged by Scott number, parallel mint and used with
many of the used on first day covers, most of the mint material includes all the premium highly sought after items, a few
such as #1699 sheetlet of 18, #1971 self adhesive Hockey Night, #1991 full pane of 10, #2063 panes of 21, also
includes five presentation albums with the Millennium Album, and three press sheets, total face alone is $2,800.00, a
nifty opportunity to catch up on the newer issues, good bidding!! everything we checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost exceeds, ex-Balboni. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada, Revenue Dealer Stock. In two dealer counter books, previously owned by a stamp dealer who
carefully hand selected each stamp. Contains some better quality mint items including (o.g. unless noted otherwise):
FPS23-40, FX28a, QR4, SL67 NH, PC1-6 and used: FWM8, FWM22-32, FSC7, FX73, FX133, QL1-14, QL70, SE8
doubling perfin var. Condition appears mostly sound with many usual and difficult items, much F.-V.F. previous owners
retail $7,327.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada, 1¢ 1898 Imperial Penny Postage, 110 plated singles (85-86). 100 different positions with 10
duplicates, all but five of which are mounted, one stamp to a page, below a corresponding diagram from Whitney L.
Bradley’s The Canadian Map Stamp of 1898 - A Plating Study; all are o.g. and about 75% are never hinged. Scott
value, counting all as blue (though there is a wide range of shades) and 80 as never hinged, is $7,600. A marvelous lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Canada, Dealer’s Stock of the 1897-1902 “Maple Leaf” & “Numeral” Issues. One counter book
containing 22 items including (mint NH unless noted) Maple Leafs ½¢ & 2¢ (1 each) & 6¢ (2), 8¢ (1, plus a used Jumbo),
and Numerals ½¢ & 1¢ (2 each), 2¢ purple (3 plus 1 LH), 2¢ carmine (1 plus an LH booklet pane with slight stains and a
used “imperf” single), 6¢ (LH), 7¢ (used block of 4), 10¢ (used block of 4) and two complete used sets. Marked retail
prices total $6,300.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Canada, Selection of 16 Better Covers, 1822-97. One stampless, one 1¢ 1859, two Large Queens, and the
rest Small Queens; an excellent variety of usages, mostly clean and F-VF, all in sleeves with write-ups and retail prices
totaling nearly $6,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Canada, Small Collection of Mint and Used. Hinged to Minkus pages, containing the following better
stamps (used unless noted otherwise): 14, 23-25, 27-28, 30, 50-57 o.g., 56-57, 59-60, E1 o.g., 85-86 o.g., J1-5 o.g., 84,
103 no gum, 149-59 (mixed mint and used set, $1 is o.g.), 162-77, J6-10 o.g. Although many of the stamps I examined
were sound, centering and condition will vary. Overall a nice collection base to expand upon., Very Good-Very Fine.
2011 Scott $5,840 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
Canada, Extensive Booklet Pane Collection, 1935-2000. Starts with panes of 232b, 232a, 232b, 233a,
249a, 249b, 250b, 460b, 586aiii, 924ai, 925a, 1116c, 1163bi, 1166b, through to 2034a, enormous face value, come on
down, gab a chair and enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Canada, Mint and Used Collection, 1868-1970. Starter collection of a few hundred stamps on White Ace
pages; begins with an XF 3¢ Large Queen, but is otherwise quite scatter in the 19th century; nothing rare and the high
values are all used through the 1940s, but we do note several better mint like LH ½¢ & 8¢ Jubilees and 10¢ Quebec and
XF NH Admirals #112, 113, 115 & 117; overall clean and very worthwhile.
Estimate $350 - 500
Canada, Revenue Hoard, 1897-1930. Thousands of unused revenues, includes FG19 (x400 in eight full
panes), FG22 (x387 with five complete panes), FEG2 (x446), FEG3 (x415), FEG4 (x138 with two full panes), FEG5
(x474), FEG6 (x425), FEG9 (x100 in two complete panes), FEG10 (x278), unused without gum, F.-V.F. Van Dam
C$8,500 for NH ($10,370).
Estimate $300 - 400
Canada & Provinces, Powerful Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1934. An exceptional collection on old
Scott International pages; loaded with better stamps, the best being (mint unless noted) British Columbia #8 (no gum),
New Brunswick #1 (used on piece, light crease), Newfoundland 26, 30, 35, 98-114, 128, C3h, C6-11, C13-17 & C18,
Nova Scotia (used on piece, light crease) and Canada #2 & 5 (both used), complete Victoria Jubilees (mint to the $1),
73, 95 (no gum), 1927-34 issues complete, etc., etc., etc.; condition is a little mixed, especially early, but is generally
F-VF. Scott $32,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Canada & Provinces, Olde Tyme Collection, 1859-2003. Presented in five Scott Specialty albums and two
binders, there is an album with Canada including used 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, useful large and small queens, mint & used
Jubilees to 50¢, used 66-73, 74-84, 96-103, mint includes 104-122, 125-130, 141-145, 149-158, 203, 205-207 pairs,
217-227, 241-245, 249-262, Newfoundland with used 11A, 18, 30, C13-C17, mint 9, 59, 61-74, 78-85, 115-126,
212-225, 226-229, C6-C11, J1-J7, Prince Edward Island mint 4-6, 9-10, 11-16, 50th Anniversary Alaska Canada
Highway collection, Canada postal stationery collection, with many extras such as covers, plate blocks, complete
booklets and blocks of four, a real treasure chest of desirable stamps, a few condition issues, but overall F.-V.F., and
worthy of aggressive bidding.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Canada & Provinces, Mint and Used Stock. Approximately 2/3 Canada and 1/3 Newfoundland, carefully
organized on approximately 900 small dealer cards (#102), some cards with multiple stamps on each card. Most
stamps appear to have catalog value in the $1-$10 range, but I noticed an occasional $50 or $100 item. Centering and
condition are mixed, mostly used with the occasional mint stamp (a few NH), Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $32,500
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada & Provinces, Parallel Mint and Used Collection, 1860-1987. Pleasant starter collection in a Scott
Specialty album; Provinces are mainly Newfoundland, and mint Canada is virtually complete and just about all NH from
the late 1940s to 1987 but somewhat scattered before that, with nothing much over about $75 but lots of nice $20-$40
singles; the used 20th century is fairly complete and there are some useful used 19th century as well; condition is a little
mixed, especially on the best used stamps, but is generally F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750

Christmas Island
341

Christmas Island, Mint Collection, 1958-2013. Mounted with Scott mounts in a Scott Specialty Album,
includes 1-10, 22-33, 162-173, 196-211, 326-341, then complete with all the souvenir sheets to 2013, makes for a
stunning presentation, great potential to be had, make sure to put this on your to review list, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
HH
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Cocos Islands
342

Cocos Islands, Choice Collection, 1963-2013. Some great stamps for your collection of stock, mounted in
Scott Specialty Album with Scott mounts, includes 1-6, 8-19, 20-31, 34-50, then complete up to 372-373, with a used
O1, includes some excellent duplication, you’ll miss a lot if you miss this lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
HH
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Cook Islands, Comprehensive Collection, 1937-2008. Virtually complete from Independence through
2008, in seven large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, each set in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets and/or
booklets (all of which appear VF NH), AND another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium
has been counted; This popular group of islands is loaded with coral beauty and key topicals, including: Royal Jubilees,
Visits, Coronations, Weddings and omnibus issues, Churchill, Columbus, Writers, Arts, Penny Black, History,
Olympics, Captain Cook, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Christmas, Easter, Space, Manned Flight, Flowers, Diana,
Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; Great collection to continue and have the country complete to date!
Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $13,000+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Cook Islands, Flower Issue Accumulation, 2010 (1313-22). NH sheets of high values. Scott $19,962.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Cook Islands, Topical New Issue Group, 2010-12. Including 2010-12 Flower definitive & official sets of
sheets of 25, Scott numbers: 1305-22, 1388-89, O70-84, O85-87, O88-102 and O103-17, o.g., never hinged. Scott
$8,516.
Estimate $600 - 800
Cook Islands, Covers Used In Other Countries, 1937-61. 21 covers, better includes 1937 Cook Island
used in New Zealand, 1939 Cook Island used in Danger Island, 1958 Cook Island used in Aitutaki, a couple of first flights
from Aitutaki to Fiji, 1961 Cook Islands used in Penrhyn, 1917 New South Wales used in Norfolk Island, good looking lot
with enormous potential, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

Cyprus
347

Cyprus, Mainly Mint Collection, 1903-2005. A lovely collection, neatly mounted and written-up in two 3-ring
binders; scattered prior to QEII (though we do note a nice used set of 1934 KGV Pictorials #125-135), but complete mint
for QEII and NH from 1960 onward; also includes Turkish Cyprus complete for the period.
Estimate $300 - 400
HH/H/m

Dominica
348

Dominica, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1877-1989. In Scott album with 1882 (12, used), 1938
(97-110, mint), 1948 (114-15, mint), 1951 (122-36), 1954 (142-56), 1963 (164-180), followed by a virtually complete
section of sets and souvenir sheets issued in the 1965-81 period. We also noted some War Tax stamps. An enjoyable
lot to view and own, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
HH/H

Falkland Islands
349

48

Falkland Islands, British Antarctic & South Georgia, 1886-2002. Summer heat got you down? Come
down to the Falklands and the other British Antarctic Colonies! Begin with some nice Falkland Islands mint: 8, 10, 12,
13, 16a, 17, 26, 27, 35-38, 71-2, 77-80, 84-96, 100, 107-20, 128-42, and it goes on and on, COMPLETE mint through
1993 and from 1993-2002 VF NH!! Falkland Islands Dependencies 1L19-33 NH! South Georgia mint: 1-16, 17-30; NH:
236-247, 279-80; and, then British Antarctic Territory mint: 1-15, 16-19, 25-38, 39-42—-why go on? The whole territory
is here COMPLETE mint, and beginning with 192-7, it’s all NH through 2002; We can truly say you won’t see something
like this again! Get in, buy the more recent new issues and stake out your own igloo in these possibly most popular of all
HH/H
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British territories; They certainly have some of the most beautiful stamps! If you can’t buy them, at least spend some
time marvelling at this collection! Bring your mukluks or your fur coats to lounge on Goose Green! F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
350

Falkland Islands and Dependencies, Cover Collection, 1944-60. Eleven covers, includes first day cover
for L1-L8, South Georgia set to London, 2L1-2L8 on cover to Port Stanley, 93-96 on cover to England (x3), 4L1-4L8 on
cover to Falklands, 5L1-5L8 on cover to Port Stanley, and 122-124 last day cover to Port Stanley, all philatelically
inspired, but extremely scarce none the less, inspection strongly suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
)

Fiji
351

H/m

352

HH/H

Fiji, Comprehensive Collection, 1927-2009. Virtually complete from 1927 through 2009, in six large 3-ring
binders with Hagner stock sheets, each set in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets (all of which appear VF NH), AND
another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted; This popular island has
one of the longest postal histories in the Pacific; It is loaded with beauty and key topicals, including: Royal Jubilees,
Visits, Coronations, Weddings and Omnibus Issues, Churchill, Olympics, Football (Soccer), Various Sports, Captain
Cook, Admiral Bligh, Turtles, Christmas, Easter, Space, Flowers, Diana, Natives Birds, Fish, Butterflies, and Other
Indigenous Species, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; Great collection to continue and have the country complete
to date! Very Fine, combined catalog or owners acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $6,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Fiji & Pitcairn Islands, Comprehensive Twentieth-Century Mint Collection, 1878-2002. Grab your
paddles and jump in your kayaks and ocean canoes so you don’t miss this fantastic modern collection; Two of the most
popular Pacific Island postal entities almost complete mint (NH starting in mid-1990s) for the entire twentieth century!
Fiji mint: 59-68, 70-77, 79-90, 93-106, etc., etc., etc.,—-from there COMPLETE through # 940, with J12-19 mint thrown
in for good measure! And then there’s the exciting and romantic Pitcairn Islands, founded by descendents of HMS
Bounty mutineers and their Polynesian women! Let’s keep it clean and simple: the entire country complete mint from # 1
through #552 in 2002! Take a gander a this tremendous holding! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Gambia
353

H

354

HH/H

Gambia, Specialized Collection, 1869-1935. A marvelous, virtually complete parallel mint & used
collection neatly arranged on black stock sheets; the mint portion is literally complete, according to Scott, the used is
missing only the rare 1922 KGV 3s black purple; in addition, there are myriad shades and cancels, plus panes of 15 of
the 1880 ½d & 1d and the 1886 1s, reversed watermarks on the 1921 6d & 7½d KGV, and Specimen overprints of the
1898 QV (20-27), 1921 KGV watermarked Script CA (87-96) and 1922 Elephant & Palm watermarked block CA
(121-124) and an imperf plate proof of 5d Elephant & Palm background only; also included is a group of eight 1901/1941
covers or cards; as for condition, on the unused 1869 & 1874 Cameos, only the 1874 4d has o.g., but after that, the
whole collection is clean and F-VF, the mint with o.g. A great lot. Scott $10,600 ++.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Gambia, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1880-1980. Mounted on album pages, including 1886-87
(12-19), 1898 (20-26), 1902-05 (33-36 & 39), 1912 (70-80), 1922 (123), 1935 (125-28), 1922 (102-12 & 118), 1938
(132-43), 1948 (146-47), 1953 (153-67), followed by a virtually complete section of sets and souvenir sheets issued in
the 1961-80 period. A nice lot to build upon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Gibraltar
355

Gibraltar, Twentieth-Century Mint Collection, 1889-2002. In green Scott Specialty Album, a handful of
nineteenth century but strength is in twentieth century; After 1921 complete mint through 2002 except for less than a
half-dozen stamps: Beginning in late 1980s stamps become NH; many souvenir sheets and booklets; A nice-looking
collection, with important topicals in late twentieth century; Worth a look! F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
HH/H/m
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Gold Coast
356

Gold Coast, Mint & Used Collection, 1883-1953. Mounted on Scott album pages, incl. many better (mint
unless denoted) such as 1883-91 (13-20), 1894 (25, used), 1898-1902 (32-35, used), 1902 (44-46), 1921-25 (93), 1928
(98-107), 1938-41 (115-27), 1948 (130-41), 1948 (142-43) & 1952-54 (148-59), plus some postage dues. A beautiful
starter collection, see illustrations on our website, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m

Great Britain
357

HH/H

358

H/m/)

359

HH

360

)

361

HH/H/m

362

H/m

363

H/m/)

50

Great Britain & Offices Abroad, Gorgeous Collection, 1840-1990. Residing in two volumes, an absolutely
astounding collection, used includes #1 on cover, a plating exercise of 3, 111-122 including 118a, mint includes
159-167, 167a, 168-172, 203-204, 210-220, 267-268, 286-289, 292-308, 317-333, M.E.F 1-15, E.A. F. 1-9, for use in
Somalia 10-20, for use in Tripolitania 14-26, Offices in Morocco 1-7, 12-17, 19, 21-23, 45, 543-545, Offices in Turkey
17-24, Bahrain 72-80, Kuwait 72-81A, 82-83, 93-101, Muscat & Oman 25-26, with many varieties of paper, watermarks,
appears complete mint from 1967-1990, a must have for any Anglophile, please take sufficient time to enjoy this
selection, you won’t be disappointed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Great Britain, Valuable Collection, 1840-2013. Residing in three beautiful Scott Specialty Albums and a
small box, in the first two volumes are better used including 4 margin 1, 1 on cover, 3-4, 17, 32, 34, 49, 67, 69, 81, 96,
102-105, 108, 111-122, 126, 139, 223, mint starts in 1960 and continues for the period mostly mint and complete, with
booklets and presentation booklets and a fair representation of postage dues, in the third volume is Machin Heads,
regional issues, offices abroad, and finally a small box with more Machins and booklets and NH sets, huge catalog value
present, post office fresh, a rare opportunity that should not be ignored, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Great Britain, Machin and Regional Issues, 1967-2000. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps and booklets
presented in six volumes, the first two are an exhaustive study of the Machin issue, beginning with a five page identifier,
then an amazing array of material with different papers, inks, phosphor, shades, coils, se-tenants, gutter pairs,
booklets, the third volume contains regional issues, the fourth and fifth volumes include complete booklets, and the sixth
volume contains elliptical perf issues, a specialized collection destined for the specialist in this area, you’ll need plenty of
time to properly review this holding so don’t wait another moment, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Great Britain, Cover Collection, 1815-1949. Lighthouse album with 54 covers, including several better
items such as 1858 folded letter with 2d blue & 6d lilac, and sent to Halifax; 1861 folded letter with 6d lilac, and sent to
Cadiz; 1867 folded letter with 2d blue & 6d lilac, and addressed Paris; 1870 folded letter with 1s horizontal pair, and sent
to Rio de Janeiro; 1873 folded letter with 3d rose, and addressed Trieste, plus six stampless folded letters, and several
individually franked with 1d red-brown stamp issued in 1841. We also noted one cover sent from the British Post Office
in Beyrout to France, and other cover with Great Britain 2½d QV used in Malta and addressed France. A lot that is a
delight to go through and will break down well, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Great Britain, Mainly Mint Collection, 1841-2001. In one large and one small Green Scott Specialty
albums; nineteenth century sparse, but # 111-22 & 126 used, 96 & 109 used on piece, 127-38 used, 139-40 & 159-72
mint, 185-6 & 203-4 mint, 268 & 275 mint, 309-12 mint, mid-1950s mainly complete mint until 1991; looks largely
complete NH 1992-2001; beginning in 1970s and 80s and 90s many booklets and booklet panes NH; second smaller
volume has many regional issue machins; great to start a major collection! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Great Britain, Mint and Used Collection, 1840-1932. High catalog collection on old Scott International
pages; the bulk of the value is in average/Fine quality 19th century starting with three Penny Blacks and including lots of
duplication for plate numbers; later mint includes some better mid-range material like #111-122 and some nicer Offices
Abroad; mixed quality early, later generally F-VF. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1991. Presented in five Stanley Gibbons albums, mint with 78, 185-186,
203-204, 210-220, 249A-251A, 267-268, 275, 286-289, 317-333, then a second album 1991-1999, another album of
regional definitives, used collection with 1 (2), a nice selection to enter this ever popular area, inspection should be
taken to determine NH material, good luck, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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364

HH/H/m

365

H/m

366

HH

367

H/m

368

HH

369

HH/H/) Great Britain: Channel Islands, Mint Collection. Housed in five albums, with Guernsey, Alderney, Jersey

Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1950. Practical lot for the dealer/collector, includes used #1,
139, 140, mint 127-138, 140, 209, 267-268 blocks of four, 286-289, should easily go over our low estimate, good luck!!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Great Britain, Mint and Used Collection, 1840-1988. Nice starter collection in a two-volume Lighthouse
hingeless album (album goes to 1984, rest on blank pages); the 19th century, which starts with a 4-margin Penny Black
(small tear) and a Fine 2d blue, is mostly used, quite scattered and in mixed condition; the 20th is mostly mint and
relatively complete (no high values) with the mint being NH from about 1960.
Estimate $400 - 600
Great Britain, Comprehensive Collection, 1997-99. Here is something for the Great Britain philatelist,
complete Presentation Packs and VF NH blocks of four for all commemoratives from 1997-99, a definitive booklet, plus
a double sheet (with gutters) of 60 of the 2004 Lord of the Rings set with related presentation packs, etc., and a special
hardbound (with dust jacket), Limited Edition 1998 Collectors Album; Retail online sales should quickly turn a profit!
Very Fine, combined Catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $2,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1991. In two Scott albums, Great Britain
starts with 1840 (1-2, used and clear margins), 1857 (26, used), 1856 (27-28, used), 1867-80 (51 & 55, used), 1883-84
(98-107, used), 1883-84 (96 & 108-109, used), 1891 (124, used), 1902 (139-41, used), 1919 (179-81, used), 1934
(222-24, used), 1948 (267-68, mint), 1952-54 (292-308, mint), 1955-57 (317-33, mint), 1958-60 (353-69, mint),
followed by many never hinged sets in the modest range, plus Postage Dues 1936-37 (J18-24, mint), 1951-52 (J34-38),
1954-55 (J39-44), 1955-57 (J45-54) & 1959-63 (J55-67) and regional issues. We also noted Offices in Turkish Empire
1902-05 (8-12, mint), 1905 (23-24, mint) & 1921 (55-64, mint). Channel Islands in a well-filled album with Guernsey,
Jersey & Isle of Man sets issued in the 1960s-80s period. A gainful lot with several stamps not typically found in one
holding! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Prestige Book Accumulation, 1980-2006. Selection of over 100
booklets, all post office fresh and in a red bankers box, includes Great Britain and the four channel islands, huge
potential brewing on this lot so be sure to give it a look see, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

and Isle of Man, appears complete for period, with all souvenir sheets and postage dues, includes volume of booklets, a
wonderful collection that can be broken down, examination is encouraged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
370

HH

371

HH/H

Great Britain: Channel Islands, Comprehensive Collection, 1941-2006. Mounted in three pristine Scott
Specialty Albums with Scott mounts, includes Guernsey with German Occupations and postage dues to 1999,
Alderney complete 1983 to 2006, and Jersey complete with German Occupations, postage dues and a page of
revenues, with the booklets and souvenir sheets, all in all a collection with great eye appeal, should be some aggressive
bidding over this one, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Great Britain: Channel Islands and Isle of Man, Complete Mint Collection, 1969-2002. Guernsey,
Jersey, Alderney and Isle of Man in three green Scott Specialty albums virtually complete from independent Bailiwick
status 2002 (Alderney 1983-92); All look to be complete mint from 1973-2002, from 1994-2002 apparently are all NH;
includes many souvenir sheets and booklets and more specialized material from 1980s and 90s, most of which appears
NH; These fresh-looking collections contain almost 3,000 different stamps! You know you’ve always wanted to collect
these most popular of areas that go back to Viking and Norman times; Now is your chance to jump in and start (or
upgrade) while the US dollar is strong! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Grenada
372

Grenada, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1861-1988. In two Scott albums, beginning with some
used earlies such as 1861 (1, used), 1863-71 (3-4, used), 1873 (7, used), 1886 (29, used), 1888-91 (35, used), 1895-99
(46, mint), 1913 (79-87), 1921-29 (97-105 & 108-11), 1934 (114-23), 1935 (127-27), 1938-43 (132-42), 1948 (145-46),
1951 (151-63), 1953-55 (171-82), followed by a highly complete section of sets and souvenir sheets issued in the
1958-82 period, including airmails and some postage dues. A terrific collection but with room for further expansion,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m
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Hong Kong
373

H/m

374

H/)

375

HH/H/m

Hong Kong, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1997. In Scott album, beginning with 1863-80 (8-10, 12-16,
18-21 & 23-24, used), 1874 (26-27, used), 1876 (30, used), 1882-1902 (36-41 & 43-48, mint), 1891 (52 & 55-56, used),
1891 (66, mint), followed by KEVII, KGV & KGVI used examples. We also noted the following mint sets: 1935 Silver
Jubilee (147-50), 1941 KGVI (168-73), 1948 Silver Wedding (178-79), 1954-60 QEII (185-98, incl. $5 & $10 NH),
1961-62 QEII (203-17, NH), 1968-70 (249-50, 253-54), 1973 QEII (275-88 & 275a-88a), followed by a highly complete
section of sets issued in the 1970s-90s period, incl. souvenir sheets. A collector’s collection with desirable sets and
singles from a popular area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Hong Kong, Immaculate Mint Collection, 1965-97. A fresh collection mounted on quadrille pages,
includes 249-250, 253-254, 443-446, 446b, 490a-504a, 490c-504c, 502e, 560-563, 563a, 600-604, 605 and appears
complete from 1988-1997, with souvenir sheets and first day covers, also has a few stock pages with sets and booklets,
a great starter lot of this ever poplar country, check ‘er out, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Hong Kong, Mint and Used Collection 1893-1990. Well constructed lot with mint 66, 147-150, 168-173
(x2), 178-179, 180-183, used 147-150, 178-179, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Indian States
376

Indian States, 1870s-1940s. Scattered but valuable collection of a few hundred stamps from both the
Convention and the Feudatory States on Minkus pages in a 3-ring binder; while there are not a lot of stamps, they
appear to have been purchased one at a time, for the most part, since an inordinate number catalog $5 & up; highlights
include (mint unless noted), Bijawar 6-10, Chamba 13 (used), Charkari 39-42, Cochin 57A, Jaipur 24-35, Jammu &
Kashmir #1, Nabha 6 & 9, Nowannugur #9 and Patiala 5 & 6, plus many more cataloging in the $20-$75 range; as a
bonus, condition is not a problem, being almost entirely F-VF. A great lot. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m

Ireland
377

HH/H/m

378

HH/H/m

379

H/m/)

380

H/m

52

Ireland, Mostly Mint Collection, 1922-2003. Well over a thousand different in green Scott Specialty album,
99% mint, including: 12 NH, 44-58 mint, 96 & 98 mint, 119 NH, then virtually complete mint through 1987; beginning in
roughly 1988 many NH; after 1992 ALL MNH, including souvenir sheets, booklets, plus specialty material; airs and dues
mint or used; If you missed a decade or so of new issues, here’s a great chance to catch up; good to start specialized
collection or to fill out existing one! F.-V.F., ex- Balboni.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Ireland, Mint & NH Collection, 1922-2003. Well over a thousand different in large Green Scott Specialty
album, 99% mint, including: 12 NH, 44-58 mint, 96 & 98 mint, 119 NH, then virtually complete mint through 1987;
beginning in roughly 1988 many NH; after 1992 ALL MNH, including souvenir sheets, booklets, plus specialty material;
airs and dues mint or used; If you missed a decade or so of new issues, here’s a great chance to catch up; Very nice
looking stamps to start specialized collection or to fill out existing one! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Ireland, Used Stock, 1922-2000. 2,400 stamps and covers residing in one volume, range of items are Scott
16//578, there are six MNH sets of 519-520, enough material to assure high potential, scoop it up before someone else
does!! F.-V.F. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $400 - 600
Ireland, Comprehensive Collection, 1996-99. This is as specialized and complete as you will ever find,
from September 1996 through April 1999 in one large 3-ring binder with Hagner stock sheets, all stamps appear VF NH,
each set in singles, blocks of four, SS, miniature sheets, booklets, presentation packs and annual year sets; Celebrate
your heritage with this collection of stunning beauty and philatelic finesse! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s
acquisition value, ex- Balboni. Scott $1,290+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Jordan
381

Jordan, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1920-81. Mostly on Scott album pages, including 1925 (122-29),
1925 (130-43), 1928 (158-68), 1930 (170-84), 1942 (199-206), 1943-44 (207-20), 1952 (255-69), 1959 (352-67),
followed by most sets up to $10, and including some higher such as 1966 (528-28M & C43-45), 1968 (552-58), 1969-70
(576-90) & 1974 (758-68). Semipostals B1-11 & Airmail section with C1-21 & 1964 Birds (C26-28, NH), followed by
several other sets. We also noted 1925 Postage Dues (J12-17) & 1950-51 Postal Tax (RA23-25 & RA26-27), plus some
occupation examples for use in Palestine. Very attractive, and an opportunity at our valuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H

Kiribati
382

Kiribati, Comprehensive Collection, 1979-2008. Virtually complete from Independence through 2008, in
four large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, each set in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets (all of which
appear VF NH), AND another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted;
This popular group of islands is loaded with coral beauty and key topicals, including: Royal Jubilees, Visits,
Coronations, Weddings and omnibus issues, Churchill, Columbus, Writers, Arts, Penny Black, History, Olympics,
Captain Cook, Maps, WWII, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Dinosaurs, Christmas, Easter, Space, Manned Flight, Flowers,
Diana, Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; Great collection to continue and have the country complete to
date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $4,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m

Kuwait
383

Kuwait, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1923-77. Mostly mounted on Scott album pages and very neat,
including 1929-37 (17-32), 1945 (59-71), 1948 (82-83), 1950-51 (93-101), 1959 (140-52), 1961 (155-72), 1964
(225-243), 1965 (291-98), 1969-74 (462-73 & 473A-B), 1973 Birds (583-90, se-tenant blocks of 4), 1977 (675-706,
se-tenant blocks of 4), 1978 (742-49, se-tenant blocks of 4), 1978 (756-63) & 1983 (903-907, plus some airmails and
postage dues. Officials section with 1923-24 (O1-11). Excellent foundation with many gainful issues, take a look,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H

Lesotho
384

Lesotho, Royal Wedding Issue, 1981 (335-337), complete imperforate sheets of 50, comprising 25s x20;
50s x20 & 75s x20 : (1,000 sets). Perfect for the topical dealer, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Estimate $500 - 750
HHa

Malaya
385

H/m

386

)

Malaya, Outstanding Mainly Mint Collection, 1867-1932. A marvelous collection on old Scott International
pages; highlights include (mint unless noted), Straits Settlements 3, 61, 70, 167a, 201, Federated States 4, 6, 14, 34,
35, 75, Johore 3, 14-17 (used), 54-58, 85, 119-122, Kedah 21-22, 3a/33a, 42, Negri Sembilan 5-14, 20, Pahang 16, 17,
Perak 41 (used), 47-57 (56 no gum), Selangor 10 & 16 (both used), 33, 34, 42-44, Sungei Ujong 4 (SG 6, no gum) and
Trengganu 37 (3), 44 & J1-4; condition is clean and F-VF throughout. A truly remarkable lot., 10. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Malaya, Postal History Collection, 1910-87. 35 covers mounted on annotated pages, including many
franked on reverse with single or mixed frankings representing the 4¢ (Empire letter rate), 5¢ (Malayan internal rate) &
8¢ (Empire letter rate). We also noted Singapore aerogrammes 1913 Penang registered postal packet receipt & 1914
money order, F.-V.F..
Estimate $200 - 300
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387

Malay States, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection. In Scott album and some loose album pages,
starting with Federated Malay States section which incl. some better used regular stamps and postage dues such as
1936-38 (J7-12, mint); Johore 1948 (128-29), 1949-55 (130-50) & 1960 (158-68); Kedah 1948 (55-56), 1957 (83-93) &
1959-62 (95-105); Kelantan 1937-40 (40), 1948 (44-45), 1951 (50-70) & 1957 (72-82); Malacca 1948 (1-2), 1949
(3-17), 1954-55 (29-44) & 1957 (45-55); Negri Sembilan 1935-36 (21-34), 1948 (36-37) & 1957 (64-74); Pahang 1948
(44-45) & 1957 (72-82); Penang 1948 (1-2), 1949-52 (3-22), 1954-55 (29-44) & 1957 (45-55); Perak 1948 (99-100),
1950 (105-125) & 1957-61 (127-37); Perlis 1948-49 (1-2), 1951 (7-27) & 1957 (29-39); Selangor 1948 (74-75) & 1957
(102-112); Trengganu 1948 (47-48) & 1957 (75-85), plus Straits Settlements used representation. We also noted as a
bonus Malaysia section with sets issued in the 1963-77 period. Please make a thorough viewing, turning page for page,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
HH/H/m

Maldive Islands
388

Maldive Islands, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1906-81. In two albums and highly complete for the
period, starting with 1933 (11-19), 1951 (20-28), 1960 (58-68), 1966 (172-86), 1966 (195-200), 1967 (201-206), 1967
(214-20), followed by a large number of topical sets and souvenir sheets in the $5 to 15 range. Nice clean lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H

Malta
389

HH/H

390

HH/H

Malta, Mint Collection, 1885-2001. In a Scott green Specialty Album, pretty extensive and complete in
twentieth century except for two dozen or so stamps, mainly mint, occasional NH, starting 1990s becomes NH; includes
semi-postal and better Postage Dues; There are some beautiful and fresh-looking stamps here; It wouldn’t take much to
complete this whole country; Many thousands of dollars in catalog value! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Malta, Mint Collection, 1860-1982. A few hundred mint stamps mounted in a Davo hingeless album,
includes 11, 13, 14, 41, 98-109, 116-119, 121-129, 167-182, then complete from 1949-1982, stamps chosen for their
centering and freshness, a pleasure to inspect, Very Fine. Scott $2,008.
Estimate $400 - 600

Nauru
391

Nauru, Comprehensive Collection, 1916-2007. Complete from 1925 through 2007, in four large 3-ring
binders with Hagner stock sheets, most sets in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets (all of which appear VF NH), AND
for most another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted; This Pacific atoll
was named “Pleasant Island” by its first European visitors; its beautiful stamps are loaded with key topical themes,
including: Royal Jubilees, Visits, Coronations, Weddings and Omnibus Issues, Churchill, Columbus, Writers, Painter,
Arts, History, Olympics, Football (Soccer), Captain Cook, Explorers, Trafalgar, Dinosaurs, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles,
Native Species, Christmas, Easter, Space, Manned Flight, Flowers, Diana, Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Environment,
UN; Great collection to continue and have the country complete to date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s
acquisition cost, ex- Barboni. Scott $3,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
H/m

New Guinea
392

H/m

393

HH

54

New Guinea, Small But Valuable Collection, 1925-32. Solid little collection with the value almost entirely in
mint including #1-13, 18-30, 45 (used), C1-27, O1-9 plus O6a and O12-22; all clean and F-VF. A great lot. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
New Guinea, Full Sheet Lot, 1925-29. Unusual lot consists of two sheets #2, sheet 3, O2, O3 and O5, with a
few part sheets, a great find for the British Pacific collector or dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $947.
Estimate $300 - 400
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New Zealand
394

H/m

395

H/m

396

H/m/)

397

H/m

398

HH/H/m

399

HH/H

New Zealand, Comprehensive Collection, 1935-2008. We can’t remember when we last saw a collection
like this, a major country complete MNH from 1935 to early 2008, in twenty (20) large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock
sheets, every single stamp appears VF NH, including souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, booklets, AND another set
used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted; AND That’s Not All! This collection
includes bonus Presentation Packs, Yearly Collection Albums, Limited Editions Albums, many souvenirs PLUS Health
Stamps, Duck Stamps, AND a complete Ross Dependency Collection complete from #1 through 2007 (VF NH plus
used sets most apparently on cover)! This is such a magnificent opportunity, you might be tempted to complete your
New Zealand collection, and then go to Auckland to use the rest for face-value postage after you’ve sold some of them
online! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Baldoni. Scott $32,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
New Zealand, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1856-1934. About 175 different on old Scott
International pages; highlights include used #9, 9h, 24, 27 and mint 98, 122-125, AR31, B1-6, and much more; as for
condition—no worries—almost everything is clean and F-VF (the four Chalon heads we note are all 3+ to four margins).
A great lot. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
New Zealand, Mostly Mint Collection, 1947-1992. Housed in two albums on quadrille pages, better mint
includes 185-198, 229-241, 288-301, 333-352, 382-404, B2-B3, C1-C5, E1, then complete to 1992, better used
165-170, with many miniature sheets, most stamps were chosen for their centering and freshness, a superior holding
that will grace some one’s collection, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
New Zealand, Comprehensive Collection of Scarce Special Editions, 1997-2007. A virtually complete
44-volume collection of all New Zealand Post official Limited Edition (Hardbound with Dust Cases) Collectors Albums: a
complete run from November 2000 (Volume 19: Threatened Birds) through November 2007 (Volume 39: Ross
Dependency 2007); complete run of “The New Zealand Stamp Collection” from 1997 through 2007 (with a couple
extras); the very scarce “The Millennium Collection”; the extremely scarce “New Zealand Collection: 150 Years,” and
“1898 Pictorial Centenary Collection”; these last two volumes alone new issue price was $295 each; Also thrown in are
seven other Collectors Editions, such as Lord of the Ring, King Kong, Chronicles of Narnia and the Queen Mother’s
100th Anniversary; All of these include VF MNH stamps, souvenir sheets, some with a few FDCs; These are numbered,
listed and/or noted in Scott because many contain stamps and/or souvenir sheets, stamp formats, etc., available
through no other means; Some of these individual items are extremely scarce and command a high premium for any
collector who wants to have a complete New Zealand Collection; This kind of collection is rarely seen or offered! Very
Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Baldoni. Scott $3,000 ++ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
New Zealand & Dependencies, Extensive Twentieth Century Collection, 1874-2002. In two Scott green
specialty albums, first volume includes some good-looking oldies mint, such as: 77-79, 80, 96, 112-4, 117, 119, 132-4,
137, 139, 165-70 used, 179-81, 182-3, largely complete from 1908-1941 (mint/used), looks to be complete after 1941
mint, souvenir sheets NH beginning in 1988, and from 1994-2002 appears complete VF NH; second volume includes
semi-postals complete except for B3-4, mint complete from B11 through about 1997, with many souvenir sheets NH; Air
Mails complete (C1-3 used, C6-8 NH); few dozen Life Insurance stamps, mainly mint; Ross Dependency complete from
first stamps through 2001, NH after 1994; This is either a fabulous starter collection, or one to fill in many missed issues
with lots left to sell retail online; Lots to look through and find! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
New Zealand Dependancies, Mint Collection, 1903-2010. Residing in three Scott Specialty albums and
mounted with Scott mounts, includes Aitutaki 37-47, 293-311, 322-341 less 338, B39-B43, B44-B50, Cook Islands
include 27-29, 48-60, 84-88, 112-114, 131-140, 148-158, 199-220, 398-402, Niue has 21-29, 53-58, 77-85, Penrhyn
Island includes 17-24, 160-172, 284-286, 311-318, and scattered coverage of Tokelau, a nice representation of this
ever popular area, you would be remiss in neglecting to examine this group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Niue
400

Niue, Comprehensive Collection, 1935-2007. Largely complete from earliest issues through 2007, in five
large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, most sets in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets (all of which appear
VF NH), AND for most another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted;
This coral island was named “Savage Island” by Captain Cook and has long been popular with collectors; it is loaded
with beautiful stamps with key topical themes, including: Royal Jubilees, Visits, Coronations, Weddings and Omnibus
Issues, Churchill, Columbus, Writers, Painter, Arts, Penny Black, History, Olympics, Football (Soccer), Captain Cook,
Explorers, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Native Species, Christmas, Easter, Space, Manned Flight, Flowers, Diana,
Marilyn, Elvis, Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Pope Benedict, Environment, UN; Great collection to continue and have
the country complete to date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $6,300+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
H/m

Norfolk Island
401

H/m

402

HH

403

HH/H

Norfolk Island, Comprehensive Collection, 1947-2007. Looks to be complete from # 1 through 2007, in
seven large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, all of which appear VF NH, AND for most another set used, many
of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted; Captain Cook named this island for the Duchess
of Norfolk, and was a penal colony in the nineteenth century; Since its first issues in 1947 it has been popular with
collectors; it is loaded with many beautiful stamps with key topical themes, including: Royal Jubilees, Visits,
Coronations, Weddings and Omnibus Issues, Writers, Painter, Arts, Penny Black, History, Olympics, Football (Soccer),
Captain Cook, Explorers, WWII, Aviation and Flight, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Native Species, Christmas, Easter, Space,
Manned Flight, Flowers, Diana, Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Pope Benedict, Environment, UN; Great collection to
continue and have the country complete to date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, exBalboni. Scott $5,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Norfolk Island, Nifty Collection, 1947-2011. Mounted in a mint Scott Specialty album with Scott mounts,
includes 1-12, 13-18, 23-24, 26-28, 29-41, 49-60, 100-113, 126-140, 184a, 323-338, then complete to 2011, with
souvenir sheets and booklets, a truly handsome collection that any collector or dealer would love to own, with plenty of
mint useful duplication, keep your eye on this lot, is sure to demand plenty of attention, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
Norfolk Island, Mint Collection, 1947-89. Housed in a Lindner hingeless album, appears complete to 1989,
includes 1-12, 13-18, 29-41, grab this chance at acquiring an almost complete country collection at a substantial
savings, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

North West Pacific Islands
404

North West Pacific Islands, Small Mint Collection, 1915-22. About 50 stamps, several of which are
present in more than one type; the best numbers are 1 (b-c pair), 6 (b & c), 9 (b), 12b (a), 21 (c), 22 (b), 36 (a) & 37 (a); all
clean and F-VF. One stamp is used: 25 (type b). A excellent lot.
Estimate $400 - 600
H

Orange Free State
405

56

Orange Free State, Mint & Used Assortment, 1868-1905. In a three-ring binder with duplication and
arranged by Stanley Gibbons numbers, incl. SG 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 39, 40, 41, 42, 48, 49,
50, 51, 52, 54, 57, 58, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 78, 79, 80, 83, 84, 85, 87, 101, 102, 103, 104, 106, 107, 108, 109,
110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 117, 119, 120, 121, 122, 124, 128, 130, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142,
143, 144, 145, 146, 148, 149 & 150, plus some fiscal stamps used for postage. Recommended for the surcharge
specialist or the postmark collector, worth checking closely for possible sleepers and better cancellations, F.-V.F. Scott
$13,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
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Pakistan
406

Pakistan, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1947-81. Mostly mounted on Scott album pages and virtually
complete for the period, including 1947 (1-19), 1948-57 (24-43), 1949-50 (47-54), followed by many regular sets up to
$39. Officials section with 1947 (O1-13), 1948 (O14-26), 1949-50 (O27-31), 1954 (O35-43A), plus Bahawalpur 1-14,
O1-6 & 07-9. You will hardly ever see a collection like this on the market again, offered intact, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
HH/H

Papua New Guinea
407

H/m

408

HH/H/m

Papua New Guinea, Comprehensive Collection, 1935-2007. Largely complete from earliest issues
through 2007, in eight large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, most sets in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets
and booklets (all stamps appear VF NH), AND for most another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which
no premium has been counted; This key has long been popular with collectors; it is loaded with beautiful stamps with
key topical themes, including: Royal Jubilees, Visits, Coronations, Weddings and Omnibus Issues, Churchill,
Columbus, Writers, Painter, Arts, Penny Black, History, Folklore, Olympics, Football (Soccer), Captain Cook,
Explorers, Corals, Birds, Shells, Mammals, Fish, Turtles, Native Species, Christmas, Easter, Space, Manned Flight,
WWII, Flowers, Diana, Royal Family, Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Pope Benedict, Environment, UN; also through in
1997 and two 1998 Official Government collectors sets; Great collection to continue and have the country complete to
date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $8,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Papua New Guinea, Mint and Used Collection, 1952-2007. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, better
mint includes 153-163, 265-279, with used 122-136, then complete mint from 1987-2006 with Scott pages for
1978-1986 and 2006-2013, also includes a Lindner hingeless album with mint 1972-2004, together they make for a
fabulous collection of this popular country, come on down and check ‘er out, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Penrhyn Island
409

Penrhyn Island, Comprehensive Collection, 1920-2008. Largely complete from the earliest issues and
complete from Independent entity in 1972 through 2008, in three large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, most
sets in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets (all of which appear VF NH), AND for most another set used, many of
which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted; This is the largest pure atoll in the South Pacific,
which was first charted in 1788 by a ship named “Lady Penrhyn,” and it has had a loyal following among collectors; it has
some beautiful stamps with key topical themes, including: Royal Jubilees, Visits, Coronations, Weddings and Omnibus
Issues, Churchill, Columbus, Writers, Painter, Arts, Penny Black, History, Olympics, Football (Soccer), Captain Cook,
Explorers, Whales, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Native Species, Christmas, Easter, Space, Manned Flight, Flowers,
Diana, QE II, Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Pope Benedict, Environment, UN; Great collection to continue and have the
country complete to date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $4,100+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m

Pitcairn Islands
410

Pitcairn Islands, Comprehensive Collection, 1940-2007. Complete from the first stamp issue through
2007, in five large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, most sets in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets (all of
which appear VF NH), AND for most another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has
been counted; This famous “”Mutiny on the Bounty" island is one of the most romantic and famous in the world; it has a
strong collector base, and it is loaded with beautiful stamps on key topical themes, including: Royal Jubilees, Visits,
Coronations, Weddings and Omnibus Issues, Writers, Painter, Arts, Penny Black, History, Olympics, Football (Soccer),
Captain Cook, Captain Bligh, HMS Bounty, Explorers, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Native Species, Christmas, Easter,
Space, Manned Flight, Flowers, Diana, Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; also included are a number of
official government-issued collector year sets; Here’s your chance to have a complete country from the beginning,
including errors/varieties! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Baldoni. Scott $5,800+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
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412
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Pitcairn Islands, Useful Accumulation, 1940-90. With mint, used and first day covers, better mint includes
#12 (x2), 13-16 (x5), 20-30 (x3), 35 (x3), 54-55 (x 10), 56-59 (x3), also includes dozens of first day covers, two letters
from the postmaster, tremendous catalog value, be sure to inspect this lovely holding, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Pitcairn Islands, Cover Lot. 19 covers used from Pitcairn Island, better includes 1936 Great Britain with
N.Z. Postal Agency hand stamp on reverse, 1937 Cook Islands, 1935 New Zealand with Paquebot cancel, and 1954
New Zealand Paquebot cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

Rhodesia
413

Rhodesia, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1890-1924. Small but valuable collection of about 110
different on old Scott International pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) 1890-94, ½d-£2 1-17 (£ regummed), as
well as #47, 48 (used), 1905 Victoria Falls (76-81), 1910, ½d-10d Double Heads (101-110) plus 1s Double Heads perf
15 (111b, cat. $1,325, light crease), and 5s & 7s6s Admirals (135, 136). A marvelous lot, virtually all clean and F-VF.
Scott $2,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m

St. Helena
414

St. Helena, Small, but Valuable Collection, 1856-1934. About 75 stamps including (mint unless noted) #1
(no gum), 6, 13, 16, 20, 21, 25, 29, 50-55, 101-110, etc.; virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m

St. Lucia
415

St. Lucia, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1860s-1980s. In a Scott album with value concentrated
in the 20th Century, including 1902-03 (48, mint), 1924 (88, mint), 1938-48 (110-25, including 8d & 10s used), 1948
(129-30, mint), 1953-54 (157-69), followed by a highly complete section with sets and souvenir sheets issued in the
1951-88 period, including topical stamps and postage dues. Ideal for any collector looking for an excellent foundation
collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
HH/H

St. Vincent
416

St. Vincent, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1883-1989. In Scott album with desirable sets and part sets
such as 1907 (90-94), 1909 (95-97), 1909-11 (98-103), 1913-14 (104-16), 1938-47 (141-51), 1948 (154-55) & 1949
(156-69), followed by a highly complete section of sets and souvenir sheets issued in the 1951-86 period, and in never
hinged condition. We also noted semipostal miniature sheets and some officials. A beautiful lot to build upon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H

Samoa
417

58

Samoa, Comprehensive Collection, 1921-2007. Largely complete from 1921 and totally complete from
independence (1962) through 2007, in six large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, most sets in singles and
miniature/souvenir sheets (all of which appear VF NH), AND for most another set used, many of which are on cover or
FDC for which no premium has been counted; This volcanic island, which became the home of Robert Louis Stevenson,
and was once occupied by Germany, has a solid collector base and has some beautiful stamps on key topical themes,
including: Royal Jubilees, Visits, Coronations, Weddings and Omnibus Issues, Writers, R.L. Stevenson, Roosevelt,
Washington, Scouting, Astronomy, Arts, Penny Black, History, Olympics, Football (Soccer), Captain Cook, Captain
Bligh, HMS Bounty, Explorers, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Native Species, Christmas, Easter, Space, Manned Flight,
Flowers, Diana, Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; Great collection to continue and have the country
complete to date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost about, ex- Balboni. Scott $4,000
(Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
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HH/H
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Samoa, Mint Collection 1877-1990, an absolutely gorgeous collection mounted in a Scott Specialty album,
includes reprints of 1-8, then 9-19, 23, 26, 101, 125, 195-197, 265-274B, then virtually complete to 1989, a wonderful lot
that has enormous potential, may be some identification issues, otherwise Very Fine and post office fresh.
Estimate $600 - 800
Samoa, New Issues, 2010-14, group of 16 different NH sets and souvenir sheets in quantity of 10 of each set
and souvenir sheet, with such popular topicals such as Christmas, Year of the Snake, Endangered Species, Prince
William and Kate Royal Baby and Year of the Horse. Scott $2,795.
Estimate $250 - 350

Singapore
420

HH/H

421

HH/H

422

HH/H/m

423

H/)

Singapore and Malaysia, Mint Collections, 1948-2013. Presented in two volumes, volume one is a fresh
clean collection of Singapore that includes #21-22, 62-69, 67a, 86a-95a, 107-111, 115a, 144-149, 166a, 188a, 742A,
742Ac, 742Ad, 769Ac, with complete booklets 576a, 568a, 605a, 637a, 649a, 695a, appears complete mint after 1963,
in volume two is a mint Malaysia collection with 20-28, and states Johore, Kelantan, Malacca, Negri Sembilan, Pahang,
Penang, Perak, Sabah, Trengganu and Wilayah Persekutuan, excellent for expanding upon or breaking up for retail,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Singapore, Complete Mint Collection, 1948-2002. How can you pass this one by without bidding?
Singapore complete mint through 1996 and complete from 1996-2002 NH in one green Scott Specialty album; includes
1-20 and 21-2 mint and the scarce J19-20 VF NH; You must sign a waiver before you look at this collection in case you
burn your fingers turning the pages because Singapore and Asia are So Darn Hot! There’s still time to get into this
popular economic and philatelic leader; Many souvenir sheets and special items, and they’re generally NH; Move fast
on this one! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Singapore, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1948-83. Mounted on Scott album pages and virtually
complete for the period, starting with 1948-53 KGVI set (1-20, used), 1948 Silver Wedding (21-22, NH), 1955 (28-42),
1959 (43-48), 1963 (62-69), 1969 (101-106, NH), 1969 (107-11), 1971 (143, block of 4), 1971-72 (144-49, NH),
followed by a highly complete section of sets issued in the 1972-82 period, including several souvenir sheets and topical
examples, plus 1968-69 postage dues. Excellent holding, viewing will be easy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Singapore, Stamp and Cover Collection, 1948-85. Includes 142-143, 236-239, 254-256, 256a, 453-464,
as well as many first day covers, a few first flight Concorde covers, and a used collection, enough material to serve as
the base for a larger collection, examine and enjoy, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

Solomon Islands
424

Solomon Islands, Comprehensive Collection, 1935-2007. Complete from the first stamp issue through
2007, in five large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, most sets in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets (all of
which appear VF NH), AND for most another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has
been counted; Scene of some of the most brutal fighting of WWII, this archipelago a strong collector base in the US and
British Commonwealth; it has many beautiful stamps on key topical themes, including: Royal Jubilees, Visits,
Coronations, Weddings and Omnibus Issues, WWII, Guadalcanal, Trafalgar, Arts, Penny Black, History, Olympics,
Football (Soccer), Captain Cook, Captain Bligh, HMS Bounty, Explorers, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Native Species,
America’s Cup, Christmas, Easter, Space, Manned Flight, Flowers, Geology, Volcanoes, Diana, Royal Family Events,
Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; includes ten complete official Philatelic Souvenir Packets! Great
collection to continue and have the country complete to date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition
cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $5,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m

South West Africa
425

South West Africa, Choice Little Mint Collection, 1923-31. Only 54 stamps, but included are #1-9, 25, 26,
28, 29-39, 40a & b, 85-93, 94-95 and 96-105; just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $400 - 600
H
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Southern Nigeria
426

Southern Nigeria, Choice Little Mint Collection, 1901-13. Only about 40 stamps, but included are #9,
15-18, 21-31 (plus an extra 10s) and 32-44; just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,560.
Estimate $400 - 600
H

Sudan
427

Sudan, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted on Scott album pages with many colorful singles and sets such
(mint unless denoted) as 1897 (1-8, incl. 5M & 1Pi used), 1898 (9-16, incl. 1Pi & 10Pi used), 1902-05 (17-27), 1935
(51-59), 1941 (63-78), 1948 (79-94), 1951 (98-114), plus many other sets issued in the 1956-77 period. We also noted
Airmails such as C4-C15, C17-22, C23-30, C31-34, C35-42 & CO1-8; Officials O3-9, O10-24, O28-43, O44-60, plus
some Postage Dues and Army officials. A clean collection that deserves a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m

Tokelau Island
428

Tokelau Island, Comprehensive Collection, 1948-2008. Complete from the first stamp issue through
2008, in two large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, most sets in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets (all of
which appear VF NH), AND for most another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has
been counted; This remote atoll has a dedicated collector base; it has beautiful stamps on key topical themes, including:
Royal Jubilees, Visits, Coronations, Weddings and Omnibus Issues, Arts, History, Olympics, Football (Soccer),
Columbus, Explorers, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Native Species, Christmas, Easter, Space, Manned Flight, Flowers,
Diana, QEII, Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; This is your chance to have a top-flight collection of an
entire entity! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Baldoni. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH

Tonga
429

H/m

430

H/m

431

HH

60

Tonga, Comprehensive Collection, 1899-2005. Virtually complete from 1938 through early 2005 (only 11
stamps missing!) in seven large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, each stamp apparently VF MNH singles and
miniature/souvenir sheets, also some strips and scarce “SPECIMEN,” some postal history and used stamps, many of
which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted; This is the famously popular and philatelically
innovative group of islands that is loaded with great stamps and key topicals, including: British Commonwealth
Omnibus Issues, Royal Weddings, Visits, Anniversaries, Writers, Painters, Arts, History, Olympics, Sports, Rugby,
Football (Soccer), Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles,Whales, Boy Scouts, Christmas, Easter, Space, Manned Flight, Flowers,
Diana, QEII, Captain Cook, Explorers, Penny Black, Butterflies, Luther, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; Great
collection to add a few stamps to and to have the country totally complete! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s
acquisition cost, ex- Baldoni. Scott $13,400+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Tonga, Niuafo’ou (Tin Can Island), Complete Collection, 1983-2005. Yes, that’s right, a complete
collection from its first issues through early 2005, in three large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, each stamp
apparently VF MNH singles and miniature/souvenir sheets, also some strips and scarce “SPECIMEN,” plus many also
used, most of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted; This is one of the most romantic of the
Polynesian islands; Tin Can Island has limited its stamp-issuance to topics and themes directly related to its history and
culture, including: Volcano, Birds, Wildlife, Maps, Mail ships, Sharks, Polynesia, Mutiny on the Bounty, Marine
Conservation, Whales, Indigenous Creatures, WWII, Fish, Beetles, Birds, Christmas, Flowers, Owls, Butterflies, and a
few BC issues such as QEII, etc.; A really excellent philatelic opportunity! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s
acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $4,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Tonga and Niuafo’ou, New Issues, 2010-14. Group of 66 different NH sets and souvenir sheets from
2010-2014 in quantity of 10 of each set and souvenir sheet, with such popular topicals such as WWF, Titanic, Olympics,
Year of the Snake, Turtles, Birds, Prince William and Kate Royal Baby and Royal Christening, Giant Panda,
Christmas, Year of the Horse, Owls and Butterflies. Scott $15,932.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Tonga, New Issue Accumulation, 2012. Including 1188, 2012 100 Blank - Personalized sheets and 100
2012 Education - Personalized sheets of 20, o.g., never hinged. Scott $14,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Tonga, Mint Collection, 1886-1980. Mounted in two Scott Specialty album, includes 1-3, 7, 10-12, 14,
21-24, 26-27, 53, 54-62, 100-113, C1-C6, C7-C10, C11-C15, with airmails complete to 1980, an exceptional lot,
inspection is urged to confirm NH material, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
Tonga, Tin Can Mail Collection, 1938-45. A great collection with 30 tin can mail covers including a beautiful
Karl Lewis cover, 6 later canoe mail covers, with photos, documentation and a 1938 letter from the postmaster of Tonga,
various cachets, a lot that will knock your socks off, make sure you come “visit” this one, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
Tonga and Niuafo’ou, New Issues, 2010-14. Group of 66 different NH sets and souvenir sheets, with such
popular topicals such as
WWF, Titanic, Olympics, Year of the Snake, Turtles, Birds, Prince William and Kate Royal Baby and Royal Christening,
Giant Panda, Christmas, Year of the Horse, Owls and Butterflies. Scott $1,593.
Estimate $150 - 200

Tuvalu
436

H/m
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Tuvalu, Complete Collection, 1976 -2007. Yes, formerly the Ellice Islands, here is your chance to own a
nation-state complete since independence; in eight large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, each stamp
apparently VF MNH singles and miniature/souvenir sheets, also some strips and scarce “SPECIMEN,” AND also a set
of used stamps, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted; These islands were the
US staging-area for the Invasion of Tarawa in WWII; The Polynesians of these islands separated from the Micronesians
of the Gilbert Islands (now Kiribati) in 1976; Tuvalu has embraced many popular thematic topics on its stamps,
including: Scouts, Cathedrals, Birds, Flowers, Captain Cook, Rowland Hill, Royal Family, Diana, Aviation,
Locomotives, Automobiles, Cricket, WWII Aircraft, QEII, Football (Soccer), Olympics, Royal Weddings, Statue of
Liberty, Christmas, Explorers, Columbus, Butterflies, Dogs, Cats, Marine Life, Elvis, JFK, Wright Brothers, Famous
Painters and Paintings, Pope John Paul, D-Day, Patton, Trafalgar, Pope Benedict, Einstein, Mozart, NBA, Marilyn, etc.;
Beautiful, entertaining, historical and educational! These will sell fast online but would also make a great collection to
add a few stamps to and to have the country totally complete! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition
cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $5,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Tuvalu, Comprehensive Collection of “SPECIMEN” Stamps, 1976-2006. Don’t you always wonder how
some big-time collectors display high-power collections loaded with “SPECIMEN” overprints? Here’s how, they find a
collection like this many years in the making and acquire it! Yes, this is no misprint, but an entire Polynesian nation state
(formerly the Ellice Islands) ALMOST COMPLETE in VF MNH singles (missing only 9 stamps, not counting SSs) since
independence, ALL with official “SPECIMEN”overprints; In two large 3-ring binders and Hagner stock sheets; Of
course, all the hot topics are here and people will bid like crazy for individual sets online retail, but why would you want to
break up such an astonishing collection? You’ll never see one like this again! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s
acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $4,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Vanuatu
438

Vanuatu, Complete Collection, 1980-2007. Yes, formerly known as New Hebrides, here is a chance to own
this Pacific archipelago nation-state complete since independence; in four large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock
sheets, each stamp apparently VF MNH singles and miniature/souvenir sheets, AND also another apparently complete
used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted; Many popular topics are
represented, such as: Paintings, Birds, GB Royal Family-related, Christmas, Flowers, Scouts, Fish, Aviation, Ships,
Insects, Captain Cook, Lloyds of London, De Gaulle, WWII, Turtles, Sports, Edison, Volcanoes, Explorers, QEII,
Football (soccer); Striking and beautiful stamps! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, exBalboni. Scott $4,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
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Zanzibar
439

Zanzibar, Dealer Stock, 1896-1964. In one bourse-style binder on display sale pages catalogued, valued
and in order; Mainly all mint, some NH (repaired rarity #26 with fraction bar omitted, not counted in total); Exotic and
popular country; Many hi-value sets, including: 38-52 mint, 56-62B NH, 62-78 mint, 89-93 mint, 201-130 mint), ready for
quick resale., F.-V.F. Scott $3,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H

British Commonwealth Area Collections
British Africa
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British Africa, Mint & Used Collection. Seven albums and three-ring binder with thousands of mostly mint
stamps, and incl. plenty of gainful sets, part sets or singles (mint unless otherwise denoted) such as Basutoland 18-28,
39-40 & 46-56; Bechuanaland Protectorate 73-74, 79, 83-91, 124-36 & 154-65; Botswana5-18 & 19-32; British East
Africa 27-30; Cameroons 66-77; British Indian Ocean 1-15; Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika 63-75, 86-87, 102-17, 120-35
& O1-11; Mauritius 211-22, 229-30, 235-49 & 251-65; Northern Rhodesia 25-45, 48-49 & 61-74; Nyasaland
Protectorate 36, 38-46, 54-67, 79-81, 85-86, 97-111 & 123-34; St. Helena 118-27 & 140-152; Seychelles 93-112,
125-48, 151-52, 157-71 & 173-90; Sierra Leone 37-44, 188-89 & 195-207; Somaliland Protectorate 84-95, 96-107,
110-11, 116-26 & 128-39; Southern Rhodesia 81-94; Swaziland 10-19, 27-37, 48-49, 55-66, 67-79, 80-91 & 92-107;
Tristan Da Cunha 1-12, 14-27, 28-41, 42-54, 55-67 & 71-84. We also noted Ghana, Lesotho, Malawi, Natal, Niger
Coast, Nigeria, Rhodesia, South Africa, South West Africa, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Zambia & Zanzibar sections. Too
many highlights to list, but the scans will give a good idea of the depth of this very attractive collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
British Africa, Valuable Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1933. Marvelous collection on old Scott
International pages in a spring-back binder; loaded with better stamps including (mint unless noted) Ascension #1-21,
Bechuanaland 11-20, 26, 52a, 54 & 93, British East Africa #2 used, 70 & 103, Cape of Good Hope 50, 54 & 63-71, Kenya
& Uganda 35-37, Lagos 23 & 38, Mauritius used #11, 14Bd, 17a and mint 42, 55, 64 & 151, New Republic 16 & 36,
Nigeria #12, Northern Nigeria 1-9 & 52, Nyasaland Prot. 22-23 & 26-37, Sierra Leone 13-16, 20 & 140-152, Somaliland
Prot. 1-13 & 27-39, South Africa 13-15, Southern Rhodesia 16-30 + 18b, Sudan MO8b used (double overprint with
certificate), Tanganyika 42-44, Zululand 21 used, and much, much more; condition, with very few exceptions is
outstanding for a collection of this vintage, being just about all F-VF. A truly extraordinary lot. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

British Asia
442

62

British Asia, Mint, Never Hinged & Used Collection. Scott & Minkus albums, including India 1895 (50-51,
used), 1902-09 (73, used), 1911-13 (93-97, used), 1926-27 (120-125, used), 1931 (129-34, mint), 1935 (142-48), 1937
(150-67, used), 1948 Gandhi (206, mint), followed by many other regular sets issued in the 1950s-70s period, plus
some airmails and officials; India-Convention States including Chamba, Gwalior, Jhind, Nabha & Patiala examples;
India-Feudatory States including Bhopal, Charkhari, Cochin, Hyderabad, Sirmur, Soruth & Travancore
unchecked-in-detail representations; Bangladesh section with sets issued in the 1971-77 period; Burma 1937 (1-14,
mint), 1938 (19-33), 1946 (51-65) & 1947 (70-84), plus several colorful and valuable officials such as 1937 (O12-14,
mint), 1939 (O15-27, mint), 1946 (O28-42, mint) & 1947 (O43-55, mint); Ceylon section with some better mint stamps:
1887 (142), 1899 (160), 1900 (162-63) & 1935-36 (273-74), plus Sri Lanka souvenir sheets issued in the 1970s-80s.
Look carefully as there are many gainful stamps here that you do not want to miss. You may be the only viewer who sees
the true picture, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m
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British Asia, Mint and Used Collection, 1857-1933. Nice little collection of Ceylon, Hong Kong, India &
Kuwait on old Scott International pages; about 60% of the catalog value is in Hong Kong with such highlights as mint #4
(crease) & 66, used & 68; Ceylon includes a Fine used #6, India a Fine used #6 (SG 19) and Kuwait a VF mint #8; overall
condition is generally F-VF. Scott $4,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m

British Commonwealth
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British Commonwealth, Specimens, 1910s-20s. Oldtime “collection” comprising more than 300 King
George V era Specimens from Antigua through Zanzibar mounted rather haphazardly on blank pages; high values
abound including (SG numbers) East Africa & Uganda 60s & 75s, Malaya-Trengganu 45s, North Borneo 253s/75s and
Straits Settlements 240cs; the problem is the condition: while most appear bright and fresh, a lot have small abrasions,
minor “worm” damage, or are stuck; on the other hand, a large number are OG, F-VF (unfortunately, among the
preceding highlights, only the North Borneo falls into the latter category). Overall, a worthwhile lot with a high catalog
value.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock, 1845-1952. In seven bulging bourse-style binders with stamps on
sales pages, catalogued, valued and in order, including (mint unless otherwise denoted): Aden (1-12, 9-11 used,
16-27a, 36-46); Antigua (42-56); Ascension (44-49); New South Wales (10 used, 16 used, 23d used); Western
Australia (O18d pair with inverted watermark); Australia (11 used, 54 used, 95a NH, 127 used, 132 used); Bahrain
(28-30 NH, 32-7); Barbados (127-39, 148-50, 186-9); Barbuda (1-11); Bermuda (5, 12, 12 used, 13 used average
centering, 14 unused, 15 unused faults, 55-60, 67-9, 55-60 NH, 67-9 NH, 71-9, 71-79 NH, 81-93 NH, 118-28,
123a//127a); British Antarctic Territory (1-15 NH - 2 sets); British East Africa Company (14-30, 72-9); British Guiana
(210-22, SG #SG9 unexploded booklet); Burma 70//8 with double overprint); Cayman Islands (85-96 used); Ceylon
(SG# SB20a, SB21 unexploded booklets); Cyprus (134-5 used, 136-9, 206-18 NH, 168-82 NH); Dominica (97-110,
122-36 used, 142-56); Egypt (105-7 two sets, 168-71, 172-6, 223-4, J6-9 NH); Falkland Islands (10-13, 15-8, 30-5,
41-7, 54//62107-20 NH107-20); Fiji; Gambia (117 used); Gibraltar (29-37, 110d); Gilbert and Ellice (J1-8); Gold Coast
(49-55 used); super Great Britain (50a, 57a Plate #2 used,70 disturbed o.g. Plate #16, 101, 102, 104, 105, 107 CDS,
124 squared circle used, 141a used, 143-5,179a, SG # 188b, 189c booklet panes in booklet, many used seahorses not
counted, J55-67, O21 used fault, O23 used,O30 used, O35 used, O44 used, O45 used, O46 used, O48 used with
rounded corner, O58, O69 used, O74 used, O76 used, O77 used, SG# MH176 NH traffic light cylinder number corner
block of six of 5-pound large Machin, plus large group of several dozen used Great Britain Victorian Colonial cancels on
stamps, such as Egypt “BO1,” Said “BO2,”Malta “A45 Constantinople ”C," Danish West Indies “C51"); Heligoland (15
used); Hong Kong (possible varieties, 109-22 used, 123a used, 275-80 NH); India (150-65, 207-22): Jaipur (24//32);
Ireland (96-98); Jamaica (75-87, 141); Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika (66-85, 85a); Labuan (99A-109); Lagos (50-9);
Leeward Islands (6-8,29-40): Kedah (43-5, 53 used); Malta (18, 148-59, 208-22); Montserrat (40); Natal (101-8 used);
New Guinea (C14-26); New Hebrides (50-61); New Zealand (68, 124-5, 130-39, 320); Nigeria (80-91); North Borneo
(137//44, 193-203 used, J50-54); Nyasaland Protectorate (37, 38-46 used, 64-7); Leeward Islands (115, 115b, 115c);
Oman; Pakistan (1-19, O1-6 used); Papua (C10-5, O128-36 used); Pitcairn (56-9 corner margin blocks of four NH);
Rhodesia (16 used, 17 used, 19 CDS pin-hole, 33//36, 38, 39, 76-81, 101//12 used, 138 used thin); St. Helena (50-4, 69,
118-27 used); St. Kitts and Nevis (24-35); St. Vincent 186-97 NH); Sarawak (180-94); Seychelles; Sierra Leone (34-43
used); Singapore (1-20, 1-20 NH, 28-42); Seychelles (1//12); Solomon (8-16, 18); South Africa (9-11, 13, bi-lingual
pairs: 30, 38, 43, 44 x4, 44c, 62f, 64; C1-4, C5-6); Southwest Africa (C1-4 two sets, C5-6 two bilingual pairs); Straits
Settlements (52, 114, 126, J1-6); Sudan (C4//15, C35-42 used); Swaziland (49); Trinidad and Tobago (34-39a upper
right corner margin cylinder blocks of four NH, 34-42, SG # 239a Extra Flagstaff variety in five examples each in bottom
left corner margin blocks of four NH); Tonga (7, 38-52); Virgin Islands (76-87, 144-58 NH); needless to say, there are
some things for every serious BC collector, a few scarce items, huge retail potential for on-line sale. Small faults on early
issues are generally noted in descriptions, F.-V.F. Scott $51,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $10,000 - 12,500
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection. In four Scott albums with value concentrated in the 20th
Century, incl. many better saleable sets or part sets (mint unless denoted) such as Australia 144, 152-54 & 374-78;
Bahamas 158-73, 185-200 & 204-18; Barbados 235-46; Basutoland 11-14, & 72-82; Bechuanaland 169-79; Bermuda
143-62 & 175-91; British Solomon Islands 128-42; Fiji 161-62; Gambia 70-85, 125-28 & 132-43; Gilbert & Ellice Islands
14-25 & 33-36; Jamaica 173-74; Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika 120-35; Mauritius 276-90; Sarawak 192-194 & 211;
Sierra Leone 166-69. We also noted useful Malaya States, Tristan Da Cunha, Turks & Caicos, Virgin Islands, Zanzibar
plus Canada, Egypt, India & New Zealand unchecked in detail representations. Viewing recommended in order fully to
appreciate the value of this holding! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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British Commonwealth, Vast & Succulent Holding. A few thousand stamps residing in 12 Minkus albums,
many better mint British Asia includes Bahrain 62-63, Hong Kong 221-222, 225-228, 234-235, 253-254, Kuwait 82-83,
Sarawak 174-175, Singapore 21-22, British India albums include India 129-134, British Africa includes Ascension
52-53, Basutoland 39-40, British Europe with Great Britain used #1, 57, 139-141, mint 267-268 (3), British Oceania
includes Australia 130-132, Gilbert & Ellice 40-51, New Zealand E1 block of four NH, Papua New Guinea C5-C9, British
America with Antigua 167-182, British Antarctic Territory 16-19, 39-42, 64-67, Canada 50-54, 58, 60, Jamaica 138-139,
and this is just a taste of what is awaiting you, bid early, bid often, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British Commonwealth, Philatelic Festival, 1860-2000. A few thousand stamps, souvenir sheets and first
day covers in 21 volumes arranged alphabetically, includes used Ireland C1-C7, J1-J4, incredible India states, the rest
is mint: Hong Kong 219-220, 221-222, 225-228, Sierra Leone 166-169 Gilbert & Ellice 13-187, Qatar 68a perf and
imperf, Norfolk Island 1-12, 13-18, and this just scratches the surface, an excellent lot to breakdown for individual lots,
some mixed condition, don’t let this one get away, a sure fire money maker awaits you, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, Dealer’s Stock, 1850-2000. Stock of a few thousand in three red banker’s boxes,
4 binders and pages, loads of mint NH stamps and souvenir sheets, also includes a British Solomon country lot, an
Aitutaki souvenir sheet collection, 80th Birthday of Queen Mother collection, mostly mint Great Britain collection, mint
Channel Island collection, Ireland Prestige Booklet collection, and miscellaneous covers and stamps, well worth an
aggressive bid, a keen lot of this popular area, don’t be the one left out!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, New Issue Accumulation, 1998-2004. Thousands of stamps and souvenir
sheets from Great Britain and Channel Islands, Australia and New Zealand and dependencies, Gibraltar, Malta,
Singapore, South Georgia and Switzerland, all the new issues you passed on can now be brought at a fraction of the
replacement costs, includes souvenir and presentation books, first day covers, post office fresh and ready for resale,
come on down, you could be the next winner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, Postal History Mystery Collection, 1880-1970. The mystery is how the owner
obtained so many covers, over 200 British Commonwealth covers from Aden to Zanzibar residing in two pristine
Lighthouse albums, with censored, ads, first days, flights, some better include Aden registered censored to US,
censored Bahrain air mail cover to Palestine, 1945 Cayman Islands to Canada, 1941 first flight Gambia to US, 1939
Johore to New Zealand, 1941 New Zealand censored to Argentina, 1943 censored Leeward Islands cover to US, 1952
Sarawak registered to Czechoslovakia, premium covers throughout this collection, don’t let the other guy grab it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, Postal History, 1840-1990. Several hundred covers in a carton, includes just
about every country imaginable, some better such as Aden picture postcard with India stamp, 1934 first flight New
Zealand to Australia, Newfoundland #195 on registered “On His Majesty’s Service” cover, Gilbert & Ellice Islands 40-51
complete set on individual covers, 1943 Australian hand drawn cover to N.S.W., 1943 Australian censored cover to
Canada, and much more, a lot that will repay your investment severalfold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
British Commonwealth, Jamboree, 1850-1960. Hundreds of mint and used stamps, includes old approval
book of Great Britain, line engraved/surface prints mostly used but over $6,000 catalog, mint Kuwait 117-119 with type
2’s, Fiji 163-175, Christmas Island 22-33, lots of $10 - $50 singles, sets and sheets, avoid the rush and review it early,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, Omnibus Issues. Collection of several hundred presented in a set of four
leatherette albums and two binders, consists of four embossed albums for the 1978 25th Anniversary of Queen
Elizabeth’s Coronation, a binder of the 1977 Queens Silver Anniversary, and an album for the 1981 Royal Wedding,
with many extras such as unexploded booklets, gutter pairs, souvenir and miniature sheets, the Wedding album is not
complete but the other two appear so, a terrific lot to break down or serve as a foundation for a more complete collection,
Very Fine. Scott $2,000+.
Estimate $300 - 400
British Commonwealth, Topical Lot, 1950-2000. Large lot of British Commonwealth topical sets, includes
HMS Bounty, Coronation, U.S. Bicentennial, birds, animals, Captain Cook, with dozens of souvenir sheets present, a
great choice for the topical or British Commonwealth dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $2,300 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400
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British Commonwealth, Postal History. Thirteen covers, with Mulready lettersheet with preprinted ads,
1866 cover to Australia, 1934 first flight from New Guinea to Cayman Islands, 1933 first flight New Guinea to St Lucia
with postage dues tied, interesting and potentially valuable lots, inspection is urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
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British Europe, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1864-1933. A marvelous, mostly mint collection on
old Scott International pages; highlights include (all mint), Cyprus #11, 18, & 106-110, Gibraltar 1-7 & 10/20 (the
1886-87 values), Ionian Is. 1-3, Ireland 12-14 & 77-79 and Malta 3e, 14, 21-45, 93, 98-166 & 114a; condition,with very
few exceptions, is all clean and F-VF. A truly exceptional lot. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British Europe, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection. In a Scott album, incl. Cyprus 1881 (8, used),
1882-84 (24, mint), 1894-96 (33-34, mint), 1912 (61-69, mint), 1921-23 (82-83, mint), 1935 (136-39), 1938 (155, NH),
1948 (158-59, NH), 1955 (168-82) & 1960 (198-200); Gibraltar 1904-11 (53-59), 1912 (66-72), 1921-29 (76-83, 85-87,
89 & 91), 1938-49 (107-118), 1948 (121-22) & 1953 (132-45); Malta 1935 (184-87), 1948 (223-24) & 1948 (208-222),
plus postage due sets such as J1-10. An overall interesting opportunity with varied potentials, well worth checking out,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Pacific
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British Pacific, New Issue Accumulation with Topical Interest, 2010-14. Group of 180 different NH sets
and souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga, Niuafo’ou in quantity of 100 of each set and
souvenir sheet, with such popular topicals such as John F. Kennedy, Ships, Prince William and Kate: Engagement,
Wedding, Royal Baby, Royal Christening, Giant Panda, Olympics, Flora, Fauna, Insects, Year of the Snake, Year of the
Horse and Titanic. Scott $385,200.
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
British Pacific, New Issue Accumulation with Topical Interest, 2013. Including Prince William and Kate,
group of 100 of each, Scott numbers: Aitutaki 562-68, 571, Cook Islands 1355-6, 1358-61, 1364-66a, 2013 Royal Baby
and Royal Christening, Penrhyn 476-82, 502, 2013 Royal Baby, Samoa 2013 Royal Baby, Tonga 1220-4, Tonga
Niuafo’ou 296-300. Mint NH. Scott $43,900.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
British Pacific, Outstanding Mint and Used Collection, 1872-1932. A virtually intact collection of several
hundred stamps on old Scott International pages in a spring-back binder with lots of better mint throughout; countries
represented are Aitutaki, Cook Is. (cat. $1,200+), Falkland Is. ($1,900 including #30-39), Fiji, Nauru, New Britain, New
Hebrides, Papua New Guinea ($2,400 included #1-7, 60-73, 94-109), Penryhn Is., Samoa (including 107-109,
120-125), Seychelles ($1,300+, almost complete for the period), Solomon Islands & Tonga ($1,100+)—noted
highlights are mint); while there are probably a few flaws and hinging problems, as always on a collection of this vintage
and size, overall condition is excellent, being generally clean and F-VF. A marvelous lot. Scott $11,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
British Pacific, Recent Accumulation with Topical Interest, 2010-14. Group of 180 different NH sets and
souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga, Niuafo’ou in quantity of 5 of each set and
souvenir sheet, with such popular topicals such as John F. Kennedy, Ships, Prince William and Kate: Engagement,
Wedding, Royal Baby, Royal Christening, Giant Panda, Olympics, Flora, Fauna, Insects, Year of the Snake, Year of the
Horse and Titanic. Scott $19,260.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British Pacific, New Issue Accumulation with Topical Interest, 2010-14. Group of 98 different NH sets
and souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki and Penrhyn Island in quantity of 10 of each set and souvenir sheet,
with such popular topicals such as Flowers, China Expo, WWF, Prince William and Kate Royal Engagement and Royal
Wedding, Royal Baby, Wetlands, Olympics, Sailing Ships, Insects, John F. Kennedy, Christmas, Year of the Horse,
Year of the Snake, Whales and Dolphins. Scott $19,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British Pacific, John F. Kennedy Issue, 2013. Set of Aitutaki, Cook Islands and Penrhyn, 100 full panes of
9. Scott $23,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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British Pacific, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1990. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in a carton,
with Australia and States, Christmas Islands, Cook Islands, New Guinea, New Zealand, Niue, Norfolk Island, with many
better mint items such as New Zealand C1-C4, Solomon Islands 89-105, New South Wales B2, Victoria B1-B2 (x2),
J1-J8, J24, every page or card holds a surprise, leave yourself plenty of time for perusal, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Pacific, New Issue Accumulation with Topical Interest, 2010-14. Group of 98 different NH sets
and souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki and Penrhyn Island in quantity of 5 of each set and souvenir sheet, with
such popular topicals such as Flowers, China Expo, WWF, Prince William and Kate Royal Engagement and Royal
Wedding, Royal Baby, Wetlands, Olympics, Sailing Ships, Insects, John F. Kennedy, Christmas, Year of the Horse,
Year of the Snake, Whales and Dolphins. Scott $9,900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
British Pacific, Postal History, 1895-1946. 80+ covers from British Pacific and China, a few better includes
1931 Dutch Australian Flight Singapore to Tasmania, 1938 Manchukuo registered cover to USA, 1907 postcard with
Shanghai RPO cancel via Siberia to England, 1913 China postal card with Chefoo cancel and cancelled stamps from
Japan, Germany, France, Russia and Hong Kong, 1908 Hong Kong stamp cancelled on postcard by Canton cancel to
Hawaii, with many better usages, this is a truly once in a lifetime opportunity, inspection is mandatory, bid early, bid
often, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Pacific, Collection of Mint & Used, 1903-90. A couple of hundred stamps on stockpages, includes
British Indian Ocean Territory, Cook Island, Fiji 117-131B, 260-276,Glbert & Ellice Islands, Norfolk Island 1-12, 13-18,
26-28, 29-41, 126-140, Papua New Guinea, Penrhyn Island 10-12, 17-24, Pitcairn Islands, Seychelles, Solomon
Islands 89-105, 128-142, J1-J8, Tonga, excellent for the dealer, and with many easy-to-sell sets that merit your
attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
British Pacific, Postal History Bundle of Joy. 36 covers, includes 1949 first flight Tokelau Islands to Fiji,
1949 Gilbert & Elice Islands used from Christmas Island, 1946 Gilbert & Ellice Islands used from Fanning Island, 1947
Australia used from Norfolk Island, 1946 Gilbert & Ellice used from Fanning Island, 1934 first flight Australia used in
Papua, and lots more, should be a gold mine for the savvy dealer, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
British Pacific, Recent Accumulation with Topical Interest, 2010-14. Group of 180 different NH sets and
souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga, Niuafo’ou, with such popular topicals such as
John F. Kennedy, Ships, Prince William and Kate: Engagement, Wedding, Royal Baby, Royal Christening, Giant
Panda, Olympics, Flora, Fauna, Insects, Year of the Snake, Year of the Horse and Titanic. Scott $3,850.
Estimate $300 - 400
British Pacific, Karl Lewis Hand Painted Cachets. Two exquisite covers with hand painted all over
cachets, the first postmarked Thursday Island Queensland pictures a quiet harbor with a Australia #30 tied to it the
second is from Jaluit, Marshall Islands, also pictures an all over cachet of a quiet lagoon, a doozy of a pair for little
money, bid, bid, bid!!! Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
British Pacific, New Issue Accumulation with Topical Interest, 2010-14. Group of 98 different NH sets
and souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki and Penrhyn Island, with such popular topicals such as Flowers, China
Expo, WWF, Prince William and Kate Royal Engagement and Royal Wedding, Royal Baby, Wetlands, Olympics,
Sailing Ships, Insects, John F. Kennedy, Christmas, Year of the Horse, Year of the Snake, Whales and Dolphins. Scott
$1,980.
Estimate $150 - 200

British West Indies
473

66

British West Indies, Fabulous Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1933. A nearly intact collection on old
Scott International pages in a spring-back binder; loaded with better stamps including the following F-VF, o.g. Pound
values: Antigua 64, Bahamas 32, 56, 84, Bermuda 54 & Dominica 85; other outstanding mint (o.g.) highlights include
Anti 3, 17, 21-30, Barbados 20, 52, 55, 56, Bermuda 7, 53a, 96a, Caymans 13-16, 30, 69-80 (Centenary set complete),
Leewards 10s 82 (SG 79a, break in scroll), Montserrat 4, 75-84 and much, much more; condition, other than a few 19th
century regums or no gums, is just about all clean and F-VF. A truly extraordinary lot. Also includes small, mostly used
collections of British Guiana & British Honduras. Scott $27,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
H/m
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British West Indies, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection. Three Scott albums with plenty attractive
sets such as Bahamas 65-69, 90-91, 100-113, 116-29 & 158-73; Barbados 110-12, 127-39, 140-49, 165-79, 216-27 &
235-47; British Honduras 100-102, 115-26 & 144-55; Bermuda 128, 133-34, 143-62; British Guiana 240-41, 244-45,
253-67; Cayman Islands 100-11, 116-17, 122-34, 135-49 & 153-67; Jamaica 99, 109-12, 116-28, 138-39 & 154-74;
Trinidad-Tobago 1-7, 34-42, 50-61, 64-65 & 72-83, plus J1-8; Turks-Caicos 70, 71-74, 78-89, 92-93, 105-17 &
121-34.We also noted two Minkus albums with Antigua, Bahamas, Bermuda, Belize, British Guiana, Cayman Islands,
Dominica, Grenada, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Trinidad-Tobago, Turks-Caicos & Virgin Islands
modern souvenir sheets. A thoroughly enjoyable lot to describe, and an excellent collector’s collection offered intact as
received from consignor, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
British West Indies, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection. In three Scott albums, including Leeward
Islands 1890 (7-8), 1912-14 (54-57), 1938-51 (103-115) & 1954 (133-47); Montserrat 1916-22 (43-53), 1922-26
(54-74), 1938-42 (92-101), 1949 (106-107), 1951 (114-26), 1953-57 (128-42), followed by many sets and souvenir
sheets issued in the 1958-92 period, plus several official sets; Nevis virtually complete section with sets and souvenir
sheets issued in the 1980-92 period; St. Kitts-Nevis 1938-48 (79-90), 1949 (93-94), 1952 (107-18) & 1954-57 (120-34),
followed by many colorful sets; Virgin Islands 1922 (49-52), 1922-28 (53-66), 1938 (76-87), 1949 (90-91), 1951
(98-113), 1956 (115-27) & 1962 (128-39), followed by many sets and souvenir sheets issued in the 1963-87 period. We
also noted Barbuda & St. Kitts. A lovely clean lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British West Indies, Mostly Never Hinged Collection. In two Scott albums; Grenada-Grenadines virtually
complete from the 1970s to the 1980s, including many topical sets and souvenir sheets. We also noted Anguilla &
Barbuda sections virtually complete in the 1960s -80s period, plus Antigua (Redonda) & St. Vincent-Grenadines sets. A
well rounded collection, ideal for dealer to replace stock or collector looking for modern issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Austria
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Austria, Dealer Stock, 1850-1950. Seven bourse-style binders stuffed full of stamps on sale pages,
catalogued, valued and in order; Beginning with a binder of some scarcer items (mint unless otherwise denoted): 7
disturbed original gum with some toning, 128-44, 380 NH with tiniest gum disturbance, 424-7 signed, 428-31 signed,
Michel # VcA and VdA rare perf varieties signed, 887-92 NH, 7c used signed Richter, N16, N33-47 NH missing N46,
N46 used on piece signed, N49 signed, P5 used, P6a used; Offices in Crete: 3-7 used, 5-7 used; Austria: 1a used (3), 4b
unused, 5 used, 6b used, 7 used, 7 used with red cancel, 7 used (2), 7a used signed Diena, 7a used with Cert, 8a used,
12, 26 pair, 22 signed, 26, 45, 46, 46 used CDS, 110-27, 127, 110-27 used, 127 used (6), 128-44 (2), 143, 128-44 used,
143, 144 (2), 144 NH, 167 (x 4), 167 used (3), 224 used, 224b, 250-87 NH (2), 294a used perf 11 1/2, 326-39, 340//52
NH, 378-9 NH, 405-23 NH, 427 NH, 428-30 NH, 428-9 NH, 354-71, 371 NH (2), 378-9 NH (4), 379 with plate flaw,
398-404 varieties NH, 428-31, 500-15 NH blocks of four (2), 520-56 NH (2), 538 NH (2), 556b, 520-55 (2), B50-6,
B50-56 with B52a, B50-56 with B52a used, B57-65, B57-62 used on pieces, B81-6 (7), B87-92 (3), B 87-92 used,
B87-92 used with show cancels on pieces, B93-8 NH (2), B93-96, B93-8 used (2), B100-5 NH, B100-5 (2), B100-5 used
(3), B106-9 (2), B106-9 used (2), B110 NH, B110 (2), B110 used (4), B110a used on piece, B112-7 NH (2), B112-7,
B112-7 used, B122-7 NH (3), B122-7 (5), B122-7 used (3), B132-7 NH, B132-7 used (2), B138-41 NH (2), B138-41,
B138-41 used (2), B138-41 with special commemorative cancels on individual pieces, B146-51 NH, B156-64 NH,
B185a-8a NH imperfs, B185a-8a used imperfs, B245-51 NH (2), B260-3 (3), B273-66 NH, C2 used, C3 used, C4-11
NH, C12-31 (3), C30 NH (4), C32-46 NH (3), C42-46, C46 NH block of four signed, C54-60 NH (5), C54-60 (3), C54-60
used (3), C58 used (2), C59 used, J9 NH, J9 used (2), J156-8 NH, J156-8 used, J157 used, M1-21, N1//14, N10 used
signed, N10 used on piece signed, N15 used, N19 used CDS, N29 used, N33-41, N35, N37 used, N42, N44 used, N45,
N47 used on piece, N52//60, N60 used, NJ6, P1, P1a, P1a used, P1c used, P5 used, P5 used, P6 (2), P6 used on piece,
P6a used, P6c used, P7, P7 used (3), P7 used CDS, P7 used, P7 used CDS on piece, P7a, P9a used with private perfs,
P9B used with private perf, P9B-10 used with private perfs, P14a used, PR3a, PR4 signed, PR9 used CDS, PR9 used,
QE6b; Offices in Turkey: 3, 5a used, 6b NH, 7F, 8 used (6), 12 used (4), 19 used block of four on piece, 33a used; Offices
in Crete: 22 used; Lombardy/Venetia: 1 used (7), 3 used (3), 1 used CDS (2), 3 used, 4 used pairs (4), 4b used, 4b pair
used, 5 used pairs (2), 6 used (2), 6b used Type I with ribbed paper, 7 used (2), 8 used with Cert, 8a used, 8 used (2), 9
used (2), 11 used, 11a used, 12 used (4), 12a used (2), 14 used, 15 used signed, 15 used (3), 18 used, 19 used, 20-4, 21
signed Richter, 24 used (3), Austrian Danube Riverboat stamps used, selected essays, specimens, invert; Bosnia and
Herzegovina: 44j, 43j used, 30-45, 44a used, 46-61 used, 60 used, 62-4 used, 104 used (3), J24 CTO, J24 NH, J26
used (2), J26 NH, N20-33, 1N22-42; You will rarely see this kind of powerhouse lot, with better than average quality! It
will add major voltage to any Austria collection, mint or used, and still leave mega-bucks for sale on-line; many items not
listed, you will need hours just to skim through this unbelievable stock! F.-V.F. Scott $109,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Austria, Mostly Mint Collection, 1850s-1970s. Nicely presented in a Schaubek album, starting with some
earlies in used condition but value concentrated in the 20th Century: 1908-13 (110a-127), 1925 (303-24) & 1929-30
(326-39); Semipostals: 1922 (B50-56), 1923 (B57-65), 1930 (B81-86), 1931 (B87-92), 1931 (B93-98), 1932
(B100-105), 1933 (B110), 1933 (B112-117), 1935 (B132-37), 1936 (B138-41); Airmails: 1925-30 (C12-31), 1935
(C32-46) & 1950-53 (C54-60). We also noted postage dues, Lombardy-Venetia, Offices Abroad & Occupations, plus
some unchecked revenues in stock page. This is an original unpicked lot that deserves your attention, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Austria, Semipostals & Airmails Assortment, 1914-88. In stock book loaded with hundreds of mint and
used stamps, and arranged in Scott order, including Semipostals such as 1922 (B50-56), 1924 (B66-70), 1926
(B71-76) & 1928 (B77-80); Airmails 1950-53 (C57-59), plus a large amount of unchecked postage dues. Viewing
recommended for full appreciation of the opportunity afforded here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1989. In a Minkus album, beginning with 19th century used stamps
with readable postmarks, followed by several better such as 1908 (110-27, used), 1916-18 (163, mint), 1918 (C1-3,
used), 1922 (B50-56, mint), 1923 (B57-65, mint), 1924 (B66-70, mint), 1928 (B77-80, mint), 1931 Rotary Convention
(B87-92, mint), 1933 (B118-21, mint), 1935 (C46, mint), 1936 (B138-41, mint), 1945 (405-23, mint), 1948 (B245-51,
mint) & 1950-53 (C59, NH), followed by many sets in the modest range, plus Offices in Levant, WWI Occupations &
Bosnia-Herzegovina sections, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Austria, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1933. Solid, fairly complete collection on old Scott
International pages; starts with nice #1-2 then include such mint highlights as 110-127, 326-353 (most NH), B1-121
(minus the WIPA sheet and the 30g Rotary (?), some NH), J45, J156-158, NJ6, etc.; condition is generally F-VF,
especially the 20th century. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Austria, Mostly Mint Collection with Duplication, 1874-1987. Nicely balanced collection, includes mint
collection in a Scott Specialty album, with long runs of mint sets including 516-519, 558, 559, 560-562, 565-567,
568-571, 577-579, 580, 582-589, 599-603, nice semi-postals, C1-C3, C4-C11, and various BOB, 2 binders with
souvenir sheets, 2 with back up stock, and a binder with Occupation in Trieste stamps, fresh clean material, a few
condition issues, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Austria, Collection, 1850-1985. Mounted with Scott mounts in two pristine Scott Specialty albums, mint has
516-519, 565-567, 568-571, 577-579, 583, 589, 599-603, B3-B7, B57-B65, B66-B70, B252-B259, better used includes
6, 18, 33, 40, with plenty of BOB including occupations, also includes Bosnia & Herzegovina, fresh bright stamps in
gorgeous albums, it doesn’t get any better than this, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850s-1970s. In Minkus album, beginning with 1850s Coat of Arms used
examples, followed by unchecked-in-detail 19th Century, including newspaper stamps and offices in the Turkish
Empire issues. We also noted useful regular and semipostal sets such as 1922 (B50-56), 1923 (B57-65), 1924
(B66-70), 1935 (B128-31) & 1948 (B245-51). A nice collection for expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Austria, 20th Century Mint Collection, 1914-2000. In two Schaubek albums with better noted including
1916-18 (163), 1918-19 (181-99), 1920 (B11-29), 1921 (B30-49), 1922-24 (250-87), 1948-52 (520-56), plus several
other regular and semipostal sets issued in the period. We also noted some souvenir sheets and many topical
examples. Ideal for continuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Austria, Mint Stock, 1945-95. Two boxes of mint NH stamps, starts with #489 and continues to 1605,
includes 656 (17), 657 (11, 703 (9), 958-976 (40), 1041 (8), 1071 (10), 1078 (10), 1285-1288A (10), post office fresh, a
sweet deal for your consideration, what we looked at was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Austria, Small Mainly Mint Collection of Cities / Provinces / Locals, 1918-19. About 100 stamps on both
sides of three blank pages; includes 1919 Tyrol handstamped Eagle overprints, 1923 Tyrol Postal Strike set of 4,
Trentino - Meran Hilfspost set of 3 (Mi. 1-3) and about 70 different local Postage Due “T” & “Taxe” overprints on Austria
and Venezia-Giulia; virtually all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
Austria, Collection of Mint Blocks of Four, 1950s-80s. About 650 MNH blocks of four from the late 1950s
to the early 1980s, probably virtually complete for the period including four of each of three souvenir sheets; all in
random order in five stockbooks; also includes a few block of France from the same period.
Estimate $200 - 300

Belgium and Colonies
489

2

Belgium, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1982. In Scott album with many sets & singles such as 1863-65
(13-16, used) & 1886-91 (55-59, used), plus many colorful semipostal sets: B64-68, B98, B170-77, B241-48, B281-92,
plus many other in the $5 to $10 range. We also noted officials, newspaper stamps and nice run of parcel post
examples. Congo & Ruanda-Urundi sections unchecked in detail. Ideal lot for dealer to break down for stock or internet
lots, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
H/m
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Belgium & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1849-1958. In one small bourse-style binder with stamps on sale
display pages catalogued, valued and in order, including,better Belgian Congo and Rwanda (Congo 115-29 mint,
Belgium 60-75 mint, 360a NH block of four, 435-45 mint, B114-22 mint, B118-22 mint, B561-66 NH, C9 “Specimen”
mint block of four, C11a NH); Also a few nice used (Congo 11, 29 CDS, Belgium 135 block of four, B 132-42, Q53a on
piece); Virtually all different, ready for immediate on-line sale. A few with small faults, but most sound and attractive,
F.-V.F. Scott $12,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Belgium & Belgian Congo, Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1933. Excellent collection on old Scott
International pages; highlights include two shades of the 1875 5fr (39 & 39a, used), as well as better mint numbers like
#90, 135, B69-83, B107-113 and Q15; Congo includes mint #29-30 and 40a; condition is generally F-VF. Scott $6,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Bulgaria
492

Bulgaria, Mostly Mint Collection, 1879-1969. In Scott album, including 1879 (1, mint), 1881 (6-11, used),
1882 (12-18, used) and 1884-85 surcharges, followed by a well-filled section of 20th century issues such as 1934
(253-58, mint) & 1935 (288-92, mint), and then by a wealth of mint sets issued in the 1940s-60s period. We also noted
early semi-postal and airmail sets, plus special delivery stamps and postage dues. A nice lot at a reasonable estimate,
examination suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m

Carpatho-Ukraine
493

Carpatho-Ukraine - NRZU, 1945, Small Mint Holding. Comprises Michel #79 (160), 80 (149), 81 (34), 82
(15), 83 (18), 84 (128), 85 (34) & 86 (100); most are without gum, the 81-86 set average centering, generally F.-V.F.
Michel €20,000+ ($22,400).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
(H)

Czechoslovakia
494

HH/H/m

495

H/m

496

)

Czechoslovakia, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1918-92. In two well-filled Scott albums, and
offered intact as received from owner. The collection starts with used Hradcany imperforate and perforated issues,
followed by a highly complete section of sets issued in the 1920s-1980s period, incl. a wealth of topical sets, souvenir
sheets and miniature sheets of four with mint issues from the 1930s onwards. We also noted Bohemia-Moravia,
Slovakia & Eastern Silesia sections that truly deserve your attention. A lot not to be missed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Czechoslovakia, Mostly Mint Collection, 1918-71. Mounted in a well-filled Schaubek album with hundreds
of complete sets in the modest range, starting with 1918-20 Hradcany used issues, incl. useful airmails such as 1920
(C1-6, mint), Bohemia-Moravia sets and souvenir sheets. We noted dozens of topical issues, and is highly
recommended as a good basis for further expansion. Don’t pass up this chance, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Czechoslovakia, Commemorative & First Day Covers Collection, 1935-55. Approximately 100 covers
nicely mounted in back spring album, including a good number of registered covers addressed to New York in the
1945-46 period. We also noted several souvenir cards or sheets. A great lot for the collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Finland
497

Finland, Beautiful Used Collection, 1860-1938. About 150 stamps on Scott Specialty album pages; starts
with 1956 reprints of #3-4), then includes marvelous roulettes: #4 (3), 5 (2), 6, 8 pair, 9 single & pair, 10 (2) and 12,
followed by such better numbers as 16 (a bit faded), 19, 19a, 20, 23, 27 block of 4 on piece, 30, 44, 45, 58 (2), 72d (10p
imperf pair), 140 and several nice Semi-Postals; all clean and F-VF. An extraordinary lot. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H
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Finland, Dealer Stock, 1856-1939. A bourse-style binder, with stamps catalogued, valued and in order on
sale pages, including, unused: 12b Type I; mint: 6 Type I (2), 9b Type I, 17 (2), 38-43, 39, 66, 175, C1 (2); NH: 48 block of
four, 47a margin block of four, Q6-9, Q9, N8-15; used: 2 with faults, 4, 5 with pin-hole, 6b, 7 (2), 7 on piece, 8 margin
added, 9, 9 on piece, 9a (2), 10 (4), 10b Type II (5), 10b perf added, 16, 19, 22a rose, 23 (2), 23a thin, 24, 30, 44, 45, 56,
58, 152, 182-3; Nice group! F.-V.F. Scott $7,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Finland, Mint Collection, 1891-2000. Mostly mint collection in three volumes, better includes 69, 111-118,
127-140, 153-154 NH, 398-415, B31-B33 NH, B35-B38 NH, then virtually complete 1973-2000, with booklets and
souvenir sheets, clean lot with plenty of long runs of complete sets, a nice collection that will grace any bidder’s man
cave, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800

French Area
500

H/m/)

501

H/m/)

502

H/(H)

503

H/m/)

4

France, Spectacular Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1940. Specialized collection of thousands of stamps
in two Ka-Be albums; virtually complete for the period, the 19th century being highly specialized with shades, multiples
and cancels plus several nice covers, this section includes a tête-bêche pair of the 20c perforated Napoleon III
(repaired), 12 copies of the 5fr Laureate and five of the 1fr Ceres, a mint strip of 3 of the “Sage” 50c type I (one stamp NH)
and a 2fr single franking on a cover to London; the 20th century is nearly complete mint plus duplication for shades,
varieties and cancels, highlights here include (mint unless noted) two 1925 philatelic Exhibition sheets, each with slight
faults, a 1927 Strasbourg Exhibition sheet, Semi-Postals complete for the period and Airmails missing only the
10fr and 1.50fr Ile de France; plus there is a 1.50fr “EIPA.30” perfin, a black large die proof of the 1936 10fr South
Atlantic Flight and mint duplicates of C14 (plus one used) and C15; in addition much of the material from 1929 onward is
never hinged including #246, 253, 254A (254 is LH), 296-297, 300a, B20-23, B31-41, C3 with broken wing support
variety, and one of the C14 (!); as for condition, the 19th century is quite mixed, with most of the high catalog material
have flaws, but there is still plenty of F-VF there and just about all the 20th century is clean and F-VF. A truly remarkable
lot with an enormous catalog value.
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
France, Extraordinary Specialized of the 1852 Presidency and 1853 Napoleon III Issues. Exhibition
caliber collection on 46 exhibit pages with singles & multiples of both unused and used stamps, as well as numerous
shades, private perforations, cancellations and covers; highlights include a choice 10c Presidency single franking on
cover and, among the Napoleon III issue, a 20c milky blue mint block of 12, an 80c rose mint sheet margin block of 4 with
all stamps never hinged, and six VF-XF 1fr lake plus a choice 1854 single franking cover to Turin, Italy and much, much
more; includes a total of about 20 mint/unused, 65 used and 35 covers; as for condition, it is uniformly Very Fine or
better, with virtually all of the best material signed by the proper experts. A truly fabulous lot—virtually impossible to
replicate.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
France, Beautiful Collection of Unused Classics, 1849-1900. Specialized collection of about 200 stamps,
including numerous shades, on 1942 Thiaude album pages; 1849 Ceres includes the 15c green (JF Brun certificate)
and 20c blue plus the seven 1862 re-issues; 1852 Presidency includes a 10c bistre with o.g. and a 25c blue block of 4
with o.g. (signed A. Brun), plus the two re-issues; the 1853 Napoleon III imperforate includes a 1fr lake and the 25c &
1fr re-issues; the 1862 Napoleon III perforated include two shades of the 80c, both with o.g.; the 1863 Laureates in a 5fr
gray lilac with JF Brun certificate; and on and on through the “Sage” issue; condition is somewhat mixed, and many of
the “Sages” seem to have been mounted with a small piece of tape, but there are many, many F-VF or better stamps
here, a good number of them with original gum; also included is a selection of French Colonies imperf “Sage”. A
tremendous lot with a really enormous catalog value.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
France, Exhibition Caliber Collection of the 1876-1900 “Sage” Issue. 108 Exhibit pages with mint
shades & multiples, millésimes, imperfs, perforation freaks, used cancellations, and more than 75 covers including
about 25 mint & used postal stationery entires; highlights are really too numerous to mention, but just a few of the best
include (mint unless noted): 1876 type I: 2c green and 25c ultramarine signed A. Brun, Calves & En. Diena; 1876 type II:
10c green and 25c blue block of 4; 1877 type II: 1c Prussian blue (used) signed Calves, 25c black on red and three
shades of the 5fr (all NH) plus a card proof, and a single used with three 1fr & a 35c on registered cover front only; as for
condition, it is uniformly clean and F-VF including a huge number of never hinged. A phenomenal opportunity to acquire
a potential award-winning collection intact, just the way we received it.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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France, Dealer Stock, 1849-1960. Four bourse-style binders chock full of French stamps, mint and used,
catalogued, valued and in order by owner on display sale sheets, with classic material such as used: 2 (2), 2 signed, 2,
2b, 7 signed by Calves, Brun, et al.,7, 7a pair tied on piece, 9 (2), 9b signed, 10 with small thin signed, 13 and 14 with
private roulettes, 17, 37 (2), 46a pair with Cert, 47b with crease but attractive, 48, 96, 96c (2), 226b, B3-9, B7, B11 CDS
(5), B12-9, B19, B20-3, B34, B35-7 (2), B38 (3), B39-41, B249-5, C1-2, J18, J24 with Cert; With mint: 12, 14 signed, 52,
62, 64, 67, 70, 84, 89, 102 signed, 117a side margin imperf block of ten, 120, 123 (4), 131 (3), 132 (2), 135, 138a-41a,
141 (2), 144, 146a block of four, 146b block of four, 147a block of six, 197 (2), 226b (2), 247 (2), 253 (3), 254A, 300a (3),
300c, 329a-e, 348 thin paper, 348, B3-8, B7 (2), B8, B9 (2), B11 (5), B12-19 (2), B28-30, B31-3, B34 (2), B35-7, B38 (3),
B66-7, C1, C1-2, C6 variety with reverse perf initials, C6b, C8-13 (2), C15 (4), C16-7 (2), J23, J24, J25 with fault, J26-8,
M1-9, N9 signed, N10 signed, Ceres # 26, 27, 29, 34, 37; Also NH: 89 pair, 100 block of six, 122, 123, 127 (10), 127
double center, 247, 251, 262, 294, 296-7 (2), 300a (2 blocks of four), 301 (8), 302, 304, 315-20, 347, 348a, 414, B11,
B27 (4), B34, B38, B66-7, B42-3 (2), B42-3 NH, C1, C27, Q94 signed, Ceres # 26, 27, 29, 34, 37; numerous imperfs,
proofs and trial colors plus much specialist material such as Ceres #26, 27, 29, 34, 37, etc. generally not counted;
Francophiles look no further; massive retail value, several key items, imperfs, R.F. overprints, etc.; you really need to
come and whistle “La Marseeillaise” while you examine this; you could build an impressive collection and still have
much to sell on-line, F.-V.F. Scott $64,800 (Owner’s).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
France, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1849-2002. Mighty lot in three Scott albums, including
1849-50 (1-3 & 5-6, used), 1852 (10, used), 1853-60 (13-20, used), 1862-71 (22-37, used), 1870-71 (43-48, used),
1870-73 (50-63, used), 1876-78 (72-76, used), 1877-80 (92-96, used), 1879-90 (97-102, used), 1898-1900 (103-108,
used), 1900-1929 (109-32, used), 1924-38 (143-54, NH), 1907-37 (156-84), 1923-26 (185-96), 1924 (198-201, NH),
1924-25 (220-25, NH), 1926-27 (227-40), 1929-33 (251, 251A & 252-53), 1932-39 (264-83), 1934 (296-97), 1935 (301,
NH), 1936 (315-20), 1938 (342-47), 1938 (348), 1940-41 (400-414), followed by a virtually complete section with
regular sets issued in the 1940s-90s period. Desirable Semipostal section basically complete, including 1914 (B1-2),
1917-19 (B5-9), 1918 (B11), 1922 (B12-19), 1926-27 (B21-23, used), 1928 (B27), 1928 (B28-30), 1929 (B31-33), 1930
(B34), 1930 (B35-37), 1931 (B38), 1931 (B39-41), 1935 (B42-43), 1936 -37 (B48-53), 1938 (B54-59), 1937(B66-67),
1954 (B285-90), 1955 (B294-99); Airmail better sets or singles such as 1927 (C1-2), 1936 (C8-13), 1936 Banknote
(C15), 1946-47 (C16-17), 1954 (C29-32, NH) & 1957-59 (C34-36); Postage Dues 1859-63 (J8, mint), plus occupation
examples. Viewing will prove this to be a very pleasing collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
France, Fabulous Collection, 1870-2013. Neatly mounted in four pristine Scott Albums with slip cases,
many of the stamps were picked for their centering, better mint includes 22, 31, 38, 39, 51, 53, 140, 141, 156-184,
185-196, 258-262, 264-283, 296-297, 299, 304, 311-312, 315-320, 329, 342-347, 624, with regular issues virtually
complete to 2013, semi officials include B48-B53, B54-B59, B66-B67, B86-B89A, B249-B254, B267-B272,
B276-B281, B294-B299, and appear complete to 2013, airmails include C15, C22, postage dues include J52-J53,
J54-J57, J69-J79, J80-J92, J93-J97, with officials, military stamps, entire collection is post office fresh and the entire
collection is outstanding, a great collection to expand upon or break up for retail, inspection strongly suggested to
determine NH material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
France, 1870-71 Bordeaux Issue. Specialized holding of more than 150 stamps in a ring binder, much of it
still on original auction cards; highlights include 1c mint corner block of fifteen (bottom block of 10 NH!), pair and block of
four; 2c used (2); 4c mint (2), used (3), 5c unused (5), used (7); 10c mint VF single signed JF Brun; 20c. type I used;
20c. type III two reconstructed panes of fifteen (reports I & II) used; 30c mint pair and two singles, used (18), 40c.
unused (1) (1), used (5), 80c. unused (1), used (5); etc., mixed condition but extremely useful for a specialist.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
France, Formidable Dealer Stock, 1850-2000. Thousands and thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and
booklets in four red bankers boxes and a larger box, red boxes contain better mint like 12 pair, 198-201, 311-312,
313-314, 347 (x2), 700-705, B83 (x2), B86-B89A, B153-B157, B249-B254, B276-B281, B295-B299, C36 (x2),
C60-C63, also includes used 1, 31, 39, 54, 72, C22, in the larger box there are semi-postal booklets from 1953-1970,
plenty of other complete booklets and souvenir sheets, and the frosting on the petite-fours is a selection of essays, trial
colors and imperfs, includes 825 imperf pair essay of color, 1383-1385 imperf, 1396 imperf, and imperf set B473-B476,
an extraordinary opportunity to restock inexpensively, inspection will be quite enjoyable, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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France, Interesting Selection of 19th Century Mint, 1849-1900. A total of 78 stamps on album pages
including a 1849 Ceres 20c black; Napoleon III 5c, 10c & 20c imperf and 1c, 5c & 20 perforated; 1863-70 Laureates
1c-10c, 40c & 80c plus 1871 unissued 10(c) on 10c; 1870-71 Bordeaux 1c (2), 2c (2), 4c, 5c & 80c; 1870-75 Ceres
complete including large numerals; 1876-190 “Sage”, 32 different; and 11 different Postage Dues including 2fr J24 &
J27; condition is a little mixed but generally F-VF with o.g. present on most of the “Sage” issue and about a third of the
rest. A useful lot with a very high catalog value.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

France, Nearly Complete Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1970. In a Scott Specialty hingeless album;
mostly used to the 1920 and mostly mint from there onward; main missing items are the three rarities: 1849 1fr vermilion
(naturally), the 1871 “10” surcharge and the 1880 1¢ Prussian blue; also missing are the 1923 & 1929 Philatelic
Exposition overprints (197 & 246) and numbers B10, C14 & C15; virtually everything else is here, including the 1945
Free French Mariannes (both types, LH); the best numbers are generally used, though the three souvenir sheets (226,
241 & 329) are mint, the first two with faults in the margins; condition is mixed in the 19th century, as always, but nearly
all F-VF in the 20th, with NH beginning in 1955 (most Semi-Postals from 1950). A useful lot with a tremendous catalog
value.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1982. In Scott album, starting with a good number of earlies in used
condition: 1849-50 (3, 6-7 & 9), 1853-60 (12-15 & 18-20), 1862-71 (22-23 & 25-28), 1863-70 (30-37), followed by
1870-71 Bordeaux examples, and then by perforated Ceres stamps issued in the 1870-75 period, plus Peace &
Commerce issues, including 96 & 108. The 20th century section contains many sets in the modest range with some
better such as 1900-1929 (109-32, used), 1924 (198-201, mint), 1924-25 (220-25, mint), 1940-41 (410-414, mint);
Semipostal singles, part sets & sets such as 1914 (B1-2, mint), 1918 (B11, used), 1922 (B16-18, mint), 1926-27
(B21-23), 1930 (B34, mint), 1938 (B54-59, mint), 1937 (B66-67, mint); Airmails 1927 (C1 mint & C2 used) & 1936
(C8-13, mint). We also noted some postage dues and official stamps. A great opportunity to buy an intact collection,
offered as received from consignor, F.-V.F. Scott $16,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

France, Mostly Mint Collection, 1850s-1970s. Mounted in a Schaubek album with 19th Century used,
followed by many gainful sets and singles (mint unless denoted) such as 1926 (131-32), 1923 (197) & 1938 PEXIP
sheet; Semipostals: 1922 (B12-19), 1928 (B27), 1928 (B28-30), 1929 (B31-33), 1930 (B34), 1931 (B38), 1935
(B42-43), 1936-37 (B48-53), 1937 (B66-67), 1954 (B285-90) & 1955 (B294-99); Airmails: 1927 (C1-2) & 1936
(C16-17). We also noted some postage dues and offices abroad examples. A collector’s collection loaded with useful
material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

France, Intact Highly Complete Booklet Collection, 1903-2000. An extraordinary collection of over 70
booklets, includes 146a with both colors and finishes with B648a, some better includes #172a, B274a complete, B282a,
B291a, B301a, a lot with huge potential, it’s tough to find this many complete booklets in one collection, light duplication,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

France, Lovely Selection of 1849 First Issue. Two lovely 4-margin copies each of Scott #1-3, 6, 7 & 9 plus
an 1852 folded letter from Paris to England franked with a 4-margin pair of the 40c orange and an 1852 envelope from
Paris to the U.S. franked with a single 1fr light carmine and a pair of 15c green, both with three margins; condition is all
gorgeous, though there are some slight thins; also included are signed artist’s large die proofs of the 1949 15c & 25c
Stamp Centenary (612, 613) plus a third 20c #3.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

France, Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1933. Nice collection with better stamps scattered throughout on
old Scott International pages; included are faulty, but reasonable appearing used examples of 1fr #9c & 37, as well as
some nice lower priced 19th century and several better F-VF mint numbers, such as 197, 246, B27, B34, B40, C1-2, J28
& J40 (used); there are also some useful Offices Abroad (no China); condition is quite mixed in the 19th century, but is
otherwise just about all clean and F-VF. A useful lot. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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France, Interesting Collection, 1849-1955. Hundreds of mainly used stamps and covers mounted in four
3-ring binders and loose in a shoebox; the mounted collection includes #1-7, 9 & 37 as well as several 19th century
covers; post-1930 period is just about complete including lots of FDCs and Maximum cards (1945-55 period is fairly
complete including several numbers with more than one cachet); a few mint highlights include the 1937 PEXIP sheet
(NH but folded) and the 1953-54 Red Cross booklets; the shoebox includes about 50 stampless covers from the 1830s
to the 1850s (mainly commercial Le Havre to London or Genoa) and several unusual early to mid-19th century covers,
as well as a few deluxe proofs and a set of 24 die-essays for a proposed set of “Aide aux Intellectuels” Semi-Postals (12
different undenominated designs, each printed in black and in bright blue; overall, quite a fascinating lot.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1976. In Yvert-Tellier album, starting with many used classics such
as 1849-50 (3 & 3a), 1852 (10, 10a & 11), 1853-60 Emperor Napoleon III imperforates, including 80¢ x4, followed by
several perforated issues & 1870-71 Bordeaux examples. We also noted Peace & Commerce issues, including
distinctive shades useful for reference. The 20th century section starts with sets and part sets in the modest range but
includes several better mint issued in the 1940s-60s period: 1944 (477-95), 1949 (B238-43), 1950 (B249-54), 1951
(B258-63), 1952 (B267-72), 1952 (B267-72), 1953 (B276-81) & 1954 (B285-90). A nice lot to go through carefully,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

France, Formidable Postal History Lot. Over 150 cards and covers, includes thirty one stampless, first
days, airmail, forwarders, censored, some better includes 1916 censored to Haiti, 1918 censored forwarded to US sub
chaser, 1855 to Sardinian states, and maximum cards of B66 & B67, many nice individual items for retail, excellent
potential, should make for a pleasant and worthwhile viewing, Owners Retail $3,291, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

France, First Day Cover Collection, 1950-1962. Thousands of first day covers from the 1950s and early
1960s, with definitive issues and semi-postals, light duplication, also includes a nice mint collection of semi-postals,
sure to please any Francophile, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

France, Fabulous Dealer Stock. Thousands of neat mint and used material, mint in glassines includes 300,
301, 313-314, 349 (2), 372, B1, B46 (2), B64 (2), B74 (2), B85 (2), B179-B184, B244-B247, B321-B326, on cards there
are is 305, 311-312, 1100 (2), B20-B22, C22, the possibility of some hidden gems is string on a lot this size, please
investigate to ascertain this lots true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

France, Collection of Stampless Covers, 1774-1861. About 65 covers with straightline postmarks
including 13 Eighteenth Century and all but three pre-1835; mainly domestic usages, 29 are mounted on blank pages,
many with write-ups; nice range of markings—very nearly all different; includes the owner’s fairly detailed inventory.
Estimate $400 - 600

France, Monaco & Andorra, Mostly Mint Collection, 1970-96. Mounted in two Scott Specialty albums and
a Schaubek album, better includes Andorra 21, 23-63A, 65-77, 114-123, 124-142, then complete 1973-1996, Monaco
1885-1996 with 30-32, 40-49, 60-92, B19-B23, CB7-CB10, then complete for the period, and France complete
1970-1990, fresh and clean, a joy to view, even better to own, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

French Offices in China, Mint and Used Collection, 1894-1918. Somewhat scattered collection of about
250 stamps on old Scott International pages; most of the value is in Hoi Hao include used #13 and mint #28 & 73a;
condition is generally clean and F-VF. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $400 - 600
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French Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1859-1968. In nine bourse-style books, catalogued and valued in order on
sales pages, ready for immediate sale, including (mint unless otherwise denoted): France Colonies: 42-4, 56, 18
(Saigon cancel) small faults, 18 (China cancel) small faults, 18 (Saigon cancel), 18 (China cancel), 18 pair Saigon CDS,
J14 used; French Colonies Concorde Omnibus in blocks of four NH, French West Africa: two plate proof; Port Said: 32
used; Zanzibar Offices: 8; Reunion: 51 used, 299-300 NH, 318-21 NH:, Free French Colonies Omnibus (2 sets);
Alaouites: C9-12, C17-19, C21; Alexandretta: 16 used, C1-8 used; Algeria: Yvert # 1-8, 33-67 used, 66-7, scarce Ceres
# 363A semi-postal, B1-13, B14-26, B76-81 NH, C1-6, C4a used; Andorra (18-20, 23//63A, 73, 85-104 NH, 124-42 NH,
C1 block of four NH, C1 (2), C1 used (2), C2-3 NH, C2-4 used, J9//15, J9//15; Annam and Tonkin: 1-3, 7 signed, 9;
Benin: 4 used block of four CDS, 33//45 used, J3 used pair signed; Cameroun: 101//109 used, 102 used, 103 tiny thins,
104 used, 105, 107 used, 109 used, 108, 110, 114, 115 nibbed perf, 116, 117, 118, 121, 123a, 124a, 129, 170//211
mint/used, 356 NH, B11 signed; Chad; Comoro Islands: 1//19, 42 imperf pairs NH (2); Dahomey: 1-16, 7//15, 1-7, 9-15,
22-4, 26-8, 25, CQ5 NH; Dedeagh: three provisionals with small faults; Diego Suarez: 4 used, 5 CDS, 7 used, 8
used,14//20 used small faults, 16 used, 48 NH, J11; French Equatorial Africa; French Guiana: 31,39, 41-2, 45-6; French
Guinea: 38-44, J1-7, J8-15, 1-77 mint/used, 8 used; French India: 21-2, 23 used, 113-5, 117-23, 124-34, 160//76,
212-19 NH; French Morocco: 6 disturbed gum, 7 used, CB11-20 (2), 1N1-15 left bottom plate number blocks of four NH;
French Sudan: 14; Gabon: 8 CDS, 32, 48 used, 49-71, 132-9, 41, 43-7, 139, 141//6, J12-22, J23-33; Guadeloupe: 3-5
used, 3-5, 6-9 used, 6-9, 13 small thin with Cert, 14-21 used, 19d used 24, 26, 45a, 46a, 46/46b pair; French Indochina:
14 (2), 15 (2), 18 NH, 19 NH (2), 20, 21-36 used; Ivory Coast: 11 used, Q22 small margin thin; Lebanon: 1-14, 18-21 NH,
45-8 NH, 45-8, 131-4, 296-305, B1-12, C1-4, C5-8, C36 used tiny thin, CB1-4, J6-10, J21-5, J50-5 NH; French
Occupation Libya: 2NC1-2 NH (3), 2NJ1 NH plate number margin singles(6); Madagascar: 16 used, 16-7 used, 20-2
used, 33 bisect tied and used on piece not counted, 28//46, 54 CDS, C1-24, C54 (2), C54 used; Martinique: 12 used
signed, 19, 26 imperf sheetlet of 15 NH, 48 NH, 133-72 NH, Q1 small faults; Mayotte: 8 used, 1-20, 20 NH, J12-22; New
Caledonia: 3, 4 used, 32, 32 CDS, 33, 54-8, 59 NH, 12c double surcharge and inverted with crease, 35a inverted
overprint, 36a inverted signed, 50, 58 NH,77, 79, 78, 117a inverted surcharge, B2a double surcharge signed, C30-2
imperfs, J1-5 used; Nossi-Be: 40, 43, J3, J16 signed, J15 used signed, J17 CDS tied on piece with Cert; Obock: 9 CDS,
20 CDS, $6-8, 53-5, 56-8, 60, 62, 63, 60, J2, J3, J4, J5-18 minus J13 many signed, J13 used; Reunion: 10, 299-300,
C32-4 NH, C35-8 NH, Q1 used, Michel I parcel stamp with CDS; Ile Rouad: 4-16 mint/used, 4-14; Senegal: 12 used on
piece, 31 used signed; Somali Coast: 1 used signed, 2 used tied on piece signed, 34-48, 60 margin imperf, 61-3, C20
imperf, C20 NH (3); Syria: 133-6 NH, 165-9 NH, 229-30, 366-73 imperfs NH, B1-12, C2 used, C9, C9 used, C109-13
NH, MC1-4; Tahiti: 3 used, 29a double surcharge; Tunisia: 9//26, 25, 26 used; Wallis and Futuna: 94//123 NH (2),
J24-36; French Oceania/Polynesia: 1//20 used, 1//20, 126-35 NH, 196-7 NH, 199-202 NH, 296-9 NH, B1 used, C24-7
NH, C50 NH (6), C63-7 NH, O1-15 NH; French Southern and Antarctic Territory: 1 NH (4), 2-7 NH, 12-15 NH (2), 15
block of four NH, 16-19 NH (2), 20 NH (2), 22 NH, 23-4 NH, C1-2 NH (5), C3 NH, C4 NH, C5 NH, C6 NH, C7 block of four,
C10a NH, C25a NH, C12 NH, C16a NH (2), C48 NH (5); St. Pierre and Miquelon: 10 with rounded corner, 49-51, 46-8,
69, 77, 69//75, 158, 226//46, 226//51 NH (2), 383-84-C41-42 NH, 453-67 NH, many new issue sets of 1980s and 1990s
NH, B4-8 NH, B4-8 (2), C1-7 NH, C21-2 NH, C27 NH, C35-6 NH, C40 NH (5), C47-9 NH, C50 NH, C54 NH; This is a
gold mine for the French Colonialist, a few faults on some early material (as listed) but many attractive items and some
stunners; you can really juice up one or more collections and still have much retail for ebay; make sure you check this
one out! F.-V.F. Scott $51,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
French Colonies & Territories, Massive Outstanding Collection. Beautifully presented in twelve albums
with innumerable sets and singles in the $50 to $200 range in mint or never hinged condition, stronger areas noted
include French Polynesia 1929 (72-75), 1934-40 (80-116), 1941 (126-35), 1948 (C17-19), 1953 (C21), 1958 (C24-27,
NH), 1965-66 (C37, NH), 1969-70 (C54, NH), 1970 (C55-56, NH), 1970 (C63-67, NH), 1971 (C78-82, NH), 1972
(C89-93, NH), 1973 (C100-104, NH), 1974 (C107-11, NH) & 1975 (C112-14, NH); French Southern & Antarctic
Territories 1956 (C1-2), 1959 (C3), 1960 (16-19, NH), 1963 (C4, NH), 1963 (23-24 & C6, NH), 1965 (C7), 1965 (C8,
NH), 1966 (C11, NH), 1966-69 (25-28, NH), 1968 (30, NH), 1968-69 (C13-14, NH), 1968 (31-32, NH), 1969 (C17-18,
NH), 1969-71 (C19-23, NH) & 1972 (C26-27, NH); New Caledonia 1933 (182-207), 1962 (C29-32, NH); Reunion 1943
(178-222); St. Pierre & Miquelon 1932 (J21-31), 1934 (160-64), 1938-40 (172-204), 1942 (249-55), 1956 (C20), 1957
(C21-22, NH), 1962 (C25); Wallis & Futuna 1920-28 (1-28), 1924-27 (33-42), 1930-40 (43-84). We also noted French
Equatorial Africa 11-25, 33-72, C10 & C16; plus Afars & Issas; Alaouites-Latakia; Algeria; Cameroun (255-81); Central
African Republic; Chad; Comoro Islands; Dahomey; French Congo; Middle Congo (65-88); French Andorra (18,
23-52B, 53A-57, 58A-63A & 124-41), French Guiana; French Post Offices in China; French Post Offices in Egypt;
French Sudan; French West Africa; Gabon; Guadeloupe; Indochina; Inini; Ivory Coast; Madagascar; Mali; Martinique;
Mauritania; Morocco; New Hebrides 1938 (50-61) & 1941 (67-78); Niger; Senegal; Somali Coast (183-93 & 194-223);
Togo, Tunisia & Upper Volta highly desirable sections. A wealth of stamps from this popular area with a profusion of
better material awaiting the viewer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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French Colonies, Outstanding Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1932. Several hundred stamps from all
the colonies that aren’t included in the Africa or Oceania collections, all mounted on old Scott International pages in a
spring-back binder; highlights include (mint unless noted) General Issues #6, 18 (used), Andorra 1-20, 54, Castellorizo
5, 9, 12 (last with certificate), and Lebanon and Syria Olympic overprints complete, plus more; condition is generally
clean and F-VF. An excellent starter collection or for fill-ins. Scott $5,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Colonies, Mostly Mint Collection, 1948-2000. A few hundred stamps and souvenir sheets from the
most desirable of the colonies, includes #1, 20, 37-44, 58-63 blocks of four, C1-C2, C4, C5, C19-C23, C26-C27, C25a,
C28, C29-C32, C35a, Wallis & Fortuna 179-181, C41, 207-209, 228a, a page of imperf varieties, also St. Pierre &
Miquelon C35-C36, C43, C51-C53, the imperfs alone should be worth our low estimate, come on down, set a spell and
review, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
French Colonies, Cover Collection, 1894-1950. 30 covers from France Pacific, includes picture postcard
of natives from New Caledonia, Marine Post Office cancel on cover from French Polynesia, 1936 registered cover from
Tahiti to France, 1934 first flight Australia to Papua New Guinea, 1903 photo of harbor from Indo China to Seoul, 1909
registered cover from New Hebrides to Paris, several used postal stationery, a magnificent lot that will sell easily,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
French Colonies, Postal History. 46 covers or cards from the Pacific area, includes 1928 cover New
Caledonia with #92, 94, 99, 107, 110, 115, 122, to US, 1928 New Caledonia with 122, 124, 125, 126, 127, 133, 128, to
US, 1935 New Hebrides with 41, 46, 53 to Switzerland, 1906 Indo China 27 on postcard of Hue to France, Martinique
postcard with 137, 138, 145, 139, 140 to US, 1938 St. Pierre & Miquelon 165-170 to England, and 1926 French Guiana
with 66, 67 (x2), some important pieces present, inspection can’t hurt, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
French Colonies: Afars & Issas, The Complete Country, 1967-77. Neatly mounted and written-up on
homemade pages, all MNH and Very Fine with a few duplicates. Scott approximately $1,100. Estimate $300 - 400
French Africa, Powerful Mint and Used Collection, 1890-1930. A couple thousand stamps on old Scott
International pages in a spring-back binder; value almost entirely in the pre-1910 issues with excellent Navigation &
Commerce and early surcharges; highlights include (mint unless noted) Benin J1-3 used, signed Champion, Cameroun
116-121, Diego Suarez 6, 7, 9, 10 (all used), Fr. Morocco 21-22, Madagascar used 4, 5, 8-22 and mint 7, J1-7, Somali
Coast #1, Tunisia 26, etc., etc.; condition, though not perfect, is way above average for a collection of this vintage, being
generally clean and F-VF. A superb starter collection for the area. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
French & Former French North Africa, 1888-2004. Solid collections of Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia in
three 3-ring binders and a Minkus album; the Algeria is on homemade pages 1945-58 & 1987-2004 with 1962-70 on
Minkus pages (the last two sections all NH) and the rest on stock sheets; the Morocco 1891-1978 is in the first half of the
Minkus album (NH from 1961), while 1979-2003 is on homemade pages in a 3-ring binder; in addition, there is a
scattering of Spanish Morocco and British & German POs in Morocco; the 1888-1988 Tunisia is in the last half of the
Minkus album (NH from 1960) with the 1981-2004 issues on homemade pages in a 3-ring binder (all NH, including
several imperf souvenir sheets). The 19th and early 20th century material is somewhat scattered, but from the 1940s
onward all three countries are nearly complete.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Oceania, Exceptional Mint and Used Collection, 1885-1932. A virtually intact collection of several
hundred stamps on old Scott International pages in a spring-back binder with lots of better stamps throughout; countries
represented are French Polynesia, Grand Comoros, Guadeloupe, Inini, Martinique (cat. $890), Mayotte, New
Caledonia ($1,475), New Hebrides, Nossi Be ($1,100 including J7, J8, J13), Reunion ($865 including 5-10), St. Pierre &
Miquelon ($1,200+ including 10 without gum & J8 used), Tahiti (with 8a) and Wallis & Futuna; condition is much better
than average for a collection of this vintage with just a few flaws and hinging problems. A great lot. Scott $7,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
French Oceania (Polynesia, New Caledonia, Wallis & Futuna), Imperfs Collection, 1972-93. One large
3-ring binder with Hagner stock sheets on which are many dozen of these scarce and desirable issues, which are only
released in extremely limited quantities (all of which appear VF NH); These much sought-after items include many of the
key and most popular topicals, including: De Gaulle, Explorers. Writers, Painters, Arts, History, Olympics, Captain
Cook, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Christmas, Easter, Space, Manned Flight, Flowers, Diana, Butterflies, Pope John
Paul II, Luther, Environment; Not often does one see a collection of imperfs offered! Great to sell rapidly online! Very
Fine, catalog or owner’s cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $3,000+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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French Oceania, Mint Collections, 1892-2004. Mainly modern collections of Mayotte, New Hebrides and
Wallis & Futuna, neatly mounted and written-up on homemade pages in two 3-ring binders; Mayotte includes a few
earlies, like #8, but is apparently complete 1997-2005; New Hebrides is missing the 1941 Liberation overprints and
J1-15, but is otherwise virtually complete to 1978; Wallis & Futuna is complete 1944-2004 with a reasonable showing of
earlier issues; also scattered throughout are a few imperfs & deluxe proofs; as for condition, everything is clean and
F-VF with NH beginning in about 1967. A terrific group from this popular collecting area.
Estimate $600 - 800
French Polynesia, Comprehensive Collection, 1939-2009. Virtually complete from Independence
through 2008, in eight large 3-ring binders (one volume of airmails) with Hagner stock sheets, each set in singles and
miniature/souvenir sheets (all of which appear VF NH), AND another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for
which no premium has been counted; This extremely popular area is loaded with great stamps and key topicals,
including: Writers, Painters, Arts, De Gaulle, History, Olympics, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Christmas, Easter, Space,
Manned Flight, Flowers, Diana, Butterflies, Luther, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; Great collection to continue
and have the country complete to date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott
$15,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
French Polynesia, Complete Mint Collection, 1892-2005. Neatly mounted and written-up on homemade
pages in a 3-ring binder; complete and F-VF NH beginning in 1966 (with a few earlier, e.g. C17-21 & C37); also includes
a few imperfs. Not much else need be said—an extraordinary lot.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
French Polynesia, Mint Collection, 1940-90. Seductive lot that includes C24-C27, C37, C45-C47, C47a,
C63-C67, C78-C82, C89-C93, C100-C104, full sheets of 182, 184, 438-443, and 2 sets of premier proofs, tremendous
catalog value, should be checked for NH material, always popular and in demand, Very Fine. Estimate $600 - 800
French Polynesia, Collection, 1892-2010. A gorgeous collection of this gorgeous area, better includes 11,
15, 18, 21-54, 72-75, C24-C27, C52-C53, C54, C77a, C78-C82, C88, C89-C93, C107-C111, plus year sets for
1976-1991, some light useful duplication, worthy of an aggressive bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
French Polynesia, Postal History, 1905-70. 100+ covers and postcards, includes 1962 first flight cover with
#182,184, 1958 first flight 182-190 to US, 1947 CB2-4, 144 block of four on reverse to US, 1965 C31 (x4), 200, 212, to
US, 1918 cover with 35 and Christmas Island label to Switzerland, 1947 flight cover 158 (x2), C4 to New Zealand, 1923
cover 23 (x3), 24 (x3) to Tahiti, some duplication, scarce to obtain this many covers of this in demand country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Complete Mint Collection, 1955-2005. Neatly mounted and
written-up on homemade pages in a 3-ring binder; 1955-65 issues are mostly LH (19, 29 & C3 are NH), but from 1966
onward, everything is never hinged; also includes a couple of stocksheets of duplicates. A marvelous collection of this
always popular country.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
French Colonies: Indochina, Valuable Air Mail Cover Collection, 1946-51. With 42 covers displayed on
black pages. The collection includes several special flights for the “Resumption of Airmail Service” after WWII. One of
these is an incoming flight from France. Another interesting cover from New Caledonia is a First Flight in 1948 from
Noumea to Saigon. Most of the remaining covers are either personal correspondence or commercial mail. A very
attractive collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Comprehensive Collection, 1937-2009. Totally complete from 1945
through early 2009, in six large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, each set in singles and miniature/souvenir
sheets (all of which appear VF NH), AND another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium
has been counted; No, your eyes are not deceiving you!!! Complete VF NH from WWII to 2009! This extremely popular
Pacific overseas French territory is in demand and loaded with great stamps and key topicals, including: Writers,
Painters, Arts, De Gaulle, History, Olympics, Concorde, Red Cross, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Christmas, Easter,
Space, Manned Flight, Flowers, Diana, Butterflies, Luther, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; Here you can obtain a
showcase collection to continue and have the country complete to date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s
acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $8,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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French Colonies: New Caledonia, Impressive Mint Collection, 1892-2005. Nearly complete for the
period, neatly mounted and written-up on homemade pages in two 3-ring binders; missing #55-56, 180-181 and the
1941 Liberation overprints but not much else (no 1973 Concorde booklet); all clean and F-VF with NH beginning in
1967. A great lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, Nice Basic Mint Collection, 1892-2005. Solid collection without
the 1941-42 Liberation overprints (does include a few $15-$20 values), neatly mounted and written-up on homemade
pages in a 3-ring binder; includes #46-51, 60-70, 72-74, 79-131 & 166-206B; then from 1942 onward (300-313) it is
virtually complete; generally LH to 1965 (C20-22 are NH) but all NH from 1966 onward. A terrific collection of this
always popular country.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, 1892-2013. A lovely presentation in a pristine Scott Specialty
album, better mint with 110-120, 171, 324-342, 343-344, 370-373, 378-381, 385-388, 900-904, B14, C18, C20, C27,
J21-J31, Q1, an impressive selection of this ever popular country, be sure to get your bid in early, F.-V.F. Scott $1,230.
Estimate $400 - 600
French Colonies: Syria, Small Collection of Overprint Varieties, 1920-30. About 140 stamps include
pairs & blocks, mostly mounted on blank pages; some are minor varieties but many are inverted or double, several of
which are not in Scott, such as 1920 O.M.F. 50c on 2c inverted (32 var.), single, pair & strip of 4 (Y&T €45 each) and
1927-28 4p on 25c (190/191 var.) double overprint, black and red (Y&T €100); also includes C36a & b (inverted plane
and pair, one without overprint in one strip of 3 (unoverprinted stamp with heavy crease/tear); and B1-12 & CB1-4 in
pairs, one stamp in each pair “au” instead of “aux” plus five different inverted overprints from the same set plus one
double; finally two French stamps (78, 100) used in Beirut in the 1890s, the latter on cover to Washington D.C. A most
interesting lot.
Estimate $350 - 500
French Colonies: Wallis & Futuna, Comprehensive Collection, 1937-2007. Virtually complete (missing
two stamps) from 1945 through 2007, in five large 3-ring binders (one volume of airmails) with Hagner stock sheets,
each set in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets (all of which appear VF NH), AND another set used, many of which
are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted; These islands were first settled by Polynesians, and are a
popular area with stamp collectors; It is loaded with key topicals, including: Writers, Painters, Arts, De Gaulle,
Concorde, Rights of Man, Red Cross, Rowland Hill, Scientists, Bacteriologists, Inventors, Captain Cook, History,
Olympics, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Native creatures, Seashells, Boy Scouts, American Bicentennials, Christmas,
Easter, Space, Manned Flight, Flowers, Diana, Catholic Saints, Butterflies, Luther, Pope John Paul II, Environment,
UN; Great collection to continue and have the country complete to date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s
acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $6,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
French Area, Deluxe Die & Trial Color Proofs Assortment. Group of 160 pieces in a stock book with some
duplication, including Cameroun, Chad, Congo, France, French Polynesia, Gabon, Laos, Mali, Mauritania, New
Caledonia, Senegal, Tunisia & Wallis-Futuna examples. We also noted two artist signed trial color proofs with deckled
edges. A choice lot for the collector or dealer alike, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
French Andorra, Collection, 1931-2010. Mounted in a pristine Scott Specialty Album with Scott mounts,
includes used 54, C1, mint 65-77 less 73, 105-113, 159-160, B1, J16-J20, J32-J41, J42-J45, post office fresh and
mostly mint, you won’t find a better collection for the money, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Monaco, Magnificent Collection, 1885-2013. Expertly mounted in two Scott Specialty albums, with mint
1-4, 8, 11-29, 40-49, 60-92, 110-130, 131-144, 145-158, 159, 160-175B, 204-208, 228-232, 262-273, 283-287, then
basically complete mint to 2013, semi-postals B1-B6, B9-B17, then complete to 1994, airmails complete, air post
semi-postals complete, and finally postage dues complete less J18, a gorgeous collection that will please the most
fastidious collector of dealer, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Monaco, Imperf & Deluxe Sheet Collection, 1920-90. An astounding collection housed in a Lindner stock
book, over 350 items that includes many scarce and valuable items, includes imperfs for 192-195, 214-221, 247-252,
C8-C9, C10-C13, signed artist proof for Saint Jean Bosco issue, signed artist proof for 479, premier sheets of four perf
and imperf for the 1949 UPU issue, premier sheets for the marriage of Princess Grace both perf and imperf, single
stamps on individual sheets and a set with plate numbers, proofs of 1951 St Vincent de Paul issue, plate number blocks
of 334-339, a unique opportunity to acquire a lot with such enormous potential, be sure to carefully peruse this winner,
Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Monaco, Beautiful Collection, 1921-96. Advisable property presented in a Scott album and virtually
complete for the period, mostly mint or never hinged, including many desirable sets and sheets such as 1921 (30-32),
1922-24 (40-49), 1932-37 (110-30, including 75¢ used), 1937-38 (131-44), 1937-43 (145-158), 1939-46 (160-75B),
1951 Red Cross (291b x2, imperforate & perforated); 1953 (295-300 & C36-39) & 1956 (371-90 & C49-50). We also
noted Semipostals such as 1919 (B2-6), 1920 (B9-17), 1937 (B19-23, NH), 1939 (B26-35, NH), 1940 (B36-50) & 1956
(B99a x2, imperforate & perforated); Airmails section with C41-44 & C41a, C42a & C44a, plus useful postage dues that
deserve your attention, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Monaco, Dealer Stock, 1885-1959. In two small bourse-style binders with stamps on display sale pages,
catalogued, priced and in order; Early issues with some slight faults or fine centering as usual; Better mint items,
including: 5, 6, 7, 11-29, 28 gutter pair, 40-49, 110-29, 110-30, 131-44, 530E, B2-5, B7, B19-23, CB1-4 imperf pairs,
J38; NH including: 27, B36-50, C2-7 imperf corner margin blocks of four, C27-9, C41-3, C44a, C42a, C44; Mainly mint
with a handful of used, very decent stock of this popular and often difficult-to-find country. Centering on first two issues
mostly fine as usual, some with a few small faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $15,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Monaco, Magnificent Dealer Stock, 1885-1990. Thousands and thousands of stamps in three red banker’s
boxes and two large boxes, and incredible range of material present including mint 2 (x2), 3, 13, 15 (x2), 28, 371A-380A,
948-954, B19-B23, B24-B25, B96-B99 perf and imperf, C36-C39, C40, C55-C58, C69-C72A (x2), CB7-CB10,
CB11-CB14, J39a-J47a, also with used 6 (x5), 28 (x3), and finally some scarcer material like the 1949 UPU issue with
imperf and perf souvenir sheets and proofs, B94 proof, various imperf singles and strips, signed artist proofs, a wealth of
material that would be easy to break down, the red boxes are arranged numerically, well worth the effort, be sure to
examine this winner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Monaco, Small, Mainly Mint Collection, 1885-1933. Includes many better (mint unless noted) including
#1-4, 8, 27, B2-7 & J9 (used); just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
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German Area, Powerful Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1934. Solid, virtually intact collection of a couple
thousand stamps on old Scott International pages in a spring-back binder; States issues, which catalog $29,000, are
above average and include very attractive used examples of Bremen #7 & 9a, as well as Wurttemburg #12, 18, 29, 30,
33, 46 (red cancel) & 53; Germany includes (mint unless noted) 65d, B1-58a (mostly used, no souvenir sheets) &
C27-42; Saar includes 1-18, 36 used, B1-14, B16-36 & B44-53; condition of the States, as noted previously, is mixed
but well above average, while the 20th century, other than a few minor flaws and hinging problems, is generally F-VF. A
truly exceptional lot. Scott $38,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
German Area, Mostly Mint Collection, 1872-1945. Neatly mounted in two Schaubek albums with some
used earlies, and value concentrated in the large number of sets, singles and souvenir sheets (mint unless otherwise
denoted) issued in the 20th Century. Volume I: 1912 Air Post Semi-Officials (CL1-3 mint & CL2 used), inflation issues,
1928-32 (366-84), 1928-31 (C35-37, used), 1928 (B23-27), 1929 (B28-32), 1930 (C38-39), 1930 (C40-42, used), 1930
IPOSTA (B33), 1933 (B49-57), 1935 OSTROPA (B68), followed by a highly complete section of sets and souvenir
sheets issued in the 1936-45 period, including some useful fieldpost examples and officials. We also noted 1940-45
Occupation of Luxembourg; 1941-45 Occupation of Ukraine, General Government well filled section & Slovakia issues.
Volume II contains German States that is truly unchecked in detail; Allenstein 1920 (1-14 & 15-28); Marienwerder 1920
(1-14 & 40-53); Danzig 1921 (49-58), 1930 (200-210) & 1932 (C31-35), plus Eupen, Malmedy, Memel, German
Occupation of Belgium WWI, German Occupation of France WWI & German Occupation of Romania WWI sections
with desirable sets. A very attractive holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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German Area, Souvenir Sheets, Dealer Stock, 1933-50s. One extra large bourse-style binder with stamps
on sale display pages catalogued, valued and in order, with hundreds of souvenir sheets (with some other extra material
not counted), including: mint: B33 disturbed gum, B90 (5), B91 (6), B102 (10), B 106 (3); NH: 96 (sheet of 20), B90 (5),
B91 (5), B92 (5), B102 (2), B104 (4), B105 (10), B106 (2), 804 (3), many additional souvenir sheets, blocks, perf and
imperf, booklets panes, from 1940s through 1960s including some DDR (such as 144a 146a); used: B68, B90 (5), B91,
B92 (10), B91 & B92 with dozens of Third Reich and Olympic and other special cancels, B103 (5), B104, B102-B104 &
B106 with many additional special cancels, B105 (2), many other perf and imperf SS of late 1940s and 1950s, including
some better DDR, such as 144a, 264a (4); No description can do justice to this extraordinary stock of souvenir sheets,
many of them specialized and very difficult to find, plus many desirable items in multiples with great quality through-out;
The retail on this is over-the-top, and you can also build a fabulous collection! You have to see this to believe it! generally
Very Fine. Scott $15,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Area, A Delightful Collection. In 3 Scott albums, mostly mint going to 1990, meticulously
assembled in mounts beginning with a representative selection of States & early Germany proper, then very solid
onward to the early 1950s, used or LH/NH including #667-667, 670-685, 702-721, semi postals virtually complete to the
1980s with mint B8-B11, B19-B22, B49-B57, B68, B82-B92, B102-B106, solid through B293, plus B302-B347,
C36-C37, C40 used, plus occupations, etc. We also note nearly complete Berlin, nice representations from Saar,
Danzig and Memel, worthwhile colonies & more, a lovely lot which “shows” very nicely, F.-V.F. or better, inspection
invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Area, Post World War II Collection, 1945-90. Thirty volumes with an amazing array of stamps,
souvenir sheets and covers, includes a couple of volumes of DDR mint blocks of four, stock books of used DDR, used
West Germany, East Germany covers, West Germany first flight covers, a 1949 Berlin Airlift cover, first day covers, a
volume of locals, dozens of varieties displayed, a lovely lot for the Germany enthusiast, enormous potential, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Area, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1840-1960. Originally housed in seven red bankers boxes,
thousands of stamps in display cards, includes box of states, two boxes of Germany, box of Berlin, box of DDR, box of
semi-postals, airmails and officials, and finally a box of Berlin semi-postals, German Offices and colonies, and
occupations, generally moderately valued material, but with many gems strewn about, you’ll find mint 669, B314-B315,
9NB6-9NB7, Offices in China 5a, used Offices in Turkey 20, a pleasant start to begin dealing in this popular area, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Area, Collection, 1946-2007. Impressive collection of hundreds and hundreds of mint & used
stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in ten Lighthouse hingeless albums, volume 1 includes 1945-1946 locals issued
under Russian administration, then mint West Germany B316-B317, B320-B323, Berlin with 9N42-9N60, 9N61-9N63,
9NB3a (x2), and DDR with 82-84, 144a, 146a, 264a, B21a, B35a, appears complete after 1955, few if any condition
issues, be ready to bid on this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Extensive Collection, 1852-1960. Diverse and valuable collection of Germany, States,
Colonies and occupations residing in two Scott Specialty albums, better mint includes #80-95, 319-321, 665-666,
667-668, B69-B78, B94-B92, B102-B103, B104, B105, B141-B143, B310-B313, B327-B330, B344-B347, C20-C26,
C35-C37, C46-C56, Allenstein 1-14, 20-28, plus great Cameroons, Caroline Islands 7-18, Mariana Islands 11-14,
Danzig, DDR, Memel, Saar 68-83, 85-98, 139-154, B1-B4, B5-B8, with plenty of occupations, the perfect lot for
expansion, plan on sufficient time to truly enjoy this holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Accumulation. An real mixed up, but valuable hodgepodge of a few thousand stamps in old
mismatched stockbooks and brown envelopes filling a small carton; most of the value is in Germany, but unfortunately,
at some point, the collection was affected by dampness, resulting in a good bit of it being pretty solidly stuck down; we
note, for instance, 1933 Wagners, Polar Flight Zeppelins & Chicago Flight Zeppelins, all bright and fresh but firmly stuck
down; LUCKILY, however, there is plenty of good value in the undamaged material, including Austria #371 NH,
B100-105 used, Germany Chicago Flight Zeppelins used, U-Boat “Hela” & Tunis Feldpost, Soviet Zone Thuringia Block
4, West Saxony Block 5X and 1945 Meissen Reconstruction Block 1, all three souvenir sheets NH; we also note a nice
group of used German Colonies & Offices abroad; the bulk of the lot is lower priced material or stuck, but a careful
inspection should reveal lots of useful material and perhaps a few hidden gems.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1870s-1990s. In two Minkus albums, Volume I begins with some
Bavaria & Thurn-Taxis stamps, followed by German Empire 19th & 20th Centuries, including Inflation issues, Third
Reich regulars and semipostals. We also noted Federal Republic section highly complete in the 1955-89 period, plus
West Berlin section virtually complete in the 1954-87 period. Volume II contains a few Saar sets, followed by Soviet
Zone issues and DDR section with most set and souvenir sheets from 1979-90. F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Area, Booklets and Booklets Panes, Dealer Stock, 1932- 60. One small bourse-style binder with
stamps on sale display pages catalogued, valued and in order, including: Michel # MHB 31, MHB 32.2, MHB 50 (2), MH
20.1 with panes stuck to interleave, MH 12A & 12B, MH 50 (2), MH 3 exploded, Deutsche Bund Airmail Label Booklet
with one stamp missing, Scott 9N42a NH (3), 9N43a (4), 9N179 (MH 3a) x 4, Michel # MH4a, MH4b (3), MH 3A & MH
3B; This is a gold-mine for the right person; this is a stock of unexploded booklets, booklet panes NH and a few booklet
pairs NH; very hard to describe and seldom seen; This will be a steal and can bring many times its value online or retail!
F.-V.F. Scott $3,900 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
German Area, Covers, 1910-70. Meaty lot of several hundred covers, includes flights, zeppelins, ads,
commemoratives, propagandas, occupations, with 574-576 on cover, used souvenir sheets, 1938 zeppelin
commemoratives, 1938 Hitler and Mussolini propaganda card, Saar #247 on card, Memel covers, with a packet and
folder of stamps, also includes U.S. and United Nations covers and stamps, inspection would be helpful, plenty of
pickings available, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
German States, Dealer Stock, 1851-1920. One small bulging bourse-style binder with stamps on sale
display pages catalogued, valued and in order, including, Baden: 1 used small thin, 1a unused, 2a used, 3 mint, 4 mint,
4a used on piece, 4a used, 6 unused, 7 strip of three used, 8 unused center thin, 9 mint, 10 mint, 10 used (2), 12 used, 13
used, 13 unused, 13 mint, 14 used, 15 mint, 17 used thin, 17b used signed, 18 used round corner, 19 mint, 19 unused,
19b used, 22 NH, 22a used (2), 23a used (2), 24 mint signed, 24 used, 24 used signed, 24 mint, 25 NH (5), 25 mint (3),
25 used, 25a mint signed, 25a used, 28 used (2), LJ2 used on piece, LJ2a used; Bavaria: 14 used small faults, 29a used
small thin, 46 used, 57 used signed, 256-75 used, 270A used, Michel # 136 II used with perf faults, 274 NH with
miss-perf error, J1 unused, J8 mint signed, O34-51 used; Brunswick: 12 unused; Hamburg: 13 used, 21 used with tiny
pin thin; Hanover: 16a used; Mecklenburg-Schwerin: 8 used signed; Oldenburg: 10 used pen cancel; Prussia: 1 NH
strip of three, 22 used; Saxony: 3a used; Schleswig-Holstein: 13 used; Thurn and Taxis: 14 used, 12 used, 14 used thin,
22 used with Cert, 27 used, 31 used small thin, 50 used; Wurttemberg: 1a used, 6 used small thin, 12 used corner
cuts,12 used thin, 17 used slight thin, 22 used, 27a used, 37 used, 44 used (2), 45 used small thin, 48 used, 59a used,
O43-52 NH blocks of four, O59-63 (3), O150-62 NH, O179a watermark circles; North German Confederation: 12 used
pen cancel, 13 used pen cancel nibbed perfs, 25 used pen cancel (2), 19 NH (15); There is some great stuff here with
beautiful cancels and little duplication, F.-V.F. Scott $33,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Germany, Dealer Stock, 1875-1945. Three small bourse-style binders with stamps on sale display pages
catalogued, valued and in order, including, unused: 29 faults; mint: 33 gum bends, 35, 35 disturbed original gum, 36,
41b, 65A (2), 65C-74, 75-8, 92a, 93b (2), 94c, 360-2, 366-84, 401-14 (3), B15-18 blocks of four (2mint//2 NH), B32a,
B33a-d (2), B49-57, B55a, B49-57, B59-67, B69-78; NH: 41 (12), 41b (6), Michel 44IIb block of four, Scott # 66b (Michel
# 69b) with Cert, 310b (2) signed, 351-62 with 353b some signed, 363-5 (4), 366-84, 384, 387, 392-7, 415-31, 432-5,
448-51, 477-8 blocks of four, 479-80 (10), B49-57 (55a with hinge remnant), B23-7 (B24 LH), B28-32, B55a, B56-7,
B55a, B57 signed, B82-9, B93-101, B132-3 (6), B134-6, B148-59, B218-9 blocks of four, B292-3, B292 pair, B292-3
imperf blocks of four, B294-5 (4), Michel # 909I; used: 33b signed, Michel 48a,aa,b,bb,d all signed, Scott # 64 (2), 65A
(2), 76 (2), 135 signed Richter, 117, 138c signed Richter, 206c, 237a, 299 block of four with faults, 309 block of four
genuine cancel used out of period with Cert, 311, 320, 319, 401-14, B3-4, B5-7 (2), B15-18 on pieces, B18, B33a-b,
B33a-d (4), B37, B42-3 blocks of four, B55a on piece, B55a, B59-67, B69-78, B119, B314-5, B141-3, B145, B148-59
(2), B257-69; This is the better stuff, mostly NH and/or used; Very attractive and fresh, with several very scarce items!
F.-V.F. Scott $34,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Germany, Early Empire, Dealer Stock, 1872-74. One small bourse-style binder with stamps on sale display
pages catalogued, valued and in order, including, unused: 1, 2, 3 with faults, 7 with faults, 15, 21a; mint: 1, 1 signed, 4, 5,
8a, 8a with thin, 9, 12, 13 with thin, 14 (2), 16 (3), 17, 18, 19a, 20 (4), 21, 21a (2), 23, 24, 25 thin at top, 25, 26, 27-8 (2);
NH: 20, 20 block of four, 21 (3), 23 block of four (2 hinged/2 NH), 24 signed, 27 block of four (3 of 4 NH); used: 1, block of
four on piece, 2 strip of three on piece, 2, 2a on piece, 3, 3a (2), 8 with one short perf, 8, 8a (2), 8a with short perf, 11 with
small faults, 12 manuscript cancel (2), 15 (3), 15a, 16 (3), 20 (2), 21, 22 with thin, 22, 22 with small thin, 24 (2), 25 (4),
25a, 26, 26 on piece, 26, 28 (6); Conjure up the glory of Bismarck and the Kaiser with these imperial gems! F.-V.F. Scott
$34,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Germany, Better Air Mail Dealer Stock, 1912-36. One small bulging bourse-style binder with stamps on
sale display pages catalogued, valued and in order, including, mint: Michel # I-III, I-III (II used), V-VI, V, 10bII, 4a-b (3);
Scott # C20-6 (2), C27-34, C35-7, C36, C37, C39, C40-2 (5), C41, C55-6, C57-8 (3), OL16-21, unlisted 1934 Rocket
Mail private printing; NH: Michel # 4b, 382, Scott # C35 (3), C35 slight tone spot, C36 (2), C37 (4), C45, C48 (7), C50-2,
C55 small spot disturbed gum, C55, C56 (2), C46-56, C59-60 (3), C61-4 (4); used: Michel # 4a (2) on pieces; Scott #
3-14, C8//14, C3-14, C15-9, C15-18, C20-4, C27-34 (3), C33, C34, C35-7 (2), C35, C40, C41 small faults, C43, C44,
C45, C46-56, C55 (12), C55-6 few dozen with small perf faults, O3; Air Mails are really taking off in popularity in
European countries; Soar high with this lot by selling online retail! F.-V.F. Scott $13,400+ (Owner’s). Michel €3,500+
($3,920) (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Germany, Impressive Specialized Collection, 1860s-1945. A marvelous, nearly all used collection neatly
mounted and written-up on homemade pages in eight 3-ring binders; there are three volumes of regular issues, two of
Semi-Postals, one of Airmails & back-of-the-book and two of post-war Occupation issues; 19th century is quite
scattered but the 20th is highly complete; and while there isn’t a whole lot of material over $100-$150, there are still
loads of scarce Michel-listed varieties and literally hundreds of covers and pieces of postal stationery scattered
throughout; there is a nice group of inflation era stamps, covers & currency; the Weimar Republic and Third Reich
period is loaded with such collateral as se-tenant combinations, special cancels (including multiples of various souvenir
sheets with different cancels), and marvelous propaganda cards; and the French Zone issues are highly specialized; a
few individual highlights include (used unless noted) 1928 8pf+7pf vertical watermark (Mi. 426X, €650), an IPOSTA
sheet reduced to a tidy 78x75mm and used on a registered cover to Haida Czechoslovakia, 1933 Wagner - both perfs
complete, used set of 1945 Nazi Anniversary (B292-293) canceled “Berlin-Charlottenberg/ q/ 23. 4. 45 -6” which looks
genuine (and another set that doesn’t), 1930 South America Flight Zeppelins, 2m & pair of 4m on cover Friedrichshafen
- Lakehurst, etc., etc. This is a really fabulous lot that should be view very carefully so as not to miss the many little gems
hidden throughout.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Germany, Mint, Used & Never Hinged Collection, 1872-2002. In two Scott albums, Volume I starts with
1872 Eagles with small shields (2, 4, 7-8 & 10, used), 1872 (15-20, used), followed by 20th century section with Inflation
& Third Reich issues, including 1928 (366-84, mint) & 1934 (432-35, NH), and then by Federal Republic section,
including 1951-52 (670-85, mint); Volume II with semipostals such as 1931 (B38-41), 1932 (B44-48), 1933 (B49-54 &
B56-57, plus B50a-55a), 1936 (B91-92, NH), followed by many other, including many issued by the Federal Republic in
the 1949-2002 period. We also noted Airmails such as 1934 (C46-56), Official & Franchise stamps. We didn’t see big
items but a wealth of medium priced sets, and certainly worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany, Massive Collection of Booklets, Booklet Panes & Se-Tenant Combinations, 1912-2001. A
fabulous collection, neatly mounted and written-up on homemade pages in six 3-ring binders, including Berlin and DDR;
also including many of the complete regularly issued stamps from which the booklets were made; the are no rarities
present (no Germania advertising labels, for instance), but just about everything cataloging up to €150 in Michel is here,
and plenty up to €200 and more; highlights include the 1931 Airmail booklet with virtually intact perforations (MH20.1,
€1200), a 1928 Charity booklet pane on registered cover (HB64, €1100) and the 1952 Berlin booklet with intact
perforations (MH2, €1300); condition is all clean and F-VF, mainly LH through the 1950s and just about all NH from the
mid-1960s onward. A truly marvelous lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany, Excellent Collection, 1868-1955. Nearly all used or covers in four 3-ring binders; most of the
pre-1940 value is in Semi-Postals which include (used unless noted) B8-11, a nice used OSTROPA sheet with a tiny
corner crease, 1933 Wagner, B38-41, B59-89, 1936 Olympic souvenir sheets (both NH and FD cancels); the
post-WWII period includes Western & Soviet Zone locals (with HOPs), DDR, Berlin & Federal Republic just about
complete with many better FDCs; there’s nothing rare here, but there’s plenty of value, and the covers and postal
stationery make it all the more interesting. A great lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Germany, Mint & Used Collection, 1872-1945. In Lighthouse hingeless album, starting with 1872 used
Eagles (20 & 24, used), 1874 (27-28, used), followed by 19th Century, and then by several desirable or saleable sets
such as 1925 (B12-14, used), 1926 (B15-18, used), 1928 (B23-27, used), 1929 (B28-32, mint), 1926-27 (C27-34,
used), 1928-31 (C35-37, used), plus Third Reich material: 1933 (B49-57, used), 1934 (B59-67, used) & 1936 (B91-92,
used). We also noted Danzig 1939 (241-54, mint). A good lot to use to fill gaps or build up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Germany, Collection of Mint Blocks of 4, 1951-57, block of 4. Two stockbooks containing a couple hundred
Federal Republic & Berlin blocks of 4 of, some LH at top only, the others completely NH; better NH blocks include
702-721 (Heuss complete), B325-326, B331, B338-341, B344-347, 9N69, 9N94-98 & 9NB8-11, LH at top blocks
include 698-701, C61-64, 9N84-93, 9N99-102, 9N110 & 9N120-136; condition is uniformly clean and Very Fine. The
mentioned items catalog well over $3,000 in Scott., o.g., hinged or never hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany, Small Oldtime Collection, 1850s-1940s. Scattered collections of WWI & WWII German
Occupation issues plus German States and Colonies mounted on blank pages in three old spring-back albums; very
little coherence but we note several wildly divergent better stamps like Heligoland 1875 5pf #16 NH block of 4 (Michel
13, €220 as singles, German East Africa NB9 used; 1941 Private issues: Belgian Legion, Michel I-IV & IX-XIV in
souvenir sheets of four (I-IV are NH) and French Legion “Polar Bear” sheet Michel Block I. A most unusual lot.
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany, Small Group of Esoteric Specialized Collections, 1870s-1940s. Two 3-ring binders with
miscellaneous small groupings that the collector had never gotten around to expanding; lots of interesting material
including a small assortment of German Colonies with a nice group of 15 picture postcards mailed from Tsingtau,
Kiauchau to the U.S. in 1904 & ‘05; a small collection of post-WWII Lithuanian & Ukranian D.P. Camp stamps and
covers; a small collection of 19th century German Locals, a collection of about 250 Soviet Zone HOPs (none signed),
miscellaneous WWII postal markings, etc. A Fascinating lot.
Estimate $300 - 400
German Offices Abroad & China, Dealer Stock, 1889-1908. One small bourse-style binder with stamps on
sale display pages catalogued, valued and in order, including: China 3 used signed, 4 used on piece, Michel # V47
used, V48 used, V40II used, V37 used strip of three, V37 used, V50 used, V37 & V51 pair on piece, V37 pair & V47 &
V49 & V50 used on piece, M48d pair used on piece, 1a mint, 1a NH (21), 46 NH, 53 NH variety; Morocco:1-6 used,
7-19A mint, 19D used, 20//31 used, 32 mint, 33-44 mint, 39 used (4) signed, 44 used signed; 49 used block of four, 52
used, 54 used signed; Turkish Empire: provisional overprint, 1-6 used, 1bIII with Cert, 3 mint, 12 mint, 12 used, 19 used,
21-3 mint, 24e with thin, 13-24B mint, 25-8 & 30 mint, 22-3 & 24B mint, 52 used; There is some amazing material here
with Shanghai/China fore-runners and great Middle East fore-runners; Start your collection know or burn up the internet
by putting them on ebay! F.-V.F. Scott $11,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1897-1916. A few hundred
stamps on old Scott International pages; loaded with better values including the following $100 & up numbers (used
unless noted) Offices in Morocco 19c (2), Turkish Empire 5, German East Africa 6c (mint), 21, 29, German South West
Africa 22-25, Kiauchau (mint) 10-22, 28, Marshalls 7a (mint), Samoa 57-69 and Togo (mint) 81-91 & 160; condition, with
very few exceptions, is F-VF. Tremendous as a starter collection or for fill-ins/upgrades. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1897-1918. One small bourse-style binder with stamps on sale display
pages catalogued, valued and in order, including, Cameroun: 1-6 used (with 6b), 7-15 & 17-8 mint//used, 19 used, 7-19
mint; Caroline Islands: 10 mint; German East Africa private forerunners IV I & II mint, IV W2 mint, Types I & II mint; 28
used, 41a, N115-6; German Southwest Africa: 49 used block of four, 7a NH, 26-34 used; 26-34 mint, 34 used;
Kiauchau: 22 mint, 22 used (REF cancel), 24-6 used, 33-42 used, 37 used, 33-9 used, 38 used, 42 used (REF cancel);
Marianas Islands 11 NH, 12-3 mint, 14-5 NH, 16 mint, 11 NH, 11 used, 12 NH block of four, 13 mint (2), 13 NH block of
four, 14 NH, 15 mint (2), 15 used signed, 13 a mint signed, 14a mint signed, 16a mint, 17-28 mint, 21 used, 29 mint, 31
NH, 31a NH; Marshall Islands: 7-12 used, 13-24 mint; New Britain 43 unused; Samoa: 69 used (REF cancel), Togo: 1a
used, 1b mint, 7-19 used, 154 NH, 154 used; The Kaiser’s Empire lives philatelically in this nice, attractive group of
material, virtually no duplication, some better items! F.-V.F. Scott $12,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mostly Mint Collection. Mounted on Schaubek album pages,
including German Offices in China 1901 (24-35), 1902 (37-46); German Offices in Morocco 1899 (1-6), 1900 (7-19) &
1906-11 (33-44); German Offices in Turkey 1884 (5 mint & 6 used) & 1908 (55-59); Cameroun 1897 (1-6) & 1900 (7-19);
Caroline Islands 1899 (1-6); Mariana Islands 1899 (11-16); Marshall Islands 1899 (7-12) & 1901 (13-25); German East
Africa 1893 (1-5), 1896 (6-10), 1900 (11-21), 1905 (22-29) & 1905-16 (31-41); Samoa 1900 (51-56) & 1900 (57-69),
plus South West Africa & Togo sections. Colorful and desirable lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Postal Stationery Hoard. A few hundred postal stationery items that
includes wrappers, postal cards, and paid reply cards, includes South West Africa with many small town cancels,
Offices in Morocco, Offices in Turkey, Offices in China, Togo, Carolina Islands, New Guinea, Cameroon, Kiautschou,
Samoa, Mariana Islands, Marshall Islands, and two mint cards of Marshall Islands with G.R.I. overprints, five ship posts
overprints, about 30% are cancelled, a few uprated, also includes some better markings, a true treasure chest waiting to
be opened, make sure your the one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Colonies, Card Collection, 1898-1905. 14 picture postcards or postal cards, includes 1900 Gruss
aus Jauit cancel on picture post card to Berlin, scarce 1898 Herbertshoh cancel on Gruss aus New Guinea picture
postcard to Berlin, 1900 German postal card uprated with New Guinea 3 p stamp, cancelled Fredrich Wilheim Shafen to
Elbe, a spectacular selection, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
German Plebiscite Areas and Occupations, Stock, 1920-45. Counter book of these hard to find issues,
includes used Belgium N1-N9, N25, Lithuania MI17, Marienwerder 30, Memel N101, mint Upper Silesia 15-31, used
32-42, Serbia 2NC11-2NC15, a few condition issues, owner’s catalog or retail more than $4,000.00, get these now
before someone else does, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Germany: Saar, Dealer Stock, 1920-50. A bursting-at-the-seams full bourse-style binder with stamps
catalogued, described and valued on sales pages, ready for quick selling online, including, mint: Michel # 6cIQII, 4IFII,
6IFII, 7IFII, 11IFII; Scott # 16 (2), 35, 38 signed (2), 39, 39 signed, 118-9, 120-35, 139-54 (2), B1-4, B5-8 (2), B9-15,
B16-22, B22, B44-9, B54-60, B69-73, C1-4 (2), C12 (2), C13 SS; NH: 263-82, 289-308 (2), B16-22 (2), B77-81, C12,
O27-38; used: 16 (3), 16 (short perf), 16 “short bar” variety, 16 Type I on piece, 16b Type III, 17 variety (9 1/2 mm
spacing), 39, 66-7 on pieces, 85a, 76a, 82 on piece, 118-9 (3), 139-54, 186-7, 188-200, 222-4 (2), 245 CDS, B1-4, B5-8,
B5-8 on pieces, B9-15, B23-5, B27-8, B51-3, B67-8, C5-8, C9-11, C12 on piece (small faults); This is really a fabulous
lot to build up a collection and/or to sell retail; worth a gander! F.-V.F. Scott $14,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Germany: Saar, Mostly Mint Collection, 1920-58. In a Schaubek album with a good number of better mint
sets such as 1920 (1-17), 1920 (38-39), 1921 (68-83, including several tete-beche pairs) & 1921 (85-98), plus nice
section with semipostals such as 1926 (B1-4), 1927 (B5-8), 1929 (B16-22), 1931 (B23-29), 1931 (B30-36), 1932
(B37-43) & 1948 Flood sheets (B64a & CB1a). We also noted airmail & official sets. Great for collector or dealer, and
definitely worth a peek, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Germany: Saar, Mainly Used Collection, 1920-58. Specialized collection neatly mounted and written-up
on homemade pages in two 3-ring binders; very little in the way of higher priced stamps but does include some unusual
varieties and some mid range sets including #76a (type III tête-bêche pair) tied on piece by St. Jingbert c.d.s.; a large die
proof of the 5m #83; 12 different imperf plate proofs of the 1922 3c//3fr (all NH, Mi. €40 each); the 1934 Plebiscite
overprint (139-154) used; B82 on FD envelope but canceled 2nd day; B85-86 used; B89-91 on 2 FDCs; C1-8 used and
much, more; also includes a stockbook of duplicates and mint post-1951 blocks of 4. An interesting lot.
Estimate $350 - 500
Germany: Danzig, Dealer Stock, 1920-39. One small bourse-style binder with stamps on sale display
pages catalogued, valued and in order, including dozens of early Germany stamps with “Danzig” CDS cancels not
counted, 12 used, 15 used on piece, 25b mint, 26b used, 49-58 mint, 94a NH block of four, 112 used (5), 13-42 on
pieces, 143a mint with network omitted, 156-67 used (2), 167 mint (2), 170d & 173f mint with syncopated perfs, 170d
used, 170d used coil pair on piece, 170e used (3), 173d used, 187 mint, 187//92 mint, 191 used (2), 191 used, 195 NH,
195 mint, 225-33 NH margin blocks of ten, 225-33 NH blocks of four (3), 225-33 NH (2), 238-40 used blocks of four,
241-54 mint, 241-54 used, 253 used, B1-3 used on piece, B4-5 used, B8b NH, B15-19 used, B23-7 used, B23-7 used
(2), B28-32 used (2), B28-32 NH, C19-21 used, C26-30 used, C30 mint imperf corner margin copy, C31-5 used, C36-40
used (2), C42-5 NH, J39 used, J40-2 mint, O10 mint with double overprint, O42//50 used)47 used, and #8 “SPECIMEN”
overprint signed; This is really an attractive group of stamps to boost up a collection and/or sell retail online! F.-V.F.
Scott $5,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Occupation of Sudetenland, Collection of 1938 Annexation Overprints. 89 stamps, three
souvenir sheets and eight covers, mainly Reichenberg-Mattersorf, but a few Karlsbad and several Cinderellas;
condition is virtually all clean and F-VF, the mint being LH except for the souvenir sheets, which are NH;also includes a
few normal Czechoslovakia; nothing is expertized and the lot is sold “as is” - not returnable. See photos.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Germany: Allied Occupation, Specialized Collection of A.M.G. Issues, 1945-51. Six-volume collection
on Joe Bush pages; four volumes are Germany and there is one each of the issues for France and Austria; as usual with
“Bush” collections, the bulk is made up of large multiples, either plate number or imprint blocks, with lots of paper and
perforation varieties; the Germany also contains two double impressions and two “Thobe” forgeries, while the France
contains several double impressions of the second issue and the Austria includes two inverted “Porto” overprints; also
included are a few covers and postal cards, as well as a small group of A.M.G. Military Travel Pass stamps. An
interesting lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Democratic Republic & Soviet Zones, Occupations and Local Posts in Germany, Dealer
Stock, 1945-50. Three bourse-style binders (Vol. 1 German Democratic Republic, Vol. 2 Soviet Zone in Berlin, Vol. 3
Soviet Occupation Local Posts) with stamps on display sale pages catalogued, valued and in order, including, Volume I
(GDR): Scott # 48, NH, 51-2 NH, 53 NH (2), 54-57A mint, 58-67 mint, 76-7 used (2), 76-7 NH (2), 78-9 mint, 80-1 NH (2),
80-1 mint, 80-1 used, 82-4 mint (5), 82-4 NH (2), 82-4 used, 85-8 used (3), 85-88 mint, 923 NH, 94-5 NH, 113-5 NH,
120-1 & 120a NH, 132 NH, 134a NH, 135 NH (20), 226a NH SS (2), 226a used, 416 NH (3), B15-6 mint, B17-20 mint,
B17-20 used (2), B21 mint, B21 used (2), B21a SS NH (3), B21a mint (5), B22-5 NH; Volume II (Soviet Zone in Berlin):
Michel # 166I-81I NH (3), 166I-81I & A179I NH, A179I NH (5),1095E NH, 1095; Volume III (Soviet Occupation Local
Posts): Michel # Saxony 86xa used, Thuringia 16N3a NH, 16N3a used; Cottbus 1-20 NH, 21-4 NH, 25-31 NH;
Lubbenau 1-8 NH; Berlin 2Abwbz used, 1B used; Mecklenburg 8//10 used, 11xa//15b used, 16//19x,y used, 33yd NH,
40ya NH, 40ya NH, 36ye NH; East Saxony 42E//48E mint, 51cuy-52cuy mint, 51cuy-52cuy used, 52ctx used; Saxony
Province: 66x-72x NH, 66x-72x used, 80xa NH, 73x-84x used, 73y//84y varieties NH, 85A-86A mint (3), 85ya-86ya
used, 87B-9B used; West Saxony 116Y-19Y used signed, 116Ay-19Ax used, 124x-25x mint, 126x-37x used,
126y-37y, 149Yc, 150y-55y used, 156x-61x used; Storkow; Schwartenburg 1-12II NH signed; Lobau 15-21 mint
signed; This stock contains much scarce material, especially in the Local Posts; Some middle-range retail in Vols. 1-2,
Vol. 3 is the top-shelf Soviet Local Posts; You can start an incredible collection of this Michel-based material or sell at
online auctions; Don’t let this one pass you by! F.-V.F. Scott $4,400 (Owner’s). Michel €17,000+ ($19,040) (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Democratic Republic, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1948-72. Virtually complete and
mounted in a Schaubek album, including all better sets; Regulars (58-67 & 82-84); Semipostals (B21a), and Marx
imperforate and perforated souvenir sheets. We also noted Russian Occupation section, including Goethe sheet
(10NB11). Desirable and intact collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Democratic Republic, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1949-81. In a well-filled Scott album
including most better sets; Regulars 1950 Academy of Science (58-67), 1951 Mao (82-84), and Marx imperforate and
perforated souvenir sheets. We also noted Russian Zone occupation issues, including 1949 Goethe souvenir sheet.
Excellent opportunity to acquire a highly complete collection in great condition, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Democratic Republic, Collection, 1948-90. Thousands of stamps in a Scott album, including all
better sets and several souvenir sheets such as Regulars 1951 Mao (82-84) and semipostals section with sets in the
modest range. We also noted Russian Zone occupation issues, including 1949 Goethe souvenir sheet. Highly
complete for the period, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany: Federal Republic, Dealer Stock, 1946-52, One small bourse-style binder with stamps on sale
display pages catalogued, valued and in order, including, mint: 634-61, 665-6, 667-8, 679-85, 670-85, 676//83, 702-21,
B310-3; NH: 585A-93 signed, 593A-99, 600-16, 654, 669 (3), 670-85, 693, B302-3, B310-3 (4), B325-6, B347 (2);used:
530-56, 577 (3), 669 (3), 683 (5), 686 (2), 686 (3), B314-5, B316-7 (2), B318-9, B320-3, B326, B327-30, B330 (2), B333,
B341; There are also about two dozen overprinted Posthorns varieties mainly NH with a couple used on pieces; This is
the better stuff from the first few years of American Occupation and early West Germany; A quick look will be well
rewarded! F.-V.F. Scott $8,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Germany: Federal Republic, Assortment, 1955-95. In two thick stock books with countless never hinged
and used sets or singles in parallel, volume one with regular issues, volume two with semipostals. We also noted many
souvenir sheets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany: Federal Republic, Used Collection, 1975-2000. An unusual collection of NH stamps mostly in
complete sets with first day cancels, stamps range from Scott #1425//2029, B623//B861, a total of 800+ stamps, housed
on white stock pages, would be close to impossible to duplicate at any price, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1949-72. In a Schaubek album
and virtually complete for the period, including Federal Republic 1949 (665-66), 1949 (667-68 & B309) & 1951-52
(670-85), plus 1949 (B310-13), 1951 (B316-17) & 1951 (B320-23); Berlin 1948 (9N1-20), 1948-49 (9N21-34), 1949
(9N35-41), 1949 (9N42-60), 1949 (9N61-63), plus 1949 Offering Plate & Bear souvenir sheet (9NB3a), 1950 (9NB4-5)
& 1951 (9NB6-7). We also noted AMG issues and a nice section of sets and souvenir sheets issued in Germany under
French occupation (Baden, Rhine-Palatinate & Wurttemberg). A very solid collection with very desirable sets, Very
Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, Dealer Stock, 1948-50. One small bourse-style binder with stamps
on sale display pages catalogued, valued and in order, including: 9N1-20 mint (2), 9N1-20 used, 9N21-34 mint,
9N21-34 used, 9N21//34 NH, 9N34 NH, 9N21-34 used, 9N34 used (2), 9N35-41 NH, 9N35-41 mint (2), 9N35-41 used,
9N40 used, 9N42-56 mint, 9N59-60 mint, 9N63 NH block of four, 9N68 NH, 9N70-4 NH, 9N75-9 NH, 9N78 used (2),
9N80 NH, 9N81-3 NH, 9N84-93 NH, 9N84-93 used (3), 9N97 used (3), 9N98 used (6), 9N99-100 NH, 9N115 NH,
9N120-36 mint, 9NB1-3 NH (2), 9NB3a SS NH (2), 9NB3a SS mint, 9NB3a used; This is really a super-group of highly
focused material, the key early values in mint, NH and used! These should fly off the ebay griddle like hot-cakes! Some
interesting material not counted! F.-V.F. Scott $13,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Greece, Excellent Collection Balance, 1861-1933. Loaded, mainly mint collection on old Scott
International pages; starts with exceptional large Hermes Heads including (all mint, o.g.) #5, 8, 11a, 12, 15, 19, 19c, 41,
47, 55 & 59; these are followed by such premium numbers as 69, 72, 99, 153, 159-163, 165-380 very nearly complete
including, C1-21 and outstanding back-of-the-book and Occupations including N138, N142a & N150A-166; also a little
Crete, Epirus & Thrace; a truly extraordinary lot, virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $17,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Greece, Dealer Stock, 1861-1940. In one small bourse-style binder with stamps on sale display pages
catalogued, valued and in order, including, used: 12, 50, 128, 162, 330a, 379, 380; Also including many mint items such
as: 1, 34 with fault, 88 pair imperf between, 94-6, 95, 138, 162, 163, 165-78, 179-83, 195-7 with Cert, 245A, 298 with
Cert, 379-80, 381-3, 427-36 & C38-47, 535-8, 556-67, C15-21: and NH: C38-47, C3-5, C229-38; also includes several
printing flaws, occupation stamps, Epirus, and essays; now is the chance to get into some of the better items of this
under-valued classic philatelic area; all set-up for retail sale on-line. Early classics with a few usual tiny faults, otherwise
generally F.-V.F. Scott $16,100+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Greece, Beautiful Well Filled Collection to 1989. Keenly assembled in a pristine Scott Specialty Album.
Generally mint or used to 1950, & virtually compete mint from there with long runs of attractive mint sets. Begins with a
representative range of classics, with lots of better, later mint like #194, 538, 549-555, 556-557, 568-573, 582-585,
587-600, 604-617, C74-C80, N1, plus some Crete, Epirus & Thrace as well. Lovely, clean lot, F.-V.F. or better,
examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Greece, Collection of Mint & Used, 1886-1994. Housed in a Scott Specialty album, scattered coverage
until 1936, better mint includes 459-466, 498-500, 574-581, 587-600, 604-617, 632-638, 639-648, 708-715, then
complete mint to 1997, some back-of-the-book present, a lovely start to collection this area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Hungary
607

Hungary, Regular Imperforate Issues Collection, 1925-91. In two albums with abundant topical sets
(animals, art, space & sports), and highly complete for the period. We noted 1925 (400-402), 1938 (511-24), 1947
(816-25), 1950 (870), 1950 (871-84), 1950 (885-88), 1950 (889-890), 1950 (891-93), 1950 (894-95), 1950 (896-900),
1950 (901-905), 1950 (906-10), 1950 (917-19), 1950 (920-24 & C82-86), 1951 (929-32 & C87-90), 1951 (962-67), 1952
(1004-11), 1953 (1035), 1953 (1043-47), 1953 (1057-61 & C123-27), 1954 (1088-95), 1955 (1116-35). The collection
contains several souvenir sheets and some stamps with selvage on one side. Viewing suggested, as this is an
opportunity not to be missed, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH/H
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Hungary, Dealer Stock, 1871-1978, Three bourse-style binders with stamps on display sale pages
catalogued, valued and in order, including, unused: 7; mint: 7, 10, 66, 462-7, 486 SS (4), 1336 SS perf & imperf, B15-7,
B18-34, B80-7, C1-2, C12-23, B1-17, B18-24, B32, B34, B80-7, C1-2, C6-11, C12-23 (3), C26-34 couple with small
thins, C67a SS, C80 SS, C81 perf and imperf, C157 SS, C166 SS, CB2 SS, 1N7-9, 1N34, 1NB1, 2N3, 5N18-23,
5NB1//10, 6N1//50, 6NB1-15, 7N40, 10N7, 10N8. 10N14, 10N29-30, 10N31-3, 10N36//9, 10NJ5-6, 11N4, 11N6,
11N13, 11N32, B202A SS; NH: 445-9, 458-61, 511-24, 573-7 (2), 597-9 (2), 760-4, 920-4 & C82-6, 1346-55 imperfs,
1392-9a imperfs (2), 1726-51a imperfs, 1426-33a imperfs, 1828-34 imperfs, 1889-96a imperfs, 2471-6a imperfs, C1-2
C24-5, C35-44, C1 with inverted overprint, C71-9, C81 imperf margin block of four, C189-90 imperf, 248 SS perf and
imperf, CB1D-CB2 SS, J210-7 imperf blocks of four, B92-3, 1453//2060, B198A-D & CB1-2; used: 5 (2), 6a (3), 6, 6a
corner crease, 7-7a, 66 (3), B8—7, C1-2 on pieces, C33 (10), C34 (3), 1N16-7, 7N19, 11N12; This is not your regular
gulash but a gourmet philatelic stew with a number of better items, plus dozens of later NH sets of topics, especially
Birds and Sports; a Lot that will really surprise you! Many NH and Topicals, F.-V.F. Scott $10,200+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Hungary, Airmail Imperforate Issues Collection, 1927-85. In a binder, including 1927-30 (C12-23), 1947
(C45-52), 1948 (C53-62), 1950 (C68), 1950 (C71-79), 1949 UPU (C81, imperforate single & sheet of 4), 1951 (C95),
1952 (C96-106), 1953 (C111-120), 1953 (C128), 1954 (C136-45), 1954 (C149-56), 1955 (C158-65), 1955 Printing
Plant sheet (C166) & 1966-67 (C262-74). We also noted Air Post semipostal sets and souvenir sheets such as 1947
Roosevelt regular and airmail sheets, 1948 (CB3-12), 1951 (CB13-14) & 1952 (CB15-16), plus several stock sheets
with duplicates that deserve your attention. A collection that can be easily either integrated into a bigger holding or
expanded upon, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Hungary, Mostly Used Collection, 1871-1978. In a well-filled Schaubek album, incl. many better (used
unless denoted) such as 1871-72 (7-12), 1900-04 (47-66), 1904-05 (67a-83a), 1913 (B1-17, incl. 5k mint), 1914
(B18-34, mint), 1925 (B80-87, mint), 1931 (C24-25, mint) & 1933 (C26-34). We also noted several attractive souvenir
sheets: 1934 Philatelic Exhibition, 1938 Eucharistic Congress, 1938 Philatelic Exhibition, 1938 St. Stephen, 1947
Roosevelt, 1948 Reconstruction of chain-bridge, plus some imperforate sets. Well worth alloting time to view for full
appreciation of all it has to offer, and surely one not to be missed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Hungary, Eclectic Assortment. Ideal lot for the dealer or collector alike, incl. several highly desirable
singles, sets, imperforates and souvenir sheets such as 1871 (2, used), 1871 (4a, pale blue), 1871 (5, used), 1871 (6
x2, used), 1898-99 (41, mint), 1925 (B80-87, mint), 1949 (C66, mint), 1951 (C95 & CB13-14, mint). We also noted
Romanian Occupation 6N1-50 and a good number of Sopron locals, plus eight 1949 Roosevelt perforated miniature
sheets of four with tete-beche pairs, and one airmail souvenir sheet. Are you ready to bid on a profitable lot? Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Hungary, Never Hinged Collection, 1960-2008. Recommended for the discriminating collector and
presented in seven Davo albums with dustcases. The collection is virtually complete for the period, and contains a
wealth of topical sets. Viewing will be quick, Very Fine. Michel exceeds; €3,000+ ($3,360).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Hungary, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1871-1993. In two well-filled Minkus albums, starting
with 19th century used, with relatively solid mint or never hinged material from late 1930s to 1990s, including many
several better sets and souvenir sheets such as 1925 (B80-87), 1948 (CB1D & CB2), 1950 (871-84) (B80-87), 1951
(C95 & CB13-14), plus some Romania & Serbia occupation examples. We also noted abundant topical issues (animals,
art, space and sports). A lovely collection for continuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Hungary, Franz Josef Issues, 1871-72. Several hundred stamps in a stockbook; about 300 are 5k
engraved (one is mint, o.g.), includes about 50 5k litho, five litho 25k and about 25 engraved 25k.; also includes 16
singles and a strip of 3 of the 1872 Newspaper Stamp (P2) and some Franz Josef postal stationery cut squares; nice lot
for cancellations and specialist varieties; condition is generally F-VF.
Estimate $600 - 800
Hungary, Regular & Airmail Imperforate Issues Collection, 1951-61. In a three-ring binder, including
1951 (968-71), 1951 (974-78), 1951 (979-81), 1952 (C96-106), 1952 (1000-1003 & C107-108), 1952 (1019-24), 1952
(CB15-16), 1953 (C111-120), 1953 (C128), 1954 (C136-145), 1954 (1079-81 & C146-48), 1954 (C149-56), 1955
(C158-65), 1955 (1114 & C166), 1955 (1140 & C168-69), 1957 (CB17-22), plus many other. A delightful opportunity for
those with an interest in this country, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Hungary, Regular & Semipostal Imperforate Issues Collection, 1951-60. In a three-ring binder with
Regulars such as 1951 (974-78), 1951 (979-81), 1952 (997-99), 1952 (1019-24), 1952 (1025-27), 1954 (1098-1108),
1958 (1183-88), 1958 (1195-1202), 1959 (1224-30), 1959 (1231, sheet of four), 1960 (1282-91), 1960 (1307-22);
Semipostal section including 1920 (B69a-71), 1942 Red Cross (B148-50), 1947 (B198A-D, souvenir sheet and
singles), 1953 (B209-10) & 1957 (B211-16). A nice useful lot! Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Hungary, Mint & Used Collection / Accumulation. Highly complete collection with never hinged sets
issued in the 1950-59 period, including regulars, semipostals and airmails. Stock book with unchecked-in-detail
assortment issued in the 20th Century, plus additional stock book with first day covers. We also noted a few stock pages
with imperforates, Definitely worth viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Hungary, Collection, 1860-2000. Several hundred mint & used stamps mounted in three Scott Specialty
Albums with slip cases, from the classics to the modern era material is mint and used singles and sets, sometimes in
parallel, lots of air mails, semi-postals, and postage dues, a convenient and inexpensive way to start collecting this
country or to break up the sets for topical sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Italian Area, Collection of Mint & Used, 1855-1960. A few thousand stamps presented in three stock
books, the main stock book starts with Italian States, then better mint/unused unless noted 20, 119-122, 124-125,
130-132, 140-142, 242-246, 248-256, 258-264, 268-279, 290-305, 324-328, 331-341, 359-366, 377-386, B17-B19,
C1-C2, C3-C9, C28-C34, C35-C39, C42-C47, C62-C65, C66-C72, C73-C78, and with similar coverage to 1964, also
includes Tripolitania, Trieste, Aegean Islands, Colonies, Eritrea, a few trivial condition issues as to be expected in a lot
this size, but this won’t come around again soon, jump on this one quickly, as sure a winner as you’ll ever see, F.-V.F.
Scott $34,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Italian Area, Powerful Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1934. A marvelous collection of several hundred
different on old Scott International pages; loaded with better stamps from beginning to end; State highlights include
(used unless noted) Parma 310 (mint, o.g.), Sardinia 15, Tuscany 22a, and Two Sicilies 7 & 26; highlights of Italy proper
(all mint, o.g.) include 38, 42, 43, 165-170 (Manzoni complete), 130-328 (less 142A-D & 174A-G), C1-26, C28-65 &
Q16-19; condition, is well above average, and, while many of the States issues don’t have four large margins (a good
number do), they are mostly sound and Fine or F-VF; the Italy proper, with only a few early exceptions, is just about all
clean and F-VF. A truly extraordinary lot. Scott $35,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Italian Area, Valuable Accumulation, 1850-1970. Tens of thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and
covers stuffing one carton, there is too much to really write about but a glance reveals mint Aegean Islands 31-35 (2),
31-35, C28-C31, Italian Colonies 46-50, C29-C35, Italy 133-135 NH (3), 268-279, 290-305, 574-576, 579-580, San
Marino C62 & C75 sheet of 6, Vatican C22-C23, Libya C19-C24, C25 (2), C35-C36 blocks of four, this is a lot where the
catalog and retail amounts will escalate quickly, some condition issues, but overall F.-V.F., a killer lot for the intrepid
bidder.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Italian Area, Accumulation, 1860-1980. Disorganized as presented, but with many hidden gems scattered
throughout, some better is full sheets of Italy and Vatican City, stock pages of mint Italy with #566 (4), 324-328,
C42-C47, Italian Colonies C1-C6 (2), Eritrea C7-C16, in two small boxes are hundreds of display cards with used
unless noted Italy 17, Naples 1, 5, Roman States 3a, 14, Tuscany 14, 15, 20, you’ll need some time to go through this
grouping to ascertain it’s proper value, some mixed condition, there is undoubtedly potential here for collectors and
dealers alike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Italian Area, Vast & Valuable Postal History, 1840-1965. Over two thousand covers and cards, with
special deliveries, stampless, censored, first day covers, registered, illustrated ads, picture postcards, postal
stationery, parcel post receipts, some better includes 1917 early flight cover with E1, 1951 cover from Trieste with
official seal, 1934 cover with 331-337, 1927 Somalia with B17-B20, 1940 Milan Philatelic Show card, with enough gems
to make prospecting quite enjoyable, it will cost you some time, but the payback will be in dollars, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Italian Area, Monster Accumulation, 1860-1990. Thousands upon thousands of mint & used stamps in a
large carton, with material such as a counter book of mint and used Italy BOB, C28-C33 in full sheets, stockbook of used
BOB, mint Italian East Africa C2 (4), C9, Italy mint 324-328, C42-C47, C48-C49, C62-C65, C95-C99 NH, Aegean
Islands 31-35, C28-C31, San Marino C78, Vatican 155a, the lot is too large to thoroughly go through it so we leave that
pleasure to the winning bidder, some faults as to be expected with a lot this size, a real fun lot to explore, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Italian Area, Accumulation, 1930-60. Carton of seven stockbooks and pages, with mint & used Fume,
Trieste A with postal history and full sheets, Trieste B with C17 perf and imperf, C21, RAJ1, RAJ3, AMG Naples volume,
most neatly arranged and ready to be plucked, a great lot for breaking up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Italian Area, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1928-70. Thousands of stamps in eight volumes, includes
stockbook of mint Italian Colonies 46-50, C13-C18, Italian East Africa 34-40, Aegean Islands C8-C13, Cyrenaica
43-51, B1-B6, B17-B20, stockbook of mint Vatican, stockbook of mint Italy 124-125, 626-633, stockbook of blocks of
four such as 635-636, 649-650 (2), 822-824, and much more, should be examined, a few condition issues, but overall,
F.-V.F., and a find for the winner.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Italian Area, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1860-1990. Thousands of stamps residing in 17 volumes, pages
and glassines, Italy has stockbook of used blocks of four, another with mint 133-135 (13), 248-256, 258-264, 495-506,
C1-C2, a San Marino mint collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album C26-C33, C41-C51, E1, and many more, you’ll
need time to inspect so be sure to come down early, a nice holding for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Italian Area, Accumulation, 1928-90. Thousands of stamps housed in seven binders and on pages,
includes mint San Marino collection on pages 1958-1974, another mint San Marino collection on pages 1926-1970,
stockbook of mint, another stockbook of mint and used starting with #1, 239 mint perf and imperf (5), 257 sheet of ten
(2), 490 sheet of six, used C117 sheet of six, and a binder of Italy first day covers, some condition issues, however most
is F.-V.F., and a great lot for a collector looking for new challenges.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Italian Area, Accumulation, 1860-1990. Several thousand stamps and covers in six volumes, on pages and
display cards and in glassines, there is a binder of San Marino mint & used singles, San Marino 320-326, C81, first day
covers and postal stationery, mint & used Italy & Colonies collection in an album and on pages, and hundreds of mint
complete topical sets, what it may lack in quality is more than made up in quantity, some mixed condition, an untidy lot
that will benefit greatly from some sorting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Italian Area, Accumulation, 1880-1990. Thousands of mint & used stamps in seven boxes, Vatican mint
includes 1-13, 47-54, 68-71, 149-153, B1-B4, C9-C15, E1-E2, Q1-Q15, and mint and used Italy, these should be gone
over and checked for better, condition is somewhat mixed but a good value throughout, F.-V.F. Estimate $350 - 500
Italian States, Mint & Used Stock, 1851-63. Nice selection of these difficult stamps, in a counter book we
present used unless noted Modena 12a, PR4, Parma 1, 2, 5, Roman States 7b, 8, Sardinia 11d, 11j, 14, Tuscany 1, 6
pair, 10, 22a with 2014 PF certificate, Two Sicilies mint 21, 22 with 2002 Diena certificate, 23, some condition or
identification issues as to be expected with this type of material, owner’s catalog or retail exceeds $34,000.00, a nice
start on this area, be sure to check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Italy, Dealer Stock, 1861-1952. Eight bourse-style binders with stamps on sale display pages catalogued,
valued and in order, including, unused: 46, 583 imperf with inverted watermark, 859 imperf pair, 859 imperf; mint: 21a,
28, 31, 33, 38, 41, 42, 43, 44 (2), 52, 58-63, 60 (9), 62 (7), 63 (3), 66 signed Diena, 72, 73-5, 78, 80, 91 (3), 105c pair,
115-8, 115-6 (3), 117-8, 118 toned, 121-2 toned, 124-5, 140-2 (3), 159-64 (2), 169, 169 with stains, 201-10, 207, 209,
232-8 (2), 242-6 (2), 248-56 & C23-6, 248-56, 256, 258-64, 264, 268-79 (4), 280-9, 288, 290-305, 305, 309, 315-21 &
C56-61 & CE5-7, 324-8, 331-41, 331-41 & C66-72, 337, 345-8 (2), 349-54, 349-54 & C79-83, 354, 359-66, 367-76,
367-77 & C89-94, 377-86, 377-86 & C95-9, 400-9 (4), 413-8 blocks of four, 477, 489-92 & C127-8, 505-6, 510-3, 515-7,
518, 526-7, B1-4, B10b signed Rabaudi,B20-5 (2), B30-3, B35-8 (3), C1, C3-9, C10-1, C23-6 (2), C28-33 (3), C34,
C35-9, C40-1, C40-1 upper margin blocks of four, C42-7 (2), C62-5 (2), C65, C66-72 (5), C73-8 (3), C79-83 (4), C84-8
(2), C89-94 (2), C95-9, C100-5, C127-8 (2), E1 (2), J21, J23, J26, J65-76, P1, N21-32, Aegean Islands C15-19, Rhodes
38-44, CB1-4 (2), J16-29, Q12, various Allied Military Government Revenues; NH: 47, 81, 84 (3), 130-2, 188-91, 262
stain spot, 280-9, 315-21, 296-7 margin blocks of four, 324-8 & C62-5, 324-8 (2), 359-66, 367-76, 367//76, 400-9 &
C100-5, 400-9, 409 pair, 413-5, 475-7 blocks of four, 477, 495-506, 499-506 & E26, 505, 515-7, 514 (3), 522, 529 (2),
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532, 533-4, 537, 538-9, 539 block of four, 541, 541 block of four, 544-6, 577, 578, 579-80, 582-3, 584, 594-6 (2), 600,
832-4 (4), B39-42, C1, C2 pin hole, C10-1, C20-2 (2), C28-33 (2), C34 (4), C35-9 (2), C42-7 (3), C48-9, C66-72 &
CE8-9, C66-72, C73-8, C79-83, C84-8, C85-7, C89-94, C95-9, C100-5, C106-14, C116-21, C127-8, CB1-2, CB3,
CE1-2, CE8-9, E16-7 margin blocks of four, E25, E25 block of four, J40, QY12 (8), 1LN13, 1N11 (14), 1LNE1-2 (6),
Rhodes CB1-4, CB4 (2), Trieste 1-14 (2), 14, 90-108, C1-6, EY2//5, QY1-4 (2), C18-20, C21 (2), RAJ3; used: 38a, B6,
B14, C28-33, Q1-6, 19, 37//44, 58//63, 64, 72, 100d, 100f, 105f, 105g nibbed perfs, 105j, 115-6, 119-22, 119c (3), 121,
122 (4), 133-5, 142, 142A-C signed Raybaudi, 142A-D, 143-6 CTO, 162-3, 174 C, 177a. 182a (10), 196, 201a, 232-7,
280-9, 280-9 & C35-9 & CE1-2 blocks of four, 304 (2), 314, 290-304, 314, 320, 331-41, 331-41 & C66-72 & CE8-9
blocks of four (!), 354, 495-506, 515-7 (4), 518 (2), 538-9, 539, 546 (4), 572-3, 573 (5), 579-80, 580 (4), 583, 600 (9),
602-3 (6), 832-4 (3), B7 nibbed perfs, B12, B24, B23-5, B28, B29 (2), B32, B42, C5, C7 crease, C8 (2), C9, C11, C20-2,
C29-31, C30-3, C35-9 (2), C41, C52-5, C56-61 & CE5-7 (2), C79-83, C61, C66-72 & CE8-9, C66-72, C79-83, C79-81,
C84-8, C100-5, C127-8 (3), C128 (10), CB1-2, CE1-2, CE8-9, D1, D13, E7, E9 pulled perf, J15, J19, J17, J19, J21-4 (2),
P1-2, Q1, Q2 (2), Q5 (2), Q6 (2), N1-19, Trieste C16, C26 two shades & perfs; plus additional better items, mint: Italian
Colonies 46-50 & C29-35, Aegean Islands 31-5, C20-25, Italy J1 with PF Cert small faults, and used: Cyrenaica 1-6
signed Raybaudi, Fiume 104-21 & E8-9; You can bring back the full glory of Rome and Italy with this powerful and
extensive stock! Ready for immediate on-line sales as well as some collection-building. Early issues often average or
fine centering as usual, otherwise generally F.-V.F. Scott $93,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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Italy, Magnificent Mint Collection, 1859-2003. A very strong, highly complete collection in a 2-volume
Marini “King” hingeless album to 1984 (1985-2003 on stock sheets); 19th century is somewhat scattered and there’s
nothing rare, but included are a surprising number of MNH including 1879 10c, 30c & 2L and two of the 1891 5L; the 20th
century is nearly complete with such highlights as (MNH unless noted) the unissued 1921 Dante 15c gray (Sas. 116A,
€500), 1922 Philatelic Congress overprints with Oliva certificate (LH), 1923 Manzoni (LH), 1928 Duke of Savoy (both
perfs) and Scott numbers (including a number of high values from sets that have the low values LH) 275-279, 328,
345-348, 353-354, 385-386, 477, and then complete MNH from 1945 except for the 1961 Groncchi Peru error;
Airmails are complete including NH C3-11, C20-27 (C27 with Oliva certificate)., C34, C79-83, C95-99;
back-of-the-book issues are also very complete (no Q76), including nice sections of 1924 Franchise stamps and Italian
Social Republic (with Q1-12 NH); All-in-all, a truly fabulous lot, with everything being Fine of better.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Italy, Impressive Dealer Stock, 1860-1990. The best Italy stock you will ever inspect, thousands of stamps
in eleven volumes, just scratching the surface you’ll discover a mint & used collection with mint 265-267, 315-321,
463-476, 495-506, 514, 549-567, 533-534, 535-536, 626-633, 661-662, then virtually complete to 1988, a stockbook
with thousands of mostly mint stamps, many in moderate duplication, with 58-63 (7), 64 (6), 85 (faulty), 92, 115-116,
119-122 (5), 124-125 (6), 133-135 (15), 140-142 (9), 171-174 (2), 188-191 (6), 232-238 (5), 280-289, 312-314 (5),
324-328, 413-418 (3), and continues in like manner to 1964, binder with San Marino B25 sheet of eight, Fezzan mint
2N1-2N11, 2N12-2N23, collection in Scott Specialty album with mint C127-C128, E19-E25, collection with mint C1-C2,
C28-C33, C42-C47, C62-C65, C73-C78, C95-C99, and once again, the above is a small portion of what is present, may
be a few condition issues, but overall F.-V.F., with catalog value easily into five figures.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Italy & States, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1987. A captivating and useful holding mounted in a Minkus
album with value concentrated in the 20th Century issues, including many desirable sets (mint unless otherwise noted)
such as 1922 (140-42), 1923 (B17-19), 1924 (171-74), 1928 (B30-33), 1926-28 (C3-9), 1928 (218), 1930 (242-46 &
C20-22), 1930 (248-56 & C23-26), 1932 (268-79 & C28-33), 1932 (280-89, C35-39 & CE1-2), 1933 Zeppelin (C42-47),
1933 Balbo’s Flight (C48-49, I-CALO), 1934 Soccer (324-28 & C62-65), 1934 (C73-78), 1934 Rome-Mogadiscio Flight
(CO2), 1934 (331-41 & C66-72), 1935 (349-54 & C79-83), 1936 (359-66 & C84-88), 1937 (367-76 & C89-94), 1937
(377-86 & C95-99) & 1938 (400-409 & C100-105), plus many other sets issued in the 1940s-70s period, including 1945
(Q37-48). We also noted Modena, Papal States, Parma, Sardinia & Tuscany examples. A lovely collection that
deserves further expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Italy, Entrancing Mint Collection, 1879-1960. Housed in three stock books, and has mint Italy that starts
with 5 embossed King Victor Emanuel II, 58-63, 115-116, 117-118, 174A-174G, B17-B19, C1-C2, C3-C9, C10-C11,
D9-D14, Q1-Q6, over 150 Italy gutter pairs, 495-506, E26, 518 (3), 544-546 (8), 574-576 strips of three, 579-580 (2),
E19-E25, multiples of parcel posts, over 70 gutter pairs, strip of 4 # 116 with imprint in bottom margin, multiples of
airmails, imprint strips of special delivery stamps, and finally C48 (2) and C49, there are some truly amazing stamps
present, truly a special collection, viewing can only enhance one’s evaluation of it, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Italy, Pristine Mint Collection, 1945-74. Kept in a Lindner hinge less album, a beautiful mint collection with
463-476, 489-492, 495-506, 510-513, 514, 515-517, 518, 526-527, 533-534, 535-536, 538-539, 549-567, 574-576,
661-662, E19-E25, J54-J64, J65-J78, Q37-Q48, Q55-Q60, most is NH, a pleasant pickup for your stock or collection,
even with the internet it wold take great effort to duplicate this selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italy, Postal History Selection, 1898-1945. More than 240 covers and cards in three cover albums, includes
censored, ads, special delivery, states, picture postcards, with Swiss postage dues, with U.S. postage due, postal
stationery, stampless, 19th century covers, some very nice material for the winner to dig through, please come down
and examine for a lot with tremendous potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Italy, Mint & Used Stock, 1888-1980. In ten albums including a Scott Specialty album, one binder with mint
119-121, 124-125, 130-132, 133-135, 140-142, 159-164, 165-169, 188-191, 201-210, 248-256, 258-264, 265-267,
268-279, 331-341, 359-366, 413-418, B39-B42, C20-C22, C23-C26, C28-C33, stock book of mint, used and covers,
stock book with mint 130-132, 133-135, 265-267, some nice sale able material here, be the happy bidder who wins this
lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Italy, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1990s. In a Scott album, starting with some 19th Century examples,
including 1890 (58-63), followed by 1910 (115-118), 1911 (119-22), 1912 (124-25), 1921 (130-32), 1931 (133-35),
1922 (140-42), 1923 (165-67) & 1926 (178-83); Airmail section including 1917-27 (C1-2, C4-8 & C10), 1932 (C35-39
x2) & 1937 (C89-94). We also noted Pneumatic stamps, Special Delivery stamps, Newspaper stamps, Parcel Posts &
some Italian Socialist Republic examples. An attractive lot for continuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Italy, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1970s. In a Minkus album with desirable sets, part sets or singles such
as 1890 (59-60 & 62-63, mint), 1910 (114, mint), 1921 (130-32), 1922 (140-42, mint), 1923 (143-46), 1923 (B17-19,
mint), 1929 (232-38, mint) & 1938 (C100-105). We also noted Venezia-Giulia 1945-47 issues, plus Lombardy-Venetia
& Italian States. The lot has no duplication and deserves careful inspection, as there are better things throughout,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Italy, Mint Collection, 1958-2010. Housed in two perfect Scott Specialty albums with slip cases employing
Scott mounts, coverage begins in 1958 and continues basically complete to 2010 for regular issues, only a few BOB
stamps are present, mostly NH material, the regular issues are post office fresh, please examine, an enjoyable lot, don’t
miss out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Italy, Comprehensive Collection, 1908-2006. Looks to be complete from 1982 through 2006, in three large
3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, each set in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets (all of which appear VF NH),
AND another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted; Just the face value
on these issues is large; one of the major European collecting markets; You can fill in any gaps in your collection and
quickly sell the others online! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $3,300+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
Italy, Small Selection of Covers, 1838-82. 17 covers in a small stockbook; includes an 1838 folded Official
letter from the Lord Mayor of Macerata to the Prior of Colmurano and four “B.L.P.” letter cards, three unused (B10b,
B11a & B13) and one used (B9a signed En. Diena); all clean and Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Italy & Colonies, Accumulation, 1855-1960. A messy grouping with all sorts of gems scattered about,
includes but not limited to mint Castellorizo on pages, mint Eritrea 47-48, Italian Occupation of Austria on 4 pages,
Italian States on pages, hundreds of mint sets and blocks of four with airmails, colonies, Vatican 155a, 242a (3),
revenues on documents, mixed Ethiopia and Eritrea franked cover to Italy, mint NH 518, and who knows what else, it will
take time to straighten it out but it will be well worth the effort, just follow that yellow brick road, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Italy & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection, 1863-1991. Several hundred stamps, including minor
duplication, on black stock sheets in a 3-ring binder; Colonies are almost all pre-1940, Italy is fairly complete MNH fro
the late 1950s to the late ‘80s; nothing rare but a large number of $25-&-up sets and singles and a few NH surprises like
159-164 & C1-2; condition is somewhat mixed among the 19th century but just about all F-VF later. Scott $18,000+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Italy & Colonies, Stock of Mint & Used, 1860-1970. Thousands of stamps presented in six counterbooks,
five stockbooks and in envelopes, includes stockbook of mint Italy 119-122, 124-125, 140-142, mint Somalia B1-B4,
B29-B32, Italy 661-662 (4), B1-B4, counterbook with mint Italy 331-341 (2), 359-366 (2), 367-376, C89-C94, 377-386,
495-506 (2), 574-576, C23-C26, C95-C99 (2)C127-C128 (4), counterbook of revenues and seals, thousands of used
on pages and in envelopes, careful inspection will reveal the true scope of this grouping, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Italy & Colonies, Cover Conflagration, 1850-1960. Several hundred covers in a carton, with censored
POW covers, flights, picture postcards, postal stationery, first days, mournings, perfins, US postage dues on covers,
registered, stampless, a few better includes Rodi 21 on cover to US, 1926 first flight with C4 (2) to Athens, 1930 first
flight Italy to US, 1949 cover with 518 (2), 1935 Italy airmail to Palestine, some fascinating covers in this lot, be sure to
inspect everything, you’ll never know what you will uncover, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Italy & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection, 1860s-1938. Several hundred stamps on blank album pages
and stock sheets; most of the value is on the album pages with several better MLH 1930s sets of Italy and some decent
used Rhodes, the stock sheets include heavily duplicated used lower values, also from the 1930s, with values to several
dollars; should be a useful lot. Owner’s catalog value is about $7,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
Italy & Colonies, Small Assortment of Mint Sets, 1934-36. Comprises Italy C79-83 (pairs, one set NH),
Cyrenaica 59-64 & C24-29, Eritrea 175-180, C7-16, Ethiopia N1-7 (plus extra 25c, 30c & 50c), Libya C8-13 & CE1-2
(CE1 LH, CE2 couple short perfs), Somalia 164-169 & C1-6, C7-16 and Tripolitania 73-78 & C43-48; other than those
noted, all are fresh and F-VF never hinged without the typical slight trace of toning. A marvelous group. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
Italy & Colonies. Accumulation. 1860-1990. Thousands of mint & used stamps housed in ten volumes,
includes a binder with mint blocks of four including 413-418 blocks of four (3), stockbook of colonies and occupations,
several collections in various stages of completion, with some offices abroad, a nice beginners lot that can be
condensed and the duplicates sold on the internet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Italy - Allied Military Government, 1945-54. Three albums containing specialized collections of Venezia
Giulia, including inverted and double overprints, and of Trieste - Zone A, which is mainly a collection of about 300
Revenue stamps plus a specialized group Trieste watermark, paper, perforation & gum varieties on the 1950 Workers
set; all three volumes are on Joe Bush pages; all clean and F-VF, the mint being NH.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Collection with Varieties, 1945-54. In ten albums, AMG-Sicily varieties, AMG Naples
issue, Trieste issue with 70+ gutter pairs, plus the 1953 Xmas special gutter pairs, stock book of AMG Germany with
covers, pane reconstructions of C1, plus airmail perforation and watermark varieties, a binder of varieties, a binder with
mint complete sets, binder of town cancellations, one of the most comprehensive collections you’ll ever inspect, come
on down, grab a chair and peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Mostly Mint Collection, 1947-54. A marvelous find for the Trieste fan, two binders
with a few hundred stamps, first binder holds mint 1-14, 15-17, 18-29, 41, 58-69, 109-110, C1-C6, C13-C16, pane
reconstructions of C1, C20-C26, with gum variety on C26, E1-E4, J7-J15, J16-J29, Q1-Q12, with notes and examples
of perforation, watermark and printing varieties, several stock pages of duplicates, plating of Trieste fiscal stamps with
notes, second stock book is mostly duplicates with several parcel post pairs, a Bolaffi certificate on Q10-Q12 pairs,
appears complete, an informative and valuable collection, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Superb Collection, 1945-53. Mounted on Bush pages in a binder, includes France
Supplemental stamps, AMG Italy mint 1N1-1N9 with covers, 1N10-1N13, 1LN13, 1LN14-1LN19, 1LNC1-1LNC7, AMG
Bari Wolf with varieties, Trieste Zone A issues, includes overprinting errors and varieties, perf, watermark and paper
varieties, full and part sheets, Natale Triestino gutter overprint pairs, 1953 Trieste Fair gutter pairs, 109-110, Industrial
Commercial Tax stamps, the depth and breadth of this collection with amaze and delight all who view it, worthy of
aggressive bids, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Italy: Trieste Zone A, Variety Stock, 1943-46. Several hundred stamps in a binder, many with varieties,
better includes mint unless noted 61 with misplaced overprint, 68 (2), Q21 with doubled overprint, group of missing
period variety, group of offsets, 109 with broken “8", group with letter watermark, a very nice group of parcel posts, 154
with dropped ”G", owner’s retail $9000.00, large group of 1N11, a great lot to expand the horizons of your present stock
or collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Collection, 1943-46. Two volume collection mounted on pages, first volume includes
parcel posts Q1-Q9, Q12, Q17-Q24, Q26, C16 both types, J1-J6, J16-J29, EY1-EY5, QY1-QY4, 1953 special Xmas
gutter pairs, lots of gutter pairs, radio tax stamps, mint postal stationery, 1LNC1-1LNC7, various printings of Venezia
Giulia issue, varieties of AMG-Bari, second volume has corner inscription blocks, postal stationery, postal history,
includes many pages of information on the issues, informative and historic, a juggernaut of a collection, F.-V.F. Scott
$9,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italy: Trieste Zone A & B, Mint Collection, 1942-54. A complete mint collection mounted in binder and
mounted on Rush pages, missing only the scarce postage due set and the parcel posts, and in a stock book mint 1-14,
14 (3), 18-29, 36-39 (9), 53-54 (4), 58-69, 90-108, 115-117 (6), 126-127 (6), 170-177 (2), Trieste Zone B 65a (3), some
manageable duplication included, a delightful collection that will please collector or dealer alike, a wonderful lot with
much sale able material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Variety Collection, 1945-54. An intriguing collection with many scarce and unusual
items, with overprint shifts, double overprints, military currency, Xmas gutter pairs, Q2 double overprint, gutter pairs, a
grouping that should prove to have terrific potential, be sure to check this out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Italian Colonies & Offices Abroad, Exceptional Mainly Mint Collection, 1874-1932. Several hundred
stamps on old Scott International pages in a spring-back binder; loaded with better material include (mint o.g. unless
noted) Offices in Crete #6 used, 13, Offices in Tripoli #1 used, Colonies general issue 46-50, Aegean Is. C15-19 used,
Rhodes 15-23, Dalmatia 6, 7, E2, J1-4, Eritrea 4, 47, 99-101, E2, J3a ($950), Fiume B4-15, Oltre Giuba 1-15, 18-20, E2,
San Marino 15 (tiny perf tear), 134-138, C1-10, Somalia 90-96, Q38-41 and much more; condition, other than the
normal centering problems that plague all early Italian issues, is just about all clean and F-VF. Would make a truly
outstanding starter collection. Scott $15,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Italian Colonies, Mostly Mint Collection. In Minkus album, starting with Italian Social Republic sets;
Venezia-Giulia (1LN11-13 & 1LNC1-7); Trieste (Zone A) 1-14 & C1-6. Value concentrated in the following areas:
Aegean Islands 1932 (C15-19, used) & 1934 (C28-31, mint); Cyrenaica 1929 (28-34), 1932 (C6-11) & 1934 (CB1-10,
NH); Eritrea 1915-16 (B1-3), 1930 (B29-32) & 1936 (C7-16); Italian Colonies 1932 (13-22 & C8-12), 1933 Annexation
(23-31 & C13-19), 1933 (32-41 & C20-27), 1934 Soccer (46-50 & C29-35); Libya 1934 (64A-G & C14-18); Somaliland
1929 (104-10), 1930 (B29-32), 1934 Abruzzi (156-63), 1934 (CB1-10) & 1936 (C7-16); Tripolitania 1923 (5-10), 1929
(28-34), 1927 (38-42 & C1-3), 1931-32 (C8-15), 1933 (C21-26) & 1934-35 (CB1-10). We also noted Italian Offices
Abroad, Italian East Africa, Fiume & Rhodes sections. A delightful opportunity for those with an interest in this popular
area of philately, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Italian Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1910-40s. One chock-full small bourse-style binder with stamps on sale
display pages catalogued, valued and in order, including, 15 different varieties of Italian Social Republic & Allied
Occupation overprints for Naples; Aegean Islands strip; Constantinople: J1 used; N1-8 used on pieces with “CORFU”
CDS;Cyrenaica C12-17 mint, C18-19, C20-3, C24-9, CB1-10; Eritrea: 58-64 mint; 65-8 NH, 81-7 mint, 158-67 used,
175-80, C1-6 (2), C7-16 used (2),C19 mint, CB1-10 mint, J15-27 mint, N1-7 mint, N1-7 NH; Fiume: 1//19 mint, 18 mint,
27//43 used on individual pieces, 29 mint, imperf between, 113 mint signed, 118 used signed, 120 used with Cert, 131
mint, E4 used signed, E6 used signed; Ionian Islands: N6 used, N11 used, N14 NH, N15 NH, NRA 3 mint; Italian East
Africa: 1-20 & C1-11 & CE1-2 mint, C18-9 mint, E1-2 mint; Italian Colonies: 32-41 & C20-27 mint; Libya: 102-11 mint,
112-21 mint, 122-34 mint, B17-22 mint, E1-2 used, E9-10 mint; Aegean Islands C1-2 & C4-7 mint, C14 NH, C8-13 NH,
C28-31 mint, C39-43 NH: Rhodes: 15-23 mint, C1-4 mint; Libya NH with inverted centers: 22b, 23a, 24a, 26a; Tripoli:
B17-22 mint (2); Saseno: 1-8 NH; Italian Somaliland: 67a used, 68a used, C22//7 used, J8 used signed; Tripolitania:
C8-15 mint, C21-6 mint, C43-8 mint (2); There are some items here that you may never see again; The Italian-area
specialist’s dream! F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Italian Colonies, Mint & Used Stock, 1860-1960. Thousands of stamps in binders, on pages and on cards,
Italian Colonies with mint NH Cyrenaica 75-77, Eritrea 58-74, 175-180 (3), B33-B37, C1-C6 (2), Ethiopia 278-280,
C21-C22, Somalia B11-B16, C1-C6 (2), a great accumulation of States and revenues, mint & used Libya collection on
pages, sheets of Italian States, proofs, collection of mint and used Fiume on pages, Yugoslavia Trieste collection on
pages, Trieste A collection on pages, and a used collection of San Marino on pages, eclectic at best, somewhat messy
at worse, well worth investigating, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m
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Liechtenstein, Dealer Stock, 1912-60. In three small dealer bourse stockbooks, all catalogued, valued and
written up on display sale pages in order; There is very little duplication, includes: many mint: 1-3, 54-61, 74-80, 82-9,
130-1, 264, 287-8,B7-10, B11-3, C1-6; some choice used: 1-3, 1a-3a, 3a-b, 11-6, 60, 62-9, 74-80, 238, 260, 287, B1-3,
C1-6, C15-6; with a very large number NH: 57a, 58a, 60a, 94//106, 102, 103, 104, 107b, 114, 136-50, 160-5, 238, 243-5,
247-58, 261-3, 266-9, 270-3, 274-6, 284-6, 353-5, 356, B4-6, B11-3, B18, C1-6, C7-8, C15-6 with Cert, C17-23,
C24-33, O21-9; Ideal to upgrade an existing NH collection with many great stamps left over to sell, or to sell straight
online; A very popular country where high quality stamps are at a premium., F.-V.F. with many very fine NH. Scott
$17,100+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Liechtenstein, Outstanding Mint Collection, 1912-51. Virtually complete for the period in a Bielia (Swiss)
album; missing only the 1934 Vaduz Exhibition sheet and includes several perforation varieties; all clean and F-VF and
rarely offered so complete. Scott $6,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Liechtenstein Mint & Used Collection. A few thousand stamps and souvenir sheets in three stockbooks
and a binder, with hundreds of used blocks of four, includes semi-postals and airmails, worth many times our estimate,
be sure to mark this one for inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Liechtenstein, Small Mint Collection, 1912-34. Attractive collection on old Scott International pages
including the following better numbers: 2a, 3a, 63-69, 78-80, 82-88 (short set), 94-107 less the 1.20fr, B1-6, B11-13,
C1-8, O2, O6 & O8; virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,650.
Estimate $500 - 750
Liechtenstein, Lovely Mostly Mint Collection to 1989, beautifully presented in mounts, housed in a pristine
Scott Specialty Album. Includes a small handful of scattered used issues to 1950, then virtually complete, mint from
there with long runs of attractive sets. A few highlights include mint #69, 80, 111-113, 116-129, 247-258, 356, B1-B3,
B7-B10, C1-C6, C7-C8, C9-C13, C15-C16 & much more. Fresh, with lots NH, examine, generally F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $400 - 600

Luxembourg
669

H
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Luxembourg, Extraordinary Mint Collection, 1852-1980. A marvelous, nearly complete mint collection on
old Scott International pages to 1933, then on blank pages to 1980, all in a spring-back binder; the 20th century issues
are missing only the 1923 souvenir sheet and the 1935 Intellectuals, but where the collection really shines is in the 19th
century; highlights include unused without gum (as priced by Scott) #1 & 3 (both regummed), 4-6, 11, 24 (small thin
spot), O4 & O6; mint o.g. include #17, 18, 20, 21, 25, 30, 33, 34, 42, 44, 55, O9, O23a, O41 & O48 (NH!); all clean and
F-VF throughout. Quite possibly the finest collection of Luxembourg we have ever offered. Scott $11,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Luxembourg, Full Sheet Holding, 1960-80. Complete mint sheet lot including semi-postals, with #475-476
(4), 477-478 (7), 479 (2), 512-513 (2) B282-B286 (2), and many more, also includes some souvenir sheets, if you collect
or deal Luxembourg be sure to check this one out, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Luxembourg, Mostly Mint Collection, 1859-1972. Mounted on Schaubek pages, better mint includes
97-111, 112-124, 159-185, 217, 278-279, 318-320, 329-331,B45-B49, B55-B59, B60-B65, B137-B142, then appears
complete to 1972, ideal for the show dealer or ebayer, will break down very well, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Luxembourg, Mint & Used Collection, 1850s-1940s. Mounted on old-time album pages, including 19th
Century in used condition, followed by a good section of semipostal sets issued in the 1921-38 period, and then by
officials that deserve you attention: O3, O5-6 & O8 used. We also noted airmails and postage dues, some toning but
many useful sets and singles. Worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Luxembourg, Lovely Well Filled Collection to 1989, carefully assembled in mounts in a pristine Scott
Specialty Album. Coverage runs mint or used through the WWII years, then largely mint thereafter with good runs of
sets present. We also note useful Officials, Occupations, etc. Ideal basis for further expansion. Fresh, F.-V.F. or better,
well worth inspection.
Estimate $250 - 350

Montenegro
674

Montenegro, Postal Stationery Collection, 1890s-1910s. Over 60 unused pieces in a three-ring binder,
including wrappers depicting Prince Nicholas I, followed by several postal cards, and the by Letter Cards such as 3n
black, 5ncarmine-rose, 7n deep violet, 10n dark blue, plus 1913 Letter Cards (H&G A15 & A16). We also noted a good
number of postal envelopes such as 1893 (B3 & B7-8), 1896 (B10) & 1907 (B15), F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
)

Netherlands and Colonies
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Netherlands, Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1988. In a Davo hingeless album, starting with nice earlies
such as 1852 (1-3, used, and including extra 15¢ example); 1864 (4-6, used) & 1867-68 (5¢ to 50¢), followed by 19th
Century used, including 1893-96 Princess Wilhelmina (51-54, used), and then by a well-filled section of sets, part sets
and singles issued in the 1900s-80s period: 1913 (98-100, used), 1920 Surcharges (104-105, used) and many
semipostal sets in the $20 to $50 range with some better such as 1942 Legion (B144-45, sheets). We also noted many
modern booklets and miniature sheets, plus some back of the book issues, including airmails, postage dues and
International Court of Justice sets. Excellent for continuation, and offered intact as received from consignor, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Netherlands & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1898-1956. Mainly Netherlands mint, in bourse-style binder with
stamps catalogued, valued and in order on display sale pages, including better items such as: 74, 81, 85 86 with light
hor. crease, 104-5, 124-34, 179a, 190a, 192b, 193a block of four, 368-9, B58-61 blocks of four, GY1//7; with NH: 201,
278-81, 332-9, 336-9, B82-5, C13-4; and used: 66a tete-beche block of four, 101, 191a block of four: J15, J16b; a
smattering of Netherlands Indies (#16 unused), Curacao, Surinam; very narrow range with little duplication ideal for
specialist collection-building or sale on-line, F.-V.F. Scott $8,475+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Netherlands & Colonies, Beautiful Collection. Neatly assembled in mounts housed in a pristine pair of
Scott Specialty Albums with coverage to 1989. Overall the collections are very well filled, mint or used to about 1940 &
mint thereafter, with long runs of attractive sets. In addition to nice Netherlands proper we note solid offerings of
Netherlands Indies, Surname, New Guinea from 1-21 on, Antilles, etc. Lovely, clean lot, F.-V.F. or better, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Netherlands & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1933. Several hundred stamps on old Scott
International pages; not a whole lot of value until Surinam, but the are a few better things like Netherlands #33 (used)
and some better Semi-Postals; Antilles include mint #74a & C1-3, while Indies includes 102a-123a (1922 Bandoeng
Fair complete); the Surinam is much more substantial with such highlights as (mint unless noted) 15, 16 (used), 115 &
C8-14 (Do-x.), plus lots of $10-$50 sets & singles; condition is somewhat mixed, especially in the 19th century, but the
20th century is generally F-VF. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
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Poland, Marvelous Specialized Collection, 1830-1955. A virtually intact collection of hundreds of stamps
and covers mounted on blank pages and astutely written-up in five 3-ring binders; starts with about 20 stampless covers
from Prussian Poland, Russian Poland and Galizia, stamped cover include a Russia #2 used from Warsaw, Austrian
stamps used in Brody and Cracow, etc.; stamps include three used #1s and just about everything else, even nearly
complete 1919 Cracow Issue (unsigned and not guaranteed); the collection is profusely interspersed with covers,
including both commercial and FDC; stamp highlights include #251 used (slightly trimmed), 341-343 mint & used,
362-363 used, 412a NH, a nice selection of 1950 revalued currency opts, both on and off cover, B15-25 used, B29 &
B29C mint & used, B31 used & on cover, C26Cd NH, etc., etc.; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. A terrific lot, the
result of a lifelong love of the subject.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Poland, Postal History Collection, 1900-80. Thousands of covers and stamps presented in six volumes
and two boxes, a unique presentation with many of the covers mounted on pages with the corresponding mint or used
stamps mounted below the cover, includes first days, first flights, ads, commemoratives, better includes C34 on cover
(x2), balloon flights, and a WWII Polish 1st Army Corps Field Postcard used, a few folders with full and part sheets of
various stamps are also included, enormous catalog value present, be sure to inspect this lot as there may be dozens of
gems waiting to be mined, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Poland, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1918-92. In two Scott albums with used earlies in the
modest range, followed by 1950s-90s colorful sets, including a good number of imperforate examples such as 660-63,
687-92, 699-704, 875-77, 761-63, 763 & 886-905. We noted abundant amount of topical issues, plus some semipostal
souvenir sheets, postage dues, airmails and occupation stamps. Recommended for collector as a basis for further
development, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Poland, Collection of Local Posts, 1915-19. About 75 stamps and 14 covers (mostly philatelic) from
Grodzisk, Jedrzejow, Kalisz, Lenczyca, Luboml, Olkusz, Plonsk, Przedborz, Pultusk, Sieradz, Skierniewice,
Sosnowiec, Warsaw, Wloclawek and Zarki; a very interesting lot of this scarce and always popular material.
Estimate $350 - 500
Poland, Miscellaneous Accumulation, 1919-60s. About 20 stocksheets housing various, mostly unusual
material; the best items are 14 different Red Cross souvenir sheets from the Dachau DP Camp and two Red Cross
souvenir sheets from the Helbrunn DP Camp (2 sets); also various post-World War I locals, some earlier imperfs, a few
modern printing “freaks”, and a NH 1933 Sobieski #278, etc., etc.; an interesting lot, virtually all F-VF and mostly NH.
Estimate $200 - 300

Portugal and Colonies
684
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Portugal, “Lusiadas” Issue, Imperforate Trial Color Plate Proofs Collection, 1931-38. Interesting and
rarely seen material housed in album with approximately 500 stamps. We noted singles, vertical and horizontal strips of
4, vertical and horizontal strips of three, blocks of 6 and some larger multiples, including 2¢, 4¢, 5¢, 6¢, 10¢, 15¢, 16¢,
25¢, 32¢, 40¢, 48¢, 50¢, 64¢, 80¢, 96¢, $1, $1.60, $2, $3.2, $4.5, $5 & $10, plus several strips and blocks with pencil
notations on selvage. This lot really needs to be seen to be appreciated, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Portugal & Colonies, Large Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1933. A virtually intact collection of a couple
thousand different on old Scott International pages in a spring-back binder; most of the value is in the Portugal and the
Azores, the Portugal including (mint) the 1894 Henry the Navigator set complete as well as #346-396 & 422-452;
Azores includes (mint unless noted) #6 & 7 (both used), 32a, 34, 36 and the Henry the Navigator and St. Anthony sets
complete, the latter mostly without gum; also included are small collections of Angola, Macao, Madeira, Mozambique &
Company and Nyassa; 19th century condition is mixed, but later material is generally clean and F-VF. An excellent
starter collection. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Portugal & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1855-1950s. One small, bulging bourse-style binder with stamps on
sale display pages catalogued, valued and in order, including, Angola: 274-91 mint, 319-24 mint; Azores: 95 & 97-100
used; Cape Verde: 232 NH block of ten; Portugal: 5 used with Cert, 18 used, 25-33 used, 44 used, 72 mint, 97-109 used,
142 used, 414-9 mint, 422-36 mint, 437-52 mint, 409-16 NH, 512 mint, 529-33 used, 543-6 mint, 558-60 mint, 753-6
mint, 575-8 mint, 579-86 mint, 595-602 NH, 595-602 mint, 595-602 used from SS, 605-14 mint, 642-9 mint, 675-82
mint, 713-16 NH blocks of four, 800-3 NH, 813-5 mint, 895 Plate Proof imperf and inverted with Cert, 983-90 NH;
Azores: 47d used, 53 used, 53b used, 53d used, 56c used, 57c used, 71-3 mint; Cape Verde: 232 NH (9), C1-9 mint;
Inhambane 89-101 mint; Lourenzo-Marques: 146-55 mint, B1-12 mint; Macao: 14 mint, 239-55 mint, 256 mint, 258
mint; Kionga: 1-4 unused, 4 used (2); Mozambique: 192-200, 209-20 mint, 332-55 NH; Nyasa 1-12 mint, 1//12 mint,
13-25 mint; Portugese Guinea: 321-8 NH; India: 407-10 mint (410 fault), 424-38, 464-71 NH; St. Thomas & Prince
Islands: 283//301 mint//NH; Timor: 246-53 mint, C1-9 mint; Zambezi: 54-68 mint; 73-8 & 80 mint; Tremendous variety,
and nice quality throughout, the colonies are ever increasingly popular! F.-V.F. Scott $9,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Portugal & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1970s. In two albums with some earlies in used
condition, followed by some better sets such as 1924 (315-45, mint and used), 1927 (422-36, mint), 1928 (437-52,
mint), 1940 (595-602, mint), plus Angola 1948 (315-18, mint) & 1949 (325-26, mint); Azores 1928 (284-99, mint);
Macao 1936 (C1-6, mint). We also noted Angra, Cape Verde, Horta, Inhambane, Mozambique, Mozambique
Company, Nyasa, Portuguese Congo, Portuguese India & St. Thomas-Prince Islands examples, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Romania
688

Romania, Dealer Stock, 1862-1922, In bourse-style binder with stamps identified and valued in order on
sale pages, including (mint unless otherwise denoted): 16 block of four (2 NH), 18, 20 NH strip of three, 20 top right
margin strip of four with one tete-beche pair, 21b NH, 22a used, 30b, 32a used, 34 used, 36 used (3), 36a used, 37a
used, 38-a-b used, 40 used (9), 41 used (2), 42, 42 used (3), 42a used, 48b with pin hole, 49 used small thin, 53//59
imperf, 58, 58 used, 166-72 used, 196-206, 298a, 301b, plus 1093a imperf trial colors, 1240-45, imperf pairs; This is a
tremendous and attractive group of choice items to sparkle up a collection and/or to sell on eBay. Faults are noted in
description, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $4,400+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m
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Russia, Extensive Soviet Era Errors & Varieties Accumulation. Comprised of hundreds of varieties
identified by the Russian Specialized Stamp Catalog numbers, each with full annotation in Russian, assembled with
each item on a counterpage, includes listed identified constant plate flaws, lots of scarce perf varieties, offsets, inverted
overprints, line/comb perf types, a few proofs, etc., fascinating lot, well researched & identified. Fresh, a specialist’s
delight, examine, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Russia, Vast & Valuable Collection. Housed in 15 counterbooks, mostly from 1917-1960, with a large
percentage of items offered in mint blocks of four, we note an NH set of the Spartacist Games issue, Scott #559-568,
plus many blocks showing perf varieties, good 1930s-1950s issues, many in blocks, perf & imperf gutter & cross gutter
blocks, some early specimens & much more, a useful & extensive holding, generally fresh, lots of NH, well worth a
careful inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Russia, Desirable Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1993. Marvelous property in two Scott albums with a high
degree of completion, and several items that one does not see very often in the average collection, incl. used 19th
Century representation, followed by countless sets or part sets (mint unless denoted) such as 1922 (B25-29), 1922
(B30-33), 1922 (CO1-2 & CO4), 1925 (294-97), 1930 (C12-13), 1931-32 (C15-19), 1931 (C26-29, used & C30-33,
mint), 1932 (C34-35, used), 1932 (485-86), 1933 (487-88, used), 1933 (489-509, used), 1933 (C40-44 & C45-49,
used), 1935 (546-50, used), 1935 (C58-67, used), 1935 (559-68, used), 1938 (666-77, used) & 1949 (1325, used),
followed by a well-filled section of sets and souvenir sheets issued in the 1950s-1990s period. The collection is solid
mint from the early 1970s onwards. Great opportunity that collectors of this popular country will not want to miss! F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Russia & USSR, Dealer Stock, 1858-1956. Five small bourse-style binders with stamps on sale display
pages catalogued, valued and in order, including, mint: 8, 265-8 (2), 375-81 (3), 411-2 (2), 472-7, 489-509 (499 & 503
used), 551-4 (2), 569-72, 625-8, 636-9, 640-2, 706-12, 749-56, 794-810, 1059-66 (2), 1252-3, 1284-88, 1289-94,
1289-91, 1330-2, 1348-9, 1352-4 (2), 1359-63, 1355-6, 1364-5, 1388-9, 1392-3 & 1392a-3a, 1394-99, 1411-4, 1442,
1481-7, 1512-4, 1515-7, 1542-4, 1666-71 (2), 1674-5, 1680-7, 1729-34, B1-4, B27, B48-51, C10-1 (2), C12-3 (2),
C15-9 (3), C20-4, C30-3, C37-9, C50-2, C66, C69-75, C83-90; NH: 240b gutter pair, 241d gutter pairs (2), 400, 724-33,
849 (3), 952-6, 1875-83, 1995 block of four, 2021, B21 Essay watermarked, C69-75a, C78-9 blocks of four; used: 18, 25
small faults, 88-104, 100-4, 472-8, 480-2 (2), 489-509, 540-5, 546-50 (2), 551-4 (2), 569-72, 647-58 (2), 666-77 (2),
678-86, 698-705, 706-12 (2), 992A-1001, 1104-20, 1132-46, 1230-3 (4), 1481-7, B14-5, B47b, C1, C6-9, C12-3 (3),
C12 (4), C12a, C25b, C26-9, C27 (2), C28 (2), C34-35a, C37-9, C45-9, C50-2 (3), C53-7 (2), C58-63; also, Offices in
China: 33 used blocks of eight (4); Carpatho-Ukraine: 79 (3), 80 (5), 81-6 (2), 81-86 blocks of four with varieties;
Trans-Caucasus: 50 mint (5), 300-7 mint blocks of four; Western Ukraine: 12 offsets, mistaken prints, double prints,
paper varieties all in blocks; For all the good comrades, there is a strong representation of the early Soviet issues!
F.-V.F. Scott $13,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Russia, Sheet Collection, 1908-20. Comprised of complete sheets of 100 for the small format Kopeck
Issues & sheets of 35 or larger for the ruble issues, includes both perf & imperf issues with a nice range of marginal
marking including plate numbers etc., we note 68 sheets in all, in generally excellent condition which belies the age of
these issues. The lot additionally includes a copy of the 2013 Russia Specialized Catalog which references these items.
Fresh, mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Russia, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1858-1934. Fairly complete for the period on old Scott
International pages in a spring-back binder; value mainly in medium priced 20th century mint, especially Airmails
(C10-28 & C30-44) and back-of-the-book particularly Offices in Turkish Empire, which include the “City” overprints
nearly complete (missing only seven stamps, mainly the 5pa blue overprints), #213-227 and strong Wrangel Issues;
also includes former Russian Republics, mainly low-priced but with some better Western Ukraine including #32 & 34;
condition is generally F-VF throughout. All-in-all, an outstanding lot. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Russia, Splendid Imperial Era Collection. Neatly assembled in a lovely Linder binder, we note several
attractive covers, a lovely range of early postal stationery entires, an attractive used #1 with good margins, plus a fine
range of nice Imperial issues, mint or used, plus about a dozen excellent condition sheets & much more, a lovely
holding, fresh, F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1989. Residing in nine stock books, thousands of stamps and
souvenir sheets, mint includes 302-303, 347-348, 678-686, 878-885, 1132-1146, 1183-1188, 1231-1233, C10-C11,
C16-C19, used 551-554, 559-568, C12-C13, C20-C24, C45-C49, C58-C67, one stock book houses souvenir sheets
from 1955-1989, with long runs of complete sets, an uncommon lot that will elate the Russia or topical dealer, please
examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Russia, Lovely Imperial Era Numbered Dotted Postmark Collection. Neatly assembled in a clean
Lighthouse binder, comprised of approximately 82 off cover stamps plus 14 covers, includes circular, hexagonal &
boxed types, with identified towns, 2 early round experimental examples, numerous lovely covers plus a copy of
Howard L. Weinert’s 2013 handbook pages detailing these fascinating issues, fresh, an excellent basis for further
expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Russia, Collection, 1860-1986. Many hundreds of stamps, sets and souvenir sheets housed in two Scott
Specialty albums, better mint includes #857-858, 1147-1152, 2533- 2534, with long runs of mint and used sets, gobs of
souvenir sheets, appears complete from 1960-1986, a sure fire winner that will produce a healthy profit, make sure to
check this out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, Substantial Accumulation As Received, filling a good sized box, including an old time holding of
Ukraine trident overprints, lots of Imperial issues on stock cards, etc., the bulk of coverage & volume lies in a sizable
holding of Soviet sheets, miniature sheets etc., with some better earlier ones noted, also includes a box with about a
dozen useful books on Russian philately, generally F.-V.F. or better, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Russia, Movie & TV Star Photos, 1920s to 1940’s. A few hundred postcard sized photos of various star of
Russian stage and screen, many of the photos show the actor/actress in their costumes, some are even signed, if you
are at all interested in Russian theater, this is your lot!!!! be sure to inspect it as their are more than likely better photos
present.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Russia, Accumulation of Mint & Used, 1920-90. Coming at you in ten stock books, a few thousand mint &
used stamps and souvenir sheets, mostly post 1960 issues, but a quick scan reveals better used airmails, mint blocks of
four from latter years, one volume contains used singles and sets from the 1930-1950s, this is definitely a collection that
needs only a bit of workup to make it profitable, pay attention, don’t miss out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, Highly Unusual Collection of Revenues Etc. Comprised of a larger binder offering revenues on
documents, plus early Soviet period sheets & blocks, duplicated 1880s issues, along with Cinderellas, Boy Scout
material, etc., also includes a counter book volume of earlier issues, identified by perf types with minor varieties,
multiples, etc., well worth inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Russia, Lovely Imperial to Mid-Soviet Era Sheet Selection. An interesting & diverse unduplicated
selection of perhaps a few dozen items, beginning with a few nice Imperial items, then onto early & later Soviet issues,
most are in complete sheets with some large blocks or multiples included such as #C22 block of 84, etc., useful old time
hoard, worth an inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Russia, Substantial Selection & More, 1961-98. A large & nicely organized holding in eleven binders,
including hundreds of sets, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets etc. between 1961-1998, many in light manageable
quantities, we also note a complete British Empire 1937 Coronation sets & some other odds & ends, useful mix,
examine, mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
Russia, Match Label Collection, 1940-90. Thousands of match labels mounted in 13 albums and a bag, the
number of topicals is astounding, includes birds, animals, mushrooms, flowers, movie stars, toys, hunting, fashion,
sports, space, military, buildings, dogs, planes, motorcycles, transportation, the depth and breadth of this collection is
breath taking, a sure fire winner for any topical or Russia dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Russia, Postal History Collection, 1884-1917. 25 cards or covers with a nice range of usages including 9
different se-tenant pair sub-office numerals and seven to foreign destinations: 1902 Moscow, 1911 Bilderlingshof
(registered) and 1912 Mitau to New York; 1903 Aleksandrovsk to Amsterdam, 1903 Kronstadt to Scotland, 1905
Yekaterinodar to France; and 1916 Shuudan, Mongolia to U.S.; also includes three early 20th century Russian picture
postcards, two picturing Mongolian yurts, the third a “wealthy Chinese family”. An interesting lot.
Estimate $300 - 400
Russia, Collection, 1880-2000. Several hundred stamps mounted in two Minkus Albums, better used
includes 992A-1001, C45-C49, mint 706-712, 721-723, 811-816, 878-885, 1364-1365, with plenty of complete mint and
used sets and souvenir sheets from 1970 to 1991, a lot perfect to build upon or break up for the internet, a wonderful
opportunity for the beginner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Russia, Well Filled Collection, 1956-75. Thousands of mint and used stamps mounted on Scott pages. At
first glance, it seems that nearly every space is filled, however a close look will reveal some empty spaces. From the first
page to about 1969, virtually everything is CTO and from that date to the end, almost everything is mint with some NH. In
fact, the 1973 and 1974 year sets are still in their original glassines. The owner has carefully enumerated every stamp
and the total is 2,550 plus some souvenir sheets. A clean collection, F.-V.F. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $250 - 350

Georgia, Specialized Republic Collection. Clean & attractive neatly assembled collection housed in a nice
Frank Godden album, begins with a scarce selection of nice picture postcards & continues on including numerous nice
Russia used in Georgia covers, solid mint & used Georgia issued stamps, various multiples, surcharge types, plus
outstanding Consular stamps including multiples, proof overprint types in different colors & more, interesting, unique
type lot, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Ukraine, Errors, Frame Proofs & Misaligned Vignettes Assortment, 1920. Unusual property presented
in several stock pages, with imperforate blocks of six and larger multiples of a lithographed issue that was never placed
in use. We noted some printed on German Military maps, and some with shifted center impressions. A good opportunity
to acquire rarely offered material, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ukraine, Kharkiv Issue Assortment, 1920 (64//79). In two stock sheets, including Scott 64 block of four; 65
block of 25; 66 pair; 67; 68 block of four; 68a used vertical pair; 69 irregular block of 24; 70 used block of four; 70a used
vertical pair; 71 five used vertical pairs signed Romeko; 71a two used horizontal pairs; 74 used strip of four; 75 used
vertical pair, plus 79 block of 25. A good lot at our estimate, and recommended for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Ukraine, Official Government Reprints Assortment, 1919. In stock pages with duplication, produced
using the original plates and including stamps with Kharkiv overprints made to order for the Riga stamp dealer, Dzenis.
We noted singles, blocks of four and strips. One of the largest holdings of this material we have seen, and extremely
useful as reference material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Ukraine, Yekaterinoslav Issue, Mostly Never Hinged Collection, 1919. In red album with singles, strips,
blocks of four and some larger multiples, including with 3k red block of 20; 3k red gutter block of 4; 5k claret strips of 5; 7k
light blue strips of 5; 10k dark blue two half sheets of 50, plus several strips of 5 with shifted handstamps; 14k six strips of
five; 15k singles and strips of five; 20k block of 20 and several strips of five; 25k two strips of five, block of four and
singles; 35k block of four and singles; 50k block of 20, two strips of five and singles; 70k five strips of five; 1k orange
imperforate three blocks of 15; 3k red imperforate block of 25; 20k blue & carmine imperforate block of 25. We noted
several signed. Excellent holding for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

San Marino
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San Marino, Dealer Stock, 1877-1946. One small bourse-style binder with stamps on sale display pages
catalogued, valued and in order, including, unused: 7a, 17; mint: 1, 4 (2), 10, 13, 15 (2), 17, 23, 40//71, 115-33, 134-8,
139-42, 143-50, 169-80, 272-6, C1-10 (2), C11-6, J7-9, J16-7, J30-2; NH: 336-44, 411 slight toning, B26A-C corner
margin blocks of four, C117, Q34; used: 4 pin-hole, 7 fault, 13 (2), 25a, 26, 336-44; The earlier stuff from one of the
classic collector countries! F.-V.F. Scott $10,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
San Marino & Vatican, Stock, 1900-2000. Most of the value is packed in the stock book, includes 1945 Italy
War Relief Service souvenir sheet, Vatican 155a (3), 242a (30), San Marino 304 sheet of six (3), C62 sheet of six (3),
C75 sheet of six (3), C128 sheet of four, full sheets from 1942-1965, album of first day covers, mint collection on pages,
collections with 155a (4), box of mint postal stationery, the value adds up quickly, a holding with huge potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
San Marino, Mint & Used Collection, 1877-1990. Reposing in two albums, mint includes 1-3, 29-31, 84-88,
104-106, 143-150, 181-184, B1-B11, C17-C20, Q1-Q15, Q16-Q32, Q33-Q36, souvenir sheets 239 mint and hinged,
490 sheet of six, C117 sheet of six, will make your stock look even better!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
San Marino, Stock, 1877-1990. Keen stock that includes mint #169-180, 239 souvenir sheets perf and
imperf (3), 327-334, 490a, C62 perf sheet (6) and imperf sheet (2), C75 sheet of 6, C90, with over 400 first day and flight
covers in two cover albums, plenty of sale able material present to offer great potential, it will definitely make your day,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Scandinavian Area
718

Denmark, Dealer Stock, 1851-1935. A bursting-at-the-seams bourse-style binder, with stamps catalogued,
valued and in order on sale pages, including (mint unless otherwise denoted): 2 used (16), 3 used strip of three on piece,
2b used, 4a used, 5a used, 6 used (2), 8 used, 10 used (2), 11 used, 12 used, 14 used (3), 17 pair used, 24 used (2), 31b
used, 32a used, 33a, 37 used (5), 51, 51a used (2), 52a pair NH, 77 NH, 79-81, 79-80 used, 79-81 used, 82 used (2),
85-96 NH, 110 used (6), 131 used (2), 135 used (2), 136-7 used, 136 (2), 145-54 used, 148//54 used, 145-54,
167a-171a-175a used in blocks (2), 192-7, B1-2 used, B3-5 used (3), C1-5 (5), C1-3(2), C1-4 used, C2-3 used, C6-10
NH, C6-10 used, J1-7 used, M1-2 used (2), O1 used, O3 used, O9, O18, Q9, Q2//9A, Q10, P9-10 used, P9 used (3),
P10 used (2), Q4 used (3), Q8a used rounded corner; also includes Faroe Islands: scarce #1 with #97 tied with
Thorshavn CDS to cover with missing backflap, fake cover with #1 for reference, 1 used with thin, 2 used, 5 used (2), 5
mint with PF Cert, 6 used, 6 mint, 6 used tied to parcel piece; this is worth any stout Danemen taking a look at! Nice
Faroe Islands thrown in, generally F.-V.F. Scott $15,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
HH/H/m
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Denmark & Sweden, Used Collections, 1851-1970, mounted in two volumes on quadrille pages, better
Denmark includes 2 (x3), 2b, 3, 4 (x2), 5, 7 (x3), 8, 9, 12, 17, C1-C3, C6-C10, and better Sweden includes 7, 12, 14,
17-27, 213-228, both albums with many long runs of sets, ideal for retail sales, please check ‘er out, Very Fine. Scott
$8,800 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Denmark, Mint Collection, 1850-1995. Valuable collection divided over three volumes, better includes 51,
97-131, 136-137, 138-144, 192-197, 210-219, 232-238, B3-B5, C1-C5 (x2), C6-C10 (x2), complete from 1955 to 1995,
combine the three into one and you’ll still have plenty of primo material for trade or resale, fresh as the day they were
printed, F.-V.F. Scott $6,600 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Denmark, Mint Collection, 1870-1985. A few hundred stamps mounted in a Lighthouse hingeless album,
better includes 30-32, 34, 78, 79-81, 107, 136-137, 159-160, O16-O24, then virtually complete to 1985, clean and post
office fresh, a buy that will enhance your stock or collection, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
Greenland and Karelia, Dealer Stock, 1906-50. One bourse-style binder with stamps catalogued, valued
and in order on sale pages, ready to go, including, mint: 10-8, 19-27 (2), 22a, 25a, 26a, Q1 (crease), Q1, Q1a with gum
soak in center, Q2, Q3a perf variety with gum crease, Q4, Q4b, Q5; NH: 1//8, Q4 (4), Q7 (2), Q8, Q11 (2); plus two (3 ore
and 5 ore Pakke-Post) privately-issued black proofs; used: 10-8, 28-38 (2), 39-40, 226-7 plate number blocks of four,
Q2, Q3, Q6a (5); With a nice little group of Karelia, including mint # 8-14 and NH blocks of four of #12-13; This is
polar-bear heaven! Great country/area and tremendous topical, F.-V.F. Scott $8,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Iceland, Dealer Stock, 1873-1950. Two bourse-style binders with stamps in order, catalogued and valued
on sale pages ready to go, including, unused: 1 (with internal sealed tear), O2 (with faults); mint: 2 (faults), 2, 10 (slight
thin), 13 (2), 15 (2), 17, 23, 29 (2), 43, 71-84, 74, 75, 76, 83, 86-90, 86-91, 92 (2), 93 (3), 95-7, 92-8, 108-28, 115-7, 117
(2), 118-24, 125 (2), 126 (2), 127 (2), 128, 137 pair, 138 pair, 140-3, 142, 144-8, 144-8 block of four (2 NH, toned gum),
144, 150, 152//61, 203-6, 209-11, 221b, 224b, 230a (2), 247//52, 252, 258//66 (2), 273 (4), C2 (2), C3, C4-8 (3), C9-11
(3), C15-20, C27-9, C28, O11, O46; NH: 119 pair, 120, 121, 124 pair, 125, 126 (3), 137 pair, 138 pair, 187 signed, 193-4,
203-8, 209-11 blocks of four, 209-11, 213-6 (2), 229-31, 232-5 (2), 271-2, 319-23, 325-6 (5), B1-4 blocks of four, C2 (2),
C3, C15-20, C15-20 (with C17a), CO1 (2); used: 9, 13, 14, 18 (2), 20, 27, 78, 86-91 (2), 89 (4), 91 (3), 94, 97, 99-107,
127-8, 137-8 (2), 137 (5), 138 (6), 149, 186 (2), 203-8A (10), C9-11, O8, O60, O69-1; You really need to check this one
out; F.-V.F. Scott $24,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Iceland, Comprehensive Collection, 1935-2010. Complete from 1935 through early 2010, in eleven large
3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, each set in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets (all of which appear VF NH),
AND from 1968 another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has been counted; AND
from 1984 a complete set of all official government collections/presentation packs; This island nation with a
conservative stamp-issuing program has long been popular; With its economy rebounding this land of glaciers and
volcanos is hot in Europe again; Get on board now to build a complete country collection or turn some quick profits
online! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $11,700 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Iceland, Mostly Mint Collection, 1907-2000. Expertly mounted in two Lindner hingeless albums, scattered
coverage until 1902 then comes to life with mint 34-44B, 49, 51-59, 86-91, 92-98, 152-166, 170-15 NH, 193-194,
195-198, 203-208B, 213-216, 217-228, 232-235, 240-245, 246-252, B5 NH, C1-C3, C4-C8, C9-C11, C15-C20 NH,
C27-C29, mint & used set O53-O67, then complete mint to 2000 with long runs, stamps are fresh and well centered, a
great collection of this tiny island country, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Norway, Dealer Stock, 1855-1938. A bourse-style binder with stamps catalogued, valued and in order,
including, unused: 6 natural paper inclusion; mint: 9 part original gum with some creases, 14a, 17 (2), 32-4, 74-95,
104-10 (2), 237-8, B1-3, B24; NH: 177-80 (2), 275-8, 277, 340-2 (2), 537-43, B1-3 (3), B5-8, B54-6 (2), B59-61, B64-5
(2); used: 1, 2, 5, 7, 15, 28 small faults, 32-3, 61, 64, 66, 34-2, B5-8, B54-6, with complete mint booklet Facit # H21a;
ready for the Viking raider to plunder! F.-V.F. Scott $6,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Sweden, Mostly Mint Collection, 1858-2000. A huge collection in 5 albums, used includes 12, 18, mint
includes 77-89, 91, 93-94, 115-125, 167-188, 194-196, 197-209, 213-227, 229, 230-235, 239-247, 248-262, 313-315,
316-318, 329-331, C1-C3, J1-J2, J10, O1-O3, appears complete 1970-2000, a great opportunity not to be passed up,
F.-V.F. Scott $9,600 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Sweden, Dealer Stock, 1858-1938. One bourse-style binder with stamps on display pages catalogued,
valued and in order, including, mint: 13b, 66 (2), 227, O28-40; NH: 213-27, 213-24, 229, 248-62,268-74, 268-72,
497a-8a complete booklets, C1-3, C8, C8c; used: 12 closed tear, 12 (2), 14, 20, 21 CDS, 24 CDS, 34a, 66 (3), 131, 208,
189A watermarked, 197-212, 197-204, 213//24, 220, 221, 222 (3), 224, B22-31, B32-6, O4, O21; This one is the real
deal from probably the strongest market in Scandinavia, almost all stamps either beautifully used or NH; You will have
no trouble selling these Svenske stamps, except you might want to keep all of them for your own collection! generally
Very Fine. Scott $8,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Spain, Powerful Old-Time Collection, 1850-1910. Intact and very nearly complete for the period on five old
two-sided Maury album pages; highlights include 1850 to 6r, 1851 complete, 1852 complete, 1853 complete, 1854
complete, etc., etc., etc. with scarce 19c and 10p values throughout; also includes most Telegraph stamps of the period;
condition is only slightly mixed with plenty of F-VF high values. A truly incredible lot that could easily have produced
many individual auction lots.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Spain, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1850s-1980s. Presented in Scott album with many
advantegeous sets and singles (mint unless otherwise noted) such as 1930 (373-85), 1930 (386-402), 1930 (418-32),
1930 (433-48), 1931 (478-87), 1931 (491-500), followed by a highly complete section of regular sets issued in the
1950s-70s. Semipostal section with 1926 (B1-13), 1926 (B14-18), 1927 (B19-31), 1927 (B47-53), 1927 (B55-63), 1927
(B64-73) & 1928 Toledo (B90-105). Airmail section with 1920 (C1-5), 1929 (C6-11), 1930 (C12-17), 1931 (C58-61),
1931 (C68-72) & 1947 (C123-24), plus some officials and postal tax stamps. Inspection is a must as the value here is
good, offering opportunities for collectors and dealers alike to acquire a lot of desirable material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Spain and Andorra, Stunning Collections, 1956-98. Two splendid mint collections housed in a Scott
Specialty album and a Schaubek album, includes Spain complete mint from #852-920, 937-1662, 1690-2954, then a
mint Andorra Spanish Administration collection from #63-253, many long runs of complete sets, if you are interested in
this area, this is the collection for you, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Spain & Colonies, High Catalog Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1932. Excellent collection on old Scott
International pages in a spring-back binder; most of the value in Spain proper including unused #11 & 22, used #33a
and mint #269, 282 & 330 plus loads of other sets and singles in the $50 & up range; better Colonies include (mint unless
noted) Andorra #19, 23, 24, E1, Philippines #1 used, Tetuan #11-12 and Spanish Morocco B1-13 & EB1 with “Muestra”
(Specimen) overprint; also included plus many other 1926 Red Cross Muestras and the 1927 Seville-Barcelona
Exposition sets seemingly complete for all the Colonies; condition of the 19th century is somewhat mixed, but the later is
pretty much all F-VF. Scott $26,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Spain & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1850-1958. In two bourse-style binders with stamps catalogued and
valued on display sale pages in order, including mainly mint Spain: 45 block of 15, 95, 179, 174a, 221A double print with
one inverted, 226-30, 287-96, 373-84, 385, B14-18, B74-105, C12-7, C68-72, C88-9, CB6, CB8-17, CB18, CN18a
signed, Carlist X5 block of four with both Types I and 2, 9LC23//30, Spanish Morocco 93-107, Andorra 37-49, Rio de
Oro 17, 17a; with Spain used: 1 pair, 2 XF, 100, Carlist X3; many unusual items and revolutionary material that will pop
your eyeballs to see the true value; this will make a fabulous collection-builder, with much left and ready to go straight to
online retail. A few faults on some early material as expected, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $15,100+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
Spanish Colonies, Mint & Never Hinged Collection. Scott album with nice sets such as Aguera 1920
(1-13); Andorra 1928 (1-12) & 1928 (E1-2); Cape Juby 90-105; Rio de Oro 1909 (46-58); Spanish Guinea 1919
(158-170), 1920 (171-83), 1929 (209-219) & 1931 (234-47); Spanish Morocco 1929 (108-120) & Tangier 1929
(110-20). We also noted Cuba, Fernando Poo, Ifni, Morocco, Philippines, Puerto Rico, Rio Muni & Spanish Sahara
sections that we didn’t have the time to check in detail. An attractive collection with desirable material put together with
dedication, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Switzerland, Intact, Nearly Complete Mint and Used Collection, 1843-1952. A spectacular collection in
two Borek albums; Cantonals comprise 1846 Zurich 6c with horizontal lines (1L4), 1845-46 Geneva 5c Small & Large
Eagles (2L2-3), and 1849 5c “Vaud” (2L6); early Federal issues include 1850 Poste Locale 2½r with framed cross, 1850
Rayon I 5c with framed cross and 1852 Rayon III 15r with small “15”; all of these, while not necessarily having four large
margins, are at least Fine, completely sound and certified by various Swiss experts (in fact, key items throughout the
collection are signed and/or certified). Following this impressive section is a nice showing of face-different Strubels,
again, not all with four clear frame lines, but all sound; from 1862 through 1952 virtually everything is here; the Seated
Helvetias mostly used, though the mint that are here are never hinged, including the 1867 30c ultramarine (56), as
are all of the mint from here forward; the Standing Helvetias first watermark are mostly used, the second watermark
about half used, then all mint never hinged including the 1914 3r Mythen, complete Semi-Postals (with the 1912
Pro-Juventute set) & Airmails; the Postage Dues are complete (the earlies used), and all of the souvenir sheets are here
both MNH & used; Officials are also well represented, with the 1944-50 Pictorials being complete. This is a truly
extraordinary collection, representing a great opportunity for collector and dealer alike.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Switzerland, Valuable Oldtime Collection, 1843-1931. A marvelous collection of several hundred stamps
and a half-dozen covers in an old E. Saner album; 19th century is virtually all used, the Cantonals comprising two1843
Zurich 6c with vertical lines (1L2), 1845-48 Geneva 5c Small Eagle (2L2 - two, one on cover) & Large Eagle (2L3 [2],
2L4) and 1845 Basel Dove (3L1); early Federal issues include 1850 Orts-Post & Poste Locale 2½r with framed cross
(1-2) and 1850 Rayon I 5c with framed cross (5); then come the Strubels, which are just about complete, many with four
clear frame lines, then the seated Helvetias virtually complete including the granite paper 1fr signed by Moser, and a
mint o.g 50c double transfer in pair with normal; also included are the 1882 Numerals on white paper (77-81), the 2c, 5c
& 12c mint; for some reason, there are no Standing Helvetias, but the 1907-31 period is almost complete mint, including
many tête-bêche & se-tenant pairs and the Semi-Postals (with the 1912 Pro-Juventute issue); the Airmails comprise
only C1-2, and the Officials only the War Board of Trade sets, including the unissued 15c type 2 overprint, all signed
Zumstein; as for condition, the Cantonals through the Strubels are mixed quality, especially the best numbers, but all of
the above-noted Cantonals and early Federal issues are certified genuine, mostly by Moser (the Geneva 2L2 on cover
has four margins, but they were all skillfully added; from the Seated Helvetias onward virtually everything is clean and
F-VF with many of the keys signed and/or certified. A really terrific lot.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Switzerland, Dealer Stock, 1843-1938. In three small bourse-size binders with stamps catalogued and
valued in order and on display sale pages; This is the one the true Switzer-maniac has been waiting for——a number of
beautiful early classics used: 1 signed, 7a signed, 7c, 8b, 10, 12, 30, 31 signed, 35 signed, 52a, 63 with PFC Cert, 78,
89, 92, B7-9, B18-20, B89, B206, J13, J14, J19, etc., as well as some rare Cantonals used: 1L2, 1L4 with small faults as
expected but many sound; 20th century both mint: 80, 83, 84b, 145, 182, 185, 200-3, 242, 244-6, 293-305; and 20th
century NH: 183 block of four, 184, 200a-3a, 200b-2b, 206, 209, 210-15, 226, 238-41 & 247-55 & 256-67 blocks of four,
293-305; Semi-postals are both mint: B2-3, B4-6, B7-9, B105; and NH: B2-3, B4-6 blocks, B10-11, B12-4 blocks of four,
B116, B119, B131, B143, B144, B178, B206; likewise airmails are mint: C1-2, C3-12; and NH: C3-12, C13-5, C13a-5a,
C27-34; There is some small duplication, all on high value items; This is a really impressive and extensive range of
material, ideal to re-sell online or to juice-up an existing collection and sell-off dupes for a profit; many choice items,
please examine. A few classics with small faults as usual, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $54,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Switzerland, Outstanding Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1944. A superb starter collection in a Davo
hingeless album; early issues are used and scattered, though we do note (used unless noted) the 1852 Rayon III
complete (11-13), all with four large margins, the 15c with a horizontal crease, and a used 1881 50c Seated Helvetia on
granite paper (67), and the 1882 5c-15c Numerals on white paper (78-82) plus a mint 5c; from that point onward
everything is mint including nice Standing Helvetias with both watermarks, and almost all are NH from about 1915;
highlights include (NH unless noted) #181 (LH), 182, 185, 200a-203a, 206, a NABA Sheet (small corner crease), B3,
B7-9, B116 & B119; Airmails are also fairly complete with many NH, and the Officials include both sets of War Board of
Trade overprints, first set signed A. Brun plus several used S.O.N. & I.L.B. used high values and most of the 1939-44
sets MNH; as for condition, other than the crease noted on the 15c Rayon III, virtually everything is clean and F-VF. A
tremendous lot.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Switzerland, Sweet Collection, 1851-2010. A few thousand stamps, souvenir sheets and covers presented
in various volumes and boxes, better used includes 8, 10, 12, 21, 22, 24-26, 28-29, 35-40, 41-59, 113-118, mint
includes 60-68, 316-321, C14, C43-C44, J1-J9 mint & used, with five volumes of covers, and a sixth book with mint
material such as B130, B131, B132, B144, B178, B206, B297, and used includes 10 and 52a with Berra Gautschy
certificate, B119, plus three red banker’s boxes with hundreds of mint and used singles and sets, an amazing array of
material, a business in a box, ready to be opened, bid early, bid often, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Switzerland, Twentieth Century Collection, 1855-2003. This is a serious collection with strength in early
twentieth century, nice used single as well as used booklet panes, but especially the key souvenir sheets which appear
to be NH (242, 352a, 1075a, B80, B105, B116, B119, B130, B132, B144, B178); The early part is mint/used, by the
1960s becomes mainly mint and virtually all NH from 1993; Also some nice semi-postals; Notice even the scarce #
1075a NH souvenir sheet! This can either be an enormously powerful twentieth-century basis for a major collection, or
can fill in many spaces in a major collection; Could also be generate strong online retail sales! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1933. Nice starter collection on old Scott International
pages; highlights include used #2 (repaired, VF appearance), 24, 48, 50, B1-9, J14 & J26a-28a; included among the
mint are #7 (regummed), C1-18 & 1O1-8; condition is a little mixed early, but is otherwise all clean and F-VF. Definitely
worth a look. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Switzerland, Excellent Collection, 1861-1967. A fairly complete collection in two White Ace albums, just
about all used to about 1910 and mainly mint from there on; starts with reasonably nice #10, 12 & 14, followed by a nice
group of Strubels; then regular issues, Semi-Postals & Airmails are just about complete including nearly all the souvenir
sheets (the NABA sheet is on a registered cover to the U.S.); Officials are sparse but do include 2O1-46 & 2O56-67 VF
used; condition, with only a few early exceptions, is clean and F-VF throughout with NH beginning in the late 1940s. An
outstanding lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Switzerland, Lovely & Clean Collection to 1989, beautifully presented in mounts, housed in a pristine Scott
Specialty Album, coverage is mostly through the 1930s & largely mint there after, with good runs of sets for both regular
issues and semi-postals, with useful souvenir sheets and airmails noted as well. A lovely lot on its own, yet ideal for
further expansion, F.-V.F. or better, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600

Vatican
744

HH/H/m
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HH/H

746

HH/H
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H/m

Vatican, Dealer Stock, 1929-60. A bourse-style binder with stamps on display sale pages catalogued,
valued and in order, including, used: 1-13, 30, 35, 35-40 signed, 40 with Cert, 36, 38, 39 signed A. Diena, 43 (2), 46 (3),
49 (3), 51, 60, 153, C18-9, C19 (2), C21 (8), C22-3 (2); mint: 35-40 each signed, 41-6 (6), 47-54, 49 (2), 55-60 (2),
122-31 & E11-2, 149-53, 189-91 (2), C9-15 (2), C16-7 (4), C16 (2), C18-9 (2), C20-1; NH: 19//32, 49 (3), 49, 51, 102-9 &
E7-8, 119 imperf at top with margin, C16-7, C16, C18-9 (3), C22-3 (2); Here is your chance to start a Vatican collection
and sell off the extras to finance it; Key early sets are here! generally Very Fine. Scott $11,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Vatican, Mint Complete, 1929-73. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, includes 1-7, 8-13, 19-34, 35-40,
41-46, 47-54, 55-60, 61-67, B1-B4, C9-C15, C16-C17, C18-C19, C20-C21, C22-C23, E1-E2, J1-J6, a few gutter
blocks, a pristine collection for the discriminating collector, needs to be checker for NH, enormous potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Vatican, Mint Collection, 1929-59. A great collection residing in a Lindner album, mint includes 1-13, 19-24,
35-40, 41-46, 55-60, 61-67, 122-131 with 129a, 155a, B1-B4, C9-C15, C16, C18-C19, C20, C22-C23, then plenty of
back-of-the-book, a lot that will return your investment many fold, needs little for completion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Vatican, Complete Collection, 1929-34. Comprises mint, o.g. #1-40 (#31 is used), B1-4, E1-4, J1-6 &
Q1-15 plus B1-4, 1-13/E1-2 & Q1-15 canceled on blank pieces of paper, the last two with First Day cancels; all clean
and F-VF. Scott $2,180.
Estimate $500 - 750
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HH/H/) Vatican, Vast Accumulation, 1929-90. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers, in boxes, loose,

Vatican, Collection, 1929-80. Which also contains an album of Italy with 130-132, 133-135, 232-238, and
mint through 1980, then on to nine Vatican City albums, one includes first day covers, mint and used stamps and
souvenir sheets, another volume has gutter pairs for 55-60, imperf pairs, J13 gummed on face signed A Diena, a
Schaubek hingeless Vatican album with 1-13, E1-E2, 110-121, E9-E10, 155a, 242a, Q1-Q15, album of Vatican
varieties with vignettes displaced, proofs, color shifts, and much more, a great way to expand your Vatican collection,
examination encouraged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Vatican, Accumulation, 1929-88. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers in two large cartons,
with three huge binders containing parallel mint and first day cover collections 1963-1988, then 4 volumes with mint &
used material such as 155a, enormous catalog value present, a perfect grouping for internet dealing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

on pages, there is a box of first day covers and presentation folders, box of mint blocks of four in envelopes, dozens of
loose first day covers, mint postal stationery and postcards, duplication of 1-13, E1-E2, B1-B4, everything and anything
philatelic and relating to Vatican City, spend some time with it and make a score, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
751

HH/H/m
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Vatican, Mint & Used Stock, 1929-88. Offered in eleven volumes, mint B1-B4 (2), volume of blocks of four
and first day covers, mint collection and used in two Lindner hingeless albums with 1-13 and 155a, and continues to
1988, stock book with nice collection of blocks of four, plus a few collection in various stages of completion, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Vatican, Accumulation, 1928-90, a couple of thousand stamps in eleven albums or stockbook, there are two
albums of Vatican with mint blocks of four, albums of mint singles, an album of used, a collection with 155a, Roman
States, semi-postals, airmails, must be seen to be appreciated, with much more here then described, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
Vatican, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1929-2000. Resting in eight albums and three mint sheet files,
includes full sheet sets from the 1960s, binder of mint & used postal stationery, first day cover collection in a Scott
Specialty album, collections in various stages of completion, a great lot to condense and then build upon, a perfect lot at
our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Vatican, Collection, 1929-90. In two Lindner albums, starts with two pages mint Roman States, then 1-13,
E1-E2, Q1-Q15, 41-46 less 45, 47-54, 55-60, mint virtually complete 1956-1988 fresh, clean material, a wonderful start
on this popular area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Asia, Middle East and Africa Country Collections
Cambodia
755

HH

756

HH

757

HH
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Cambodia, Wonderful Dealers Show Stocks. Hundreds of items, all mint never hinged, arranged and
identified by Scott numbers, packed into 3 counter books. Includes a wonderful run of issues, with duplicated sets,
imperfs, miniature sheets etc with tremendous topical appeal, throughout, all the work is done and ready to go! routinely
Very Fine, ex- Michael Rogers Stock.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Cambodia, Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1951-99. Housed in 4 well filled Palo albums with slip cases and
pages through 2001. A beautiful well presented collection with many better sets and souvenir sheets including 1-17
with/SS’s, 18-37 with/SS’s, 53-58, 324-30 & C46-47, C1-8 with/SS’s. Extremely fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Cambodia & Viet Nam, Mint Never Hinged Collections, 1951-75. Very nearly complete for the period in
two Minkus specialty albums; the Cambodia is missing primarily the 1970s gold foil issues, while the Viet Nam appears
complete; also included are several FDCs from the late 1960s and early 1970s; condition is uniformly clean and F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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China (Empire, Republic, Taiwan, PRC), Dealer Stock, 1878-1970s. Five small bourse-style binders with
stamps on sale display pages catalogued, valued and in order, including, Imperial China: 3 used, 10 unused, 11 used
(3), 12 used, 13 unused, 13 mint, 14 used, 18//23 mint, 28 mint, 169 used double overprint, 167 used with carmine
overprint small pin hole, 123 bisect local address cover, 123 used on piece, 334 used (14), 237 used short perfs, dozens
of used “Junks;” used locals: Chenghsien, Peiping, Pahsien, Chunking, Wuksien, Yunna 25-8 mint; Taiwan: 1048-9
used, 1183-8 NH, 1218-27 mint, 1270a-83a NH, 1284-9 NH blocks of four, 1307 NH, 1355-8 mint, 1355-8 NH, 1370-2
NH, 1386-9 NH, 1496-1504 NH, 1519-22 NH, 1526-31 mint, 1582-7 NH, 1588-9 NH, B1-2 mint, 1471-4 mint,
1496-1504 NH, 1560a & 1561-2 NH, 1614 NH, 1628-31 NH, 1635-6 NH, 1637-39 NH, 1640-45 NH, 1646-48 NH,
1655-8 NH, 1685-87 NH, 1691-3 NH, 1745-9 mint, 1750-1 NH, 1758-62 NH, 2007-01 NH, C1-5 mint, C1-5 mint (C2
thin), C9 NH, C7 used, C70-2 mint, C76-7 NH (2), C78-80 NH (3), E9 used, E10 mint, E10 used (2), J7//12 used, J34
used block of four; Sinkiang 77 used; Indochina 49 mint, 69b mint signed Brun and other, B4a mint triple overprint, J30a
mint with top thin; Canton: 59 used, 60 used, 63 used, 64 used; PRC: 24//29 with varieties unused, 32 & 34 used, 73
unused; 105-7 unused, 141-50 unused reprints, 249-66 used, 504-5 used, 518-21 used, 548 NH, 550 NH, 592-8 used,
630-43 used, 657-8 used, 710 NH, 725-31 used, 767//80 used, 783-8 used, 799-801 used, 807-8 used, 863-7 used,
950-2 used, 950 used (3), 952 used (3), 982 used (2), 984 used (3), 985 used (3), 1074a NH, 1131-42 mint, 1218-21
mint (1219 faults), 1222-6 mint, 1271-4 mint, 1047a booklet, 1670 NH, 1966 NH block of four, 2074a booklets (3), 2L1
NH (4), 3L67 used, 4N68-71 mint, 5L91-5 NH blocks of four; You can still get into the market that’s burning up the
philatelic world; China has 2.5 million new stamp collectors! This lot has some nice variety and little duplication! F.-V.F.
Scott $14,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
China, Cover Collection, 1910s-40s. In two binders with approximately 100 items. Better noted include
three nice early airmail covers, addressed to Mr. Pappadopulo; 1945-46 Communist issue (Yang NC216) tied on
reverse of commercial cover; 1937 Navy U.S.S. Panay cover to Washington; 1927 mixed franking cover U.S. 10¢
airmail/ China 10¢ Junk regular; People’s Republic of China 1958-59 first day covers, plus several covers sent in 1956
from Yatung (Tibet) to Nepal and a couple of collage picture postcards. A good lot for the collector or dealer, be sure to
see it! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
China, Mostly Used Accumulation, 1880s-1940s. In a three-ring binder, better noted incl. 3¢ Dragon lilac
in mint condition, 5¢ Dragon orange-yellow x2; 1897 (29 x2 & 31, used and incl. 1¢ on 1¢ socked-on-the-nose with red
“R”), 1897 (74 x2, used). We also noted a stock sheet loaded with unchecked-in-detail never hinged stamps issued in
the 1940s, plus North China block of 25 (50¢ on $1), F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
China, Used Assortment, 1900-10. In a three-ring binder with duplication, including a large amount of
examples overprinted by the Maritime Customs Statistical Department, Shanghai or Waterlow & Sons, London (½¢, 1¢,
3¢, 4¢, 5¢, 7¢, 10¢). We also noted many Dragon stamps (½¢, 1¢, 2¢, 5¢ & 10¢) issued in the 1900-1906 period., F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
China (PRC &Taiwan), Collection, 1950-85. A few hundred stamps and souvenir sheets, includes Taiwan
1183-1188, 2147e (x5), 2843b (x5), 3087, PRC 304-305, 360-361, 418-419, 684-695, 1286-1289, 1749-1760, 1761,
1863, some nice material for the collector or dealer alike, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
China (People’s Republic), Selection, 1948-70. Useful group of over 400 PRC stamps still in their approval
glassines, better includes 151-154, 159-162, 163-166, 222-226, 418-419, 681-683, 716-731 missing #730, 766, 798b,
806-809, 828-832, plenty of complete sets and early material should make this a popular group, come on down, set a
spell and enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
China (Taiwan), Mint Collection, 1955-2000. Three 3-ring binders, the first 1955-72 nearly complete with
NH beginning in 1960 (a few earlier), the second 1973 - 1991 virtually complete NH, the third 1992-2000 virtually
complete NH; includes Airmails and Postage Dues, neatly mounted and written-up on homemade pages; clean and
F-VF throughout. An excellent starter to this up and coming and still undervalued area in Asia.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
China (Taiwan), New Issue Assortment, 1990s-2000s. In Elbe stock book with some duplication, including
colorful souvenir sheets and some miniature sheets. We noted topical issues: animals, birds, Disney & Harry Potter,
plus three booklets, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Egypt
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Egypt, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1958. Very nearly complete for the period in a
Farahbaksh hingeless album; the only major missing numbers are 167 & 224, high values of definitive sets are mostly
used until 1939 and all mint (LH) from there on; other mint highlights include #90-91, B6a-b, J7 & J10-14; also included
are some unmounted varieties including #78 & C1 with inverted watermark, O9-13 without periods after “S” and two
France 40c Bordeaux (47) canceled in Alexandria and in Cairo; a great lot with condition is just about all F-VF, though
many of the 19th century are unused without gum. Scott well over $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Egypt, Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1933. Excellent, mainly mint collection on old Scott International
pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #14 (no gum), 50-74, 103, 114, 149, 166-190 and a block of 4 of O9a;
condition, with very few exceptions, is clean and F-VF. Scott $3,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Egyptian Occupation of Palestine, Mint Collection, 1948-58. Complete for the period comprising N1-61
(N9 used), NC1-32 & NE1-NJ7; all clean and F-VF with many NH including N13-14, N35-38 and N39-56. Scott $930.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ethiopia
769

Ethiopia, Enthralling Mint & Used Stock, 1895-1960. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets housed in
seven counter books, better mint such as 26 black, 66 red violet, 76 (x3), 80-86 (x4), 87-93 (x2), 217-230, 327-335 (x2),
672-689, 789-806 (x2), with a plethora of varieties and blocks, also includes a full book of special issues from #135 to
#153, with dozens of overprint varieties, and best of all this is from the famous Michael Rogers stock, so there should be
little question as to genuineness, a once in a lifetime opportunity, some condition issues as to be expected in a stock this
large, come on down, grab a chair, peruse this beauty and bid, bid, bid!!! F.-V.F., ex- Michael Rogers Stock. Scott
$21,400.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H/m

Indonesia
770

HH

771

H/m

Indonesia, Varieties Assortment, 1960s. About 300 stamps in stock book with unusual material, including
imperforates, misperforated stamps, shifted impressions, inverted surcharges and other one-of-a-kind varieties that
deserve your attention. An unrepeatable lot that needs to be seen in order to envision its real potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Indonesia, Mostly Mint Collection, 1949-74. In a Minkus album, including many sets such as 1950
(359-61), 1951-54 (362-67), 1951-53 (387-400) & 1954 (B69-76), followed by many other sets in the modest range,
plus several souvenir sheets, including 798a & 803. We also noted some New Guinea-West Irian sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Iran
772

HH

773

HH

40

Iran, Outstanding Never Hinged Dealer Stock, 1953-74. Well organized in 28 small binders with
thousands of stamps, and arranged in chronological order. We noted 1956 (1052-53), 1957 (1079), 1960 (1161 x7),
1961 (1167-68 x12), 1961 (1186-87 x18), 1962 (1230-31 x11), 1964 (1303-04 x6), 1964 (1312-13 x12), 1966 (1409-10
x67), 1966 (1415-18 x35), 1967 Shah & Empress (1453-55 x7, blocks of four imperforate between) & 1968 (1488-90),
plus a massive amount of blocks of four issued in the 1969-74 period. A solid stock that needs time to examine
thoroughly, and that will provide hundreds if not thousands of sets that can be offered on the internet, Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Iran, Striking Never Hinged Dealer Stock, 1930s-80s. Presented in 33 small three-ring binders, including
1938-39 (856 x10, 857 x7, 858 x10, 859 x10, 860 x10, 861 x4 & 864 x4), 1942-46 (876 x69, 878 x45, 879 x15, 880 x13,
881 x25, 882 x30, 883 x27, 884 x6 & 890 x4), 1948 (B1-5 x2), 1949 (B6-10 x2), 1949 (B11-15), 1950 (B17-21), 1962
(1209-1215, 1217, 1219-20 & 1221-22 x3), 1963 (B36), 1966 (1384 x5, 1385 x10, 1386 x10 & 1387 x10), 1969 (C86-89
x4), 1970 (C89 x22), 1971 (1615-26 x4), 1976 (1907-1909 x7 & 1910 x4) & 1979 (2018 x2). Well worth a careful look as
there are many useful sets and part sets. Have a nice view, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Iran, Never Hinged Assortment of Sheets & Multiples, 1960s-70s. In seventeen file sheets and binder
with duplication, including many useful sets such as 1960-61 (1164-65), 1961 (1169-70), 1965 (1317-18), 1965
(1322-23), 1965 (1346-50), 1965 (1354 & 1355), 1965 (1361), 1967 (1436-38), 1967 Lions International (1439-40),
1970 (1554-57), 1971 (1581), 1971 Birds (1582-84), 1971 (1585), 1971 Birds (1586-88), 1971 (1598), 1971 (1613),
1978 (1979-82), 1978 (1986-88) & (1991-92). A good opportunity for any internet or bourse dealer to acquire many
saleable sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Iran, Advantageous Mostly Never Hinged Assortment, 1920s-70s. In twelve stock books with duplication
ranging up to about 40 each. We noted 1925 (686-95 x2), 1939 (871-75 x4, NH), 1942-46 (876 x32, 877 x90, 878 x36,
879 x80, 880 x30, 881 x37, 882 x40, 883 x80, 884 x18, 886 x36, 887 x18, 889 x30, 890 x8, 891 x3, 892 x7, 894 x2, 895,
897 x2 & 899), 1938-39 (856 x8, 857 x8, 858 x4, 859 x30, 860 x15, 861 x10, 862 x16, 863 x8, 864 x6, 865 x13, 866 x2 &
867), 1950 (931-32 x3 & 933-34 x4), 1950 (935-40), 1951 (941-46 x3), 1956 (1052-53 x7), 1960 (1164-65 x15), 1961
(1167-68 x15), 1961 (1186-87 x25), 1962 (1230-31 x5), 1963 (1243-44 x18), 1966-71 (1372-87 x3, plus 20r to 200r x3),
1971 (1615-26 x3), plus 1928-29 (C22-28 x2). A wonderful lot for the dealer, take a good look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Iran, Mint Collection, 1939-64. Beautifully presented in a Iranian Stamp Album by N. Farahbaksh & Sons,
includes mint 871-875, 910-914, 915-930, 931-932, 933-934, 935-940, 941-946, 947-948, 978-982, 985-989,
C68-C78, with mint complete sets and singles to 1964, look great in the album, come have a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Iran, Mint & Never Hinged Useful Assortment, 1940s-70s. In four stock books and several stock sheets.
Highlights include 1948 (B1-5), 1949 (B6-10), 1949 (B11-15), 1950 (B17-21), 1954 (B31-35), 1955 (1039-40), 1956
Scouts (1052-53), 1956 (1058), 1957 (1079), 1957 (1081 & 1099), 1958 (1100), 1959 (1132A-B), 1959 (1133), 1959
(1135), 1960 (1156-58), 1960 (1159-60), 1960 (1161), 1960 (1164-65), 1961 (1167-68), 1961 (1186-87), 1962
(1209-15 & 1217-22 x2), 1962 (1230-31), 1963 (1234-35), 1963 (1243-44), 1963 (1256-60), 1963 (1265-66), 1963
(1267-68), 1964 (1288-89), 1966-71 (1372-87 x2), 1966 (1415-18 x4), 1968 (1488-90), 1971 (1609-12), 1971 (1615-26
x2), 1972-73 (1650-61B), 1974 (1768-72 x2) & 1979 (2008-2018). A useful lot to check through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Iran, Dealer Stock, 1876-1971. In small dealer stock book, sorted, identified and valued in order on
individual display sale pages; Virtually no duplication, most mint, very attractive group of mainly complete sets,
including, mint: 50-2, 617-21, 686-95, 760-70, 795-809, 827-40, 978-82, 1035-6, 1082-98, C34-50, C79-82) with
several scarce highly desirable singles: 7 Types A- C with Persiphila Certs, C65 used; Clean and neat looking stock as
identified by dealer; 15 Russian Occupation of Azerbaijan rebel overprints not priced but noted in Scott, catalogued as
$199; this stock is all ready for immediate resale at bourses or on-line., generally F.-V.F. Scott $10,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Iran, Mostly Used Assortment, 1876-1920. In a well-filled stock book with duplication, including 1876
(27-30), 1879 (41-42), 1880 (43 & 45-46), 1881 (47-49), 1882 (50-52), 1882-84 (54-59), 1886 (65), 1894 (99-100), 1898
(104-119), 1902 & 1906 Provisionals with readable town postmarks, 1907-09 (428-45), 1911-13 Ahmad Shah Qajar
(481-500), 1911 (501-15), 1917 & 1919 Provisionals, plus some officials and newspaper examples. A very interesting
lot with much scope for possible cancel finds and more, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Iran, Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi Collection, 1941-79. Mounted on Persiphila pages and housed in
three binders, highlights including 1942-46 (893, 895-96 & 898), 1951-54 (950-65), 1953 (C68-78), 1955-56 (1023-36),
1956-57 (1058A-72), 1958-59 (1121-25), 1961-62 (1173-79), 1962 (1209-22), 1964-65 (1331-44) & 1966 (1372-87).
We also noted a good number of blocks of four such as 1962 (1209-22), 1966-71 (1382-87), 1974-75 (1820-30),
1975-77 (1831-41) & 1978 (1961-72). A nice clean lot with solid value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Iran, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1900s-70s. In Persiphila pages and housed in ten binders,
including 1925 (697-702 x2), 1929 (754-55), 1931-32 (760-70), 1935 (786-94), 1935 (827-40), 1936-37 (841-53),
1938-39 (870), 1942 (882 x5 & 888 x3, blocks of fours), 1950 (935-40), 1966-71 (1372-87), 1967 Shah & Empress
(1453-55, blocks of four, imperforate between). We also noted semipostals sets. Great for collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Iran, Mostly Mint Collection, 1942-78. Mounted on Persiphila album pages and housed in two deluxe
albums, volume I with definitive issues such as 1942-44 (893, 899, 903 x2, 905 x2 & 907); 1951-54 (950-65 & 975-77);
1958-59 (1107-1125); 1966-71 (1372-87); 1971 (1615-26) & 1972-73 (1650-51B); volume II with commemorative sets
issued in the 1941-60 period: 1950 (935-40); 1951 (941-46 x2); 1953 (970-74); plus several semipostal sets. A good lot
to build upon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Iran, Mozaffar ad-Din Shah Qajar Period Collection, 1897-1906. Presented on Persiphila album pages,
including 1897 (101-103); 1898 (104-119); 1899 (120-35); 1899 (136-51 x3, mostly used); 1902 (173-88, mostly used);
1902 (207 x4 used & 209 x4 mint); 1902 Meched Issue (225); 1902 (235-38, used); 1902 September Chahis/Krans
issue (247-257 x2); 1902 “Tomans” Issue (Persiphila 270-74, used); 1902 (O5-7, mint); 1902 (308, used); 1903
Octagonal Provisionals (336-40); 1906 Tabriz Issue (419-20, mint) & 1906 (422-27, including 6¢ red & 13¢ blue in used
condition). Very useful and a good opportunity to acquire a desirable lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Iran, Mint & Used Collection, 1876-1988. Mounted on pages, includes used 27-30, 47-49, 50-52, 59,
481-500, 760-770, mint 90-100, 617-621, 871-875, 910-914, 933-934, 941-946, 1100, 1101-1102, continues on to
1988 with mint & used, will yield excellent results at retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Iraq
785

Iraq, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1923-82. In Scott album and some loose album pages,
including 1932 (41-42), 1932 (44-59), 1948 (110-129), 1958 (188-94, 195-209, 210-25 & 226), 1959-60 (232-47), 1963
(317-32), followed by many sets issued in the 1960s-70s period. Airmails section with C1-8, C22-26 & C34-36, plus
several valuable Official sets: 1948 (O123-42), 1958-59 (O166-77), 1973 (O263-71), 1973 (O272-82) & 1973
(O283-91). We also noted as a bonus Mesopotamia N28-41 & N42-49. Definitely and enjoyable lot to view, worth
spending time on, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m

Israel
786

HH/H
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Israel, Dealer Stock, 1948-50. One small bourse-style binder with stamps on display sale pages
catalogued, valued and in order, including, mint: 1-9; NH: 10-4 with tabs; 15 (2); 15 with tabs (3); 23 with tab; 24 with tab;
25 with tab; 35-6 with tabs; 55 with tab; C16 tabbed pair; J1-5, O1-4; The early years, to start a collection or quick online
retail; Almost all NH, F.-V.F. Scott $4,200+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
Israel, Complete Booklets Collection, 1950-2000. Collection of over 60 booklets, with B7, B8, B8a, B8b,
B9 (2), B10, B11, B12-B37, B38A, B39, B40B, and concludes with PB1-PB2, identified and arranged numerically, a nice
start to collecting this ever popular country, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Israel, Dealer’s Stock, 1948-2000. Packed in nine volumes, 2 sheet files, envelopes and loose, several
hundred first day covers, stock books of used and mint stamps, also scattered world wide material, will make for a
pleasant couple of afternoons, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Israel, Mint Collection, 1948-2000. Presented in three Davo albums, several hundred stamps with
complete or short tabs, includes mint 10-14 complete tabs, 27, 31-32, 35-36, 37, 46-47, 48-50, 55, appears complete for
regular issues after 1955, a nice selection that will please any collector, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
Israel, Mostly Mint Collection, 1948-97. Featured in six albums, includes mint 1949-1965, 1983-1985,
1988-1997 w/tabs, #56-61 inscription blocks of four, runs of sets with tabs, a great place to start collecting this historic
country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Israel, Interim Period Stamps, 1948. Over 400 stamps and multiples in a Edelweis stock book, includes
Bale # 1, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 28, 101 block of 10, plus a nice selection of JNF labels and locals, with blocks of 4 to 16 of
some issues, a sweet clean lot that is sure to please any Israel specialist, inspection strongly suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Japan, “Mihon” (Specimen) Assortment, 1980s. Approximately 2,000 stamps in a stock book with
duplication, incl. strips, blocks and larger multiples. A neat lot, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Estimate $750 - 1,000
Japan, Solid, Mainly Mint Collection, 1872-1965. Solid collection in a two-volume Lighthouse hingeless
album; cy 19 is all used with some pleasant Cherry Blossoms, though nothing rare; 20th century is fairly complete,
especially the commemoratives, with mint highlights including #227-229, 306a, 311a w/folder, 318a (NH, corner
crease), 369-372, 436, 455a, 480-497 (NH), 521A-B and C3-42; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Estimate
$3,000 - 4,000
Japan, Dealer Stock, 1871-1950. Two bourse-style binders with stamps on display sale pages, catalogued,
valued and in order, including, mint: 5g, 109, 155-8, 170, 167-70, m177-8, 179-87, 192, 198-201, 227-9, 230-3, 261a,
266-74, 367a 369-70, 402 SS (3), 405, 422 (2), 423 SS, 432-4, 479 (2), 508b, 510a, 517, 517a, 519a, 519, 561-4,
746-54, 1067//87, 879A-891A, B3-7, C9-13, C14-24, C39-42, Offices in Korea #15; NH: 85, 295-8, 457 SS (2), 517 pair,
517a SS, 519a SS, 519, 621, 636-36A, 636A (6); used: 3 used with thin, 9, 37, 39 (2), 43, 47 with tear, 49 trimmed, 50, 54
(2), 59, 63, 69 (3), 71, 85-6, 94, 110, 113-4, 148-51, 151, 479 (2), 480-97, 498a, 519a SS, B3-6, C12; Some very nice
items here! F.-V.F. Scott $6,200+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Japan, Excellent, Mostly Mint Collection, 1874-1972. Fairly complete collection on White Ace pages in
three 3-ring binders; mainly used and somewhat scattered to the mid-1920s, then just about all mint and almost
complete the rest of the way, including nearly all of the souvenir sheets (missing primarily the high value regular issues);
mint highlights include 4ssa (NH), 455a, 479a, 580a (NH) and C2; also includes two additional binders marked
“Special” which include such things as 11 different Cherry Blossom forgeries, several Mihons from the 1960s & ‘70s, a
semi-collection of Sports issues, some modern FDCs, etc.; as for condition, though we did not a small thin on 311a and
a little bit of toning on a few souvenir and miniature sheets from the mid- to late 1950s, those seem to be aberrations, as
virtually the entire collection is clean and F-VF with a good bit of NH. A great lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Japan, Mint & Used Collection, 1894-1990. Presented in two binders, the first is mostly inexpensive
material, lots of it and with possibly hidden gems, the second is where most of the value is, includes 85-86, 179-187,
293a, 422a, 456, 457, 463a, 480-497, 519a, 521c, 551 sheet, 564a, 572a, 573-575a, 576 sheet, 578a, 592, 575a, 609,
C9-C13 (x2), C43 pair, with many nice examples, should be a breeze to break up, Very Fine. Estimate $750 - 1,000
Japan, Mint & Used Collection, 1870s-1980s. In a Minkus album with most mint material from 1940s
onwards, starting with 19th Century used representation, including several better such as 1915 (148-51), 1919
(155-58), 1936 (227-29, including 1½s used), 1938 (283a), 1947 (397-400), 1948 (417-21), 1948 (422) & 1949 (479).
We also noted Japanese Offices in China & Korea examples. A clean collection, waiting for a successful bidder to
complete and expand upon it! F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Japan, Small Mint and Used Collection, 1872-1930. A couple hundred stamps on old Scott International
pages; best stamps are among the 19th century used including #13a, 14a and 46 syl.3; there are also other better
stamps with faults as well as plenty of early forgeries for reference; among the later mint material, we note two 1914 ¥1
“Old Die” (145), also #110, 138, 167-170, 176a & 198-201; 19th century condition is somewhat mixed (the number we
noted previously are F-VF), but the 20th is virtually all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
Japan, Mint Accumulation, 1913-76. Small box of mint Japan, with many souvenir sheets and New Year’s
sheets, some with moderate duplication, includes 214-217, 257-275, 308-311 blocks of four, 396, 422 (x2), 433-436,
479 (x2), 522 sheet, 582a, a nice lot to restock inexpensively, if you need to inspect, we’ll beam you aboard, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Japan, Philatelic Mish Mash, 1890-2000. Interesting little lot includes mint Japan postal stationery, over ten
Japan WWII propaganda picture postcards, postcard sets with commemorative cancels, souvenir book with Japan
stamps and postal stationery, 1976 Japan stamp set, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Korea, Dealer Stock, 1884-1967. One small bourse-style binder with stamps on sale display pages
catalogued, valued and in order, including, unused: 20B, 24, 287a-9a SS; mint: 1-2, 2(3), 3-5 (3), 25-7, 78-9, 85-6, 87,
88-9, 90, 91-2, 95, 96, 97, 107 (2), 286a SS (2); NH: 3-5, 78-9 blocks of four, 93 (10), 106, 108, 116-7, 206-8 blocks of
four, 227-8, 239 block of four, 281-2 blocks of four, 282 block of four, 286a SS (3), 318-20 & 318a-20a, 360-70, 370
block of four (2), 372 block of four, 386-96, 394 Block of four, 396 block of four, 5021-4a (2), 582-4, 499-501 blocks of
four, 473-7 blocks of four, 718-20 imperf; with North Korea # 6 used and 33 NH block of four thrown in for good measure!
This booming economy has a strong collector base, especially for the early issues; These will sell fast with many NH,
F.-V.F. Scott $10,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Korea, Mostly Unused Postal Stationery Accumulation. Hundreds of modern postal cards in small plastic
bags, and identified by KPC catalog numbers, including duplication and some used examples. We also noted postal
envelopes, and a large number of promotional stamp brochures issued in the 1960s-70s period. A truly amazing holding
which must retail several thousands of dollars. Have a look and check for yourself, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Korea (South), Massive & Valuable Souvenir Sheet Stock. Comprised of thousands of clean mint NH
sheets, nearly all in agreeable quantities, perfectly arranged & identified by Scott numbers in individual glassines,
nearly all the coverage lies from the late 1950’s on, with scores of premium items such as Scott # 291a (19), 291B (12),
292a (15), 293a (10), 294a (12), 305a (11), 310a (4), 323a (7), 325a (1), 348a (40), 449a-453a (12), 545a (7),
718a-720a perf (13), 718-720a imperf (10), 781a-786a (7), 795a (14), 797a (12), 798a-799a (12), 802a (16), 804a-805a
(16), 808a (19), 844a (16), 859a-868a (12), 875a (12), 922a (30) 7 like quantities of nearly all surrounding sheets past
the year 2000, with back-of-the-book issues etc., a marvelous, clean lot with a correspondingly huge aggregate catalog
value, ideal for the Internet trader, generally Very Fine, ex- Michael Rogers Stock. Scott $30,000+.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Korea (South), First Day Covers Collection, 1946-51. In a three-ring binder with value concentrated in the
1951-52 Flags Issue, including 22 with imperforate souvenir sheets of two tied on first day covers, containing the green
and the blue stamps for each participating country, and including both types of Italy. We also noted seventeen first day
covers with Flags issued stamps, plus 1946 example commemorating day of liberation and some others. Ideal to be
integrated into a bigger collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Korea (South), Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1880s-1980s. In two Minkus albums with many
gainful sets and souvenir sheets. Volume I incl. 1948 (90), 1949 (106-107), 1950 (118), 1950 (119-121), 1951 Flags
(132-73, excluding 154a & 155a), 1971 (756-80, sheet of 50), 1971 (785b & 794b), followed by many colorful sets.
Volume II loaded with innumerable souvenir sheets: 1958 Unesco (286a), 1959 Red Cross (296a), 1960 UPU (301a),
1960 Yin & Yang (304a), 1960 Eisenhower (305a), 1962 Anniversary Military Revolution (353a-b, 354a-b & 355a-b),
1970 (718a & 719a, imperforate and perforated), 1970 Presidents (728a), plus many other that deserve your
awareness. A desirable collection, and viewing suggested for full appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Korea (South), Mostly Never Hinged Assortment, 1949-77. Stock book loaded with singles, blocks of four
and souvenir sheets, including saleable duplication. We noted some earlies such as 20wn (102, block of six), 30wn
(103, block of four), 50wn (104, two blocks of four), 65wn (110, block of four, pairs and singles) & 150wn Airmail (C2
x10). A good lot with much potential, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
Korea (South), Never Hinged Assortment, 1959-75. Souvenir sheets and some stamps in glassines with
duplication and housed in small box, including 293 x2, 329a x10; 311a, 312a, 313 x5; 329a x72; 330a x64, 331a x35;
332a x80. Small lot at a reasonable estimate, Very Fine. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $300 - 400

Lebanon
808

44

Lebanon, Intact Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1924-71. Virtually complete for the period, even
including some of the unlisted souvenir sheets, in a two-volume Farahbaksh hingeless album; all clean and F-VF with
NH beginning in 1960. Scott $5,500+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H
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Lebanon, Solid Mint and Used Collection, 1924-69. Fairly complete for the period on Minkus pages;
loaded with $25-$100 sets and singles (missing most souvenir sheets) and a few better, like a MLH C33-36; most of the
value is in the 1940s-’50s mint, which is NH from 1950 to about 1962; a great lot with a good bit of seldom seen postally
used material.
Estimate $600 - 800
Lebanon, Small Stock of Mint Souvenir Sheets, 1946-75. About 115 sheets with many only noted in Scott
footnotes; highlights include 1946 Victory (C106 footnote): 6 on thin card; 1946 Postal Congress (C111-114 var): 3;
1947 Foreign Troops (C115-118): 1; 1948 UNESCO (C145 footnote): 3 (one used); 1949 U.P.U. (C149a): 5; 1956 U.N.
(C22 footnote): 3; 1960 W.R.Y. (C285a): 10; 1961 U.N. (C308a): 19; 1961 Olympics (CB14 footnote): 7; etc.; condition
is a little mixed with some of the earlier sheets having marginal flaws, but the rest is generally F-VF with a good number
of NH, especially the post-1960 material, which is virtually all NH.
Estimate $400 - 600
Lebanon, Small Mint Collection Balance, 1924-50. Includes a mounted collection of mint Airmails with
C1-24, C9-12 with red Airplane overprint, C57-81, C149a & C153a; also includes B1-12 & CB1-4 NH blocks of 4; o.g.,
F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350

Liberia
812

H/m

813

HH/H/m

814

H/m

Liberia, First Issues Collection, 1860-80. In a three-ring binder, starting with 1¢, 2¢, 6¢, 12¢ & 24¢ reprints
of the designer’s die proofs in black, and defaced by a diagonal line, including two with inscriptions reading “D. Feldwick
Engr 16 Holborn E.C.”; followed by stamps in mint and used condition, and then by ten reprints of the designer’s die
proofs printed on very thin paper, defaced, and without imprint in most cases, plus some forgeries. Also as a bonus
there is a second binder with color photocopies of a forgery reference collection, and which shows about 500 stamps
identified and annotated, including Fournier & Spiro Brothers examples. Ideal for the specialized collector, and offered
as received from consignor, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Liberia, Mint & Used Stock, 1860-1940. A couple of hundred stamps in a counter book with mint items like
54-63, 141-143, 206, 228, 228a, 281 with inverted overprint, 291, B5a imperf pair, B10 red cross doubled, C22,
C27-C36, with many varieties, a volume that holds great potential, some mixed condition, please take sufficient time to
review, F.-V.F., ex- Michael Rogers Stock. Scott $4,000+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Liberia, Excellent Starter Collection, 1866-1928. Small, primarily mint collection on old Scott International
pages that includes lots of overprint varieties and the following better singles (all mint): 35a (inverted center), 82, 89,
161, 221, and F20, to name just a few; condition is generally clean and F-VF; also includes a group of 24 mostly different
used Revenues. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

Macao
815

HH/H/m

816

H

Macao, Mint & Used Stock, 1894-2000. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets housed in three
counter books, mostly medium priced items but includes mint 104, 116, 136, 141, 155 NH block of four, 207, 383-390
NH, 404-411, 463-466 NH (x2), decent back-of-the-book. Enough material to start your own Internet business, very few
condition issues, a wonderful stock for your perusal, F.-V.F., ex- Michael Rogers Stock. Scott $7,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Macao, Small Mint Collection, 1884-1998. About 50 different to 1949 and then a group of mint sets and
souvenir sheets from 1987-98; highlights include #20, 24, 35-44, 45, 50, 97, 134-136, 157-157C, 337 and NH 517a,
545-546 (4),572, 662a, 670a (3), etc.; all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Manchukuo
817

Manchukuo, Never Hinged & Used Dealer Stock, 1932-45. Arranged in glassines with massive
duplication, identified with Scott numbers and housed in three small boxes, including 1935 (41 x1000, used), 1936 (75
x900, NH, including blocks of four and six), 1936-37 (85 x100, NH), 1936-37 (87 x1000, used), 1936-37 (91 x400,
including 200 NH), 1936-37 (93 x600, NH), 1936-37 (98 x900, including 500 in used condition), 1936-37 (100 x1,500,
used), 1937 (112 x1500, including 400 unused, no gum), 1937 (112-15 x 1,000, unused, no gum), 1941 (138-39 x100,
used, plus 139 x200, NH), 1943 (150-51 x100, blocks of 8) & 1944-45 (159 x500, NH). No really big sets or singles but
lots of good medium priced material, F.-V.F. Scott $28,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH/H/m

Mongolia
818

Mongolia, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1924-91. In two Minkus albums, including 1932-45 (62-74) &
1945 (83), followed by a highly complete section of sets issued in the 1958-91 period, and including a wealth of pictorials
and topical sets (animals, Olympics, flowers and space). Viewing will be quick, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H

Nepal
819

Nepal, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1903-77. Mounted on Scott album pages, highlights incl.
1949 (51-59), 1954 (60-71), 1954 (72-76), 1956 (84-88), 1957 (90-101), 1959-60 (104-117) & 1961 (134), followed by
many sets in the modest range, plus some airmails and officials. Excellent basis for continuation or for a dealer looking
to replenish stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
HH/H/m

Oman
820

Oman, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1944-81. Mostly mounted on Scott album pages and highly
complete for the period, including 1944 (1-15), 1948 (16-24), 1948 (25-26), 1951 (35-41), 1952-54 (42-51), 1957
(65-75), 1960-61 (79-93), 1966 (94-105), 1969 (106-109), 1970 (110-21), 1971 (122-33), 1971 (134-37) & 1972
(139-50), plus 1944 Officials (O1-10). Neat lot with most better sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
HH/H

Philippines
821

Philippines, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1946-82. Mounted on Minkus album pages, and virtually
complete for the period. We also noted three pages loaded with imperforates such as 1196a, 1199a, 1200a, 1202a,
1204a, 1205a, 1208a, 1269a, 1222a, 1238a, 12441, 1246a, 1257a, 1261a, 1281a-84a & 1298a-99a. A great starter
collection at a reasonable estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
HH/H

Syria
822

HH/H/m

823

H/m
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Syria, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1919-76. In a Minkus album with many gainful sets or part
sets such as 8-10, 133-36, 166-69, 288-92, 366-73, C46-56, C57-66, C67-71, C72-79, C99-102, C109-113 & C158-61,
plus B1-12 & CB1-4, followed by a highly complete section of sets issued in the 1930s-70s period. We also noted
Syria-UAR sets and souvenir sheets that deserve your attention. Viewing is an absolute must to appreciate the scope
and value offered here! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Syria, Small Stock of Better Souvenir Sheets, 1947-55. Comprises (mint unless noted) 1938
Marseille-Beirut Flight (C88): one plus one on first flight cover; 1947 Archeological Congress (C141a): 3; 1947
Engineering Congress (C143a): 2; 1948 Koalty (C145a): 5 (one used); 1948 Military Training C147a): 7 (one used);
1949 Revolution (348 footnote): 5; 1949 Election C156a): 7 (one used); and 1955 Rotary International (C187-188 &
C189-190): 3 NH souvenir sheets of two of each set, plus a single trial color proof sheet if each of the four values;
condition is a bit mixed with some toning and marginal flaws, but most is F-VF with many NH. Inspection is
recommended. Scott $3,650+.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Syria - United Arab Republic, Souvenir Sheets Accumulation, 1958 (C12-13 & C15-16). Group of 78,
comprising C12-13 (39 sheets) & C15-16 (39 sheets). Excellent for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH

Thailand
825

Thailand, Fabulous, Mainly Mint Collection, 1883-2002. A fairly complete, intact collection neatly mounted
and written-up on homemade pages in four 3-ring binders; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1-5 & 5a (5sa orange
used), 75-89, 145-156 used, 207-222 used, 243-255, 264-273, 275-294, 348-362A, 397-411A (NH) & C1-22; the
collection is essential complete mint from 1947 onward including souvenir sheets & booklets, with NH beginning
1966; also includes a stockbook full of duplicates fro the 1990s including souvenir sheets. This is truly a tremendous
opportunity to acquire a ready-made collection of this always popular country.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H/m

Tibet
826

Tibet, Collection, 1913-33. Small but powerful collection, includes 1-5, 14-18, possible 9-13 in blocks of
four, 8 on cover, 9 on cover, 11 on cover, pair of 11 on cover, and 13 on cover, nice starter of this long ignored country,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
H/)

Turkey
827

HH/H
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)

Turkey, Sultan’s Impressive Errors Collection, 1876-1985. Almost 400 items in five binders, with some
amazing items such as #259 perf shifts, 330a inverted overprint, 612 imperf between pair, 942 imperf pair, 1512-1514
imperf pairs, 1528 imperf vertically, 1701 imperf strip of three, 1852 imperf and missing colors, 1856 horizontal perfs
missing, 1893 preprinting fold, 1916 black color missing, 2083 imperf between stamps, 2129 horizontal perf shift, 2263
vignette missing, 2399 missing black and red colors, B124 imperf pair, should prove to be worth several times our low
estimate, owner’s retail exceeds $50,000, please take sufficient time to properly ascertain this lots true value the likes
of which we have never had the pleasure to offer, excellent potential for re-sale or as the cornerstone to an exhibit or the
enhancement of the most specialized collection, completely intact as received, F.-V.F. Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Turkey, Exceptional Mint and Used Collection, 1863-1932. Fairly complete for the period on old Scott
International pages in a spring-back binder; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1-5, 20, 40, 254-270, 277-287,
355-419, 552-564, 605-624, 625-757 (727, 757 used), J2-4, J67-75, P25-29, P49-54, P59, P65, P134-152 and Turkey
in Asia 78-103 less 87; there are also 63 different “Ox head” overprints and lots of perforation & overprint varieties; as for
condition, while there are probably a few flaws, as usual on a collection of this vintage and scope, it is overall excellent,
being generally clean and F-VF. A truly fabulous lot. Scott $17,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Turkey, Postal Stationery Collection, 1860s-1910s. Approximately 65 unused items in a Scott album,
starting with 1884 (H&G 7), 1892 postal cards (8-9), 1901 (10-15), 1905 (18-19), 1908 (20-23), 1910 (27) & 1914 (35-36
& 38); followed by Letter Cards (A1, A2, A3, A4 & A11-12), and then by some postal envelopes that were issued in the
1869-1915 period. Great for expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Yemen
830

Yemen, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1926-78. Mounted on Minkus album pages, beginning with
1926-30 (1-3), 1930-31 (7-23), 1939 (24-29), 1939 (30), 1940 (31-43), 1949 (59-62), 1951 (68-77 & C3-9), followed by
many fresh sets and souvenir sheets in the modest range, including some airmails and some unissued sets that were
prepared in 1959. A colorful and useful lot, as a quick survey will demonstrate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
HH/H
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Latin America Country Collections
Argentina
831

Argentina, Fabulous Specialized Collection, 1858-1967. A truly magnificent collection tastefully mounted
and written-up on more than 300 album pages; presented here is an extraordinary display of scarce and rare stamps
with virtual completion from start to finish, nearly all with parallel coverage of both mint and used and with excellent
covers sprinkled throughout, including a substantial section of Zeppelin and Condor flight covers; another impressive
aspect of the collection is the presence of innumerable proofs, essays, trial colors, and specimens, as well as a
selection of modern imperforates with substantial value; while it can be noted that many of the earlier plate proofs are
relatively common, this collection has many scarcer varieties and die-proofs that are not at all common; just a few of the
many highlights include covers bearing Scott #2, 7Cd (2, one with a pair), 7F and 33, as well as better stamps like #8
mint, 16 used with certificates, 392 mint, the rare unissued “Arc en Ciel” airmail overprints, and much, much more.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
H

Bolivia
832

H/m

833

H/m/)

Bolivia, Mint & Used Collection, 1867-2002. In two binders, and starting with 19th Century used
representation, incl. 1894 (40-46) & 1897 (47-54), followed by many sets issued in the 1900s-50s period. Airmail
section with several better mint sets or part sets: C1-7, C11-12, C14-16, C24-26, C27-34 & C52-62, plus 1940 cover to
NY. Offered intact as received from consignor, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Bolivia, Mint & Used Collection / Accumulation, 1867-1969. Two albums and stock book; former with
mostly used 19th Century representation that deserves your attention, and many desirable sets issued in the 1900s-60s
period. We noted 1916-17 (113c, inverted center); 1925 (150-59), 1935 (219-32), 1938 (242-50), 1939 (251-68) & 1930
(C27-34), plus four covers with tolerated bisects, and dispatched in the 1940s. The stock book with hundreds of
duplicates in used condition, including a good number of earlies with fancy cancels and several airmails (C12 x12, mint).
This lot offers much useful material for the collector or dealer, as careful inspection will readily demonstrate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Brazil
834

Brazil, Mint & Used Collection, 1843-1986. In two Minkus albums, beginning with some used earlies such
as 1861 (39-40, used), 1866-79 Dom Pedro perforated and imperforate sets (53-60, 61-67 & 68-77), incl. several with
fancy cancels, followed by small and large heads, Southern Cross issues and 1898 surcharges. The 20th Century
section well-filled with several gainful sets (mint unless denoted) such as 1931 (342-55), plus 1927 (C16), 1929-30
(C22-24), 1931-32 (C26-27, C28 & C30) and several souvenir sheets. Excellent basis for a more advanced collection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m

Chile
835

Chile, Special Engravings, 1958-63, on Xmas greetings, mounted on exhibition pages and printed by “Casa
de la Moneda”, including 1958 (282, 300 & 302), 1959 (304, C206 & C213), 1960 (333, two cards), 1961 (336 & C220D),
1962 allegorical design of three women & 1963 (341, C220B-C). A lot that can easily be integrated into a bigger
collection, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
H

Costa Rica
836

48

Costa Rica, American Bank Note Specimen Assortment, 1909-47. A truly amazing property presented in
a small album with over 650 stamps, including regular and airmail sets with specimen overprints and security punch
holes. We noted 1909 &1910 telegraph stamps, 1910 (69-76), 1924 (129-35), 1932 (179-82), 1934 (C1-13), 1937
SHH
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(C28-30 x2), 1937 (C31-34), 1940 (C39-45), 1942 (219-23), 1944 (233-37), 1945 (243-45), 1946 (C121-23) & 1947
(251-55), plus a wealth of revenue sets issued in the 1929-47 period. Excellent state of preservation, and definitely
worth bidding on it, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ecuador
837

Ecuador, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1860s-1985. In a Minkus album with some fresh earlies
such as 12-17, 19-22, 23-30, 47-54, and value concerted in the 20th Century, incl. 1908 (174-80), 1912 (216-19),
1934-45 (321-30), 1936 (340-45), 1939 (377-81 & C65-69), 1939 (388-93 & C80-86), 1943 (413-15 & C102-104), 1943
(417-22 & C114-18), 1944 (430-33 & C124-27), 1945 (444-46 & C139-41), 1946 (453-57 & C147-51), 1946 (465-70 &
C156-60), 1948 (490-95 & C176-80), 1948 (497-502 & C182-87), 1948 (503-508 & C188-92), 1949 (520-524 &
C202-206), 1950 (536-41 & C216-20), followed by many other and several souvenir sheets, plus useful Officials such
as O27-33, O34-41, O136-55, O160-66. We also noted airmails, postage dues and postal tax singles & sets up to $30.
An above average collection, worth spending some time figuring, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
HH/H/m

Haiti
838

Haiti, Our Lady of Perpetual Help Souvenir Sheets Holding, 1942 (C19a-C21a). Excellent group of
cancelled souvenir sheets, each set contains one each of the perf and imperf sheets, with 70 complete sets and a pack
of miscellaneous sheets, a great opportunity packaged in two small boxes, check it out, Very Fine. Scott $6,300+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
m

Honduras
839

Honduras, Mostly Mint Collection, 1866-1978. Highly complete and housed in a Minkus album with value
concerted in the airmail sets issued in the 20th Century, incl. 1933 (322-27), 1935 (328-31 & C77-83), 1939 (336-40 &
C89-98), 1940 (C99-100), 1940 (C101-108), 1941 (C109-110), 1942 (C120-27), 1943-44 (C128-42), 1944-50
(C144-52), 1945 (C153-54), 1946 (C155-62), 1947 (C164-69), 1949-51 (C170-80), 1951 (C188-97), 1952 (C198-205),
1953 (C209-21), 1955 (C231-37), 1956 (C241-49), 1956 (C250-68), 1958-59 (C289-300), 1964 (C336-44), 1965
(C356-64), followed by many other sets. A pleasant collection to view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m

Mexico
840

H/m

841

HH/H/m

842

HH/H/m

Mexico, Mostly Mint Collection, 1890s-1980s. In Scott album with value concentrated in the 20th Century,
incl. 1915 (455-64); 1915 (506-14); 1916 (545-49); 1916 (593-602); 1923 (642 & 644-49); 1930 (667-73); 1935-40
(707-720); 1940 (754-58); 1946 (795A, used); 1946 (820-24) & 1950-52 (856-67). Airmail section with many sets in the
$5 to $10 range with some better such as 1946 (C163-66). We also noted special delivery and insured letter stamps,
plus some officials and postal tax examples. Overall condition is very neat and fresh. Great as a basis for further
continuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Mexico, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1856-1989. In Scott album with value concerted in the
20th century sets & singles (mint unless denoted) such as 1903 (309), 1910 (310-20, used), 1914 (434-38), 1938
(740-45 & C85-90), 1940 (758 & C103-107), 1942 (774-76 & C123-25), 1945 (801-804 & C148-52), 1945 (C153-57),
1956 T.I.E.V. sheets (896a & C234a), followed by many sets issued in the 1960s-80s period. We also noted 1929 (C27),
1929-34 (C11-19) & 1950-52 (C186-198, including 10p used), plus unchecked-in-detail special delivery and insured
letter stamps, postal tax and officials. A good lot at our estimate, and definitely with considerable potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Mexico, Mint & Used Collection, 1856-1970. Several hundred stamps mounted in a Scott Specialty album,
coverage is spotty in the 19th century, then used and mint to 1926, better mint includes 664-667, 740-745, 774-76,
801-804, 806-811, 813-818, C1, C11-C19, C26-C27, C54-C60, C85-C90, C123-C125, C158-C162, C234a, excellent
starter lot, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Peru
843

Peru, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1860s-1970s. In a Minkus album with several desirable sets
(mint unless denoted) such as 1918 (209-19), 1921 (222-31), 1924 (234-41), 1924-29 (242-50), 1930 (264-67), 1931
(283-89), 1931-32 (292-99), 1934-35 (319-23), 1935 (324-31), 1935 (332-38), 1938 (375-84), 1941 (389-93), followed
by many other sets and a couple of souvenir sheets. A useful lot with enough value to support our estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
HH/H/m

Uruguay
844

Uruguay, Waterlow Specimens Assortment. Handsome group of eleven complete sheets of nine, each
stamp with “WATERLOW & SONS LTD/ SPECIMEN” overprint and security punch hole, including the following
corresponding to the 1889-1901 issue: 1¢ Coat of Arms in green; 1¢ Coat of Arms in orange; 2¢ Numeral in green; 7¢
Numeral in green; 10¢ Coat of Arms in orange; 20¢ Numeral in blue; 25¢ Justice in black & 50¢ Mercury in brown. We
also noted 7¢ Bull’s Head in blue (Scott 115); 7¢ Fruits in red (Scott 158) & 10¢ President Suarez in black & green (Scott
132). Extraordinary opportunity that collectors of this country will not want to miss! Very Fine. Estimate $500 - 750
Sa

Venezuela
845

Venezuela, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1850s-1980s. In a Minkus album with value
concerted in the 20th Century (mint or never hinged unless denoted) such as 1930 (C1-16, mint), 1932 (C17-40, mint &
used), 1937 (C42-45), 1937 (C47-56, C58-59, C61 & C63), 1938 (C114-18), 1939 (350-56), 1940 (C136-41), 1940-44
(C143-62), 1944 (C181-88), 1944 (C189-97), 1944 (C199-205), 1944-46 (389-91 & C206-15), 1948-50 (413-23 &
C256-71), 1949 (424-27 & C272-77), 1949-50 (428-31 & C278-83), followed by innumerable sets, incl. Arms sets
issued in 1951. The lot is well worth checking out since many fresh sets are present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
HH/H/m

Foreign Area Collections
Africa
846

HH/H

847

H/m

848

HH/H

849

HH/H

50

Africa, Mint Collection, 1949-70. Many hundreds of stamps sets, and souvenir sheets housed in seven
albums, includes Burundi, Cameroons #C128, Comoro Islands 40-42, 48-53, Congo, Dahomey C33-C37, Gabon,
Gambia, Ghana, Guinea C24-C26, Kenya, Malagasy Republic, Malawi 95-109, Mali C25-C28, Togo, Burkina Faso, a
beautiful lot that would be well served as a basis for a more complete collection, inspection urged, F.-V.F. Estimate
$750 - 1,000
Africa, Mint & Used Collection / Assortment. In a three-ring binder and arranged in alphabetical order,
starting with Algeria assortment in two stock sheets, British Commonwealth sets and part sets issued in the 1940s-50s
period, Burundi & Cameroun assortments in stock sheets; Congo, Ethiopia & French Morocco assortments, plus many
other countries such as French Equatorial Africa, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Rwanda, Senegal, Somali Coast, Spanish
Colonies, Togo & Tunisia. An interesting lot that well worth a careful look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Independent Africa, Massive Mint Collection to 1980. Beautifully assembled in mounts, housed in 4
pristine Minkus specialty albums. There are literally thousands of sets and souvenir sheets present, including Rwanda
1962-1981 complete, Somalia 1960-1979 complete less 1 set, Togo 1958-1981 complete, extensive virtually complete
Equatorial Africa plus good Ethiopia, Liberia and others, a huge collection with broad based topical appeal, certainly not
easy to duplicate, largely Very Fine, inspection invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
Independent Africa, Extensive Mint Collection. Comprised of many hundreds of sets & souvenir sheets
offering complete, or nearly complete collections of Burundi, Morocco 1956-1980 complete, extensive Guinea
1959-1974 apparently complete, & more. Everything is neatly assembled in mounts in 3 Minkus Albums, plus a
worthwhile stock book of duplicates, generally Very Fine, examine.
Estimate $350 - 500
info@kelleherauctions.com
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Asia
850

HH

851

HH/H

852

HH/H/m

853

H/m

Asia, Bird Topical Collection. Presented in six Lighthouse albums with slipcases, including North Korea
album begins with twenty early deluxe proofs from 1958-64 of which no more than 30 of each were printed, also with
nine other more modern deluxe proofs from 2009, collection with singles, sets, souvenir sheets, sheets, with a number
of imperforates and various errors and proofs noted to 2011, also with some South Korea at the back. Other five albums
with collection on stock pages, and containing a myriad of listed and unlisted material from throughout Asia, with
standard singles, sets, souvenir sheets but also proofs, imperforates, progressive color trials and more, some areas
with better material noticed include Bhutan, Macau, Malaysia No. 26 imperforate pair, Nepal Nos. 104-17, Thailand &
Vietnam, one album dedicated solely to Japan with better items such as 1949 (479a, sheet of five) & 1950 (C9-C13),
plus Mihon overprints (Specimens) and another to Micronesia, Palau and Marshall Islands, vast majority o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Asia, Eclectic Collection, 1935-55. Housed in pages, includes Cambodia 18a, 28a, three picture
postcards, China 131-133 (2), 984-987, revenues, North Viet Nam 47-49, 61-63, 119-120, 129-130, 195-198 perf and
imperf sets, 268-273 imperf, 495-500 imperf set, O10-O16, very nice material that should command a very nice bid,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Asia, Diverse Collection, 1860-2000. Several hundred stamps, souvenir sheets and covers housed in three
volumes and loose, some more interesting include PRC with many reprint and used sets, 2775, China with 200 2871a,
Japan, Hawaii, Thailand, Hong Kong with used 178-179, mint 234-235, 239-244, lots of souvenir sheets and first day
covers, India, with a boatload of presentation packs and booklets, a nifty little money maker, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Independent Asia & Africa, 1865-1932. Small collections of Ethiopia, Korea, Nepal, Shanghai, Tibet and
Thailand; best stamps typically catalog $25-$50, though we did note a nice mint Shanghai #32 and a nice Tibet #4a
(“Potsage” error) used on piece; condition is generally F-VF. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Baltic States
854

HH/H

855

H/m

Baltic States: Latvia and Lithuania, Collection. Both appear mostly complete. Latvia 1918-40, 1992-2002,
including 1920’s Coat of Arms sets, Semi-postal and Airmail sets. Lithuania 1918-1940, 1990-2009, including early
Kaunas issues, various Coat of Arms and other popular sets, souvenir sheets and modern issues. A seldom seen
collection of these difficult countries, with many better sets with values of $25 and up, not available in most dealers
stocks., o.g., mostly lightly hinged (some never hinged), F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Baltic States, Mint and Used Collection, 1918-34. Small, mainly mint collections of Estonia (including
C4-8), Latvia (with 2N23-33), Lithuania (176-188, 242-255, CB1-4) and Central Lithuania; virtually about all clean and
F-VF. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

Europe
856

HH/H

857

)

858

H/m

Europe, Modern Value Collection, 1970-2001. Neatly mounted in seven Scott albums, includes France
1989-2001, Austria 1973-1998, DDR 1972-1990, Germany 1971-2001, Luxembourg 1973-2000, Czechoslovakia
1972-2000, Bulgaria 1977-1978, Spain 2000-2002, with many souvenir sheets and complete sets, a wonderful pick up,
inspection invited, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Europe, Stampless Postal History Selection. Over 60 stampless covers, includes Germany, Prussia,
Danzig, Poland, France, needs research to maximize its potential, please come on down and peruse this holding,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Europe (Central), Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1933. Austria used 18, 40, 127, mint includes 144,
B106-B109, B138-B141, plenty of back-of-the-book including Offices Abroad, Czechoslovakia mint B137-B139,
B140-B143, C1-C3, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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859

H/m

860

HH/H/m

861

HH/H/m

862

HH/H/) Europe (Western), The Ultimate Europa Collection, 1956-2000. Massive collection presented in fourteen

Europe (Eastern), Strong Mint and Used Collection, 1862-1932. Several hundred mostly mint stamps on
old Scott International pages in a spring-back binder; includes (highlights are mint unless noted) Albania (cat. $1,700
with 41-46, C1-21, C29-42), Bulgaria ($3,900 with #1-5 (no gum), 22), South Bulgaria (with #1, 3, 27, 30 & 35),
Czechoslovakia, Eastern Silesia, Hungary (with C1-34), Poland, Romania ($3,000 with very nice 19th and early 20th
century); and Yugoslavia & Area (Bosnia, Montenegro & Serbia); condition is generally clean and F-VF. An excellent lot.
Scott $9,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Europe (Eastern), Dealer’s Stock, 1860-1960. Housed in four counter books, we offer mint unless noted
Albania #1 used, B28-B33, Bulgaria C12-C14, Czechoslovakia 45a used, 175-178 blocks of four, B43, B137-B139,
C1-C3, Lithuania 254-255, used Poland 1 faulty, 32b, 41, 42, B49-B49B, B49c (2), and a bonus book of mint & used
Mongolia with mint 62-74, nice material at a reasonable cost, owner’s catalog or retail in excess of $14,000.00, a few
condition issues as to be expected, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Europe (Eastern), Mint & Used Collection. In six albums, including Romania 20 & 29 mint, 31 used,
followed by used earlies, and then by many 20th Century sets, including many topical sets in never hinged condition and
some imperforates; Bulgaria in a Minkus album with regular, semipostal and airmail sets mostly in the modest range
with some better such as C1-3; Yugoslavia album starting with Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia-Slavonia & Slovenia sets
and part sets, followed by issues for use throughout the kingdom (regulars, semipostals and airmails). We also noted
Croatia, Montenegro & Serbia sections that are unchecked in detail; Albania with material issued in the 1925-70 period,
plus album containing stamps from different republics of the former Soviet Union and Russian Civil War. Well worth
spending time on, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

volumes, starts with the 1956 issue with blocks of four and first day covers for all countries, 1957 appears with France,
Germany and Austria issues, then blocks of four and first day covers to 1973, after that singles and covers, huge catalog
value makes this a perfect lot for retail or to put away, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,503
863

HH/H/m

864

HH/H/) Europe (Western), Collection, 1941-2000. Residing in seven albums and in a large carton, includes mint

Europe (Western), Better Mint & Used Dealer Stock. An unusual selection with many premium stamps in
four counter books, some include France mint 37, 49a with 2014 PF certificate, 87, B34a (2), C15, J40, Germany mint
OL16-OL21, S1-S11, IN38-IN41, used O3 (2), O40 (3), 3N20, Luxembourg mint 6, 6a, 318-320, C16-C20, Western
Ukraine mint 47, 53, 65, total owner’s catalog or retail exceeds $79,000, a few condition or identification issues, overall
F.-V.F., with many scarce or rare items, this lot demands inspection to properly ascertain its value.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Greenland collection complete to 2000 except for 19-27 mounted in a Lindner album, Faroe Islands mounted in a
Lindner album complete from 1975-1993, mint Aland collection complete to 2000, mint Germany collection 1950-1976,
a mint Belgium collection from 1941-1960 and two volumes of Norway booklets, plus box of a few thousand France first
day covers and maximum cards, great internet material, sure to be pursued at this bargain price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
865

Europe (Western), Europa Collection, 1956-72. Mounted in a Lindner hingeless album, a mint collection
with 1956 complete, 1960 complete, and continues to 1972 missing only 1969 and 1970, a marvelous start on this
popular subject, be sure to check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
HH/H

Latin America
866

52

Latin America, Dealer Stock, 1843-1970. Seven bourse-style binders with stamps on display sale pages
catalogued, valued and in order by country, including, Argentina: 42b mint block of four, 230 mint, C1-19, 450 NH (6);
Bolivia: 459-62 & C237-40 NH; Dominican Republic 326-8 mint, 398-406 NH pairs, C57-61 NH blocks of four; Ecuador:
423-8 NH blocks of four, 447-51 NH blocks of four, B1-6 NH blocks of four, C51-6 mint, C131-4 NH blocks of four, CB1-5
NH blocks of four; Guatemala: 124a used (9); Nicaragua: 570-4 mint, 579-83 mint, C111 double surcharge mint (3);
Panama: 331-8 NH; Peru: 20 used, 158-9 NH “SPECIMEN”, 341-51 & C13 mint, 372-3 used, C6-12 mint; Uruguay: 6
used questionable, 282-4 used, 382-3 Mint, 388-90 mint, 410-13 used SS, C105 NH block of twelve with Cert; Brazil: 2
used, 2a mint, 28 mint, 42 mint, 342-55 mint, 446-9 mint, 687a NH, C73A mint, Sanabria 1CL1-7 NH blocks of four,
1CL8 mint, 1CL9 mint, 1CL10-13 mint, 1CLF1-3 mint, 3CL1-3 mint, 3CL4-12 mint, 3CL13-22 mint (Hawaii-values NH),
3CL25-9 mint, 3CL30-6, 3CL37-43 mint, 3CLF1-5 mint, 2CL1-5 mint; Chile: 36 mint, 68-78 mint “SPECIMEN”, 109//12
HH/H/m
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mint, 254-5 & C124 NH (2), C89 used; Columbia: 45763 mint, C25-34 NH blocks of four, C25-34 mint, C175-85 mint,
C208-16 mint (2), C186-98 mint, CLE33-4 & E1 mint; Colombia-Antioquia 117-27 & F3 & I1 imperf between pairs mint;
Mexico: 1 used (6), 3b used (2), 3 variety (pre-printing paper fold) used, 4 used, 5 used (2), 6 used (2)9 used (2), 10 used
(2), 11 mint small crease thin, 11 used “GUADAL”, 11 used, 12 used, 51 used “TABASCO”, 106e mint, 130 used,
165-73 mint/used, 202 used, 204 pair used, 249 mint, 253 mint, 277 used, 278 used, 613 b pair used, 704 mint, 740-5 &
C85-90 mint, 740-5 mint, 754-8 & C103-7 mint (few with gum problems), 754-8 & C103-7 NH, 764-6 & C114-6 NH,
792-5 & C143-7 used, 813-8 NH, 822-4 mint, 828-9 used, C5-10 mint, C31-4 mint, C38 used, C40-4 mint, C46 used,
C48 NH, C48 mint, C54-8 mint, C85-90 mint, C85-90 NH, C143-7 NH (2), O98 used; Venezuela: 141 tete-beche pair
mint thins, 141 tete-beche pair mint, 293//304 mint, 397-400 mint, C40 used block of four, C17-40 used, C66-78 mint,
C74 b rounded corner, C75 used, C76 used (2), C106 used (7), C113 used (6), C164-80 mint, C180 used (3), C189-97
NH, C199-205 imperfs mint, C206-15 NH (3), C227 used (5), C257-61 mint, C256-62 & C264-71 NH, C284-9 NH (3),
C937-48 NH; This might seem a little like a mish-mash, but there is some good retail stuff here; Everything is before
1950 except Venezuela which has a long run of NH midling-priced fast-moving ebay fodder; There’s some great
Sanabria airmails, many good topicals; The Mexico is really choice and super strong (a fabulous beginning to an early
used collection) and will make anyone get out theeir jumping-beans and dance around their sombreros! d, F.-V.F. Scott
$22,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
867

H/m

868

HH/H/m

869

HH/H/m

Latin America, Large Mint and Used Collection, 1843-1933. A few thousand stamps in two old
spring-back Scott International albums; not too much in the way of consistent value, but we do note some better items
scattered throughout including (mint unless noted) (Argentina 175, 228-230 & C1-19, Buenos Aires (used) 2, 10a & 11,
Brazil (used) 1a, 2a & 3 (only the 60r with good margins), and mint #79; Mexico C1-50, Panama 214-216, 218-231 &
F29a (used, priced only mint @ $75), and Uruguay C1-25 & C39; condition is a bit mixed, especially early, but is
otherwise generally F-VF. A useful lot for fill-ins. Scott $10,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Latin America, Philatelic Festival Stock, 1870-1970. Thousands and thousands of stamps mounted in 6
large and ten small stock books, along with a Cuba collection are Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Nicaragua, Peru, and El Salvador, includes airmails and BOB, some heavy duplication, a
sound buy for the dealer or collector in this area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Latin America, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection. Twelve albums with many useful pickings, incl.
Bolivia 242-50, C1-7 used, C35-41; Colombia 445-47, 448-50, 457-63, 475-84, 513 & C121-33; Chile 1948 Fauna
blocks of 25; Dominican Republic 326-28, 351-55, 383-88; Guatemala C188-96; Panama 389-94, C140-45, plus 1966
imperforates in changed colors; Uruguay 282-84, 454-61 & C93-105. We also noted Argentina, Costa Rica, Cuba, El
Salvador, Haiti, Nicaragua, Paraguay, representions that we didn’t have the time to check in detail. Destined for
collector or dealer to market but truly a no brainer at our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Middle East
870

HH/H/m

871

HH/H/m

Middle East, Outstanding Group of Mostly Mint Collections. Perfectly presented in mounts, housed in six
pristine Minkus Specialty albums, plus a stock book of duplicates, with coverage to about 1980. We note wonderful
Lebanon including 18-21, 22//38, 45-48, 108-113, 275-284, C183-C192 & virtually complete, mint, 1950-1974,
excellent Libya with runs of sets from the Italian Colonial period on, strong Afghanistan from 1910 on and largely
complete, mint from the 1940s-1967, extensive Persia, with strong mint from 1960-1982, highly complete Egypt which
is mint or used to the 1930s & mostly mint thereafter, with runs of sets, Palestine Occupations etc. We also note lovely
1950s-1982 Saudi Arabia, extensive Turkey & more, an excellent group of collections from this popular area. Fresh,
F.-V.F. or better, examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Middle East, Dealer Stock, 1909-68. In two bourse-table-style binders with stamps catalogued, valued and
in order on display sales pages, earlier material used, later mint and/or NH, strength in early Turkey, but this stock will
take you on a magic carpet-ride through countries that are ripped from the daily news headlines, including (mint unless
otherwise denoted): Abu Dhabi; Bahrain; Kuwait; Libya; Iraq; Oman; Qatar; Saudi Arabia: 833 SS (5), L40-41, Sharjah;
Yemen; Um Al Qiwain scarce space block of four error with missing country and value; The second binder includes,
Afghanistan: 204, C1a-3a corner margin imperf pair, Sanabria # 4-6 imperfs; Eastern Rumelia: 35a pair NH; Ethiopia;
Iraq: O183A inverted overprint; Jordan; Palestine; Ottoman Turkey: 267, 634-47, 735, P25-29 used, P26 with thin, P26
used, P27 used, P28 used, P29 used with wrinkle; this is a real treasure trove! Few small faults on early Ottoman
Turkey, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $11,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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Middle East, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection. In a Scott album and some loose album pages, incl.
Abu Dhabi 1-11, 12-14, 15-25, 26-37, 38-41, 1968 (45-48), 1969 (49-51), 1970-71 (56-67), 1971 (80) & 1972 (81-83);
Ajman regular, airmail and official sets; Bahrain 1933 (12-14, used), 1942-44 (38-51), 1948 (52-61A), 1948 (62-63),
1950-51 (72-80), 1964 (130-40); Dubai 1963 (1-17), 1966 (60-66), 1967 (67-79), 1967 (80-89) & 1963 (C1-8); Fujeira
regular, airmail and officials; Qatar 1957 (1-15), 1961 (26-36), 1964 (37-41), 1964 (42-46), 1965 (69-85) & 1968
(146-59), followed by innumerable sets in the $10 to $70 range; Sharjah & Dependencies regular, airmail and official
stamps. We also noted South Arabia, Trucial States, Umm Al Qiwain, United Arab Emirates & Yemen representations.
Much retail value throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Middle East, Never Hinged Accumulation, 1960s-70s. Small box filled with hundreds of sets and many
souvenir sheets in glassines, and bought as new issues, including Ajman, Dubai, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq, Ras Al
Khaima, Sharjah, Turkey, Umm Alqiwain & Yemen. We also noted Kennedy topical stamps and several imperforate
sets in pairs. A lovely clean lot with plenty saleable sets, and ideal for the internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Middle East, Mint and Used Collection, 1875-1932. Several hundred stamps on old Scott International
pages in a spring-back binder with better sets & singles scattered throughout; includes Afghanistan, Cilicia, Iran (cat.
$1,900+ including mint #440-445, C17-21 & C51-67), Iraq, Jordan and Saudi Arabia ($690 including L130, 107-114);
condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $3,000+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Pacific Ocean and Antartica
875

Pacific Ocean and Antartica, Postal History. 80+ covers includes Madagascar, Falkland Island
Dependencies, Australian & British Antarctic, Ross Dependency, French Antarctic and Southern Territories, Chile,
Australia, Galapagos Islands, all related to the exploration of the Antarctic and Galapagos Islands, some scarce and
historic covers present, bid accordingly, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
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Scandinavia & Finland, Exceptional Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1932. Valuable intact collection
loaded with value on old Scott International pages in a spring-back binder; mint highlights include Danish West Indies
13, Denmark 131, C1-5 & Q1-14, Iceland #7 & C1-11, Norway 65-66 & B1-3 and Sweden 213-227, 229 & C5; used
highlights include Denmark #1 (3 margins), 68 & 82, Finland 6 & 8b (both with good teeth), 13, 23 & 36, Iceland #3, 140 &
O53-67 (cancels?), Norway #1-6 and Sweden 4f, 5 & 14; condition may include a very few faults among the 19th
century, but is otherwise just about all F-VF. A truly extraordinary lot. Scott $24,000+.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Scandinavia, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection. In three Scott albums, including Denmark with
1854-57 (3-4, used), 1858-62 (7-8, used), 1934-41 (239-43), 1935 (246-51, mint), plus semipostals, airmails, postage
dues, officials and parcel post examples; Faroe Islands section with 1975-95 issues; Finland starts with some 1866-74
examples with serpentine roulette perforations, followed by earlies used representation, and then by many other issues
issued in the 20th Century, including regulars, semipostals, airmails (C1) and military stamps; Greenland 1938-46
(1-9), 1950-60 (28-38) & 1956 (39-40), plus Q6 & Q8; Iceland 1911 (86-91, used), 1930 (152-166), 1948 (246-52), plus
1930 (C3), 1930 (C4-8), 1931 (C10) & 1930 (CO1); Norway section with used earlies and plenty mint or never hinged
sets in the modest range issued in the 20th Century; Sweden 1858-62 (10-12, used), followed by many sets and some
modern booklets. We also noted a three-ring binder with some Faroe Islands & Sweden booklets. Well worth a close
look as there are many desirable stamps here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection, 1850s-1960s. In a Scott album, including many better (used unless
denoted) such as Denmark 1851 (2), 1854-57 (3-6), plus some semipostals, official and newspaper stamps;
Finland1860 (4-5), 1866-71 (6-11, plus several other examples showing distinctive shades), plus nice semipostal mint
sets and some airmails; Greenland 1950-53 (26-35, mint) & 1956 (36-37, mint); Iceland 1911 (86-91), 1940 (232-35,
mint) & 1930 (C4-8, mint), plus a couple of souvenir sheets; Norway 19th & 20th Centuries representation with modest
sets, part sets and singles; Sweden 1855 (2), 1858-61 (6-12), plus several other earlies with nice postmarks, including
postage dues and officials. A collector’s collection with many desirable singles and sets throughout, have a nice view!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Scandinavia, Mostly Used Collection, 1850s-1990s. In a Minkus album, incl. Denmark 1851 (2, used),
1924 (167a, 171a & 175s, used se-tenant blocks of four) & 1925-29 (C1-5, mint), plus some Danish West Indies
examples; Iceland 1930 (C1, mint) & 1937 (B5), plus highly complete section with sets issued in the 1940s-90s period;
Norway section with 19th Century representation, plus some better such as 1925 (104-10, used). We also noted
Finland & Greenland representations with singles, sets and part sets in the modest range. Take a look anything could be
lurking, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Scandinavia, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Two red boxes filled with presentation cards and
some duplication, incl. sets and singles identified by Scott numbers. We noted Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway &
Sweden representations, plus some Greenland examples. There are many stamps in the $5 to $20 range with several
better that deserve your attention. A good lot for the dealer to explore, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000. Estimate $750 - 1,000
Scandinavia, Used Collection, 1851-1965. Carefully hinged in Scott Specialty Series album, with some
notable items including Denmark: 6 single, 6 vertical pair on piece, 16 (16s Gray & Green), 100o Gray & Orange
horizontal strip of 3, 1912 35o Surcharge set, C1-4, Iceland: a few early post horns, 140 (Kr. 10 surcharge on 50a), C3,
C5, C9-11 Zeppelin set, Norway: 3-5, some early Coat of Arms and Post horn singles, 104-10, Sweden: 4, several early
1858 Coat of Arms, 197-203, 206, 213-20, 224 and 225. Typical mixed centering and condition, overall a nice
intermediate collection with some interesting unattributed cancels, perfect for expansion, but still plenty of items for
easy breakdown., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

South East Asia
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South East Asia, Dealer Stock, 1880-1960. Three bourse-type binders (Vol. 1 Cambodia-Singapore, Vol. 2
Thailand, Vol. 3 Vietnam) with stamps on display sale pages catalogued, valued and in order by country; Volume I,
Cambodia: 1-17 NH, 18-37 imperfs NH (2), 53-8 imperfs NH, C10-4 imperfs NH; Laos: 1-17 mint, 1-17 & C2-4 & J1-6
mint SS, 25-6 & C13 NH, 41-7 imperfs NH, 48-51 NH blocks of four; Macao: 67-74 mint, 337 mint, 339-40 mint (2),
341//7A used, 347 mint disturbed gum, 354//60 NH, 365-7 NH, 368//70 NH, 361-2 NH, 347A note mint, 372-81 NH (2),
C1-6 mint; Manchukuo: 32-5 used, 36 & 36b used, 36 & 36a mint, 58 NH, 59//61 used, 71-4 used, 71-4 mint, 79-82 mint,
83//100 used, 116-9 NH, 116-9 mint, 158-63 NH, C1-3 used, C4 NH block of nine; Nepal: 15a pair used; Singapore:
Straits Settlements # 17 used with Singapore cancels and perforated initials (2), 1a-20a mint, 142-3 NH (2); Volume 2,
Thailand: 1 mint (2), 1//5 mint, 3-5 mint, 4 mint, 18 used (3), 19 used, 25 mint, 75//89 used, 86 mint, 87 used, 87 mint, 87
mint small faults, 92//105 used, 113//117 mint/used, 121 used, 128//38 mint, 105 used, 106 used, 123 used, 138 mint,
155 used with corner fault, 157-9 mint, 174 used, 197 mint, 250-4 used, 260-3 mint, 295 mint (2), 301-2 NH, 348-62A
mint//used, 373-80 NH, 431-4 NH, 509-12 NH (2), 513-6 NH, 629-32 NH, B18-23 Mint/used, B21 used pair, B24 mint,
C1-8 mint; Volume 3, French Indochina 17-20 used; South Vietnam: 1-13 mint//NH, 20-6 NH with yellowed gum, 30//35
mint, 39-50 NH, 35 mint, 193-6 NH blocks of four, 108-11 NH blocks of four, 355-7 NH, 420a mint, 424a mint, C11-4
mint; North Vietnam: 2 used, 28-31 mint, 32 used, 146-7 NH blocks of four, 195-8 NH, 195-8 NH imperf, 195-8 &199 SS
NH, 206a NH, 266a NH SS (2), 342 working proof ! 450 used, 521-6 NH, 768-75 NH imperfs, 1171 Mint SS (2), J15-8
NH; This area is so hot you might burn your fingers turning the pages! An excellent group, F.-V.F. Scott $12,000 ++
(Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
South East Asia, Mint & Never Hinged Collection. Three Minkus albums, including Cambodia 1953
(C1-9), 1954-55 (18-37, NH & 18a, 23a, 26a & 28a), 1955 (38-52, including 1r used), 1957 (C10-14 & C14a), followed
by many sets and souvenir sheets; Laos 1951-52 (1-17), 1952 (18-22 & C5-6), 1954 (25-26 & C13, NH) & 1956 (27-29 &
C20-21), plus 1964 (C45a, imperforate souvenir sheet), and followed by fresh sets and souvenir sheets; Viet Nam 1951
(1-13, NH), 1955 (30-35), 1956 (39-50). A colorful property of a very popular collecting area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
South East Asia, Mainly Mint Collection. Housed in four albums, includes Indonesia #362-367, then
apparently complete from 1953-1980, Laos 1-17, 25-26, 27-29, C13, C20-C21, 1971-1975 with premier proofs,
imperfs, first day covers and blocks of four, Philippines 1972-1980, Japan occupation issues for various countries, and
Manchukuo including 71-74, a delightful holding of this popular area, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Worldwide, The Ultimate Horse on Stamp Topical Collection. Breath taking in scope, mounted in ten
albums and some loose, with dozens of imperf varieties, the owner paid particular attention to China, PRC, Russia,
Hong Kong and Japan, includes over 4,000 stamps, over 1,100 souvenir sheets with the total also includes booklets
and blocks, and over 250 covers, some first days with horses featured in the cachet, and four bills including a CSA, and
three bank notes, many racing related items, enormous catalog/retail/replacement value, a lot that must truly be seen to
be appreciated, the owner spent a great deal of time assembling this treasure and could easily be formulated into an
award winning collection or broken down for excellent sales potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Worldwide, Mammal, Bird & Fish Topicals, 1950-2010. Presented in stock books in 25 volumes, includes
material such as Greenland 462a, 473a, 475a, Saint Pierre & Miquelon 573a, 582a, 594a, 616, British Indian Ocean
Territory 322, 323, Iceland 988, 1165, Bhutan imperfs 92-92I, Australia Antarctic Territory L136-L139, Singapore
1175a, 1238a, 1259a, Hong Kong 1244a, heavy in Southeast Asia, a delightful lot that will elate the dealer or collector
alike, what we inspected was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Worthy Topical Collection. Residing in 13 volumes and two folders, a few thousand stamps
and souvenir sheets attractively presented, includes many recent issues, starts with 4 volumes and an envelope of
Orchids and Flowers, 2 volumes of Sailing Ships, two albums with World Refugee collection, Freedom from
Hunger collection, two volumes of Fish and Mollusks, a volume of miscellaneous topicals, and a folder of Cats, neatly
arranged in alphabetical order, a great start on a more substantial collection or for retail sales, put this lot on your “to see”
list, what was examined was o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, 1949 UPU Collection Mint. Gorgeous collection mounted in a S. Rietveld springback album, all
the good material is present such as Germany 669, Vatican City C18-C19, San Marino 304 sheet of six, C62 b imperf
sheet of six, Hungary C81 perf & imperf, Hong Kong 180-183, Spanish Morocco 280-291, Macao 337, Lebanon C149a,
only missing a few for completion, be sure to drop by and check this out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Topicals Dealer Stock, 1932-2000. In 6 bourse-style binders with stamps catalogued, valued
in order on display sale pages, Topics include (mint unless otherwise denoted): Flowers (Congo D.R. 339-40 NH),
Olympics (Bulgaria 244-50), Birds (Barbuda 1178-85 NH, Mauritania C16a Type II NH block of four, Qatar 279-86,
Singapore 66-9 NH), Space (Central African Republic imperfs), Joint Issues, Animals (Burundi 589-600 NH- 3 sets, 601
used); beautiful attractive stamps, very little duplication, most never-hinged, should be easy to retail on-line, Very Fine.
Scott $3,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Judaica Topical Accumulation. Group of approximately 350 items in a small box with some
duplication, incl. many picture postcards with interesting views and several parcel certificates used in the 1940s, plus
some Telegraph receipts. A desirable offering for the collector or topical dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Butterfly Topical Collection, 1950-2010. A large collection mounted in seven volumes, five
volume singles and two volumes souvenir sheets, starts with Ascension Island and continues to Zaire, with dozens of
souvenir sheets, includes Bahrain 417-418, Bolivia 889a, Comoro Islands 812, Guyana 1786, 1873, Seychelles 729, a
delightful topical collection that can easily be expanded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

Cover Collections
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Worldwide, Postal History Holding, 1880-1970. Thousands of covers in three boxes, with ads, flights, first
day covers, registered, picture postcards, better include Roessler USS Akron cover, C14 on Graf Zeppelin flight cover,
1930 catapult from SS Bremen, Germany Offices in Turkey #27 on cover, 1910 Halloween card with witch and
jack-o-lantern, also binder of foreign covers with Iceland C4-C8, 1934 registered cover Egypt to Germany, several
Danzig, Belgium flight covers, Czech registered airmail cover, postcard lot with RMS Caronia woven postcard, Nazi
propaganda cards, a great lot that needs research, for the specialist or retailer alike, some mixed condition, generally
F.-V.F., happy bidding.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Worldwide, Cover Group, 1860-1970. Thousands of covers and cards in three cartons, includes items such
as Germany propaganda cards, feldpost cards, Great Britain used postal stationery, U.S. naval covers, worldwide first
day covers, Burma first flight to Hawaii, censored, Nepal covers, plus a tremendous lot of Germany bond coupons and
bonds, a group that can be individual lots on the internet, mostly fresh and clean with a few condition issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Postal History Lallopoloosa, 1880-1960. Several hundred covers, includes first day covers,
rocket mail, WWII patriotics, naval, cacheted event, first flights, censored, 1934 first flight Australia to Papua New
Guinea, postal stationery, zeppelins, picture postcards, stampless and ads, every handful has a surprise, be sure to
thoroughly inspection this baby, should go for a good price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Zeppelin Covers. Gorgeous lot that includes Uruguay, Italy, Denmark, Great Britain, Austria,
Switzerland, and Germany, with better flights and frankings, it will pay to inspect closely, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Worldwide, Mint & Used Picture Postcard Assortment. Group of 64 mostly unused pieces, majority
showing ladies, incl. some real photo postcards. We also noted nineteen pieces with stamps, incl. several with
embossed designs (Austria, Cuba, Fiji, Gibraltar, Gold Coast, Great Britain, Japan, Mexico, Paraguay, Queensland,
Romania, Transvaal, Victoria & Western Australia). Worth checking, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Zeppelin Covers, 1912-33. Group of nine cards or covers comprising Brazil 1930: 10,000r on
20,000r (4CL5) Rio de Janeiro - Lakehurst; Germany 1912: 30pf Schwaben (Mi. III) x3 on card Darmstadt - Darmstadt;
1912: 10pf “Gelber Hund” (Mi. IV) on card Darmstadt - Frankfurt; 4m Zeppelin (C37) on Interrupted America Flight
cover; Hungary 1928: 1p & 2p Zeppelin overprints on Hungary Flight cover Budapest -Friedrichshafen; and U.S.A.
1933: 50c Zeppelin (C18), four covers: New York First Day Cover dual-cacheted Friedrichshafen - Rio de Janeiro,
Chicago - Friedrichshafen (2) and Washington D.C. First Day Cover, 5 Oct - not flown, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Cover Symposium, 1860-1960. A huge lot of world wide covers from the four corners of the
globe, with Europe, Asia and Latin America, with ads, censored, first days, first flights and commercial, some better
includes Iceland with three C1 to Iceland, Denmark two B2 tied to cover to US, Wuchow China cover to US, Norway first
flight to Sweden, a nice selection of Denmark covers, an excellent lot with huge potential, the one disquieting fact is
many of the Scandinavia covers have water damage, but the overall breadth and depth of this lot will please you, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Picture Postcard Ecstasy. Several hundred post cards, with many premium items, there are
quite a few general greetings but there are also small groups hidden here and there, the Great White Fleet has eighteen
cards, Alaska has 49 cards, 23 Hawaii cards, 9 blacks, also China, some foreign, patriot 4th of July and Washington/
Lincoln, 1898 Greetings from Milwaukee, leathers and 5 stamps on cards, a great lot that will attract numerous bids,
don’t be left out, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Cover Accumulation, 1860-1990. A few hundred covers in a carton, includes Russia, Japan,
Thailand, South America, PRC, China, Netherlands and Colonies, better includes Albania flight to Berlin with C1-C7,
Belgium B605b, 1947 China first flight to Honolulu, 1939 first flight France to Portugal, Germany 1929 C35 on Graf
Zeppelin flight to USA, plenty of good material available to the winning bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Picture Postcards from U.S. Vacation Spots & European Royalty. Several hundred picture
postcards in three albums, first album is royalty, with cards of King Edward VII, Queen Elizabeth II, The Duke of
Edinburgh, King George VI, Prince Gustave Adolphus of Sweden, H.M. Konung Gustaf V, Crown Prince of Germany,
the other two volumes concern ocean parks and playlands, there are cards from Coney Island, Atlantic City, Ocean
Grove, Asbury Park, Jacksonville Beach, Paragon Park, Old Orchard Beach, Salisbury Beach, Long Beach with
images of roller coasters, ferris wheel, rides and the attendant crowds, a great lot to break up for retail, consider this an
invitation to inspect, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Postal History, 1900-70. Several hundred covers in various conveyances, includes feldposts,
first day covers, mint postal stationery, picture postcards including real photos, propaganda cards, from Germany,
Austria, Canada, Japan, Spain, Egypt, many of the picture postcards from unusual countries, a blast to go through,
some condition issues may be present, good bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Worldwide, Cover Compendium, 1851-1990. Several hundred covers, postal cards and picture postcards,
with ads, first days, first flights, fancy cancels, registered, foreign, with a great selection of 3¢ 1851-1857, a few better
includes #65 on a Soldier’s Aid Society cover, nice 1861 Civil War patriotic, 1861 stampless from Richmond VA to
Ayletts VA, #210 cancelled by Colton CA c.d.s. with illustrated ad for Starke’s Hotel on reverse, post office seal on a
1900 cover, and a 1911 Rambler cover with contents, some great potential present, there should be a few more hidden
jewels in the dross, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Worldwide, Balance Mixture. Containing some covers: including a few early Portugal, Mexico, an
interesting 1929 forwarded cover front from France to Italy postage due with several different postage due
denominations, a Korea 1961 Registered cover to U.S., 8 Poland Groszy overprint covers, a few Middle East and Asia
and in Stamps: an Ireland St. Patrick set, a Hong Kong 1941 Centenary of British Rule stamp set. This was a last minute
addition, I had to write this fast, so who knows what else is here, mostly Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Worldwide, 20th Century Postal History Accumulation. Several hundred covers, postal stationery and
picture postcards, with Canada with registered F2 and 38, Cuba stamp postcard from Cuba to Kansas MO, Columbia
airmail cover with C42, china censored to U.S., China picture postcard to U.S, 1937 Guatemala airmail cover, needs
some close inspection to determine what gems could be hidden within, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Worldwide, Valuable Selection of Better Items, 1850-1923. About 65 stamps (multiples counted as 1) and
10 covers from a wide variety of countries including German Area, Spain, Greece, Poland, Russia, etc.; many signed
and/or with certificates, but others are not and none are guaranteed; all most everything is a hl, so please see the online
scans for complete details.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Worldwide, Four Corners of the Globe Party, 1860-1990. Thousands and thousands of stamps residing in
41 Global Albums, there is truly too much to go though so this quick list should suffice, all mint includes Newfoundland
233-243, China Republic 1284-1289, 1592-1597, 1659-1665, 1925-1929, C78-C80, PRC 155-158, 159-162, 1103,
1104-1107, 1121a, 1122-1125, 1126-1129, 1130, 1204, 1207a, Bhutan 83-83H, Italy 119-122, 124-125, 165-169,
B17-B19, with excellent Russia including airmails and comprehensive Japan, a sweet lot for the dealer willing to roll up
his sleeves and dig in, mixed condition, this is a unique opportunity that should not be passed over, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Souvenir Sheet Potpourri, 1930-2000. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets
in two large plastic tubs, an incredible array of material that includes Australia, Canada 1431a, E3, Cocos Islands, Cook
Islands 406-407, Falkland Islands 745-749, France 907-909, 2580Gh, 2629b, C2, Germany B104, C61-C64,
Greenland, 130-133, 165-172, Iceland 740, 751, 830, 848, Italy 1623a, New Zealand, U.S. 3392, a great lot for the new
issue dealer, should be inspected to verify NH status, a wonderful lot that is sure to bring multiples of our estimate,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1892-2000. A few thousand stamps and souvenir sheets presented
in albums, stock books and on pages, includes Mozambique Company, Spanish Sahara, Portugal (x3), German States,
Russia, mint Switzerland, Laos, Angola, Belgium, Australia and States, India revenues, Bahamas, New Brunswick,
Venezuela, Mongolia, Finland, Newfoundland, U.S. classics, Fiji, San Marino, Macao, Monaco, Tuscany, also includes
some full sheets, a great lot to break down into individual countries for sale on the internet, some mixed condition, a
rousing lot to whet your appetite, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Premium Oddball Odyssey, 1860-1950. Impressive selection of better material from the four
corners of the world, in thirteen binders, there is a volume of mint Canada with two stock pages of coil pairs, volume
Great Britain and British Commonwealth with G.B. O54 mint block of 50, Iran 1209-1222 blocks of four, U.S. Brooks
essay for paid reply card, volume of Asia with Japan 283a, 323a, 422a (2), 479a (2), 551 sheet of four, Macao 517a,
550a, volume of foreign covers with Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Zeppelin and flights,
registered, volume of China with covers, used junks, PRC, volume of Israel with covers, volume of several hundred
Mexico revenues, volume with mint Germany B33 (3), France B274a, Monaco B159, Liechtenstein 171 (2), 218, used
Germany B68, 2 volumes worldwide souvenir sheets, all the items you get requests for and can never find, tremendous
catalog and potential, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Worldwide, Accumulation, 1948-2000. Extensive Israel mounted in four Lighthouse albums, mint with tabs
1-9, 10-14, gutter pairs 10-14, 16 15 (2), 27, 35-36, 46-47, 55, then appears complete to 1988, with souvenir sheets and
booklets, also includes United Nations, stock book of 20th century mint worldwide, lot of mint British Commonwealth
Royal Wedding, some PRC with 1764a, 1765-1772, 1785, 1789a, 1803, 1810, 1820, 1824-1831, 1862a (2), 1863a (2),
a great lot to serve as a foundation for expansion or to break up for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Tsunami, 1860-1990. A few thousand stamps and souvenir sheets housed in 24
green Scott albums, the best includes mint Canada with 120, 122, 141-145, 146-148, 157-158, 217-227, 241-245, mint
Italy 242-246, C28-C33, C52-C55, mint Russia with 302-303, 666-677, 724-733, 757-759, 760-762, some nice India
states, a business in green albums, mixed condition, be sure to be the first to inspect this selection, and bid, bid, bid!!!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Neat Collection, 1860-1960. Mounted in seven Scott International albums, one Scott Specialty
album and two miscellaneous albums, includes mint sets such as French West Africa 65-72, C22-C27, Greenland 1-9,
Italy B17-B19, Togo C22-C25, a few classic U.S., with excellent coverage of Cameroons, France Offices in China,
Madagascar, Martinique, Mauritania, Senegal, Somali Coast, most of the value is in the earlier volumes, a wise
investment for the number of stamps and sets present, inspection is always welcomed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Epiphany. Hundreds of mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets plus covers,
includes mint unless noted Belgium B199, Dubai C1-C8, St Pierre and Miquelon 172-204, Vatican City 155a, plus a
couple of thousand catalog on Austria and Albania, and a select group of covers with Liechtenstein 1-3, great cover from
Russia, 1915 Togo with Anglo French overprints, 1936 last cover from Addis Abeba, very few if any condition issues, a
great lot at a great price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Road Trip, 1860-1980, thousands of mint & used stamps housed in 10 albums, 7
stock books and 8 cigar boxes, you might despair looking through the vast number of stamps but some better mint sets
pop up such as Hong Kong 168-173, 245-246, Italy 140-142, 349-354, 359-366, C35-C39, C89-C94, Russia 597-604,
666-677, 718-720, and much more, some condition issues as to be expected in a lot this size but intact as received, but
overall F.-V.F. a lot worth many times our low estimate, come down, grab a chair and peruse to your heart’s content.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Fun Day, 1851-1960. Presented in 13 serviceable Scott NE Ultra springback albums,
the best is in the earlier volumes that includes Australia and states, Austria, British Commonwealth, Canada, France
and colonies, Great Britain, Greece, Italy & states, Japan, Latin America, Newfoundland, and United States with
classics, Bank Notes, CSA, many with multiples hinged in the same space, a lot that looks either meager or bountiful
depending on the volume inspected, an easy review that will yield heady returns, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1860-1960. With mint France collection with 1100, 1240-1242,
1325a, B359-B364, to 1974, mint Channel Islands with German Occupation stamps, mint Liberia with imperf varieties,
mint Europa collection 1956-1974 with souvenir sheets, Canada mint and used, and a Scott Modern Postage album
with mint and used, much of the mint is NH, you won’t have to dig too deep to find better material, check it out early and
bid accordingly, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Collections Lot, 1920-90. Residing in 27 volumes, includes collections of Austria, 3 books of
Czechoslovakia, DDR, Mongolia, 2 books of Poland, 2 books of Netherlands colonies, Russia, Spain, Thailand &
Korea, Trucial States, Turkey, U.A.R., Yugoslavia, stock book of miscellaneous, volume of British Commonwealth
Silver Wedding and Princess Anne sets, volume of 2002 Winter Olympics, Coronation Omnibus set, as with any lot this
type there are some condition issues, but generally F.-V.F., worth while viewing at our estimate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Frama Stamp Vending Machine Collection, 1980s. An uncommon holding in a three-ring
binder, containing Aland, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hong Kong,
Iceland & Norway examples, incl. many first day covers. As known Frama vending machines were first used by the
Swiss Postal Authorities in 1976, and since then a number of other countries are now using them, and some of which are
represented in this collection. Frama stamps can not be compared to the well-known meters as they do not have any
date, and can be bought and kept for later use, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide, Stamp Express, 1860-1990. Thousands of stamps in 27 Scott International albums with a
mixed bag of coverage, some countries have an excellent array of material, others have little or none, includes Russia,
British Commonwealth, Eastern and Western Europe, South America, Africa, Asia, you’ll need patience breaking this
lot down but the winning bidder will be well rewarded, some condition issues, take a peek and good luck, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, 1880-1950. Four counter books represent this lot, the primary volume being a book of reference
items, includes Baden 4b on cover, Brazil C8 inverted overprint, France 37, Sardinia 4 used with 2014 PF certificate,
14e, US. 39, 423A pair, 610a pair with 2013 PF certificate, PR6, also includes book of labels with Sanabria Jugoslavia
EAPP, Sanabria Poland S1 & S2, Sanabria Great Britain S3, pages of mint DWI 5, 9, 38-39, 46, 51-58, J1-J4, used 14c,
29-30, book of Africa and one of new acquisitions, great lot for research or retail, some condition issues, a lot that won’t
last long, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Small Selection of Better, 1938-60. Approximately 50 stamps or souvenir sheets that includes
mint Germany B33, C40 (2), C41-C42, C43-C45, Italian East Africa 1-20, C1-C11, CE1-CE2, used Bahrain 235-240,
great stamps at a great price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Whammer Jammer, 1860-1960. Thousands of stamps and covers, with Scott International
album 1920-1929 with better British Commonwealth, binder of mint and used U.S. postal stationery, album with useful
material, hundreds of covers and stamps sorted by countries in envelopes, more than enough to spend a few weekends
with, some mixed condition, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Collection of Mint & Used, 1857-1940. Several hundred stamps mounted in four Schaubeks
albums, includes South America, Eastern Europe, Scandinavia, Persia, France, Great Britain and British
Commonwealth, China, a last minute walk in that we quickly scanned, may be decent potential present, mixed
condition, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Collection, 1860-1950. Mounted in two Scott International Junior albums, includes Anjouan
mint 1-8, Belgium, China, Dahomey, Ethiopia N1-N7, France 553-556, B79, Offices in China, Offices in Levant and
French Congo, Somalia 164-169, Italy 119-122, 140-142, Japan, New Caledonia, Saint Pierre & Miquelon, some better
material throughout, some condition issues, a great start for the world conqueror, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

Accumulations and Dealers’ Stocks
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HH/H/) Worldwide, New Issue Extravaganza. Not your usual accumulation of Eastern Europe and South America,

Worldwide, Staggering Stock of Mint & Used, 1840-1960. A massive stock of thousands and thousands of
stamps in glassines in 25 boxes, with better mint unless noted including Abu Dhabi 26-37, Aitutaki 215-246D, O1-O16,
Albania J40-J44, Australia C4 (x2), Austria 7a, B273-B276, Bahamas 49-55, Belgium 92-102, 188-190, B25-B27,
B28-B30, Bermuda 127A, 255-271, Brazil used 1, P19-P21, Bulgaria C1-C4, Cambodia 53-58, Canada 35, 36, 53, 54,
69, 81, 86, 108 pair, 112, 152, 178-183, 205-207 pairs, E5, J11-J14, Cape of Good Hope 22, Cayman Islands 135-149,
Ceylon 45, 319-328, Congo Democratic Republic 323-340, Cuba C17, Danzig 241-254, France B23, B258-B263, C22,
French Southern & Antarctic Territories 26-27, Falkland Islands 10-11, Hong Kong 100, Iran 786-794, Korea 8, Labuan
39, Liechtenstein 356, Malaysia 27, Montserrat 231-243A, Netherlands 325-327, Newfoundland 28, 32A, 38, 46,
Pitcairn Island 20-30, Portugal 654-657, Reunion 178-180, Ryukyu C14-C18, Spain 281, Uganda 97-110, Vatican City
E3-E18, Wallis & Futuna Islands 159-162, and this is just the tip of the iceberg, arranged alphabetically by country, all
set to reprice and start selling, very mixed condition so viewing is strongly urged, F.-V.F. Scott $100,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

this is a massive collection of many better countries, includes full sheets of PRC 2462b, 2597-2598, Republic of China
2618a, 2665a, French Polynesia 516, Japan 703, Wallis & Fortuna 463, C61-C64, C193, C196, loads of mint Russia,
Canada O32, Singapore 857, Thailand, stock book of Europa, loads of complete booklets and souvenir sheets, truly a
lot not to be duplicated, enormous face value, a fine holding that will elate any topical or new issue dealer, good luck and
good bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Worldwide, Wondrous Avalanche, 1860-2000. Used Cuba C33 (x75 catalog value $1680), Togo collection
on pages, Portugal 682a NH, San Marino 187 (x5), Hungary B97 (x4), Qatar 91-98 with blue overprint, Argentina 583
(x6), Scandinavia booklets, two boxes topical sheets, better mint Saudi Arabia, plenty of souvenir sheets with Korea
291B used (x30), worldwide complete mint sheets including Russia, Italy, Germany C2, French Southern & Antarctic
Territories, France, Turkey, Latvia, and two sheets of North Viet Nam forerunners, terrific array of material, messily
presented but will be brought to life with a little TLC, some condition issues as to be expected with any lot of this size,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Extravaganza, 1860-1990. Tens of thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and
covers presented for your pleasure in sixteen cartons, messily presented which includes collections of Israel, Russia,
Poland, France, Spain, stock books with Canada, Germany and even more Russia, and every other country
imaginable, the only limiting issue is the time needed to straighten this lot out, some condition issues, this is the group for
the treasure hunters in all of us, view this one early and avoid the rush, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Dealer Stock, 1860-1990. Thousands of stamps housed in 51 counter books, mint material
includes Gold Coast 130-141, 148-159, Iceland 195-198, 209-211 (used), 278-282, C1-C2, C3 (x2), C27-C29, India
254-271, C1-C6, Ireland 99-100 (32), Korea 310a, 579, 579a, B10-B11 (x2), Mexico 801-804 (x3), Newfoundland 20
(x3), 83, Tonga 70-72, 100-118, Trinidad & Tobago 89-102, 144-159, and this is but a fraction of the material available,
please inspect to enjoy this tasty treat, you won’t be disappointed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Mystery Lot, 1860-2000. Thousands and thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and
covers packed into 4 large boxes, souvenir sheets include Czechoslovakia 719 & imperf, Danzig B21a, Netherlands
B145, Nicaragua C296-C308 souvenir sheets, Russia 970, 1083a, Switzerland B80, B130, also with topicals such as
ships, animals, sports, airplanes, some better mint U.S., Germany British Commonwealth, Europe, too much for us to
explore, we will leave that pleasure to the wining bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation. Many complete sets in glassines, including singles,
pairs and blocks of four such as Chile 460 x56; Dubai 18-21 x76; Indochina 203-04 x80; Laos 48-51 x74; Lebanon 810
x77; Netherlands 245-61 x75; St. Pierre & Miquelon 389-92 x27 & 400-403 x23, plus French Colonies. A highly
desirable property, and an ideal lot for the retail or eBay seller, Very Fine. Scott $12,400. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Topsy Turvy Stock, 1890-2010. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers
somewhat messily presented in albums, books, boxes and stock book, includes but not limited to PRC with year sets
from 1987-2003, with hundreds of first day covers and commemorative covers, a Brazil collection, three volume Israel
collection, Greece stock, Viet Nam collection, Russia, Olympic Games collection, Malaria Omnibus collection, and a
British Commonwealth collection, will need some time to plow through it but the rewards will justify the effort, we invite
you to examine this fine lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Classic Zeppelin Dealer Stock, 1928-36. One small bourse-style binder with stamps on
display pages catalogued, valued and in order by country, including: Bolivia: C23 NH, C26a unused; Brazil: C26-7 mint,
C29-30, 4CL1-3 mint, 4CL6 NH, 4CL8 mint; Danzig: C31-5 mint, C31-5 used; Finland C1 used; Germany C35-7 mint,
C35-7 used, C38-9, C43-5 mint, C43-5 used (2); Greece C5-7 mint (2); Iceland C9-11 NH, C9-11 mint; Hungary C24-5
mint (2), C24-5; Liechtenstein C7-8 NH, C7-8 mint, C8 mint, C15-16 NH (3), C15-16 mint (2); Paraguay C74-8 used,
C74-8 mint; San Marino 11-16 mint; Never thought you’d see a lot like this! Original, choice classic Zepps! Get ready to
take off, these will fly off ebay fast while you can keep some great ones for yourself! F.-V.F. Scott $8,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Ball of Confusion, 1880-1980. Thousands of stamps and covers in two boxes, includes full
sheet France 612-615, Mexico, Philippines U.S. administration with mint 226-230, 354-360, 383-396, 411-424,
C18-C28, C29-C35, C36-C45, E2, Germany colonies & states, binder of German booklets, a lot of nice material that
could use a good home, open your door to this waif, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Valuable Dealer Stock, 1850-1970. Originally stored in 15 red bankers boxes, thousands of
stamps in display cards, with many better, a quick handful reveals Austria B138-B141, Belgium B430-B431, Bolivia
C5-C7, France B19, Iceland #20, 37, Italy 81a, 515-517, C73-C78, with many singles and sets cataloging $20 or more,
a nice stock for replenishment, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide, Accumulation of Mint & Used, 1860-2000. Thousands and thousands of stamps on pages,
includes mint full sheets and part sheets of China, used Germany, Turkey, Great Britain, Canada, Italy, Brazil, France,
Cuba, Greece, Spain, Sweden, with many bundled, counted and cataloged, a clean and useful lot with some condition
issues on the classics as one might expect, catalog value well into five figures, great lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Approval Dealer Stock, 1890-1960. Well into several hundred thousand stamps in glassines
identified and arranged A to Z in 35 long glassine boxes, most material is of nominal value but every once in a while a
plum can be found, there is Bulgaria with hundreds of mint sets, Italy has thousands of used singles, thousands of
Russia singles, with the usual Eastern Europe and South America suspects, some complete sets, duplication of mostly
10-100 each with some with as many as 500, a once in a lifetime lot if you’re looking for volume, a wonderful lot for the
approval retailer, happy bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Mostly Mint Stock. With emphasis on the Pacific region, thousands of stamps in display cards,
includes the four corners of the globe with Europe, Latin America, British Commonwealth, Africa, and a box of topical
issues, with a large percentage of the material in the $10-25 range, everything is neatly organized and ready for retail, a
lot that has huge potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation. A large carton with thousands of stamps and hundreds
of souvenir sheets in glassines or Dealer’s presentation pages. We noted Belgium sets and singles issued in the
1966-83 period, and arranged in small plastic box; Germany 1920s Inflation issues in glassines and housed in small
plastic box; Austria never hinged and used stamps issued in the 1960s-70s. We also noted worldwide modern sets and
souvenir sheets, including plenty of topical issues such as butterflies, marine life, sports, flowers or fruits. All in all, a
useful lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Tsunami, 1860-2000. Enormous holding of worldwide material, in albums, stock
books, stock cards and loose, includes excellent mint France in display cards, Germany collection, French Colony
collection, Greenland collection, U.N. collection, Space topical collection, American Bicentennial collection, U.S. Trust
Territories collection, Canada, British Commonwealth, Asia, first day and cacheted event covers, in fact we’re sure
you’ll find a kitchen sink in there, messily presented meaning it will take a while to reave through it, but the effort will be
rewarded many time over, mixed condition as with any lot this size, be the first on your block to own it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, New Issue Holding, 1960-2000. Many thousands of souvenir sheets and stamps, individual
costs to $20 or more, heavy in South East Asia with Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, etc, and French
Colonies with French Polynesia and New Caledonia, better includes Norfolk Island 100-113, Wallis & Fortuna 320-325
full sheet, huge new issue cost, one look and you’ll be bidding on this beauty, everything we examined was o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., ex- Stiles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Fountain, 1860-1990. A carton filled with mint & used material of every sort
imaginable, includes an album of mint material including Belgium B315, B316, France 400-414, B153-B157, B157a,
Netherlands 226-243, B144a, B145a, Norway B24 mint NH, album of worldwide BOB with Somali Coast inverts, U.S.
postage, several hundred stock cards with mint & used stamps, there is too much here to go through ourselves so we
leave that pleasure to the winning bidder, some condition issues, but overall F.-V.F., fresh and clean stock.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Pandemic. Thousand of stamps and souvenir sheets in two cartons, includes
Western Europe, Middle East, Asia, South America, nice mint Greenland collection, mint & used Switzerland including
C1 with certificate, used Tanna Tuva, Russia, full sheets Laos B1-B3, mint US sheets, French Colonies, a Scott
International Part 1 with some better, binder with better sets and souvenir sheets, a little organization and you’ll have a
lot with massive potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Tour de Force Accumulation, 1840-1990. Presented in five albums and some bags and
boxes, includes mint & used, such material as a Scott International album with Great Britain #1 (2), with scattered
coverage throughout the five albums, also includes $550.00+ in U.S. face, enough for some excellent hunting, so bid,
win and get down to it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide, Mostly Used Accumulation. Three cartons filled with stock books and three-ring binders with
thousands of stamps, including France 20th century issues. We also noted Austria; Greece; Iceland; Italy, Japan;
Luxembourg; Norway; Poland assortment in stock book; Spain, Switzerland & Sweden. We didn’t see anything
expensive but maybe a keen eye will be able to do it. Happy hunting! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Mint & Used 20th Century Accumulation. Four stock books with modern Bangladesh,
Hungary, India, Pakistan, Romania & Thailand, plus innumerable album pages and presentation pages with worldwide
material, including sets, miniature sheets and souvenir sheets in the modest range but that can be offered individually
on the internet. We also noted several booklets and Disney topical issues. Mexico collection in Scott album with value
concentrated in the 1940s-60s period, plus many colorful Fleetwood panels suitable for framing. A useful lot that is
loaded with saleable material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Assortment. Diverse holding with singles, sets and part sets in
stock pages, album pages and dealer’s sheets, incl. Australia 179 used; Switzerland 200-203 & C3-12 mint;; San
Marino 29-31 mint, Victoria 1850s earlies in used condition, plus United Nations blocks of four (1-72); Yugoslavia
modern issues and some surprises, as careful inspection will demonstrate! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Smorgasbord, 1950-90. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets in display
pages, includes Bangladesh 68a, Barbuda 322a (x15), Central Africa C282-C285 (x5), Jersey, Poland, Russia, St
Thomas & Prince Islands 573-576 (x25), Togo 1799-1804, Yemen and much more, great lot for the new issue or topical
dealer, good luck and good bidding, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Smorgasbord, 1950-90. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets in display
pages, includes Bangladesh 68a, Barbuda 322a (x13), Central Africa C282-C285, Jersey, Macao souvenir sheets,
Poland, Russia, St Thomas & Prince Islands 573-576, Togo 1799-1804, Yemen and much more, great opportunity to
restock on some mint NH material, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Smorgasbord, 1950-90. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets in display
pages, includes Austria, Bangladesh 68a, Barbuda 322a (x13), Central Africa C286 (x15), Cyprus, Jersey, Marshall
Islands, Poland, Russia, St Thomas & Prince Islands 573-576, Togo, Yemen and much more, great lot for the new issue
or topical dealer, don’t let this one get away!! Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Backroom Accumulation, 1880-1980. If ever there was a caboose, this is it!! On/off paper,
floor sweepings, bottom of the closet, however you wish to refer to it, weighing approximately 196 lbs, unsorted,
unpicked, untouched by human hands, an amazing selection of who knows what, any treasure hunter worth his salt will
love this lot, F.-V.F., ex Stiles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Dealer Stock of Mint & Used, 1880-1980. Thousands of better stamps presented in nine
plastic tubs in glassines, most are identified by Scott number and price, includes Albania 730-734 imperf, Bhutan 3D
issues, Ethiopia C21-C22, Hungary 1336 (9), Portugal 343 (225), Saint Pierre & Miquelon 314-321 (4), an old time
holding with a ton of catalog value, some condition issues on earlies, modern is fine, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Mish Mash, 1870-1990. An amazing assortment, with soup to nuts that includes French Colony
imperfs, souvenir sheets, mint Italy 140-142 (3), mint and used Canada 158 Bluenose, first day covers, mint Greenland
1-9, mint Saint Pierre & Miquelon collection on pages, souvenir folders with Japan and Straits Settlements, covers,
everything and anything philatelic, must be inspected to truly be appreciated, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Eruption, 1860-1970, 13 binders and a few boxes barely contain this lot, with 2
volumes of South America, volume of Russia with pair of mint and used single C1, then used C12-C13, mint C15-C19,
C20-C25, volume of Africa, 2 volumes of British Commonwealth with good Australia and Canada with mint Bluenose,
Great Britain with used #1 (x2), a terrific lot of mint Cilicia block of four collection, Sweden, Italy, Spain, Middle East, a
Chinese presentation box, and who know what else you’ll uncover, good luck in your bidding and happy hunting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. In presentation cards and dealer pages, incl. Great Britain 1884
(108 x2, used), plus several used singles issued in the 1856-80 period; Tuscany 1857-59 (12, used); Western Australia
1857 (1, used). We also noted many British Commonwealth singles in the $5 to $25 range. Here is an opportunity that
the dealer should make certain not to miss! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Master of Disaster, 1860-1980. Tens of thousands of mint & used stamps on and off paper,
from an old time holding tucked away for decades, with many 19th and early 20th century material, there are far too
many to go through so we leave that pleasure to the winning bidder, needless to say it will take some time but it will work
out to their advantage, there is some moisture and condition issues but the overall amount of material should make up
for it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Mishagas, 1860-1960. Several hundred stamps, covers and souvenir sheets in nine albums,
the albums have scattered coverage, with decent representation of 1960s Russia, Dominica 164-180, a separate
album of Japan with mint 218-221, 396, 408, 423, a interesting lot that needs some TLC, some condition issues, but
worth a close look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Caboose Selection, 1860-1990. Presented to you in a carton, a stamp and ephemera lot,
includes small box of world wide booklets, mint & used US, binder of world wide telephone cards, 1977 Concorde first
flight covers, 19th century Atlas of Spain, China stamps and covers, mint Great Britain Offices Abroad blocks of four,
Channel Islands, British Commonwealth, and many more surprises, make sure you dig into his baby, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Mystery Nutcracker, 1850-2000. Thousands upon thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and
covers messily presented in albums, stock books, boxes, envelopes, just about anything that can hold a stamp, we don’t
know what these boxes contain, only that there is a lot of it, pull up a chair, set a spell and enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Philatelic Funhouse, 1851-1970. International Junior album with decent U.S., Austria, Azores,
British Commonwealth, Bavaria, Belgium, Canada, Danzig, France, Germany, Macao, Romania, Turkey, a second
International Junior album with scattered coverage, and a small stockbook with mint Washington Bicentennials blocks
of four, National Parks in singles and blocks of four, and some miscellaneous covers, nice material to tunnel through
without fear of a cave-in, some mixed condition, however generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment. In presentation cards, including Belgium B863 x14;
Q335-37; Q338-40 NH, Q343-61B; Q388-406 NH; Q409; Q438-59; Greece 117-28; 549-55; Sweden 268-74. We also
noted a fair amount of United Nations souvenir cards issued in the 1960s-80s period, plus 78 worldwide covers sent to
the U.S. in the 1950s-60s. A useful lot that needs to be viewed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, New Issues Assortment, 1980s-1990s. In stock pages with value concentrated in Portugal,
Spain & Sweden sets and souvenir sheets. We also noted Belgium, Monaco, Netherlands & German Federal Republic
examples, plus Ireland booklet. Recommended for the Internet or show dealer, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Mint & Never Hinged Accumulation, 1940s-70s. A truly mish-mash style lot with sets and
souvenir sheets issued in the 1940s-70s. Value concentrated in British Commonwealth, European & Latin American
countries. We noted several sheets in the $10 to $20. An overall interesting opportunity with varied potentials, and worth
checking out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, New Issues, 1996-99. Here we have the new issues from 1997-1999 of the following countries:
Portugal, Australia, Bermuda Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Mexico, Palestinian Authority, Switzerland; in two large 3-ring
binders with Hagner stock sheets; appears in some cases to be complete VF MNH, plus numerous special items such
as miniature sheets, souvenir sheets, booklets associated with these issues; also several used sets, which appear to be
on FDC, for which no premium is counted; These are solid collecting areas which you can get for a song-and-dance;
many topicals; also included: Hardbound slipcased government-issued 1998 and 1999 stamp collections for Australia;
and three sets of complete omnibus for “International Polar Year” Issue of 8 nations in 2007 in collector cases; plus
thrown in, full sheet of 50 of Bahamas Independence Issue high-value #351; four pairs of uncut Gibraltar QE II Silver
Jubilee souvenir sheets (# 339a); and finally a complete sheet of 50 of Marshall Islands US State-Named Warship
(#649); Lots of stuff to sell as well as fill out your own collections! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition
cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $2,200+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Worldwide, Wholesale Lot, 1900-60. Excellent group of used material, includes Hong Kong, Switzerland
UN Offices and a valuable group of United Arab Emirates, some useful items at an inexpensive cost, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Complete Booklet Accumulation, 1950-2000. Two red boxes stuffed with foreign complete
booklets, from Czechoslovakia, Korea, Iceland, Suriname, Greece, Israel, Sweden, Finland, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Monaco, British Commonwealth, excellent face value, take advantage of the opportunity afforded here!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Hidden Value Lot, 1880-1980. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers, mint & used,
messily presented, includes U.S. with revenues, Hawaii, Great Britain, British Commonwealth, Eastern Europe, Asia,
with some ephemera, interesting covers, the biggest factor will be the time needed to sort this holding out, mixed
condition so inspection will help, useful lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Mint & Used New Issues Accumulation. The Heritage Collection of Worldwide Americana
worldwide stamps and souvenir sheets; United States unused envelopes (U218-19, U221, U348-51, U522, U522a,
U523, U524-548, 549-57, U561-69 & U571-89), plus Constitution Bicentennial Covers Collection in album; Canada
1982 Exposition picture postcards. We also noted a large amount of glassines with unchecked stamps; abundant
Liechtenstein & Sweden maximum cards. A last minute arrival, viewing recommended for full appreciation of the
opportunity afforded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Caboose of Cabooses, 1860-2000. If you’ve been looking for something and have been
unable to find it, it is probably because it’s in this lot, a little bit of this and a little bit of that which includes U.S. face in
various albums and stock books, picture postcard from Singer Pavilion St Louis Expo, 1909 Xmas postcard with 1909
Wisconsin Xmas seal tied (very scarce), mint & used worldwide in envelopes, Canadian booklets, mint and used China,
at the very least it should be a fun exploration for the winning bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Full Sheet Holding, 1900-90. Hundreds of sheets, with most numbers having at least 4 sheets,
includes French Polynesia 182, 183, 184, 313, 314, 315, 316, 581, J28, O1, New Caledonia 457, 463, 464, Norfolk
Islands 257, 401-402, Pitcairn Islands 163, 164, 231, 232, Tokelau 49-50, 104, 165, Wallis & Fortuna 354, 355, as can
be seen most of the sheets are in the Pacific region, with very few condition issues this is a chance to load up on this
popular area, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Accumulation, 1980-2010. Interesting mixture, with foreign material but the best is the mint
Canada, a page of mint and used Newfoundland, and UN material, a lot of stuff for a little money, dig in, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, On & Off Paper Mixture, 1900-2000. Packed in three boxes, approximately 50 pounds of
material, mostly U.S. with some foreign tossed in, sure to be a few gems buried in there, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Worldwide, Accumulation, 1880-1990. Messy and eclectic lot, has mint sheet files with U.S. ½¢ to 33¢
sheets, full sheets of Yugoslavia and Russia, mint Tristan da Cunha collection on pages, box with thousands of mint &
used worldwide with lots of Russia, should be worth the price just to plow through it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Worldwide, Balance Lot, 1860-2000. Useful holding in two large carton, with Australia & States in a Scott
Specialty album, Scott International with nice China 106, 131-133, 218-219, 243-246, Russia collection on pages,
Space topical collection, Columbus 500th Anniversary collection, seven PCS first day cover albums, two albums U.S.
postal stationery collection, some condition issues, rut around for hidden gems and enjoy the hunt, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Worldwide, Around the World In A Few Hours, 1850-1970. Thousands of stamps and covers filling nine
stockbooks and in envelopes, a quick glance shows all continents are represented, with a book of Great Britain used
material, take a trip for a while and see what you may find, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Official Scott Supplements for PRC, thirty five sets, 1993-2005, up to four of each year, in their original
envelope, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Philatelic Literature
978

Polish Philatelic Literature Lot. Includes four volumes of Polskie Znacki Pocztowe, with illustrated
information on cancels, overprints, varieties and non Scott listed material, Filatelista magazine 1956//1963 with
information on all things Polish Philatelics, a volume 400-Lat Poczty Polskiej and Illustrowany Katalog Znaczkow
Polskich, ideal for the Polish specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

979

Polonus Bulletin, . Seven volumes and index all hard bound, 1940-1984, official publication of the Polonus
Philatelic Society, also includes 1973 Polskie Znaki Pocztowe, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

980

Worldwide Library of Auction Catalogs. Massive library of over 900 catalogs, includes Siegel with many
name sales such as D Golden Collection of Hawaii, P. Hansen U.S. Stamps, C S Stamps and Covers, Frelinghuysen
Collection Parts 1 & 2, also Apfelbaum, Hugh Barr, J Kaufmann, Ted Conway, Harmer’s, Roger Koerber, Greg
Manning, Mandarin Trading & Hung’s Stamp Co., a unique opportunity to acquire research material at a very
inexpensive price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

End of Sale - Thank You

Please Vist Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Nearly all the lots in this sale are photographed on our site.
Also, you can bid on our site, and the site is fully searchable.
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